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Preface 
 

 
This work is designed specifically for the person that has had one year of New Testament 

Greek. A need was identified for a work that is focused upon the needs of the second year 

student and those that desire a deeper look into the text. The format is exegetical and 

meant to not only bring out the “richness” of the language, but the emotional sense of the 

text. 

The Greek of the New Testament is rich with Hebrew expression and the pictoral 

nature of the Semetic language. It is not a mistake that the great Greek grammarian A.T. 

Robertson named his work “Word Pictures of the Greek New Testament.” The word 

pictures drawn from Scripture are primarily Jewish in character, so it is that the New 

Testament is replete with Hebrew “word-pictures.”  It is also important to note in any 

original historical work the logic and historical setting involved. Thus this work is titled 

“The Greek New Testament Wordbook,” and the focus is placed upon the Greek 

language as it relates to historic New Testament usage. 

The following guidelines are used throughout the work: 

1. Use the original language separated by phrases. 

2. Keep the word order as close to the original as possible. 

3. Parse all the verbs. 

4. Find all word derivations. 

5. Translate the basic, fundamental grammar constructs as much as possible. 

6. Keep the translation as raw and literal as possible. 

 

This work is not intended as a new translation, or even a good translation, but to 

enable the user to quickly identify the author’s emphasis using word order, verb tense, 

mood, voice and number.   

It is hoped that this work will be a help to students and teachers of the Word so that 

one might pronounce more of God’s Word and less of man’s word. This is how it should 

be.  

Finally, I wish to thank my Greek students at Scofield Seminary for many corrections 

throughout the work.   

 

 

 

John Pappas, 

Fort Worth, Texas, 2013
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Tradition holds that John was a leader in the Church in Ephesus after the expulsion of 

Jerusalem in the years AD 66-70. This Church is dear to him as he addresses them seven 

times as “little children” τεκνια (teknia), twice as paidion (paidion) “a young child, 

infant,” and six times as agaphtov (agapetos) “beloved.”       

 His desire to protect them from error and false teachers is reflected throughout the 

letter. The Church was experiencing severe spiritual warfare as is evident by the 

problems addressed and John’s use of the word αντιχριστος (antichristos) “antichrists.” 

False teaching was affecting their understanding, their ability to decern good and evil as 

John uses the strong statement, “if you say you have no sin you make God a liar (1:10; 

2:4).” Dr. Bruce says, “On a practical level these new teachers claimed to have reached 

such an advanced stage in spiritual experience that they were ‘beyond good and evil’. 

They maintained that they had no sin, not in the sense that they had attained moral 

perfection but in the sense that what might be sin for people at a less mature stage of 

inner development was no longer sin for the completely ‘spiritual’ man. For him ethical 

distinction had ceased to be relevant.”
1
   

 The clearest teaching in this letter involves what is true and αληθεια “truth.” The 

word truth occurs ten times, while true occurs five times. Truth is under attack and the 

way one knows truth and what is true is to measure what is said against the standard – the 

word of God. The themes, God is light, God is love, and God is life, finds solid ground in 

arguing the great truths of this letter as the apostle persuades his audience they too can 

enjoy fellowship with God in quality of life.  

 At the heart of truth is knowledge and what is known (γινωσκω “to know”). This 

is the heart of the Gnostic heresy. The great historian Philip Schaff notes, “As attempts 

has already been made, before Christ, by Philo, by the Therapeutea and the Essenes, etc., 

to blend the Jewish religion with heathen philosophy, especially that of Pythagoras and 

Plato, so now, under the Christian name, there appeared confused combinations of these 

opposite systems, forming either a Paganism Judaism, i.e., Gnostic Ebionism, or a 

Judaizing Paganism, i.e., Ebionistic Gnosticism, according as the Jewish or the heathen 

element prevailed. This syncretistic heresy was the caricature of John’s theology, which 

truly reconciled Jewish and Gentile Christianity in the highest conception of the person 

                                                 
1
 FF Bruce,The Gospel & Epistels of John (Grand Rapids:Eerdmans, 2004),  p. 26 
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and work of Christ…They [Judaism and heathenism] were usually shrouded in a 

shadowy mysticism and surrounded by the halo of a self-made ascetic holiness, but 

sometimes degenerated into the opposite extreme of antinomian licentiousness.”
2
 

Finally, First John is a book of contrasts, of antithetical parallels: light verses 

darkness, truth verses falsehood, love verses hatred, love of the world verses love of the 

Father. There is a contrast between Christ verses antichrists, children of God verses 

children of the Devil, righteousness verses sin, life verses death. These contrasts serve to 

highlight the importance of living a new life in Christ and Christians living in the light.  

 

 

 

 

Author 
The author’s identification is nowhere found in the letter. However, history and tradition 

holds that the apostle John wrote First, Second, & Third John, and it is clear that the 

writing style is uniquely John’s. One could easily examine the evidence of the writing 

style and words and conclude the apostle John is the author. In identifying the author we 

look at both the internal and external evidence.  

 

External evidence 
The apostle John’s understudy, Polycarp (AD 70-156) who later became bishop of 

Smyrna gives a quote from 1 John 4:2-3 in his Epistle to the Philippians (ch. vii): 

 

For every one who shall not confess that Jesus Christ is come in the flesh, 

is antichrist: and whosoever shall not confess the testimony of the Cross, 

is of the devil; and whosoever shall pervert the oracles of the Lord to his 

own lusts and say that there is neither resurrection nor judgment, that man 

is the firstborn of Satan. 

       

Another understudy of John, Ignatius (AD 35 or 50-117), who became bishop of Antioch 

gives allusions that John was the author. The volume of evidence that John is the author 

is enormous, while detractors are few. In fact, the only reason the letter had any 

detractors was the fact that Gnostic writers had used the letter as a proof text for their 

hieratical teachings which moved the orthodox Church to ignore it, until some authors 

pointed out that the letter taught against Gnostic beliefs. Clement (AD 150-215) 

frequently quoted 1 John and attributed the work to John.     

 

A look at the history of declaring First John authentic whose source is from the apostle 

John is identified as follows:  

1. Citation or allusion by Polycarp (c. 110-150), Herms (c. 115-140), and Tertullian 

(c. 150-220).  

2. Called authentic by Irenaeus (c. 130-202), Clement of Alexandria (c. 150-215), 

Cyril of Jerusalem (c. 315-386), Eusebius (c. 325-340), Jerome (c. 340-420), and 

Augustine (c. 400).  

                                                 
2
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3. Declared authentic at the following Canons: Muratorian (c. 170), Apostolic (c. 

300), Cheltenham (c. 360), and Athanasius (c. 367).     

4. Declared authentic at the following Councils: Nicea (c. 235-340), Hippo (c. 393), 

Carthage (c. 397), and Carthage (c. 419).   

 

The earliest papyrus fragment known, identified as the John Rylands Fragment (P
52

) 

dates to A.D. 117-138 and contains John 18:31-33, 37-38. Though not First John, the 

fragment supports the evidence that the apostle John wrote his works around the end of 

the first century. 

 

Internal evidence 
The author presents himself as an eye-witness of Christ (1:1-4; 4:14). Like the Gospel of 

John, there are many similarities in style, both in the sense of personal style as well as 

Hebrew style. The use of “high and lofty words” is uniquely characteristic of John’s 

Gospel and letters. Words like “Word, light, eternal life, love, abide, take away sins, 

begotten of God, Savior of the world.” These words in and of themselves do not prove 

John was the author, but due to their unique use tightly relate the Gospel with the letter.  

 Both the Gospel and the letter have the same Hebraistic style, the same use of 

parallelism, simplicity of sentence structure, and character.  John makes it a habit of 

repetition. The author keeps returning to chief concepts as light, life, truth, belief, 

fellowship, love and righteousness. The author uses bluntness and severity in his 

language.
3
 He places his prepositions in sharp antithetical fashion, allowing no middle 

ground with subjects like light and darkness, rightousness and sin.  

 The author had a personal relationship with the Lord. He appears to have seen the 

Lord in the flesh(1 John 1:1,3). For the forensic literary analysis, this letter is clearly the 

same author as that of the gospel of John.     

 

 

 

Date of Writing  
There is nothing in the text to point to a particular date. While some have argued for an 

early date, most hold to a late date sometime in the 90s. John was in Jerusalem until 

sometime around AD 70 when the fall of Jerusalem brought the Jews to flee the city. 

According to tradition, John, Philip and Andrew were among those who fled with the 

Church. According to tradition, John moved to Asia Minor and except for his exile in 

Patmos, remained in Ephesus until his death. Irenaeus claims John to have lived until the 

time of Trojan (98-117).  

 It seems reasonable to say that John labored in the Churches, writing his Gospel 

(around AD 90) and general epistles until about AD 95, when he was exiled to the island 

of Patmos during the Domitianic persecution whereupon he wrote Revelation. He 

returned to Ephesus about AD 97, and died around the turn of the century. The only one 

of the original desciples not to die as a martyr.      

 

 

                                                 
3
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Place of Writing 
There is no clear evidence in the letter itself to identify exactly the place of writing or the 

intended audience other than examining the subjects addressed in the letter and the 

problems that uniquely link it to a Church in Asia Minor. Most historians associate the 

letter with John in his late years in Ephesus, and Ephesus is the traditional place of John’s 

residence. Irenaeus, bishop of Lyons, in his work “Against Heresies” writes, “Then, 

again, the Church in Ephesus, founded by Paul, and having John remaining among them 

permanently until the time of Trajan, is a true witness of the tradition of the apostles.”
4
   

 Dr. Thiessen echoes the majority belief amoug scholars when he says, “It seems 

as if John had taken over, not only the church of Ephesus, but also all the Churches of the 

surrounding country, as the Churches of Smyrna, Pergamos, Thyatira, Sardis, 

Philadelphia, and Laodicea (Rev. 2 and 3). John would visit the neighboring districts of 

the Gentiles, appoint overseers, and organize new Churches. What is more natural than to 

suppose that the First Epistle is directed to these believers?”
5
  

 F.F. Bruce notes, “Christianity may have been introduced to the province of Asia 

by individuals before the middle of the first century AD, but it was effectively established 

in the province during Paul’s Ephesian ministry, to be dated probably from the late 

summer of AD 52 to the spring of AD 55. So thoroughly did Paul and his colleagues 

prosecute the work of evangelization during those years that not only the people of 

Ephesus but ‘all the residents of Asia heard the word of the Lord, both Jews and Greeks’ 

(Acts 19.10).”
6
   

Dr. Schaff comments on John’s relationship with Paul and Asia Minor in his work 

on Church history, as he writes, “John mentions Peter frequently in his Gospel, especially 

in the appendix (John 21:15-23), but never names Paul; he met him, as it seems, only 

once, at Jerusalem, gave him the right hand of fellowship, became his successor in the 

fruitful field of Asia Minor, and built on his foundation.”
7
  

 Ephesus was the capital of the proconsul of Asia and the center of Grecian 

culture, commerce, and religion. It was famous for the songs of Homer, Anacreon and 

Mimnermus. Prominate was the philosophy of Thales, Anaximenes and Anaximander; 

the center of worship in the cities magnificent temple of Diana. Paul had labored there for 

three years (54-57) establishing several churches in the area and who are characterized as 

influential and beacon’s of light surrounded by dark heathenism. With the downfall of 

Jerusalem, Ephesus became the chief theater of church history in the second half of the 

first century.   But how far the churches in that region had fallen, for by AD 95 John 

describes them as fallen, having left their first love (Rev. 2:1-6).  

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
4
 Irenaeus, Against Heresies, III.4 

5
 Henry Clarence, Introduction to the New Testament (Peabody:Hendrickson Publishing, 2002), p. 308 

6
 F.F. Bruce, The Gospel & Epistles of John (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans Publishing, 2004), p. 13 

7
 Philip Schaff, History of the Christian Church (Peabody:Hendrickson, 1996), vol. 1, p. 203 
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Major theme 
The major doctrines addressed in First John are theology proper, Christology, 

anthropology, harmotology, esctology, and the Christian life as it applies specifically to 

Gnosticism. Dr. Lenski points out it was occasioned by the antichristian teachings of 

Cerinthus and his following:
8
   

 

“Cerinthus was active in Ephesus during this time. He taught that Jesus 

was the physical son of Joseph; that the “eon Christ” was united with 

Jesus at his baptism but left Jesus before his passion and his death. He 

rejected all the Gospels, all of Paul’s letters, and accepted only parts of 

Matthew and of Mark. He was a former Jew from Egypt and combined 

Jewish ideas with what we may call the beginnings of Gnosticism and 

sought to produce a spiritualized Mosaism, which was to be a universal 

religion. He retained circumcision and the Sabbath….According to 

Eusebius, Iranaeus quotes Polycarp, his teacher and pupil of the Apostle 

John: ‘That John, the disciple of the Lord, having gone to take a bath in 

Ephesus and having seen Cerinthus inside, left the baths, refusing to bathe, 

and said: Let us flee lest also the baths fall in since Cerintus is inside, the 

enemy of the truth.”    

 

 Another Gnostic belief that developed was called Docetism (Greek,  “to 

seem”) that says Jesus only seemed to be human, and that his physical body was a 

apparition or ghost.  It is clear that there are problems related to some heretics within the 

Church called “antichrists” who had withdrawn from the Church (2:18-19), that is, the 

spiritual battle was alive and well. Believers knew the truth but loved the world thus 

causing problems (2:15, 21, 3:15). Their actions are untrue and uncharacteristic of a 

correct knowledge of God (2:3). The world hates the things of God and hence, the world 

hates those in the Church, so John means to educate them concerning the true character of 

the world (3:13; 5:19).     

 The major themes are then, (1) God revealed Himself to man through His Son 

(manifestion of the Son = revelation that leads to eternal life). (2) There are three types of 

people in the Church: (i) saved people that abide in Christ; (ii) Saved people that are 

carnal; and (iii) unsaved people that are agents of the Antichrist. (3) Obedience to the 

commands of God equals fellowship with both God and fellow believers. The commands 

of God are (i) believe; and (ii) love one another. (4) Love is demonstrated by God 

sending His Son to die as a suffering servant; so likewise we are to be servants.    

 Gnosticism was a continuous problem within the early church. The historian 

Sheldon, points out the following New Testament allusions addressing Gnosticism: Col. 

2:8, 18; 1 Tim. 1; 4; 6:20; 2 Tim. 2:16-18; Jude 17-19; Rev. 2:6, 14; 1 John 1:1-3; 4:1-3; 

2 John 7
9
. The Oriental mind has a peculiar bent toward the allegorical, the mystical, the 

vague, and the immense.
10

  Gnosticism comes from the Greek γνωσις (gnosis)  

“knowledge” and is characterized by the following: 

                                                 
8
 R.C.H.Lenski, The Interpretation of the three Epistles of John (Minneapolis:Augsburg Publishing House, 

1966), p. 363 
9
 Henry Sheldon, History of the Christian Church (Peabody:Hendrickson, 1999), vol. 1, p. 208 

10
 Sheldon, p. 203 
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1. “Special knowledge” that is, Christ had revealed to a select few what He never 

declared openly to all. So many problems arise through the idea that some have a 

superior knowledge, some have a higher “special” knowledge. This brings in the 

claim of equal apostleship by those who were not disciples.  

2. Allegorical interpretation. The plain meaning turns to the allegorical in order to 

justify their claims (whatever claims they desire). 

3. Dualism. The belief that the physical is evil and the spiritual is good is the heart 

of this letter. Since the divine is inherently good, flesh inherently evil, Christ 

could not take on human form, thus separating the man Jesus from the spiritual 

Christ. The Holy Spirit, it was claimed, came upon Jesus at His baptism and 

departed before His crucification. Another variation was that Christ only seemed 

to have a human body, a kind of spook. This dualism drove the idea that there 

were three classes of men; (a) the pneumatic who constitute the elite of the 

Church (and those capable of higher knowledge); (b) the psychic consisting of the 

ordinary Church members; and (c) the hylic or Gentiles.
11
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 Louis Berkhof, The History of Christian Doctrines (Grand Rapids:Baker Books, 1995), p. 49 



 

 

1st John Outline 
I. Introduction (1:1-2:6) 

1. Purpose for writing (1:1-4) 

2. The message defined (1:5) 

3. Our work with God (1:6-10) 

4. The message applied to sin (2:1-2) 

 

II. The law of love (2:7-5:5) 

1. The commandment recalled (2:7-8) 

2. The law applied to one another (2:9) 

3. Reflection of who they are (2:12-14) 

4. The things of the world (2:15-17) 

5. Address to little children (The basics defined) (2:18-24) 

6. Address to the children of God (3:1-15) 

7. Evidence of God’s love & self-examination (3:16-24) 

8. Do not believe everything you hear (4:1-6) 

9. Love defined (4:7-11) 

10. Abiding in love (4:12-16) 

11. Love perfected in us (4:17-21) 

12. The test for being born of God (5:1-2) 

13. Love related to victory (5:3-5) 

14. The legal witness of Christ (5:6-12) 

15. Confidence in the testimony (5:13-15) 

16. Sin and the believer (5:16-21) 

 

While the outline above is observed, an alternative outline can be observed – a Jewish 

theological outline. The Jewish theological outline has been called cyclical where a 

subject is addressed, then the subject further illustrated by an application, then the 

original subject is touched on again. This might be thought of as walking through a 

teaching by stating a theological truth, then provide an application. 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

PART 

 

ONE 

 

 

Introduction 

(1:1-2:6) 



 

 

Purpose for writing (1:1-4) 
 

 

 

1 John 1:1-4 
 
1
That which was from [the] beginning, 

which we have heard, which we have 

seen by the eyes of us, which we looked 

upon, and our hands, they touched and 

felt concerning the word of life. 
2
Indeed 

the life had been made known and we 

have seen and we are testifying and we 

are proclaiming to you the eternal life 

which was from the father and had been 

made manifest to us. 
3
What we have 

seen and heard we are making known to 

you, and in order that you might have 

fellowship with us; and moreover, our 

fellowship [is] with the father and with 

the Son of Him, Jesus Christ 
4
And these 

things we are writing to you in order that  

our joy might be made complete.  

 

1
     o

 
 

2

  

 3

  

  4

 ( ) 
         

 

 

           

 

 

 

 

 

This is an historical message (1:1-2) 
 

Wuest notes the view of Westcott, “that John wrote his Gospel to prove the deity of our 

Lord, assuming His humanity, whereas he wrote his first epistle to prove His humanity, 

assuming His deity. In the words, ‘which we have heard, which we have seen with our 

eyes, which we have looked upon, and our hands have handled,’ he is maintaining the 

real humanity of our Lord against its denial by a certain group in the Church at that time. 

These were the Gnostics.”
12

    

 The historical message the Church passes down from generation to generation 

until the Lord’s return is grounded on a testimony that is real on three levels – a 

testimony of three witnesses, one that is heard, another that is seen, and yet another which 

is touched. Our Bible records the testimony of who Christ is, the Son of God who came 

into the world as the Lamb of God who takes away the sin of the world, who revealed the 

                                                 
12

 Kenneth Wuest, Wuest’s Word Studies From the Greek New Testament, (Grand Rapirds:Eerdmans, 

1973), vol. 2. p.88 
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glory of God - God in the flesh. A message that is historical, heard, seen and touched. 

The message is one that really took place in history, the cross was a real event, its atoning 

merit applied, His burial and subsequent resurrection a fact that no one can deny since 

these events were surrounded by witnesses. One can deny the facts, ignore the witnesses, 

but no one has an excuse – the message is established by multiple witnesses. Notice, what 

Jesus says in John’s Gospel, “If I had not come and spoken to them, they would not have 

sin, but now they have no excuse for their sin” (John 15:22). This is the heart of the 

gospel we preach today, the gospel of 1 Corinthians 15:1-8:  

 

Now I make known to you, brethren, the gospel which I preached to you, 

which also you received, in which also you stand, 
2
by which also you are 

saved, if you hold fast the word which I preached to you, unless you 

believed in vain. 
3
For I delivered to you as of first importance what I also 

received, that Christ died for our sins according to the Scriptures, 
4
and that 

He was buried, and that He was raised on the third day according to the 

Scriptures, 
5
and that He appeared to Cephas, then to the twelve. 

6
After that 

He appeared to more than five hundred brethren at one time, most of 

whom remain until now, but some have fallen asleep; 
7
then He appeared 

to James, then to all the apostles; 
8
and last of all, as to one untimely born, 

He appeared to me also. 

 

 

 

1:1.    (That which was from [the] beginning).  The relative pronoun ov 

(hos) is a.n.sg., “who, which, what, that,” introduces the letter. The neuter pronoun is 

properly translated “that which” and has the idea that everything, both masculine and 

feminine, everything that existed typologically and prophetically from the beginning has 

testified concerning Christ. This neuter relative pronoun is repeated four times in verse 

one alone.  

 Dr. Vincent in his great work “Vincent’s Word Studies,” notes the following:  

 

The construction of the first three verses is somewhat involved. It will be 

simplified by throwing it into three parts, represented respectively by 1 Jo 

1:1, 1 Jo 1:2, 1 Jo 1:3. The first part, That which was from the beginning - 

Word of Life, forms a suspended clause, the verb being omitted for the 

time, and the course of the sentence being broken by 1 Jo 1:2, which forms 

a parenthesis: and the Life - manifested unto us. 1 Jo 1:3, in order to 

resume the broken sentence of 1 Jo 1:1, repeats in a condensed form two 

of the clauses in that verse, that which we have seen and heard, and 

furnishes the governing verb, we declare. Thus the simple sentence, 

divested of parenthesis and resumptive words would be, We declare unto 

you that which was from the beginning, that which we have seen with our 

eyes, that which we beheld, and our hands handled concerning the Word 

of Life.
13

 

                                                 
13

 M.R. Vincent, Vincent’s Word Studies, www.e-sword.net   

http://www.e-sword.net/
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As can be seen, what is usually attributed as an easy book to translate; the first three 

verses present a challenge in its complexity. The purpose of the relative pronoun is to 

introduce a subordinate clause and much has been said concerning what the neuter 

relative pronoun points to. It no doubt, points to everything that the Old Testament has 

said in the form of words and types concerning Christ from the beginning of time up to 

the point of this writing. This is made clear by the phrase hn ap archv.  The Impf. Ind. 

3sg., of eimi (eimi) “to be, exist,” means that the action is on going and is not yet brought 

to its intended accomplishment.  I take this to be an inceptive imperfect, meaning 

continuous action, but emphaizes the initiation of the process. The emphasis is placed on 

the beginning of the action rather than its progress. As such, what then does the 

beginning refer to?   

  The timing is described as being from [the] beginning. The definite article is 

inserted as required by the English, the Greek has no need of specifying definiteness for a 

point of origin since its definiteness is there by definition as arch (arche) g.f.sg., means 

“the beginning, origin.” The beginning could refer either to the beginning of time and 

creation as John uses in John 1:1, or it could mean the beginning with reference to  

Christ’s incarnation (John 1:14). Many great expositors have taken one side or the other 

and there is no consensus with this point. I, however, take this point of origin to have its 

origin at creation for two reasons: First, the Word of life, that is, Christ, is pre-existent 

and John’s writings consistently speak with reference to Christ as being from the 

beginning to time (cf. John 1:1). He existed before His incarnation and manifested 

Himself before His incarnation in the garden (Gen. 2:16-18; 3:8-22), as an angel (Gen. 

16:7-14; 21:17-18; 22:11-18; 31:11-13; Ex. 3:2; Judg. 2:1-4; 5:23; 6:11-22; 13:3-22; 2 

Sam. 24:16; Zech 1:12; 3:1; 12:8), and through various means (e.g., dreams and visions). 

The second point is that from before the creation of the world His plans of world history 

are clearly defined, including His people Israel, salvation, His incarnation, death, burial 

and resurrection and kingdom.    

 

  (which we have heard). The next phrase places two neuters in a kind of 

literary one-two punch. It starts with the neuter relative pronoun ov (hos) rel. pron., 

a.n.sg., “who, which, what, that” and highlights the hearing aspect of the testimony. 

Everything concerning Christ that, “we have heard,” akouw (akouo) Perf. Act. Ind. 1pl., 

“to hear.” The perfect tense implies a process, but views the process as having reached its 

consummation. In the New Testament the perfect serves as a significant theological 

instrument since it views action as a finished product. It looks at both ends of the action, 

implying a process, and views the process as having reached its consummation, exiting in 

a finished state. The perfect is often used for hearing (you have heard), seeing (you have 

seen), written (having been written), knowing (having known) and presents saving 

knowledge as a completed state of being (cf. Eph. 2:8-10).
14

           

  

  o (which we have seen by the eyes of 

us which we looked upon).  The author, as if to make it absolutely clear that what has 

been seen was physically seen, says, o ewrakamen toiv ofyalmoiv hmwn (which we 
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have seen by our eyes). The eyes (properly, “to stare at”), as opposed to the metaphorical 

sense “the eyes of the mind.” We get the English word optics from this word and relates 

to vision. In the Greek the word is used as an organ of sense perception
15

 but at its heart 

is primarily perception using the eye. The perfect is again used of the verb oraw (horao) 

Perf. Act. Ind. 1pl., “to see,” “we have seen by the eyes.” The instrumental case of the 

word “eyes” with the definite article, is the case of means or instrument, it is by the eyes 

that we had seen these things. And finally, what had been seen was seen by our own eyes. 

The genitive pronoun is possessive and it was not by others eyes, but by our own eyes.  

 The author and others of his day, some 60 years before, had seen the Lord, but the 

“our” used here seems to point to everyone in the target audience, progressive revelation 

is at play. Abraham heard and saw less than Daniel the prophet, and Daniel less than John 

the apostle. The progressive revelation of God’s word in history has been built up over 

the 1400 years from Moses to John, from Genesis to Revelation. The Bible like any book 

reveals the story progressively through time, from chapter to chapter, until the entire 

book has been read. There is nothing left to be revealed, the book has been closed.           

 

 

 (and our hands, they touched 

and felt concerning the word of life). The reality of the testimony becomes evident as the 

author includes the hands have qhlafaw (“to handle,” “touch and feel”) touched and 

felt the things concerning the Word of Life. The object of the phrase is the accusative 

relative pronoun “that which” whose neuter singular form, points to the abstract “all 

things,” called the collective as it is not a single thing which our eyes have seen and our 

ears heard and hands touched, but all the evidence providing the testimony concerning 

the message – the good news about the Lord Jesus Christ, the One who has life in 

Himself (John 1:4), who sustains life (Col. 1:15-17) and who gives life (John 1:3-4).  

 The “word of life” is given in the genitive in apposition expressing description or 

possession. It could be said, “the things we saw, heard and touched circling around (the 

prep. peri “around”) the things related to, or belonging to, the words related to life.”  

These words are closely related by the apostle John to the Word namely, the God-man 

Jesus Christ, for in Him was life (John 1:4), He is the Word of life (John 5:26). This 

continues from his Gospel account of our Lord: 

 

Truly, truly, I say to you, he who hears My word, and believes Him who 

sent Me, has eternal life, and does not come into judgment, but has passed 

out of death into life. (John 5:24)  

 

The apostle now moves the action from the perfect (completed action with the effect 

continuing to the point of writing) to the timeless aorist. “The aorist normally views the 

action as a whole, taking no interest in the internal workings of the action.”
16

 It describes 

the action in summary fashion, so Lenski writes, “John has two perfects and two aorists. 

The perfects convey the thought that what ‘we have heard,’ what ‘we have seen,’ has its 

continuous effect on us. John’s Gospel uses a number of such significant perfects. Beside 
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them John places decisive aorists of fact: ‘we did actually behold,’ ‘we did actually 

handle.’ As the perfects stress the continuing effect, so the aorists stress the actuality.”
17

 

What Lenski points out by saying “aorists of fact” and “we did actually behold” is the 

indicative mood of the aorist verb. The indicative mood means the action is actually 

taking place.  

 Notice the word yeaomai (theaomai) Aor. Mid. Dep. Ind. 1pl., “to behold, look 

upon, view attentively.” The word means to view carefully as a spectator, one who looks 

at a thing with interest and for a purpose, usually indicating the careful observation of 

details. The word combines with the next verb qhlafaw  (pselaphao) Aor. Act. Ind. 

3pl., “to handle, touch and feel,” “they [our hands] touched” from the base of  qallw 

(psallo) “to pluck off, pull out.” Wuest notes, “In the late Greek it meant ‘to examine 

closely.’ The word is used in the Greek translation of the Old Testament when blind Isaac 

felt the hands of Jacob (Gen. 27:22). The old man, puzzled at the voice of Jacob, handled 

his hands with a view to investigating whether the speaker was really Esau. The same 

word is used in Luke 24:39, where our Lord said, ‘Handle Me with a view to 

investigation and see; because a spirit does not have flesh and bones as you see that I 

have. Our Lord’s proof to the disciples that what was raised in the physical body in which 

He died was based on the scientific evidence of their sense of touch.”
18

          

 

 

1:2.  (Indeed the life had been made known). Verse two reflects 

and stresses what was said in verse one, so the translation “indeed” for the conj. kai. The 

definite article used for life points not to the Lord but to what He provides - life, and this 

life is something that “has been made known.” The tense is really an Aorist not a Perfect, 

but most translations use the Aorist as culminative, but the sense is really expressed with 

the Aorist in mind, that is, it does not distinguish the action as complete or incomplete; it 

simply states that the action took place in the past without regard to its duration. As such, 

this Aorist is seen as a culminative Aorist- the action is viewed in its results; life has been 

made known. What John uses here is fanerow (phaneroo) Aor. Pas. Ind. 3sg., “to make 

manifest, visible or known,” and has as its basic sense “what has been hidden or 

unknown.” In this sense, the meaning most likely is that which has become known, and 

thoroughly understood since our Lord has made the subject, namely, life (meaning eternal 

life) known. The passive “has been made known” means, what was made known 

occurred external, even, independent of ourselves. For man on his own will not except 

the things of God unless God Himself makes a change in the individual. This passive 

makes eternal life personal, relevant and effective to those included in the class of people 

belonging to the group “us” who John’s letter is written – the believers.   

 

   (and 

we have seen and we are testifying and we are proclaiming to you the eternal life). This 

“golden chain” of “ands” brings the relative pronoun construction “that which” into full 

light, as that which is seen is seen, that which is heard is testified and that which is 
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touched is proclaimed, and further, all this involves the gift given to mankind – Jesus 

Christ who is eternal life, possesses eternal life and gives eternal life. All these things, of 

course, concern that which God has done in sending His Son in the flesh to be as John the 

Baptist boldly proclaimed, “behold the Lamb of God who takes away the sin of the 

world” (1:29).  

 That which was given refers to the message concerning eternal life that John gives 

in verse five - that message concerns the life we have in Jesus Christ. We have seen the 

life. The perfect active indicative means that the one seeing – has seen what was made 

known in the past and the effect continues up to the time of writing. In seeing oraw 

(horao) we have properly “stared at” this life, either with the eyes, or more likely, “to see 

with the mind.” Can you imagine – we have stared at eternal life with the mind! God has 

opened the mind, opened the heart by cutting away the excess skin blocking ones vision 

concerning the things of God that was corrupted by the fall. God Himself will circumcise 

the heart of man and make him or her alive (Deu. 30:6, cf. Col. 2:11).  

 That life in Christ that was testified to us by different means, namely, by the 

Scriptures (cf. John 1:23, 5:39), by the prophets (cf John 6:45), by John the Baptist (cf. 

John 1:23), by miracles (cf. John 20:30-31) and by Jesus Himself (cf. John 5:24). It is, 

however, now our witness, namely, one to another through the generations that is given. 

The Greek marturew (martureo) Pres. Act. Ind. 1pl., to be a witness, to bear witness, 

testify, is from martuv (martus) a witness, martyr; we are witnesses, or better, “we 

continue to witness,” “to testify,” as the present tense relates the continuous nature of the 

witness.                                    

 A heritage of individual testimony of the good news concerning eternal life that is 

spread by human proclamation that will continue as the great commission was 

commanded by the Lord Himself (cf. Matt. 28:19). The Greek apaggellw (apaggello) 

Pres. Act. Ind. 1pl., “to bring word, report, to proclaim, to make known,” from the 

compound of apo (apo) “from, out of” and aggelov (aggelos) “a messenger, envoy, 

angel,” speaks of the timeless command of proclaiming Jesus Christ as the Savior of the 

world.     

 John does not use the word gospel in his writings except in Revelation 14:6 where 

he says, 

 

And I saw another angel fly in the midst of heaven, having the everlasting 

gospel to preach unto them that dwell on the earth, and to every nation, 

and kindred, and tongue, and people (Rev. 14:6)  

 

John prefers to use the term “life,” or “eternal life,” the definite article makes the eternal 

life specific, describing “that message that is believed and which brings eternal life.” This 

represents a Jewish view that is equivalent to Paul’s western presentation of “the gospel.” 

Paul proclaims the gospel, John proclaims eternal life. The message is the same and 

involves believing in the death, burial and resurrection of the Anointed One, the Messiah, 

the Savior - Jesus Christ (cf., 1Cor. 15:1-5).      

 

 (which was from the father and had been 

made manifest to us). This eternal life, or rather the program, plan and hence message 

that brings about eternal life is specific as brought out by the use of the Greek relative 
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pronoun (actually a compound) ostiv (hostis) rel. pron. n.f.sg., “whoever, whatever,” 

from the compound of ov (hos) “who, which, that, what,” and tiv (tis) “a certain one, 

some”. This specific message was from the Father. 

The imperfect means the message was given in the past but says nothing about its 

completeness and as used here most likely can be viewed in one of two ways: (1) as a 

“progressive imperfect of description” – the process, the plan or the message is 

represented as actually being presented and on going in past time; or (2) a repeated or 

iterative imperfect which describes action as recurring at successive intervals or repeated 

action in past time, i.e., the message has been repeated again and again from the Father.  

Either way one take this, the message has been made manifest to us. The Greek  

fanerow (phaneroo) Aor. Pas. Ind. 3sg., “to make manifest,” either “visibly,” or “make 

known by teaching.” The word comes from the basic word fainw (phaino) “to bring 

forth into the light,” and theologically has the connection to the opening of the eyes of the 

heart by God Himself (cf. Jer. 24:7; 31:33; Ezek. 11:19; 36:26). That wonderful ministry 

of God who uses mankind to spread the good news to mankind, but it is Him who opens 

the eyes of man to the message, otherwise the message is foolishness to the lost (cf. 1 Cor 

1:18).  

Notice this message has been revealed to us. The passive indicates an external 

agent has made it known and the group who the Father has made it known is an exclusive 

group of which John writes – us – those who have eternal life.        

 

 

 
 
The message brings us into fellowship (1:3) 
 

 

1:3.   (What we have seen and 

heard, we are making known to you). What we have seen and heard in the past and have 

been convinced of, we continue to proclaim to you. The perfects, “we have seen,” and 

“we have heard,” are completed acts whose effect continues up to the point of this 

writing, the proclamation is a continuous act, a continuous act of proclaiming the Word 

of God to the people of the Church, even the Church in Ephesus. It is as though the things 

referred to in verses one and two are those things that have been accumulated over time, 

from the writings of the Old Testament to those of the Apostles and other New Testament 

writers, passed from church to church in what will eventually be the collection of 

writings known as the New Testament. John’s letter to this church can be dated to 

sometime in the 90’s. This makes him the last of the New Testament authors. It is not 

known which of the New Testament writings John and the church in Ephesus had, but the 

writings were passed from church to church. Paul is said to have started the churches in 

Ephesus (cf. Acts 18:19) and stayed there some time, but it is John who went, stayed, and 

nourished that church until his death from old age. He is the only apostle that tradition 

says was not martyred.         

 The fact that John includes others in this proclamation “we are making known to 

you,” points to the fact that there is a group of “proclaimers.” Where Paul uses “good 
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news,” John uses apaggellw (apaggello) Pres. Act. Ind. 1pl., to bring tidings, proclaim, 

to make known from the compound of apo (apo) from, out of and aggelov (aggelos) a 

messenger, envoy, one who is sent (with a message), so the present tense relates the idea, 

“we continue to make known.”       

         

  (and in order that you might have fellowship 

with us). The hina clause is the purpose clause, and the purpose is given that “you might 

have fellowship with us.” The hina with the Present Subjunctive ecw (echo) Pres. Act. 

Subj. 2pl., to have, hold, is translated “you all might have,”  and presents the purpose as a 

continuous walk in the Word. The idea is that they continue to have koinwnia (koinonia) 

a.f.sg., “fellowship, association, community, communion,” from the adj. koinov  

(koinos) meaning “common.” When speaking of believers in fellowship with one another 

it is an association based on the message of Christ. Robertson called it a sharing 

partnership
19

. The purpose of the fellowship gathering is to speak of what Christ has done 

– to speak of the things of God. A gathering in fellowship with fellow believers must 

involve Christ as its central discussion. The central point of our fellowship involves 

“what we have seen and heard” and made known regarding Jesus Christ.   

 Fellowship is related to the Lord’s Supper or what is sometimes called 

Communion, that institution that the Lord Himself instituted (Matt. 26:26-29). This 

Communion is related to the breaking of bread and drinking of the cup of blessing (1 Cor. 

10:16; 11:23-26) and involves remembering the what Christ did on the cross and a self-

examination of ourselves in light of who He is – a holy, true God who paid the price 

Himself for our sin, a legal substitute taking our place in death.          

 

   (and 

moreover our fellowship [is] with the father and with the Son of Him, Jesus Christ). The 

conjunction de (de) “but, moreover” is taken not as the contrast or adversative “but,” but 

as the continuative “moreover.” The construction “the fellowship, that which is ours” fits 

with the subject. As Vincent writes, “Ours (possessive instead of personal pronoun) 

indicating fellowship as a distinguishing mark of Christians rather than as merely 

something enjoyed by them.”
20

   

 This fellowship is with the Father, and as if to be as clear as possible, John tightly 

links the fellowship we have with the Father and Son by using the same preposition meta 

(meta) twice! It is as though he is saying fellowship with the Father is the same as 

fellowship with the Son. An equality is established between the Father and His Son, Jesus 

Christ, and moreover, this fellowship we have is with a common bond; we have 

fellowship because He reconciled us back to Him by His Son (cf. Rom. 5:10; 2 Cor. 5:18-

20; Col. 1:21).  Christ came in the flesh, lowering Himself a little lower than the angels in 

order to represent mankind on the cross. That is our common bond that reconciles us to 

God making fellowship possible. Moreover, fellowship with God involves righteousness 

as Paul writes,   
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Do not be unequally yoked together with unbelievers. For what fellowship 

has righteousness with lawlessness? And what communion has light with 

darkness? (2 Cor. 6:14) 

 

In essence John writes we are in fellowship as witnesses of Jesus Christ. The Holy Spirit 

is notably absent from this introductory statement because the object of John’s 

proclamation is that Jesus is God, an independent person of the Godhead, and exists 

glorified without the indwelling presence of the Holy Spirit. John uniquely identifies the 

Father, the Son and the Holy Spirit in order to separate them as persons but link them as 

co-equal. The theological term “trinity” will not come along for some time, yet the New 

Testament and in particular, the Apostle John, clearly brings out the three-in-one 

character of the God-head. That God exists as three persons, yet they are One (cf. Matt. 

28:19-20; John 14:16-17,26; 2 Cor. 13:14; Eph. 4:4-6; 1 John 4:13-15). The Scriptures 

clearly teach that God exists as three persons, not three gods, nor one God manifesting 

himself in three modes of existence as Father, Son and Holy Spirit (modern day 

modalists).  The word Trinity comes to the English from the Latin ‘trinus’ or ‘trinitas’ 

meaning “three together.”  The earliest use of the word in found in the writings of 

Theophilus of Antioch (c. 181 A.D.) who remarked, “the three days which were before 

the luminaries are types of the Trinity (To Autolycus 2.15). The term ‘triad’ is employed 

by Plotinus (c. 270 A.D.) and Proclus (c. 485 A.D.). Tertullian (c. 220 A.D.) uses the 

term ‘trinitas’. Origen (c. 250 A.D.) uses ‘trias’”
21

. Dr. Ryrie provides a modern 

definition as: “In the one living and true God there are three coeternal and coequal 

Persons, the same in substance but distinct in existence.“
22

  

    But John does not leave out the Holy Spirit in this letter because the believer is 

indwelt by the Spirit, He did not leave us orphans, He left us a helper. Fellowship and the 

Holy Spirit are important. Our relationship with God the Spirit is linked with fellowship 

with the rest of the members of the trinity (cf. 2 Cor. 13:14; Phil. 2:1).   

 

 

 

This writing is meant to bring joy (1:4) 
 

1:4.  ( ) (And these things we are writing to you). The 

demonstrative is the neuter plural so the translation is “these things,” and as before, they 

refer to all things seen, heard and touched. The Apostle John seeks to document all these 

things to them, but what he desires is either that “we write” meaning there are multiple 

writers along with John (i.e., the Apostles or other New Testament authors) or that John 

is documenting there testimonies collectively either a Apostles or those in the Church 

with him. Either way the message concerns what is heard, seen and touched and further 

links the uniqueness of their fellowship which speaks of what they have in common in 

Christ, namely, they are “in Christ,” a technical term for the Church.                     
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 (in order that the our joy might be made 

complete). Now the purpose of this writing is made known by the hina purpose clause 

“that, in order that,”  h cara hmwn – the joy of us might be made complete. The 

subjunctive  of “to be,” it [the joy] might be in a state of being – complete. The first hina 

clause concerns the believer’s fellowship, the second hina clause concerns joy. Salvation 

involves reconciliation and being in right relationship with God, and that results in joy! 

John and all Christians are commanded to spread this message and make disciple to the 

ends of the earth: 

 

By this My Father is glorified, that you bear much fruit; so you will be My 

disciples. 9 As the Father loved Me, I also have loved you; abide in My 

love. 10  If you keep My commandments, you will abide in My love, just as 

I have kept My Father’s commandments and abide in His love. 11  These 

things I have spoken to you, that My joy may remain in you, and that your 

joy may be full.(John 15:8-11)  

 

This joy speaks of a progressive joy as the perfect participle speaks of a process, and that 

joy builds. Their joy is possible as the subjunctive brings out. The purpose of writing of 

this letter is to describe how their joy might be made complete. The ultimate fulfillment 

of this state of joy is found in the completed state, namely being in fellowship with God 

brings joy. Or more precisely, our reconciliation at the point of our salvation places us in 

fellowship and our joy in that state of being is complete. But the passive reflects God’s 

work in us, either as progressive through our experiential walk being in Christ but 

ultimately seen as He sovereignly brings us to glorification at the rapture or resurrection.  

 There is a textural variant here as the copyists added the plural “you” “that your 

joy might be made complete.” Lenski writes, “Misunderstanding scribes altered the text. 

They thought that John should say: ‘These things we are writing to you in order that your 

joy may be full’ (A.V.). Grammars like B.D. 280 and R. 406, 678 support this thought by 

asserting that  is the literary plural. This has ‘we are writing’ = ‘I am writing’ in 

2:1. ...In one sentence there are no less than eleven “we” verbs, to say nothing of the 

“we” and “our” pronouns and now one of these “we” forms is to be regarded as editorial 

for “I.” This does not seem likely.”
23
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The message defined (1:5) 
 
 

1 John 1:5 
 
 
5
And this is the message that we have 

heard from him and we are bringing 

back to you.  That God is light and there 

is no darkness in him – none.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1:5.  (And 

this is the message that we have heard from him and we are bringing back to you). The 

feminine demonstrative pronoun points to the message that is heard. There is a textural 

variant here where some manuscripts have epaggelia (epaggelia) n.f.sg., with def. art., 

“an announcement, promise,” from the compound of epi (epi) upon, on, over, and 

aggelov (aggelos) a messenger, envoy, one who is sent, angel; whereas other 

manuscripts have aggelia (aggelia) n.f.sg., “a message, announcement.” Either way one 

takes it, both nouns have the common root as “a message,” and the message continues to 

be proclaimed as the present active indicative estin is used. But note the perfect active 

indicative akhkoamen from the root akouw (akouo) “to hear” – “we have heard” 

meaning our hearing is a completed act. The message is heard and repeated from 

generation to generation.    

 The source of this message has come ap autou “from Him” and means Jesus 

Himself has given the message, He had come in the flesh and manifested the Father to us 

(cf., John 2:11; 17:6). What we know about God is revealed in two ways, general 

revelation, which is that revelation concerning God by natural means and reaches all 

people; and special revelation which comes by various means to various people, but what 

He has revealed to us and written down in the Bible. This verse refers to the doctrine of 

special revelation. The doctrine of the twofold word means that there is the “living 

Word” referring to Jesus Christ in the flesh, and the second is the written word recorded 

and preserved for all time. The incarnation of Christ is described as the most pure of 

revelations about God to mankind. Jesus “exegeted” the Father, revealing the nature, 

glory, wisdom, power and love of God (cf., John 1:14; 3:2, 15-16; 7:46; 10:17; 14:9): 
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And the Word became flesh and dwelt among us, and we beheld His glory, 

the glory as of the only begotten of the Father, full of grace and truth 

(John 1:14).      

 

 (that God is light and there 

is no darkness in him - none). Further, this message concerns God, this equivalence of 

Him, namely, Jesus Christ and God is linked as an inseparable unit. An equivalence is 

established that the personal pronoun “Him” is God! (cf. John 1:4-5) The purpose of the 

pronoun is to replace the noun so the chain is “His Son Jesus Christ” (v.3) – him – God.  

The message concerns the fact that God is light and there is no darkness in Him! 

The use of the word light used here is obviously metaphorical – God is not a photon, the 

contrast of light and darkness points to a spiritual discernment that is inherent in God 

who defines what is good from evil, as the metaphors used express the two extremes – 

light and dark. 

 How does one tell when the author is using a word metaphorically? The test is 

that if the thing is impossible to be in its natural state, then the word must be used 

metaphorically. God is not a photon, He is spirit. Next, the thing that is being described 

as a metaphor possesses some characteristic of the metaphor. What characteristic of light 

is God? Light is pure, exposes or bring what is hidden to the eye into sight, or spiritually, 

what the heart cannot see, He opens the eyes of the heart. But Scripture has to reveal 

what the word means to relate it in its context.    

The apostle John uses this language often in his writings. In John 1:4, “In Him 

was life, and the life was the light of men” reflecting not just spiritual life, but creation 

and perseveration of physical life. “And the light shines in the darkness, but the darkness 

did not comprehend it” (John 1:5); which signifies the spiritual condition of mankind in 

his fallen estate, depraved individuals who will not accept the things of God (cf., 1 Cor. 

1:18-25).   And Jesus is the “true light which gives light to every man coming into the 

world” (John 1:9; 8:12); “And this is the condemnation, that light has come into the 

world, and men loved darkness rather than the light” (John 3:19). This light of the world 

exposes the evil deeds of men (John 3:20), exposing what is right and wrong (cf. John 

11:10; 12:35, 36, 46).       

The word light has a rich biblical history as Dr. Wuest writes, “It [light] is the 

condition of life. Physically, it represents glory; intellectually, truth; morally, holiness. 

As immaterial it corresponds to God as spirit; as diffuse, to God as love; as the condition 

of life, to God as life; as pure and illuminating, to God as holiness and truth. In the Old 

Testament, light is often the medium of God’s visible revelations to men. It was the first 

manifestation of God in creation. The burning lamp passed between the pieces of the 

parted victim in God’s covenant with Abraham. God went before Israel in a pillar of fire, 

descended in fire at Sinai, and appeared in a luminous cloud which rested on the mercy-

set in the most holy place.”
24
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Our walk with God (1:6-10) 
 
 

1 John 1:6-19 
 
 
6
If we say that we continue to have 

fellowship with him and we walk in the 

darkness, we lie and continue not doing 

the truth. 
7
But if we continue to walk in 

the light as he is in the light we continue 

to have fellowship with one another and 

the blood of Jesus Christ the Son of Him 

cleanses us from all sin. 
8
If we might say 

that we have no sin, we are deceiving 

ourselves, and the truth is not in us. 
9
If 

we confess our sins He is faithful and 

righteous in order that He might forgive 

our sins, and he might cleanse us from 

all unrighteousness. 
10

If we might say 

that we have not sinned, we are making 

a liar of him, and the word of him is not 

in us.      

 

6
 ’

 

 7

’

‘

 8

     
                

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Introduction 
In verses six through ten John moves back and forth between the false and true walk with 

God. The pattern starts with the false walk and ends with a false walk. By including 

himself in this walk he seems to say man still has a struggle with truth. Man still struggles 

with what Paul calls the old self. This section speaks of two things: fellowship with God 

and a reconciliation with Him that cannot be broken. Our daily walk in fellowship with 

Him can be broken, but do not fear; His blood cleansed us and will continue to cleanse us 

even in our disobedience. Our position is “in Christ.” That position cannot be broken 

because He alone is faithful and true to not loose any, however, our fellowship can be 

broken. John will give us the remedy for bringing us back into fellowship.   

 

 

False walk (1:6) 
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1:6.  ’

  (If we say that we continue to have fellowship with him and we walk in the 

darkness, we lie). The conditional particle ean (ean) with the aorist subjunctive makes 

this a third class conditional phrase which is the condition of probability. If we might say 

we continue in fellowship, communion with Christ, and we continue to walk (a 

deliberative, extending the question, if we walk) in darkness – then we lie. The 

deliberative subjunctive proposes a hypothetical case. This is a supposition, not an actual 

fact. John includes himself in this supposition as if to say it is possible that believers, yes, 

even Apostles can be self-decieved. There are some sins we can give up, but then others 

we refuse to give up. God has to work on us, to try us, test us, to put the heat on in order 

to force us to address the sin we refuse to give up.  

If we say we continue to have fellowship, the present tense “we continue to have” 

relates the idea of possesing a continuous walk in fellowship with God the Father, but our 

walk tells a different story. Darkness - σκοτος is placed before the present active 

subjunctive peripatew (peripateo) Pres. Act. Subj. 1pl., “to walk,” from the compound 

of peri (peri) “about, around, near,” and patew (pateo) “to tread,” from an unused root 

meaning “a path,” and speaks of the certain possibility of walking in darkness. The 

possibility is not that we might sin at all, but which sin on what day.      

The middle voice of qeudomai (pseudomai) Pres. M/P Ind. 1pl., “to lie, to speak 

deliberate falsehoods, to deceive by a lie,” might better be translated “we are ourselves 

lying.”  Or this may also be thought of as a passive in which case it might better be 

translated, “we continue to be liars.” The thing that makes us liars is the fact that we 

claim allegiance to God who is light and there is no darkness in Him, but our actions, our 

daily walk, is not consistent with God and His light, for our walk is in darkness. Holding 

onto our sin is what is in view here.         

 

  (and continue not doing the truth). Notice that the walk is 

“in darkness” the preposition denoting position in time, place or a state of being. The 

reality of our fellowship with Him then cannot be mixed with a walk inconsistent with 

His character, or not only is it called a lie, but “we continue not doing the truth.” Truth is 

associated with light; darkness is associated with a lie.  Jesus said he “was the way the 

truth and the life” (John 14:6). Truth, light and life are all tightly related. One cannot 

expect to hold onto one’s own sin and not be held accountable.      

 

 

 

 

True walk (1:7) 
 

1:7.  
’  (But if we continue to walk in the light as he is in the light we 

continue to have fellowship with one another).  The contrastive conjunction de (de) 

introduces what happens when one walks in the light with the conditional particle, and 

hence, third class conditional phrase - “if in the light we might continue to walk, then we 

will continue to have fellowship with one another.” The possibility is there for real 
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fellowship. The idea is one of sanctification – our walk, not our position. Our position is 

secure in Christ, but our daily walk is in the light, or rather, should be in the light. Our 

position is secure without further condition because He died on the cross, but our walk is 

conditional based on walking in the light.  

Our walk is associated with His light by use of the word wv (hos) “as, like, even 

as” and is called a simile. A simile relates one object as being like another or attribute 

resembles another well know, distinct attribute. They are not equal, but similar. Christ is 

light or truth so we should walk about doing as He would do. This walk in the light is 

directly related to our fellowship with other believers. The world does not accept the 

light, will not tolerate the light when we present Christ, the light of the world to the 

world. They think it is foolishness. This verse does not speak of our relationship with the 

world nor our desire to evangelize the world, but narrowly focuses upon our relationship 

with fellow believers (John 1:5-7; 3:20; 8:12; 2 Cor. 4:4).         

 Our fellowship is identified first with the Father and His Son (Verse 3). This 

common bond of fellowship first starts with salvation in His reconciling us to Him (cf. 

Rom. 5:18; 2 Cor. 5:18; Col. 1:20). It then moves to our daily walk, linking our right 

relationship with Him with our fellowship with one another. It is a continuous bond, an 

eternal bond.  

 There is a fundamental rule that comes out of this, namely, that if we are 

continuously in fellowship with Him, we will continuously be in fellowship with others 

in Him. This does not mean that we will not have problems with others. This is after all a 

fallen world with spiritual battles always in play, but if we are sincere in our walk, 

walking in His word, being sensitive to the Spirit, we will be in right relationship not only 

with Him but one to another.  

 The walk is peripatew (peripateo) Pres. Act. Subj. 1pl., “to walk,” is a present 

subjunctive and when used with the conditional makes this the third class condition, 

meaning the outcome will come true. Walking towards the light of God, namely, towards 

the truth of God, produces a right relationship, and hence, fellowship.       

 

 ‘  (and the blood of Jesus 

Christ the Son of Him cleanses us from all sin). And our fellowship implies a process of 

growth where our sin is exposed to the light through His word and the convicting Spirit 

produces a repentance on our part. The outcome is maturity as the Spirit opens our eyes. 

We see it like God sees it and we call it like He calls it because confessing our sins and 

turning away from that sin results in reconciliation between parties, making our walk a 

walk that is correct, or at least a move in the right direction.   

 This profound statement, “and the blood of Jesus Christ the Son of Him cleanses 

us from all sin,” concludes to a positive aspect of the application of our daily walk. That 

is, the blood that has already been shed by Jesus on the cross which made atonement once 

for all (cf. Rom. 5:6-11; Heb.10:10) has a secondary application in that it has a 

continuous kayarizei – cleansing or purifying affect on sin.  

The word blood is αιμα (haima) and is the subject of the phrase. The blood 

cleanses us from all sin. The verb cleanses comes from kayarizw (katharizo) and is a 

present active indicative 3sg., “to make clean,” “cleanse,” “to pronounce clean in a 

levitical sense,” and finds its theological root in the sacrificial system that began even 

before the law as the Lord Himself clothed Adam and Eve with an animal skin in their 
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new found nakedness (cf. Gen. 3:21). Cain and Abel are found bringing offerings before 

the Lord (Gen. 4:2-5). This new found nakedness required a covering in the form of 

clothing which covered their nakedness. Though the formal declaration of atonement and 

a covering of sin do not become formalized until the Exodus, the root idea is found in the 

garden at the fall. In the Old Testament, God did not take away sin; He covered them 

until Christ came and removed them.  

 Life is found in the blood as Leviticus 17:11 proclaims, but this life is physical 

life. Death is linked to the fall of mankind (cf. Rom. 5:12), that is, through the 

disobedience of man, both a spiritual and physical death is understood (cf. Gen 2:17 

“dying, you shall surely die”). This pronouncement of death, because of disobedience, 

resulted in the slaying of the first animal as a covering for mankind. The concept of a 

covering for sins moved from the time before the Mosaic Law to the time of the Mosaic 

Law. As sin multiplied so the slaughtering increased, each day required the slaying of an 

animal covering sin upon sin, sacrifice upon sacrifice, each day was a bloody purifying 

event. Just as disobedience to the word of God moved mankind to a physical sacrifice, in 

like manner the physical moves to the spiritual through obedience to the word of God. All 

the purification rites of the Old Testament – the days of separation because of impurity, 

the water cleansing, and the blood cleansing all are complete in the shed blood of Jesus 

on the cross. He alone is the only one who can say “it is finished” (John 19:30).   

But how does blood come into the picture to begin with?  First, modern science 

affirms that blood really is the source of life; it delivers the necessary substances to the 

bodies’ cells. These cells need oxygen, nutrients and serves to transport waste products 

away from the cells. Second, blood with all of its Old Testament regulation was not to be 

consumed or handled (Lev. 17). The reality that blood equals physical life is plainly 

revealed in the Old Testament, but it also places a spiritual aspect to blood as ritual 

cleansing by means of a blood substitute. Its representation as life implies a respect for 

life so the Mosiac instruction for careful handling of it and the concept of one life as a 

substitute for another. The blood of the slain animal was sprinkled on the Ark of the 

Covenant (“the mercy seat”) seven times by the high priest on Yom Kippur, the Day of 

Atonement (“the day of covering”), thus signifying a propitiation, a satisfaction of the 

holy demands of a righteous God. This shed blood symbolized forgiveness: 

 

For if the blood of bulls and goats and the ashes of a heifer, sprinkling the 

unclean, sanctifies for the purifying of the flesh, how much more shall the 

blood of Christ, who through the eternal Spirit offered Himself without 

spot to God, cleanse your conscience from dead works to serve the living 

God? (Heb. 9:13-14)…  

 

And according to the Law, one may almost say, all things are cleansed 

with blood, and without shedding of blood there is no forgiveness. (Heb. 

9:22)  

   

The shed blood of Christ holds a significant legal and reconciliatory aspect taught 

throughout the Bible covering various theological subjects. A summary of the shed blood 

of Christ accomplishes the following for us:  

 Our forgiveness   →   Eph. 1:7; Heb. 9:22; Rev. 1:5 
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 Our redemption  →   Acts 20:28; Heb. 9:12; 1 Pet. 1:18-19 

 Our propitiation   →   Rom. 3:25 

 Our justification  →   Rom. 5:9 

 Our reconciliation  →   Eph. 2:13-16 

 Our cleansing   →   Heb. 9:14; 1 John 1:7; Rev. 7:14 

 Our holiness   →   Heb. 13:12 

            

 The good news is that Christ’s blood covered once for all (Heb. 9:28) the sins of 

the world. The believer no longer has to bring a blood sacrifice before the Lord; rather 

the one who believes that the blood of Christ covers his or her sin now accepts the free 

will offering that Christ has already provided on the cross.  

 

 

 

 

 

False walk (1:8) 
 

1:8.  (If we might say that we have no sin). This 

is the protasis, the subordinate clause of the third class condition relaying the idea of 

reality or rather the certainty of the outcome. In other words, it might be said, “if we say 

we have no sin – but we do, then we deceive ourselves.”  The apostle John includes 

himself in the argument as he uses the 2 Aor. Act. Subj. 1pl.  eipwmen  “to say, speak.”  

 

 

(we are deceiving ourselves). This is the apodosis, the main clause of 

the third class condition relaying the result. The result of our declaration that we are 

without sin is that we have wandered from the truth as the root meaning of planaw 

(planao) means “to wander, mislead,” so the Pres. Act. Ind. 1pl., we continue to cause to 

stray, lead astray, or deceive” – we are deceiving ourselves!   

 

 

 (and the truth is not in us).  And further the truth is not 

in us. The subject of this sentence is truth.  Truth is a big subject for God and the apostle 

John makes truth a dominant theme within all his writings. John uses the word truth 37 

times. It is the Greek word alhyeia (aletheia) n.f.sg., with def. art., “the truth,” from the 

compound of the neg. particle, “a” and lanyanw (lanthano) “to be hidden.” Truth is 

something that can be hidden, but God is the light, the One exposing that which is hidden 

for what it really is. The idea here when used with the definite article seems to indicate 

“the truth” relates in a definite way to our sin and the truth is that God is light and has 

already exposed the truth concerning His death and cleansing blood as a substitute for 

sin. Therefore to say we have no sin makes His death and work in His first coming of no 

effect.                            
  Truth is one of the most important subjects of the Bible and is demanded by God. 

God’s word is truth, so we are to measure both our word and deeds according to His 

word. Truth is defined objectively signifying the reality of what is seen and heard, and 
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subjectively, truthfulness, or sincerity and integrity of character. The objective truth is 

that Christ died for the sins of the world (cf. John 3:15-16, 1 John 2:2). The subjective 

truth is that once saved, we are set apart from the rest of the world in fellowship and 

union with that which is holy and our fellowship has its reference and testimony in “how 

God saved a sinner like me!” 

   

 

 

True walk (1:9) 
 

1:9.   (If we confess our sins). The apostle 

provides a remedy for our lying and sin – confession. This again is a third class condition, 

meaning, “If we confess our sins, then God will forgive us our sins.” The ean in the 

protasis with the subjunctive and any mood or tense in the apodosis forms the third class 

and is the class of real probability – anyone can trust that any sin confessed will result in 

true forgiveness.  

 The Greek omologew (homologeo) is a Pres. Act. Subj. 1pl., meaning “to say the 

same thing as another, to agree, concede, or profess,” from the compound of omou 

(homou) “together,” and logov (logos) “saying,” hence, to call it like God calls it. That is 

real confession. Calling our sin like God calls it!  

 

  (he is faithful and righteous in 

order that he might forgive our sins). It is because He is both pistov (pistos) adj.n.m.sg., 

“trusty, faithful,” and dikaiov (dikaios) adj.n.m.sg, “righteous, just, observing divine 

laws,” that He forgives sin. The adjectives might better be translated “He is [the] faithful 

One and [the] righteous One.” The two characteristics – His faithfulness and His 

righteousness make it possible for Him to forgive us our sins. These are two theological 

characteristics of God. Only God is faithful, He alone can and will do what He says. This 

basic characteristic is rooted in everything His does and says. Even the word “amen” 

which means “so be it” has a finality to it. He will do what He promises. That is the bases 

of the term faith “the substance of things hoped for, the evidence of things not seen” 

(Heb. 11:1).  Likewise, only One is righteous, showing no partiality, having no 

prejudice or influence in judgment.  

 His faithfulness and righteousness are given as having the purpose of forgiving 

sins and cleansing us from all unrighteousness. The word forgive is αφιημι (aphiemi) 

Aor. Act. Subj. 3sg., and means “to send away, to let go.” The idea goes back to the Old 

Testament concept of the goat of Jehovah and the goat of Azazel (the scapegoat) of the 

Day of Atonement and has the idea of a substitute. Christ is our substitute. He took our 

place and bore our sins on the cross.        

                          

 (and he might cleanse us from all 

unrighteousness). There are two parts to the conditional “then” statement, If we confess, 

then He will forgive us and cleanse us. The cleansing is kayarizw (katharizo) Aor. Act. 

Subj. 3sg., “to make clean, cleanse, to pronounce clean in a levitical sense.” What is 

cleaned or made pure is the confessor’s unrighteousness. In verse 7, it was the application 

of blood that cleanses us and it was in the present tense, that is, “continues to clean” us. 
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Here we find the aorist which is timeless, but it indicates the action will take place (the 

aorist third class conditional presents reality that it will be fulfilled).   

 

 

 

False walk (1:10) 
 

1:10.  (If we might say 

that we have not sinned, we are making a liar of him). This is the third, third class 

condition stated so far (cf. 1:6, 1:8, 1:10). John’s suppositions are meant to inspire self-

reflection, to question ourselves. His progression is as follows: if we have fellowship 

with Him (are we saved?), if we have no sin (are we glorified yet?), if we have never 

sinned (what, are we God?). The language is that of an unsaved person - one that does not 

accept the things of God, but John included himself, in a kind of check yourself way of 

speaking. Can a saved person get into this situation where sin grabs hold and confusion 

reigns? In fact, that is the language of sin - to be in error, to miss the mark, a 

characteristic of all human beings as all have sinned and fall short of the glory of God 

(cf., Ps. 14:1-3; Rom. 3:23; Gal. 3:22).  

 

The fool has said in his heart, "There is no God." They are corrupt, They 

have done abominable works, There is none who does good. 2  The LORD 

looks down from heaven upon the children of men, To see if there are any 

who understand, who seek God. 3  They have all turned aside, They have 

together become corrupt; There is none who does good, No, not one. (Ps. 

14:1-3) 

 

 The language used by John is strong and is the logical conclusion to the argument, 

namely, “we made God a liar.” If God has said that all have sinned but one says, “I have 

not sinned,” (the language seems to be saying one is claiming, “I have never sinned”), 

then that one has called God a liar!  

 The doctrine of sin is clear in both the Old and New Testaments and covers the 

extent of the problem of sin. All have sinned because all are born in sin, or to say it more 

exactly, Adam’s sin has been passed down to all humans (Rom. 5:12, 15; 1 Cor. 15:22).  

 

  (and the word of him is not in us). The blunt fact of 

the argument is His word is not in us.  O logov “the word,” is synonymous with the 

Bible. Having the word of God in us is synonymous with abiding in Christ (cf. John 15:4, 

7, 10; 1 John 2:24-28), and having the indwelling presence of God within us provides that 

ability to listen to Him, to be sensitive to His word.  

 Are we sensitive to the indwelling Spirit? Being saved means we are a new 

creation in Christ, meaning we have a new nature, a spirit that is sensitive to the things of 

God. Understanding that we are a sinner is foundational to being a Christian. One cannot 

profess Christ as Savior without understanding what that means. Acknowledging ones 

sins and accepting Jesus’ death as an acceptable payment for the sins of the world (cf. 

John 3:15-16, 1 John 2:2) is the foundation of the message. Can a Christian deny his or 

her sin nature? John says this one is a liar and God’s word in not in Him! It is not that this 
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person is not saved. John says this person has a problem of holding near the truths of the 

message. This person speaks as one who is self-righteous and has no need of a Savior. 

Can you imagine, anyone who would go before a righteous God and say – “you are a liar, 

I have never sinned!” That is what John says we do when we don’t call our sin for what it 

is.  

 In summary to John’s argument, he seems to be saying, when a Christian has a 

conflict between God’s word and personal sin, one should admit them truthfully rather 

than denying the sin. We can justify our sin; those sins we own when we are two years 

old are different from the sins we we have as a teenager. We do not have a problem 

admitting two year old sins when we are a teenager. Likewise, those sins we posses in our 

twenties are very different from those which we have in our sixties and seventies. At each 

stage of life we can justify our sins and sometimes we can refuse to give them up, even 

denying they are sin. John’s little letter is one of personal application. He will now 

address our gracious position in Christ.    

 

 



 

 

The message applied to sin (2:1-2) 
 

 

 

1 John 2:1-2 
 

 

 
1
My children, I write these things to you 

in order that you may not sin. And if a 

certain one sins, we have an advocate 

with the Father, [the] righteous Jesus 

Christ. 
2
And He is the propitiation for 

the sins of us, but not for our sins only, 

but also for all the world.    

 

‘   2

         

 

 

 

Introduction 
The child of God is a new creation but he still has a problem with the old self. Our daily 

walk involves having to confront the fact of our own sin. Our growth in Christ sometimes 

comes at great cost as we have to deal with our sin. Sometimes refusing to give up those 

sins results in severe consequences but God provides an Advocate for us. In the Old 

Testament Mosaic system the faithful would bring a morning sacrifice. He would have 

hand on the bloody mess every morning which spoke of the seriousness of the 

individual’s sin. That sacrifice served as a substitute in the offerer place.  Today, we do 

not bring a morning blood sacrifice, because Jesus Christ is that blood sacrifice and even 

more, He is the propitiation, a complete satisfaction of the demands of a righteous God. 

He was offered up once and it is His current position as priest that He intercedes for us.    

 

 

Believer’s have an advacate (2:1) 
 

2:1.  (My children, I write these 

things to you in order that you may not sin). John calls out, addressing them in the 

vocative, teknia (teknia) v.n.pl., “a little child,” and in the NT used as a term of kindly 

address by teachers to their disciples. First, it should be pointed out that John says in his 

gospel that those who received the Word, God gave them the right to become “children of 

God.” These children are born, not of any human activity, but of God (John 1:12-13).  

But here, “children” is in reference to their spiritual maturity, their level of 

understanding about the things of God. The Christian’s understanding relates to their 

daily relationship with Christ, and in the sense of  understanding, one’s maturity in 

Christ, that is, John means their walk. All Christians are little children with respect to the 
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Apostles, so the reference is appropriate. Jesus called the disciples children. He alone 

could do that since He alone had a perfect knowledge and walk. In like manner, John uses 

the possessive personal pronoun mou “my little children.” He is acting as the teacher to 

his disciples. That is how the process is supposed to work. It is a teacher to disciple 

relationship that continues from generation to generation. The Great Commission 

involves making disciples and the pattern involves the knowledge of good and evil and 

the practice of good and the shunning of evil.      

        John’s use of the first person verb grafw (grapho) Pres. Act. Ind. 1sg., “I continue 

to write,” indicates a personal desire for him to convince them as children to belong to 

the family of God and not to sin. This is a hina clause – a purpose clause that states, 

“since you are children (or because you are children), I am writing these things to you for 

the purpose of letting you know so that you might not sin.” The negative aorist 

subjunctive provides the idea of possibility of not sinning. The constantive aorist regards 

the action as a whole, taking no interest in the internal workings of the action, but it is 

possible that if they heed the things written, they will not sin, they will overcome the sin 

at hand.          

 

 ‘   
(And if a certain one sins, we have an advocate with the Father, [the] righteous Jesus 

Christ). With the purpose given for the writing of this letter, the reality of sinful man 

comes into focus, that is, in the case where one has sinned, he or she has been given an 

advocate with God the Father. The clause is a third class condition relating certainty of 

fulfillment, or, “when we sin, then we have an advocate.”   

The ean (ean) cond.part., “if, in case,” with the aorist subjunctive verb 

amartanw (hamartano) 2 Aor. Act. Sub. 3sg., “to be without a share,” “to miss the 

mark,” “sin,” “trespass,” makes this a third class condition; “If a certain one might sin, 

then we possess a legal advocate before God the Father with the Righteous One – Jesus 

Christ.” The thing to point out concerning this phrase is that John uses the indefinite 

pronoun tiv (tis) pron. n.m.sg., “a certain one, some,” as the subject, then writes ecomen 

Pres. Act. Ind. 1pl., “to have, hold”: “we (continue) to have an advocate.” Both the tenses 

and the definiteness of the pronouns are significant in interpreting this. “In the case of 

anyone who sins (in a generic sense), we, as believers collectively, have someone close to 

God the Father to present our case; that perfect Advocate – the righteous One, Jesus 

Christ.”  

The word for advocate, paraklhtov (parakletos) a.m.sg., “summoned,” “called 

to one’s side,” “comforter,” “advocate,” has historically had both a legal forensic use and 

a common use. The basic meaning is “one who appears on another’s behalf, a mediator, 

intercessor, or helper.” When used with the Holy Spirit, the word is used in a general 

sense and translated with the sense of a “helper,” or “comforter” (cf. John 14:16, 16; 

15:26; 16:7).  The use seems to be more limited when used with Jesus Christ. Here it 

serves the legal aspect as an advocate, a lawyer representing our case before God the 

Father as Judge so the added word dikaiov (dikaios) adj.a.m.sg., “righteous One,” “just 

One.”  

John adds the descriptive adjective the “righteous One” to the direct object of the 

phrase, “the Father, Jesus Christ.” In other words, the Father and Jesus Christ are seen as 

one and the same. The language of the Bible frequently speaks of all the members of the 
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Godhead as if they are one person, so that the word “trinity” need not be found in the 

Bible since the grammar clearly points out the three in one relationship.  

Notice the basic grammatical construction of the last phrase. The subject is a 

“certain one who might sin,” the verb is “he possesses,” and the object is “an advocate.” 

The rest of the accusatives all point to who the advocate is, namely, the Father and Jesus 

Christ. Further, it is the righteousness of both the Father and Jesus Christ that is most 

important in the advocate relationship. This righteousness is further developed in the next 

verse.                                   

 

 

Christ our propitiation (2:2) 
 

2:2.     (And he is the propitiation for 

the sins of us). The reason why the characteristic of the Advocate is given as possessing 

righteousness is because He continues to serve as a propitiation “in the place of us.” This 

statement serves an important theological construct. First, the fact is stated that the 

propitiation is a continuous resource on our behalf as the present tense is used. This is 

grammatically consistent with man’s continuous acts of sin since sin is always and 

forever covered by Jesus’ work on the cross. But more, that death on the cross is past 

tense and completed, but its propitiatory effect is seen as both past and present.  

 Propitiation, ilamov (hilasmos) n.m.sg., “propitiation,” “a means of appeasing,” 

is the subject of the phrase and is regarded as an adjective modifying “him.” It might 

better be read, “Him, the propitious One.” The idea of a propitiation is more of an Old 

Testament Jewish concept than a Greek one. The word is related in the Greek OT to the 

lid of the Ark of the Covenant – the Mercy-Seat, or the “place of atonement” (Ex. 25:17; 

37:6; Lev. 16:14). This is the place where the High Priest would go into the Holies of 

Holies on the Day of Atonement and sprinkle the blood of the sacrifice upon the mercy 

seat seven times and this sprinkling of blood signified a satisfaction of the righteous 

demands of God, covering the sins of the whole nation for one year (Lev. 16:14; 34). 

What was involved in that important ritual with respect to propitiation was the sin 

offering and the burnt offering. There were two goats and the lot to select the goat that 

was to be the scapegoat and the other goat for the Lord as a sin offering (Lev. 16). The 

slaughtering of an animal started with the first sin (Gen. 3:21) and moved to the chosen 

nation Israel in the form of ritual in the Mosaic law and finally was seen as complete in 

the slaughter of the perfect Lamb of God - Jesus Christ Himself. He was our substitute, 

taking our place, His blood was shed as a complete satisfaction of the demands of God so 

the Rabbi’s used the Greek word ilamov (hilasmos) “a satisfaction.” The typology of the 

OT Day of Atonement is made complete in Jesus Christ our Savior, dying once for all 

(Heb. 10:9).           

Paul links propitiation with Christ’s righteousness in his great theological work to 

the Romans like this: 

 

But now apart from the Law the righteousness of God has been 

manifested, being witnessed by the Law and the Prophets, 
22

even the 

righteousness of God through faith in Jesus Christ for all those who 

believe; for there is no distinction; 
23

for all have sinned and fall short of 
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the glory of God, 
24

being justified as a gift by His grace through the 

redemption which is in Christ Jesus; 
25

whom God displayed publicly as a 

propitiation in His blood through faith. This was to demonstrate His 

righteousness, because in the forbearance of God He passed over the sins 

previously committed; 
26

for the demonstration, I say, of His righteousness 

at the present time, so that He would be just and the justifier of the one 

who has faith in Jesus. (Rom. 3:21-26) 

 

John will further develop the doctrine of the great propitiation in chapter four 

using his typical Jewish spiral reasoning. He links the great propitiation to God’s love as 

his writes in 1 John 4:9-10: 

 

By this the love of God was manifested in us, that God has sent His only 

begotten Son into the world so that we might live through Him. 10  In this 

is love, not that we loved God, but that He loved us and sent His Son to be 

the propitiation for our sins. 

 

 The next important grammatical fact found here is in the preposition peri which 

is a two case preposition (acc. & gen.); when used with the genitive it means “about, 

concerning,” or “on account of.” It has the idea of representation and can be translated 

“on our behalf,”  “for our behalf,” or more theologically, “in our place.”  That is, His 

death and shed blood is seen as a substitute in our place.  

 The picture is made complete by this progressive buildup of words. Jesus is our 

Advocate, our legal representative before the Father, he himself is (continues to be) the  

propitious One, a satisfaction, the blood sprinkled upon the mercy seat in the throne room 

of God (Heb. 9:23-25). His shed blood continues to cover our sin and God is satisified. 

He is there in the throne room representing us and proclaiming that His righteousness and 

not our own is the thing to be brought as evidence before the Father. His blood satisfied 

the righteous legal standards of God who has said “Behold! The Lamb of God who takes 

away the sin of the world” (John 1:29).  Jesus is the Passover Lamb that serves as a 

substitute in our place.  

The Old Testament typology of the sacrificial lamb is fulfilled in Jesus Christ. 

Salvation – the great rescue from eternal punishment is found only in the acceptance of 

that great propitiation – that sprinkling of Jesus’ blood that was shed on the cross and is 

seen as sprinkled upon the mercy seat between the cherubim, those great protectors of 

God’s holiness and righteousness. The blood is represented as evidence in the very throne 

room of God and Jesus Christ is there in His resurrected body, the hole still in His side 

visibly present as physical evidence to the fact. He really did die on the cross and He 

really did physically rise from the dead and ascend to the right hand of the Father 

continuously offering legal representation for the individual who sins. First in the 

salvation of the individual, then on a continuous bases as the faithful sins He acts as 

Priest. Here, the term advocate seems to indicate a legal aspect and it involves Jesus’ 

death as the propitiation.                    
Dr. Ryrie makes an important distinction between protitiation and expiation when 

he writes, “Protiation, as we have seen, means the placating of the personal wrath of God, 

Expiation is the removal of impersonal wrath, sin or guilt. Expiation has to do with 
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reparation for a wrong; propitiation carries the added idea of appeasing an offended 

person…If one wanted to use both words correctly in connection with each other, they 

would say that Christ propitiated the wrath of God by becoming an expiation for our sins. 

If because of the death of Christ God is satisified, then what can the sinner do to try to 

satisify God? The answer is nothing. Everything has been done by God Himself. The 

sinner can ond need only receive the gift of righteousness God offers.”
25

  

 

  (but not for our sins only, 

but also for all the world).   This section ends with the most important theological 

highpoint - the subject of the extent of the propitiation. This answers the question, “what 

does the propitiation [the satisfaction of the shed blood] cover?” The answer is, the 

propitiation is given on behalf of the whole world! The great theological debate over the 

extent of the death of Christ is settled by John. As I understand the debate it seems to be 

more philosophical than grammatical, more emotional than contextual.  

On the one hand those who are advocates of limited atonement argue that Christ’s 

death on the cross atoned (covered) only the elect. “The Reformed position is that Christ 

died for the purpose of actually and certainly saving the elect, and the elect only.”
26

  On 

the other side are those who argue that Christ’s death was sufficient for all people, but 

efficient only for the elect. I have been on both sides of this debate and have come to the 

point where I must use the grammar and precise terminology to settle the debate in my 

mind.           

 First the plain sense of the text is that the propitiation [His shed blood on the 

mercy seat as a satisfaction of the righteous demands of God] is on our behalf, namely, 

John and the believers he is addressing in this letter (i.e., a limited group). But John 

moves outside this limited group to “the world,” as he adds the contrastive conjunction, 

“but not on our behalf only [or alone]” signifying he is about to move outside the limited 

group, it is not only for the select group, “but also on behalf the whole world.” The 

conjunction αλλα means “but” and has it root in the word αλλος “another of the same 

kind.” By using this word, John means to link the same kind of propitiation for John and 

the believers to the world, but not just the world in general, but he modifies the κοσμος  

with the word ολος (holos) “all,” “whole,” or “complete” world.         

 Notice the second phrase is just a chain of genitives. The first phrase contains the 

subject [lit. Him, propitiation] and the verb [“he is,” or “he continues to be,” a state of 

being] then the chain of genitives follows speaking of the extent of the propitiation. Both 

the believer and the whole world [of sinners] are included.  

 Now the subject of who is the world. The word for world is κοσμος (kosmos) and 

means the “order,” “ornament,” “decoration,” “the circle of the earth,” the inhabitants of 

the earth.” The context used here is man’s sin so the world is restricted to mankind all of 

which are sinners who are in need of a Savior, all of which need to be reconciled back to 

God. The idea is that Jesus Christ died on the cross and His death served as a propitiation 

for the whole of mankind, and that propitiation continues to function in a forensic sense 

as a means to defend us as we sin. He died once and does not need to die again and again, 

the sin issue is settled and He is seated at the right hand of the Father as physical 

evidence of the fact.  
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 This doctrine teaches that Jesus’ death served both a salvation aspect and a 

continuous sanctification aspect. It is equivalent to the Old Testament concept of the Day 

of Atonement where the high priest offers up the sacrifice for the whole nation to cover 

the sins of the nation for a year. Jesus’ death covered the whole world but only those who 

have been born again have eternal life and have an Advocate in heaven. The picture is 

that of Satan in heaven bringing evidence of our sin against us and Jesus saying “but I 

paid the price for that.” Those the Father has given the Son will not be lost and speaks of 

eternal life as secure in Christ (John 6:39-40; 10:28-29; Rom. 8:29-30, 33-34; Heb. 7:25; 

Rev. 12:10).     

 The sobering aspect of this is that each sin we commit is presented in heaven and 

Jesus our Advocate has to present His case for each occurrence. Do we understand the 

extent of it all? Will this understanding move us to put away whatever sin we refuse to 

hold onto? This also speaks of the great patience God has with us. How many times will 

He have to defend you and me for the same sin? How long will it take before we finally 

hear the Word and are convicted by the Spirit and act to put away that sin?  
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1 John 2:3-6 
 

 

 
3
And in this we continue knowing that 

we have known him, if we might attend 

carefully to his comandments. 
4
The one 

who says that I have known him and the 

commands of him are not kept, he is a 

liar and in this the truth is not.  
5
But 

whoever might keep the word of him, in 

this truly the love of God has been made 

perfect, in this we know that we are in 

him  
6
The one who says, in him abides, 

he owes himself also to walk even as he 

walked.    

.    4

   

 

[ ] 
          

 

 

 

 

 

Introduction 
Becoming a Christian does not exempt one from sinning nor free one from the righteous 

obedience to the law of Christ. These two extremes teachings have been with us from the 

beginning of the church. John addresses the two extremes. On one side is a false 

perfectionism and on the other antinomianism. Perfectionism teaches that the believer 

does not sin at all and that he or she can achive perfection on earth. Antinomianism 

teaches that the Christian is not bound by the law - any law. John clearifies the confusion 

of both extremes found in the early church not only correcting both the nostic belief of 

spiritual superiority and perfectionism, but corrects the carnal Christian. John presents a 

biblical standard for the Christian that involves a close walk with God and keeping the 

commandments of Christ. A close walk with God involves growing in maturity which 

produces experiential knowledge. This is what Paul calls walking in the Spirit (Gal. 5:16, 

26). This is the theological doctrine of sanctification. John is not talking about a non-

believer here he is talking about the difference between a disciple and a carnal believer.    
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True Knowledge (2:3) 
 

2:3.   (And in this we continue knowing 

that we have known him). John links the previous thought with the conjunction phrase 

“and in this,” or “in connection with this.” The demonstrative pronoun outov (houtos) 

dem. pron. d.n.sg., “this” points back to the message as the custom by use of the neuter; 

namely, the important fact is the great propitiation we have in Jesus Christ and the 

believer’s acknowledgment, confesson and repentence of sin . The demonstrative points 

to our γινωσκομεν (ginoskomen) Pres. Act. Ind. 1pl., “we are knowing” or more accurtly 

“we continue to know” that we “have known” him.  

The perfect tense of the second ginwskw (ginosko) Perf. Act. Ind. 1pl., makes 

this knowledge past tense and the effect continues up to the time of writing. This 

knowledge is experiential knowledge as it relates to knowing by experience or doing. The 

perfect tense is a completed act - In the past John’s audience came to know Jesus Christ, 

the righteous One, the propitiation of the world as their Savior and John reminds them 

that they continue to know this fact. To know God is to have fellowship with God as John 

has already spoken about (1:6-7). Knowledge is equated with light in the sense of the 

Spirit’s work in the believer. That work involves experiential knowledge. Spiritual 

maturity occurs as the Holy Spirit illuminates the truth to the believer.    

 

 .  (if we might attend carefully to his comandments).  

Knowing this fact enables us to attend to the work of God. The conditional ean (ean) “if, 

in case,” introduces the probable possibility that defines the conditional clause that brings 

to the front of his argument that the believer should attend to God’s work that is 

commanded of us. The word for command is the subject of this phrase and is the Greek 

entolh (entole) a.f.pl., with def. art., “an order,” “command,” “charge,” or 

“commandment.” It comes from the compound of en (en) prep., “in, with, by,” and telov 

(telos) “end,” or “custom,” and has the main idea of “anything within the realm of the 

established custom of God.” The New Testament custom that God gave the disciples was 

to make disciples (Matt. 28:18-20) and being a disciple means abiding in Him, 

“observing all things I have commanded you” (Matt. 28:20), and doing His work and 

along the way one will grow in the knowledge of Christ, he or she will truly become a 

disciple.    

The main verb of this pharse has a strong sense. The word is threw (tereo) Pres. 

Act. Subj. 1pl., “to attend to carefully,” “take care of,” “keep,” “reserve.” One sure sign 

of a sanctified Christian is that he or she attends carefully to the commandments of God. 

This is the “then” part of the conditional phrase – if you know him, then you will attend 

to His commandments. The knowledge of Christ and the love of Christ have a common 

result, namely, attending to His commandments.  John says in his gospel:  

 

If you love Me, you will keep My commandments. I will ask the Father, 

and He will give you another Helper, that He may be with you forever;   

that is the Spirit of truth, whom the world cannot receive, because it does 

not see Him or know Him, but you know Him because He abides with you 

and will be in you. (John 14:15-17)  
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So what are the commandments spoken of here? Are the commandments related 

to the law, did Christ not come to fulfill the law (Matt 5:17-18), and indeed free us from 

the law (John 8:31-36; Gal. 5:1)? First, the commands of God have come at various times 

throughout history. God commanded Adam not to eat of the fruit of the tree of the 

knowledge of good and evil (Gen. 2:17), but we know what happened – they ate (Gen. 

3:6). God gave man commandments before the selection of the chosen people, before the 

selection of Abraham, commanding them not to kill, but they killed (Gen. 4:8, 23). God 

gave commandments before the patriarchs, before the “Law” and the covenant with 

Moses, and mankind failed in that instance too. The “Law” formalized has some 613 

statutes that was given to Israel, each pointing to the sinfulness of man and the 

righteousness of God. What is spoken of here is the “commands of Him,” that is, the 

commandments (pl) of Jesus Christ. These are the commandments that Christ Himself 

gave to the disciples. Why are they not listed in the Old Testament fashion like that found 

in the book of Leviticus – the book commanding holiness (cf. Lev. 20:26). The 

commands all lined up in logical fashion in the Old Testament, but when Jesus is 

questioned about the first commandment he provides two in response: (1) love your God 

will all your heart, soul, mind and strength, and (2) love your neighbor as yourself (Mark 

12:28-34).  

There is no legalism with with the New Testament gospel of grace. The answer 

Jesus gave the Scribes has its root in the character and holiness of God. It involves a love 

relationship with Him. It is simple and involves a personal relationship with Him and that 

relationship involves giving Him glory and praise, acknowledging our weaknesses and 

relying upon Him. When Cain brought his offering before the Lord, God called it an evil 

work (Gen. 4:3-5; 1 John 3:1215), but He also provided a way to make it right as the 

Lord tells Cain, “If you do well, you will not be accepted? And if you do not do well, sin 

lies at the door. And its desire is for you, but you should rule over it” (Gen. 4:7).  In other 

words, God seems to give him a way to make it right and though the text does not say 

how, the implication is confession – calling it like God calls it, sin, then repenting – 

turning from that sin and coming before God with an acceptable attitude and offering, 

that is, doing it right with the right attitude.   

In contrast to the Old Testament commandments (whether they be Mosiac or pre-

Mosiac) the New Covenant believer is given a helper, namely, the Holy Spirit making 

obedience to the commandments of Christ something that is desirable in the new man.          

In a very real and practical sense this reflects the result of a true knowledge of 

God. Realizing that Christ died in our place is a profound motivator, but mankind can 

have a short memory, he can be easly distracted like a sheep, a constant redirecting of his 

attention is needed, and the convicting work of the Spirit helps the believer in knowledge, 

understanding and action.   

  

 
False Knowledge (2:4) 
 

2:4. 
   (The one who says that I have known him and the 

commands of him are not kept, he is a liar and in this the truth is not).  John now 

addresses a certain believer who claims to know Christ but lives a life not set apart from 
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the world, a life that is not committed to the commands of Christ. “The one who says” is 

a participle - legw (lego) Pres. Act. Part. n.m.sg., with def. art., “to say,” “speak,” and 

points to a person who is a verbal – noun, that is, a person who is known by speaking and 

in particular the thing that he speaks about is that he has known, ginwskw (ginosko) 

Perf. Act. Ind. 1sg., “to learn to know,” “to know,” “understand,” “perceive,”  I have 

known Christ. The perfect tense means the action occurred in the past and the affect 

continues up to the time of writing. This person professes to be a Christian and is known 

to be a Christian.  

 But instead of keeping the commandments of Christ as in verse 3, this person is 

one who is known for not keeping, in a habitual sense, His commandments. This person 

is not one who keeps some but not others; this person is known for his open non-support 

for Christ’s commandments. The result is that John calls him a qeusthv (pseustes) 

n.m.sg., “a liar,” and his stance on the subject of obedience to the commandments of 

Christ is false. Further, “in this thing” there is no truth, that is, in his profession of 

knowing Christ and lack of walking with Christ he is inconsistent with being changed and 

truth is compromised because he is uncommitted to the commands of Christ.  

  

 

True Knowledge (2:5-6) 
 

A. Obedience reflects perfected knowledge (2:5)  
 

2:5. (But whoever might keep the word of him).  In 

contrast to the previous verse, the contrastive conjunction de (de) conj., “but,” is used, 

indicating a contrast to the behavior of the liar above who is immature, who claims the 

power of salvation, but exhibits no growth, no putting away of sin, no changed life. John 

now moves back to the person who possesses a knowledge that is mature or at least is 

sensitive to the Spirit and one who is growing in Christ. This person, whoever it may be, 

is identified by the relative pronoun ov (hos) rel. pron. n.m.sg., “who,” “which,” “what,” 

and most translate as “whoso,” indicating that within the set of believers, there are those 

who do grow in knowledge, who will mature and the possibility is there for all who are 

believers.  

The particle an (an) has no exact English equivalent and serves to point out the 

relative clause. As Robertson says, “Indefinite relative clause with modal an and the 

present active subjunctive, “whoever keeps on keeping.”
27

   In this case the subjunctive 

verb threw (tereo) Pres. Act. Subj. 3sg., “to attend to carefully,” “take care of;” “keep,” 

“guard,” is seen as more probable, a more certain outcome of yielding to the Spirit.  

Notice the relationship given between the “commandments of Christ,” and the 

“word of Him.” The two are spoken of here as synomous. logov (logos) a.m.sg., with 

def. art., “word,” “of speech,” is the direct object of the phrase and is the same play on 

words Jesus used in John 14:21-24:  

 

"He who has My commandments and keeps them, it is he who loves Me. 

And he who loves Me will be loved by My Father, and I will love him and 
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manifest Myself to him." 
22

Judas (not Iscariot) said to Him, "Lord, how is 

it that You will manifest Yourself to us, and not to the world?" 
23

Jesus 

answered and said to him, "If anyone loves Me, he will keep My word; and 

My Father will love him, and We will come to him and make Our home 

with him. 
24

"He who does not love Me does not keep My words; and the 

word which you hear is not Mine but the Father’s who sent Me.  

 

in this truly the love of God has been 

made perfect Or better “truly in this [message] the love of God has been made 

complete.” The idea of the neuter dative demonstrative
28

 with the preposition makes the 

message, namely, the knowledge of Christ and subsequent reaction of the believer, the 

indirect object. This means there is a purpose to the message that is rooted in love. The 

word for truely is the adverb alhywv (alethos) “truly,” “of truth,” “in reality,” “most 

certainly” and has as its root truth.  

In this message truly is found the love of God. The apostle is moving to one of the 

greatest love sections of the Bible. The love that God possess toward manking is 

something that is hard to define. There are three words for love in the Greek the first is 

“eros” which is sexual and not really love at all and is not found in the NT, then there is 

“phileo” which is “friendly” love, and finally there is the love referred to here agaph 

(agape) n.f.sg., “affection, love,” which seeks good will, affection and benevolence.  

Finally, this love is complete and passive as the perfect tense and passive voice is 

used of the strong word teleiow (teleioo) Perf. Pas. Ind. 3sg., “to make perfect,” 

“complete,” “to bring to an end (goal),” “to accomplish.”  God seeks to bring our growth 

in knowledge of Him to an end goal that is, knowledge of Him involves action and that 

action is specifically keeping His word. The perfect is passive which has God as the 

agent, that is, the love of God has been brought to its goal by God and not by ourselves.  

Some try to make this complicated in listing out all His commandments, but that 

is not the apostle’s point here, that is a return to the law. That is a legalistic fruit counting 

scheme that is far from the intent of what is presented here. John is addressing the other 

extreme, the one who does not want to live by any laws, but that should not drive us to 

the opposite extreme. What John is talking about here is the love principle that Jesus 

spoke of. It involves a loving relationship where man comes to the knowledge of God in 

a growing relationhip that involves changing one’s behavior because we love the One 

who died for us. It is a picture of a husband and wife where the desire to please the other 

so rules one’s manner of life because the desire is to place the spouse before self. This is 

a self-less love where God comes first and that kind of relationship is a perfected 

relationship. Later, John will further define and develop this principle of the love of God 

in relation to keeping His commandments (1 John 5:3; cf. John 14:15-16).     

 

 (in this we know that we are in him).  This 

perfected knowledge results in a person whose actions and attitude clearly reveal that we 

are truly a Christian. “In this” is again used to reflect the idea of the context of the 

message and the certainty of its outcome. In an obedient, God fearing, God loving 

manner of life we collectively know that we are in Him. The word for know is in the 
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present tense and is ginwskw (ginosko) Pres. Act. Ind. 1pl., “to know,” “learn to know,” 

“understand” and means “we (collectively) continue to know oti (hoti) conj., “that,” we 

are [a state of being] in Him.  

In Him is a technical term meaning that we are secure in Christ and is a statement 

of being a Christian, one who is in the Church proper. This is not an Old Testament saint, 

but rather is exclusively referring to Christians who profess to be believers in Jesus Christ 

and the New Testament message of the gospel of Christ (cf.Rom. 1:6). 

 This serves as a test for the Christian. How does one know he is walking as a 

Christian? First John says, does he say he knows Him? Next, the question is does his 

actions reflect his testimony? That is, is he in fellowship with believers and walking 

consistent with Christ (1 John 1:5-7)? Next, is he truthful about his sin or does he claim 

to be perfected here on earth (1 John 1:810)? Then, does he abide in Christ, walking as 

Christ did (1 John 2:3-6)? This little letter presents some very practical truths about those 

who profess to be Christian and John has a lot more to say concerning those in the 

Church. John is addressing this issue because there were some in the early Chruch who 

were confused by the false teaching of others and then there were some who were 

professing falsely to be Christians because they denied the deity of Christ.           

 

 

B. One ought to strive for perfection (2:6) 
 

2:6.  [ ] 

 (The one who says, in him abides, he owes himself also to walk even as he 

walked).  While the first part of a true knowledge of Christ is a perfected knowledge and 

involves a loving relationship, the second part involves the believer to actively pursue a 

way of life consistent with Christ’s will. The one who has a healthy relationship with God 

will pursue those activities that please God.   

“The one who says” is an active participle from legw (lego) Pres. Act. Part. 

n.m.sg., with def. art., “to say,” “speak,” the active voice means that this person who 

professes to abide in Christ is really abiding in Christ. That is what the active voice 

means; that the subject is actively performing the action. Recall that the participle will get 

the verbal attributes from the main verb of the phrase and in this case the verb is ofeilw 

(opheilo) Pres. Act. Ind. 3sg., “to owe,” “to be bound,” “be one’s duty,” making this 

ethical or moral in nature.  

The participle makes this a description one could say an occupation or calling. It 

describes the type of person this is, namely, one that testifies that he or she is an active 

believer who abides - menw (meno) Pres. Act. Inf. “to remain,” “abide,” “wait for,” 

Christ. To abide in Christ means to possess an inward, enduring personal communion 

with Christ, to live a life in word and deed according to the word of Christ, to obey His 

commands in a loving way.  

The last part of this verse moves the reader from knowledge to deed. The far 

demonstrative ekeinov (ekeinos) dem. pron. n.m.sg., “that,” is not even used in most 

translations because it seems redundant. However, the distant demonstrative points to 

Christ as he walked on earth some forty or fifty years ago - “even as that One walked” 

back when He was walking on the earth, kai  (kai) indeed in that same manner thus 
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continue to walk. Here the force of the present infinitive comes alive in an active manner 

of life in Christ.   

In essence, what John describes in these verses is the difference between a 

believer and a disciple. A believer is justified and has a relationship with Christ, but is 

sometimes immature and selfish, he knows only unconditional benefits but is not active 

and is still in his flesh. Whereas a disciple is one who is justified and is cooperating in the 

process of sanctification, he is yielding to the Spirit and is in fellowship with Christ, 

maturing in Christ and has an sacrificial attitude, knowing the difference between the 

unconditional benefits of being “in Christ” and the conditional benefits which produce 

fruit. Dr Salvesen provides a helpful chart
29

: 

 

 

True Believer True Disciple 
Only Justified + Cooperating with Sanctification 

Only Relationship + Fellowship 

Immature Becoming Mature 

Selfish Sacrificial 

Knows Only Unconditional Benefits Knows unconditional and conditional benefits 

Not Active Reproduce (Rewards) 
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TWO 
 
 

 
The Law of Love 

(2:7-5:5) 



 

 

The commandment recalled (2:7-8) 
 

 

 

1 John 2:7-8 
 

 

 
7
Brothers, I am writing to you no new 

commandment, but an old 

commandment which you had from [the] 

beginning. The old commandment is the 

word which you heard from [the] 

beginning. 
8
Again, I am writing a new 

command to you which is true in him 

and in you.    

7
 

’

 8

 
          

 

 

 

Introduction 
At the height of John’s reasoning concerning proper Christian behavior comes the heart 

of his argument – the new commandment of love that forms the basis of the Christian 

faith. This section will introduce the reader to the main subject of the rest of the letter to 

the Church, a Church already familiar with the command, but emphasis will be placed 

upon the truth and outworking of the commandment.      

 
 

 

 

The new commandment is not from John (2:7a) 
 

2:7a.  ’

  (Brothers, I am writing to you no new commandment, but an old commandment 

which you had from [the] beginning).  adelfov (adelphos) v.m.pl., “brothers,”  

“brethren,” brings the force and hence the importance of this section to the front. The 

vocative is the case of direct address and serves to ascribe to the object of address special 

definiteness.  To heighten the importance of the force, the particle ouk (ouk) “not” along 

with the object and its modifier is place at the head “Brothers, not a new commandment I 

am writing to you.”  

Again the word for commandment is entolh (entole) a.f.sg., and speaks of  “an 

order,” “command,” “charge,” or “a commandment.” Notice John tells them he is not 

giving them a new command, he is not adding anything to the message that has already 

been received, nor has John been given “a special message” “a new command for them.” 
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The Gnostics claimed “special knowledge,” but there is nothing new to be added 

concerning the subject of how one is to live a spirit filled life.  

What John is writing concerns an old command, a palaiov (palaios) adj., a.f.sg., 

“old,” “ancient,” “one no longer new,” or “worn by use.” Notice the mathematical 

precision of the Greek as the relative pronoun matches the subject exactly ov (hos) rel. 

pron. a.f.sg., “who,” “which,” “what,” “that.” The imperfect tense of ecw (echo) Impf. 

Act. Ind. 2pl., “to have,” “hold,” provides the fact that they were given the commands 

from the start and it is incomplete though reflecting continuous action in past time. I take 

this as an inceptive imperfect which means continuous action but emphasizes the 

initiation of a process, the beginning of an action rather than its progress.    

The point at which the command was given is said to be ap archv “from [the] 

beginning.” The Greek word αρχη (arche) g.f.sg., “beginning,” or “origin,” points to the 

new command that Christ Himself gave when He came in the flesh, John 13:34:      

 

A new commandment I give to you, that you love one another, even as I 

have loved you, that you also love one another. 

 

 

New commandment defined (2:7b) 
 

2:7b.    (the old commandment is the 

word which you heard from [the] beginning). This phrase serves to clarify the previous 

phrase. The commandment is defined in a two phrase manner providing the reader the 

understanding that, first the commandment came by word of mouth, and second the 

commandment came from Christ. The first phrase says the commandment is palaiov 

(palaios) adj., n.f.sg., “an old one,” and came by logov (logos) n.m.sg., with def. art., 

“the word” of Jesus Himself which, akouw (akouo) Aor. Act. Ind. 2pl., “you heard” 

from the beginning. The aorist “you have heard” is ingressive, that is, viewed from the 

standpoint of its initiation, and works hand-in-hand with the imperfect “you have.” They 

had the commandment and continue to have it (the message does not change as it is the 

same message that was given by Jesus Himself).  

 A better translation might be to break this phrase into two complete sentences: 

“the commandment is the old one,” and “the word [is] what you have heard from [the] 

start.” The time reference refers to the beginning when they first heard it. Paul is said to 

have started the church in Ephesus and this message that John preaches is no different 

than Paul’s. Notice what Paul says to the Romans: 

 

For the commandments, You shall not commit adultery, You shall not 

murder, You shall not steal, You shall not bear false witness, You shall not 

covet, and if there is any other commandment, are all summed up in this 

saying, namely, You shall love your neighbor as yourself (Romans 13:9).  

 

John seeks to speak to them about the outworking of love, love in word and deed before 

he finally defines what the commandment is in 1 John 3:23: 
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This is His commandment that we believe in the name of His Son Jesus 

Christ, and love one another, just as He commanded us. 

 

Notice also, that the overriding commandment in view is that one believes in Jesus Christ 

and only after this commandment is satisfied can the other follow. How can a command 

of God be performed outside the grace principle of faith? It cannot! Mankind is 

responsible, but only God can bring about the change of heart. This does not seem right 

to natural man, but that is the revelation that comes from God. That is the command from 

God – believe in the name of Jesus Christ and you will be saved (cf. John 3:14-19). Man 

is responsible but it is God’s soverign choosing.     

 

 

New commandment Jesus gave (2:8) 
 

2:8.  (Again, I am writing a new command to you) : 

John very deliberately repeats what seems like a contradiction as he writes,  palin 

(palin) adv., “again” and which means “looking at it once more,” that is, John means to 

look at this entolh (entole) a.f.sg., “order,” or “command, commandment,” a kainov 

(kainos) adj.a.f.sg., “a new one” to you, once more. What John is reflecting upon in this 

section is the reality of truth and light. He is building up the argument, making the reality 

of God’s truth penetrate to the heart so that the word will move to deed. He has already 

said: “if we walk in the light as He is in the light, we have fellowship with one another, 

and the blood of Jesus Christ His Son cleanses us from all sin” (1 John 1:7).                                     

 

 (which is true in him and in you) : The relative 

pronoun ov (hos) rel. pron. a.n.sg., “who,” “which,” “that,” is neuter matching the gender 

of the abstract accumulative message given. John is giving us a message packed with 

application that had its root in the original commandment Jesus gave concerning the love 

principle. This message is alhthv (alethes) adj.a.n.sg., “true,” “in” or “with” Christ 

because in Him is truth. Jesus is our type, our walking example of truth, the application 

side of truth that is called the love principle. He said He loved the Father (cf., John 14:31) 

and is “in” the Father (cf. John 10:38; 14:10, 11; 17:21). That is the first principle, 

namely, love your God with all you heart (cf. Deu. 11:13). The second love principle is 

love your neighbor as yourself (cf. Matt. 22:39; Mark 12:31,33; Luke 10:27) this too, He 

satisfied as He spread the message of the love of God (cf. John 3:16) to a dark world.  

This truth is given as a living, walking example to mankind as it presents what is 

called the type, or example that believers are to live by so John includes “is true in Him 

and in you.”  Make no mistake the most important truth has to do with the message. That 

is, Jesus came in the flesh, died on the cross as the perfect Lamb of God, taking upon 

Himself the sins of the world, was buried and resurrected. It is clearly explained that He 

truly died, and was raised up for our justification, and He is right now sitting at the right 

hand of the Father (cf. Rom. 8:34; Eph. 1:20; Col. 3:1; Heb 1:13; 10:12; 12:2) 

demonstrating His power over life and death (1 Cor. 15).  

But biblical truth also has to do with action. What the message defines, the walk 

reflects. What one believes as a new creature in Christ, a change in heart produces a walk 

consistent with the belief. That is the core of John’s message in this letter. He emphasizes 
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man’s sin and his or her need for a Savior, namely, God’s supernatural work in the 

believer, and man’s new ability to listen and accept the things of God. A transformed 

person now is included as one who hears - a person of the ear. This is what the Jews call 

themselves, the people of the ear. What the Jews refer to as the great Shama’ “hear”:   

 
4
Hear, O Israel: The LORD our God, the LORD is one! 

5
You shall love the 

LORD your God with all your heart, with all your soul, and with all your 

strength. 6And these words which I command you today shall be in your 

heart. 
7
You shall teach them diligently to your children, and shall talk of 

them when you sit in your house, when you walk by the way, when you lie 

down, and when you rise up. 
8
You shall bind them as a sign on your hand, 

and they shall be as frontlets between your eyes. 
9
You shall write them on 

the doorposts of your house and on your gates. (Deu. 6:4-9)                              

 

(because the darkness itself 

is passing by and the true light is now brought forth in the light). The conjunction oti 
(hoti) identifies the reason for light’s progress as it is translated “because” the skotia 

(skotia) n.f.sg., “darkness” is passing by. The word for passing is paragw (parago) Pres. 

Mid. Ind. 3sg., “to pass by,” “go by,” from the compound of para (para) “from,” 

“besides,” “near,” and agw (ago) “to lead,” “take with one,” and translated, “itself is 

passing by.” This is the same construction as verse 2:17 where John points out that the 

world is also passing by.  

In contrast to the fact that the darkness is passing by, John proclaims that the true  

fwv (phos) n.n.sg., with def. art., “light” is now hdh (ede) adv.,” now,” “already,” in fact 

already being exposed for what it is. The Greek fainw (phaino) Pres. Act. Ind. 3sg., “to 

bring forth into the light,” “to appear,” “shine,” is what Dr. Robertson calls a “linear 

present active ‘is already shinning.’”
30

  This is what God is doing now in what is called a 

mystery (something not revealed in the OT, but now revealed), the mystery is the church 

(cf. Eph. 5:32) and it is the gospel of Christ that is the message of the Church to be spread 

thoughout the world today and those who receive the message also receive the gift of the 

Holy Spirit.  

The true light is the message and the action is pictured as being spread and 

superintended by the work of the Holy Spirit. The picture drawn from the verbs is that the 

message is spreading, exposing the hidden things that are covered by the darkness. The 

light is present now, and the darkness is slowing passing. The doctrinal implication is 

what is called the imminent return of the Lord. No one knows the time or hour of Christ’s 

return but the reality is that darkness is here and will continue until Christ comes - it is 

indeed passing, but will not pass away until He returns, deals with the darkness and 

establishes His kingdom. There are many scripture references for the kingdom of 

Messiah, but one that is particularly revelant to this message has to do with restoring the 

message: 

 
8
Therefore wait for me, declares the LORD, for the day I will stand up to 

testify. I have decided to assemble the nations, to gather the kingdoms and 

to pour out my wrath on them— all my fierce anger. The whole world will 
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be consumed by the fire of my jealous anger. 
9
Then will I purify the lips of 

the peoples, that all of them may call on the name of the LORD and serve 

him shoulder to shoulder. (Zeph. 3:8-9) 

 

And Jeremiah 31:34, "No more shall every man teach his neighbor, and every 

man his brother, saying, ‘Know the LORD,’ for they all shall know Me, from the least of 

them to the greatest of them, says the LORD. For I will forgive their iniquity, and their 

sin I will remember no more." 

 

The process has started with the incarnation and will continue until He puts his 

last enemy, death, under his foot (1 Cor.15:25-27).     

 

 

 



 

 

The law of love applied to one another 
(2:9-11) 

 

 

 

1 John 2:9-11 
 

 

 
9
The one who says he is in the light and 

hates his brother, he is until now in the 

darkness. 
10

The one who loves his 

brother remains in the light and a trap is 

not in him. 
11

But the one who hates his 

brother, he is in darkness. And in the 

darkness he walks and has not seen 

where he goes because in the darkness 

he is blind in his eyes. 

 

 10

  11

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Introduction 
The application of the law of love involves the interaction of one believer with another. 

The love, one for another, means that those within the Church must pay close attention to 

their attitude towards each another. This attitude should reflect the true character of 

Christ and the truth that the believer holds. Self-examination of the believer should reveal 

a love of Christ, a love of truth, and an application of the love principle in relationship of 

one to another. Does one think of himself more than he ought to? Does this attitude of 

self love germinate to consume the believer’s whole attitude toward others? And when 

one finds him or herself with the characteristics of the old self, full of self love, is it at the 

expense of others? The fruit of the old self is naturally consumed with self-love and 

always exhibits itself in one’s attitude, what God calls the “faces” or “countenance,” and 

moves to the mouth causing all manner of destruction. Destruction in relationship leads to 

destruction within the local Church’s mission and eventually when left unchecked, 

destruction overtakes the Church altogether. There are three types of people in the local 

Church, the disciple, the carnal believer and the outsider. The love principle is an 

exhortation to the carnal believer and a warning concerning the outsider.      
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False love (2:9) 
 

2:9. 
  (The one who says he is in the light and hates his brother, he is until now in the 

darkness). The one who says, legwn, is a Pres. Act. Part. n.m.sg, with def. art., “to say,” 

“speak.” The active participle means this person is actively saying, or is in a state of 

professing to be in the light. You might say his occupation or rather his preoccupation is 

to say he is in the light yet he hates his [Christian] brother. This one, John adds, at the 

moment, is in darkness. Do you know a brother or sister like this? It is hard to love your 

brother or sister in Christ at times. Some of the nicest people I know are Christians, but 

on the other hand, some of the meanest people are also Christians. Yet we are supposed 

to be of a better character, a people ripe with fruit expected of a new creature, exhibiting: 

love, joy, peace, kindness, slow to anger, longsuffering (cf. Gal. 5:22; 2 Peter 1:5-8). Yet 

we let the moment get us. We get in the flesh and some people stay in the flesh and never 

seem to grow in grace. They are legalistic and try to rule over others all in the name of 

Christian correction. They want to let you know what is wrong in your life and correct 

you. These people are hard to love. They take on the role of the Holy Spirit, overstepping 

their bounds and they bring insult to God.   

The object of this hatred is directed at a brother, an adelfov (adelphos) a.m.sg., 

with def. art., “the brother,” and here the metaphorical is meant and it means a fellow 

Christian. A brother in Greek, as it is in English, may mean a physical brother born of the 

same father or mother. It may also mean a physical descendent of the same ethnic group, 

the same nationality as in a fellow Levite or in a broader sense, a Jew. A brother can also 

have a metaphorical sense meaning someone who is united by a common interest or 

calling. It is this last sense that is meant here. This brother is a brother who has been 

called by God - a Christian, one who is in the family of Christ, identified with His death, 

burial and resurrection. The definite article brings out the precise nature of the common 

union that the two individuals have.      

Hate is another participle, misew (miseo) Pres. Act. Part. n.m.sg, “to hate,” “to 

pursue with hatred.” The absence of the definite article with the participle makes the 

meaning an “ing” word. He is right now actively hating his brother.   

For this enlightened person who hates his brother, John says he is in “the” 

darkness. The definite article used with noun th skotia makes this a particular place or 

thing. In this case skotia is used metaphorically meaning “of ignorance of divine things, 

and its associated wickedness.” John uses the word to mean the realm of everything that 

is at enmity with God, earthly and demonic. Another aspect of this realm of darkness is 

that there is associated with it power. So the saying, “Christ rescued us from the power of 

darkness.” The power of darkness is associated with the “power of sin” (cf. Col. 1:13). 

Another metaphorical use of the word is in reference to secrecy, “whether what is done 

therein is good or evil” (cf. Matt. 10:27). As can be seen the realm of darkness is a 

powerful realm that has its victims trapped, there is no way of escape if not for the 

enlightening work of God that opens the eyes revealing its true character.        
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While the present tenses give the immediate sense of the story and the active 

voice defines the extent of the damage, the locative tells of the location of the situation, 

the locative of sphere. The two extremes of light and darkness speak of the division 

between good and evil, between the realm of Christ and the realm of the Devil. The one 

who is as in the light has darkness exposed. The other side is the realm of darkness. Evil 

lurks in the darkness where lies are told and the truth is manipulated to the point of 

calling good evil and evil good. For the person who hates his brother, he is seen as in the 

realm of evil darkness, a place where no one wants to find him or herself. For darkness is 

the realm of the Devil, there are traps there that destroy.   

The key to this verse is this little phrase “he is until now,”  estin ewv arti lit. 
“he is until at time,” some translate, “is in darkness still.“ Now that they have been 

enlightened, the truth of their actions is now brought to light. There were, no doubt, 

people in the church who let their hatred for their brother get so bad that John has to 

address the problem. Conflict within the Church was common then and is still common. 

We are after all fallen, even though we might be saved, the old self is still battling within 

us (Gal. 5:17), it is a constant conflict and Satan is actively seeking whatever manner of 

discord and destruction he can muster. John means to address the problem and provide a 

solution.  

 

 

True love (2:10) 
 

2:10.   

  (The one who loves his brother remains in the light and a trap is not in him).  In 

contrast to the one who hates his brother is the one who loves his brother. And for this 

person, the one who agapaw (agapao) Pres. Act. Part. n.m.sg., with def. art., “loves” the 

brother, there is protection in the form of not being caught in a trap.  

First the apostle identifies the position this person occupies, that is, he is in (the 

Greek preposition en (en) “in,” or “with”) the fwv (phos) d.n.sg., with def. art., “light.” 

Again the definite article speaks of the “realm” of light. We get the English word photo 

and all its derivatives from this word. The word means “to give light” and in the physical 

sense expressing light as seen by the eye. When used metaphorically light is seen as 

reaching the mind. Vine’s notes, “Light requires an organ adapted for its reception (Matt. 

6:22). Where the eye is absent, or where it has become impaired from any cause, light is 

useless. Man, naturally, is incapable of receiving spiritual light inasmuch as he lacks the 

capacity for spiritual things, 1 Cor. 2:14. Hence believers are called ‘sons of light,’ Luke 

16:8, not merely because they have received a revelation from God, but because in the 

New Birth they have received the spiritual capacity for it.”
31

   The position of this person 

is described as menw (meno) Pres. Act. Ind. 3sg., “to remain,” “abide,”  he or she remains 

in the light since love is the result, the fruit displayed.  

The second phrase of verse 10 is   “and a trap is 

not in him.”   The word for trap is skandalon (skandalon) n.n.sg., meaning “the 

movable stick of a trap or trigger where the bait is placed by which the trap is sprung,” “a 

person or thing which one is drawn (entrapped) into error or sin,” “a temptation to sin.” 
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Most translate this “a stumbling” or “occasion of stumbling,” but this word is stronger 

and serves to capture the essence of the helpless condition that results from an irresistible 

thing. When used metaphorically, the word means a spiritual draw into sin. There is a 

Christian principle concerning one’s character that one is known by his or her behavior, 

his or her word, and the slanderer can do no harm because his or her character speaks for 

itself (Ps. 15; 1 Peter 2:12). The idea here seems to be that an enlightened person does not 

cause another to stumble by his or her actions or words. This enlightened person does not 

set traps for others and watch as they fall for the bait and are helplessly caught up in the 

fight for survival.          

 The preposition is translated “in” him. “In” has the sense “there is no stain in 

him,” or “there is no offense in him.” The main idea is “that which gives offense or 

causes revulsion, that which arouses opposition, an object of anger or disapproval, 

stain.”
32

 So the interpretation “in him is no stain or fault.” Here we find the root idea of 

the preposition, namely, “within,” and when used with the personal pronoun is a locative 

and again is the locative of sphere. This person lives in the sphere of light so that the 

sphere of the trap is not in him. Because he is in the light and loves his brother, there is 

no stumbling-block or offense to others that would deter them from fellowship. They will 

know we are Christians by our love, so love your brother, do not hate your brother for 

that serves as a trap for sin, not as a blessing which brings edification. The trap only 

serves to bring an argument, to bring in discord and broken fellowship. The trap is left for 

the person who is in the realm of the darkness, it is not befitting of the person in the realm 

of the light. There is a wise saying, “Hatred stirs up strife, but love covers all 

transgressions” (Pr. 12:10).       

  

 

 

False love (2:11) 
 

2:11.   (But the one who hates his 

brother, he is in darkness). In contrast de (de) conj., to the one who abides in the light is 

the one who is right now in a state of hatred as the present active participle of misew  

(miseo) “to hate,” “pursue with hatred,” conveys. This person hates the adelfov 

(adelphos) a.m.sg., with def. art., “the brother” and is said to be in the skotia (skotia) 

d.f.sg., with def. art., “the darkness.”  What a picture!  The repetition and contrast adds to 

the literary impact.                                                            

 

 (and in the darkness he walks and has not seen where he goes because 

in the darkness he is blind in his eyes). The apostle goes on to describe the spiritual state 

and walk of the person who hates. Here we are presented with a man who possesses the 

source of the light but does not use it. A picture may be drawn of a person walking at 

night with a torch but, even though it is pitch black, he does not light up the torch. The 

expression “in the darkness” (en th skotia) “he is walking about” (peripatei), 
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provides the sense of the condition as seen with the present tense “he continues to walk 

about,” and here, the picture is aimlessly walking about. There is no direction, no light to 

guide.  

And to further paint the picture of this insane act of self dependence, the apostle 

says, “and he has not seen where he goes.” The perfect expresses the act as complete, the 

damage is done, the destruction complete. The picture is of a man walking about without 

regard for his surroundings - destroying whatever comes under his feet without regard, 

without care, without any thought – a clumsy disregard for anything and anyone around 

him. The verb eidw (eido) Perf. Act. Ind. 3sg., “to see,” “to know” has the primary 

meaning of knowing by sight and used here, to know in the sense of “to have regard for 

one.” This person has no regard for his brother! 

And finally, the direction of this person is aimless as the directional particle pou 

(pou) part., “where?” “In what place?” is used. This person has the true light available to 

him (verse 8) but because he refuses to walk using the light that now shines, he walks 

about aimlessly not producing fruit because he does not use the light. The only fruit that 

darkness produces is destruction and discontent (Cf. Rom. 7:5; Matt. 12:33).   

The reason for his aimless motion is found in the fact that his eyes have been 

blinded because of the darkness. The reason is found in the conjunction oti  (hoti) “that,” 

“since,” or “because” the darkness (the subject, the thing causing the blindness) blinded 

his eyes.  The verb of this phrase is tuflow (tuphloo) Aor. Act. Ind. 3sg., “to blind,” 

“make blind,” in the NT metaphorically “to blunt the mental discernment,” “to darken the 

mind,” and affects the oftalmov (ophthalmos) a.m.pl., with def. art., “the eyes” of him.  

The aorist is most likely a constantive aorist, that is, viewing the action as a whole, not 

focusing of the beginning or end, but rather describing the action or state as just 

occurring. Similar to Jesus’ response to the disciples question concerning Him returning 

to Jerusalem to the Jewish leadership’s blindness of John 11:10: “But if one walks in the 

night, he stumbles, because the light is not in him.” What is the difference between these 

two? In John 11:10, the Jewish leadership are not enlightened, their spiritual eyes are not 

opened, whereas here in 1 John, these brothers are saved but do not use their spiritual 

eyes to see what it means to love the Lord and to love your brother (1 John 4:20-21).   

The Puritan Richard Baxter (1615-91) is credited with the saying, “In necessary 

things, unity; in doubtful things, liberty; in all things, charity.”  Scripture is dogmatic 

about some things and as such we are to be in unity about the essentials. In the early 

Church they did not have all the years of debate and development of theology that we 

have today. They had a harder time as the variant views sprung up and the leadership had 

to deal with each issue, each haresy. But, here, it seems John is addressing one’s behavior 

with a brother, thinking the best of others and demonstrating the law of love. Putting off 

the old self and seeking the Lord’s help as you deal with the diversity of growth in the 

Church environment. May the Lord strengthen and guide you as you walk about in this 

dark world. As the psalmist declares, so may it be for you always: “For You light my 

lamp; The LORD my God illumines my darkness.” (Psalm 18:28).                                

 

 



 

 

Reflection of who we are in Christ (2:12-14) 
 

 

 

1 John 2:12-14 
 

 
12

Little children, I am writing to you, 

because the sins by you have been sent 

away because of His name. 
13

Fathers, I 

am writing to you because you have 

known the [one who is] from [the] 

beginning. Young men, I am writing to 

you because you have overcome the 

wicked one. Little children, I am writing 

to you because you have known the 

Father. 
14

Fathers, I wrote to you because 

you have known Him from the start. 

Young men, I wrote to you because you 

are strong ones and the word of God 

abides in you and you have conquered 

the evil one.  

 
13

’

 
14

’

             

 

 

 

 

Introduction 
The apostle John now addresses his audience in three groups according to their spiritual 

maturities. All are expected to grow spiritually as the fellowship between the Spirit and 

the believer progresses through time. At first, all are what Paul calls babes in Christ (cf.1 

Cor. 3:1; 13:11; Gal. 4:3; Eph. 4:14), then as the law of love progresses with time the 

babe grows in maturity to become a young man or woman in Christ, and eventually to the 

point of being called a father. This anthropomorphism of spiritual maturity serves to point 

out the progressive maturity of the believer as they live out the Christian life. This is what 

is called in theology sanctification.  

Sanctification comes from the Greek hagios meaning “holy,” “a saint,” and has 

the meaning “set apart to God.” To be holy is a characteristic of God. He is holy, 

deserving veneration, so we who are His are to be Holy, set apart in service to Him and 

sharing in His moral purity.   

In biblical application, sanctification is that continuous operation of the Holy 

Spirit, by which the holy disposition imparted in regeneration is maintained and 

strengthened.
33

 Augustus Strong writes, “Christ designs to make us both safe and sound. 

Justification gives the first – safety; sanctification gives the second – soundness… 
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Salvation is something past, something present, and something future; a past fact, 

justification; a present process, sanctification; a future consummation, redemption and 

glory.”
34

        

 

  

 

 

 

Little children (2:12) 
 

2:12.         
(Little children, I am writing to you, because the sins by you have been sent away 

because of His name). The fundamentals of the faith are declared to be that the Christian 

understands that his or her sins have been dealt with by Jesus Christ on the cross, and 

further that the Christian knows who Jesus Christ is. This involves an understanding by 

the child of God that he or she is a sinner, to know what a sinner is, to understand that in 

order for sin to be taken away blood had to be shed, and not only that, but that the one 

dying had to be spotless, that is, that God Himself had to come in the flesh to be the 

Lamb of God who takes away the sin of the world.  

The main teaching that John is leading up to is the application of the doctrine of 

the wheat and tears (Matt. 13:24-30). He will let the Church know that if one denies 

Christ (v. 32), he or she is not a true Christian, but of the Antichrist and his world. There 

are three types of people within the Church, (1) the disciple, (2) the carnal believer, and 

(3) the outsider – an Antichrist. But in order to get to that point, John needs to describe 

what a Christian is and what a healthy spiritual progression is. John means to be careful 

in building up to that teaching identifying the Antichrist among us because mankind has a 

tendency to declare a believer who is struggling with a sin issue, to be of the Devil; 

throwing them away and showing no mercy and love. The carnal believer must be shown 

the fruit of the spirit. They are God’s possession, loved and set apart to Him. All children 

of God start out as infants with little knowledge and through the process of sanctification 

they grow in the grace and knowledge of Christ.      

John addresses the little children in the vocative teknia (teknia) v.n.pl., “a little 

child,” and in the metaphorical sense, a term of kindly address by teachers to their 

disciples. In the New Testament the word is only used in the sense of a teacher to a 

disciple. The word is a derivative of  whose use is more varied in the metaphorical 

sense. For example, it is used in the NT of pupils or disciples by their teachers because 

their instruction nourishes the minds of their pupils and molds their character. It is used in 

the OT of the “people of Israel” and especially those dear to God. In the NT it is used of 

Jews who are led by the Spirit of God and thus closely related to God. Finally, the word 

is used of children of the Devil whose thoughts and actions is prompted by the Devil and 

reflects his character. As can be seen, the general idea of the metaphor of a teknon is “to 

beget” and when used with the genitive emphasis is upon some characteristic related by 

the context. For example it is used of, (a) sons of God (John 1:12); (b) children of light 

(Eph. 5:8); (c) obedient children (1 Pet. 1:14); (d) children of promise (Rom. 9:8); (e) 
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children of the flesh (Gal. 4:28); (f) children of the Devil (1 John 3:10); (g) children of 

wrath (Eph. 2:3); (h) cursed children (2 Pet. 2:14); and (i) a spiritual relationship (2 Tim. 

2:1; Philm. 10).
35

   

The word is used in this context as born again offspring in a relationship bound in 

love and trust between fellow believers in the Church and who are under the spiritual 

discipleship of the apostle John. Jesus uses this metaphor with his disciples and in like 

manner the disciples mature and take on the position of teacher with their own disciples. 

This teacher/disciple relationship continued in the early Church. For example, Polycarp 

claimed to be a disciple of the apostle John, Paul had a number of disciples, most notably, 

Timothy and Titus. This process is passed down to us today as some today who are 

mature in the faith take on this role with their own disciples. But one must be careful, it 

was not long before Irenaeus (Against Heresies c. 180) comes on the scene in the early 

Church to deal with the Gnostic Simon Magnus and his claim of secret Apostolic 

knowledge and the true teaching of the apostle. John makes it clear in this section that it 

is by the word of God that we know Him – man’s word must be measured against God’s 

word.              

John emphasizes the writing aspect in this address by placing the verb grafw 

(grapho) Pres. Act. Ind. 1sg., “to write,” at the head of the phase, a repetitive technique 

that will be repeated three times in the next three verses. First in the present tense “I am 

writing,” then in the perfect tense “I have written.” The vocative for children serves to 

call out to them in an emotional sense so I have placed it at the head in the English, but in 

the Greek it is proper at time to place the action word at the head.  

The reason for writing is given next by the conjunction oti (hoti), and translated 

“because,” literally, “the sins, they have been sent away for you.” What a statement! This 

is what the child of God understands and John serves to emphasize. The sin issue is 

emphatic as the definite article is used. The subject “the sins” is placed at the end of the 

purpose clause but its importance is emphasized, as it is pointed out by the use of the 

definite article. The verb is again placed at the head of the phrase and is a perfect passive 

indicative of afihmi (aphoemi) Perf. Pas. Ind. 3pl., “to send away,” “leave,” or “go away 

from one.” The perfect says the action is complete; the passive says you have no part in 

the action for it was performed by Christ Himself; the indicative speaks of the reality of 

the event in history. He was the active participant and the little child is the passive 

participant. What this verb means to communicate is that Jesus “sent away,” “forgive,” or 

as some say, “remitted” all your sins in a legal sense (cf. 1 John 1:9). The legal sense is 

found in the Old Testament rite of the sacrificial goat (Goat of Jehovah; Lev. 16:15-17) 

and the scape goat (Goat of Azazel; Lev. 16:20-22). The goat of Jehovah is killed for the 

sin offering and its blood sprinkled upon the mercy seat. The goat of Azazel is taken by 

the priest and the sins of the children of Israel are confessed with the hands of the priest 

placed upon its head, then the goat is sent away into the wilderness.     

The personal pronoun makes this all inclusive and personal as he uses the plural 

su (su) pers. pron. 2d.pl., “you (all).”  The dative is translated “for you (all)” as the 

dative with the passive of the verb demands. All the little children have had their sins (pl) 

removed in a legal sense and the event is referred to as a substitutionary act as indicated 

by use of the preposition dia (dia) “through,” or “by,” and when used with the accusative 

“because of,” or “for the sake of,” the name of Him. This is causal reflecting the cause of 
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the action, namely, that the legal acquittal of our personal sins is sent away because of 

Him. The Greek onoma (onoma) a.n.sg., with def. art., “name” points to the only one 

who can perform the act, it points to Jesus Christ, whose name means the Anointed 

Savior. Our sins have been taken away because of Him and for His sake! It is His word 

that is in question here. He promised Abraham He would give him descendents, land, and 

blessings (Gen. 12, 15, 17, 22). He has fulfilled his promise to Abraham of the 

descendents, chief of which can be traced to Jesus, but fulfillment found in the Davidic 

Covenant (cf. 2 Sam. 7). The promise of the land is yet to find fulfillment as defined in 

the Land Covenant (cf. Deut. 30), and the blessing aspect found in the New Covenant 

(Jer. 31). It is because of His name, who He is, His divine attributes that He moves in 

history bringing about fulfillment of what He says He will do.                                    

 

 

Fathers (2:13a) 
 

2:13.  ’   (Fathers, I am writing to you 

because you have known the One [who is] from [the] beginning). The same word 

construction used in verse twelve is used again, thus stressing the emphatic nature that 

the author intends to recall to each group’s remembrance concerning where they are in 

their individual maturity. The vocative is now directly addressed to all the pathr (pater) 

v.m.pl., “fathers.” Fathers refers to the spiritually mature where a high level of maturity is 

achieved and an expectation of character and obedience is exhibited. The reference is 

used in the metaphorical sense to refer to a person who is an example of a person of faith. 

For example, Abraham is the example of the man of faith for both Jew and Gentile. So in 

the same sense fathers refers to mature believers in the Church who are examples of men 

of faith in their walk. A high degree of maturity means a high level of obedience and 

conformity to the word of God.   

Again, as in verse twelve, the reason is pointed out by use of the conjunction oti 
(hoti) “because,” or “since.” And again the perfect tense is used and applies to their 

knowledge. John uses the Greek ginwskw (ginosko) Perf. Act. Ind. 2pl., “to know,” or 

“understand,” meaning “you have known” in the past and the knowledge is still in effect 

in them. Where before it was revealed that the child of God’s sins have been forgiven by 

God, now their knowledge is active and they are seen as mature, holding tight to that 

knowledge of the word of God.  

The definite article ton (tov) a.m.sg., placed all by itself points back to Him and 

is an example of an article of previous reference that substantivizes the phrase
36

. They 

have known the One [who is] from the beginning and continue to abide in Him and that is 

the reason for their maturity. Their source of maturity is found in a sovereign God who 

will be active in the lives of the ones He loves:    

 

Therefore, having been justified by faith, we have peace with God through 

our Lord Jesus Christ, 
2
through whom also we have access by faith into 

this grace in which we stand, and rejoice in hope of the glory of God. 
3
And 

not only that, but we also glory in tribulations, knowing that tribulation 
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produces perseverance; 
4
and perseverance, character; and character, 

hope. 
5
Now hope does not disappoint, because the love of God has been 

poured out in our hearts by the Holy Spirit who was given to us. (Rom. 

5:1-5) 

 

Finally, this knowledge of who Christ is forms the foundation of who they are in 

Christ as it is Him that is apo (apo) prep., “from,” the arch (arche) g.f.sg., “the 

beginning,” or “origin.” The gospel of John introduced this to them in John 1:1-14: 

 
1
In the beginning was the Word, and the Word was with God, and the 

Word was God. 
2
He was in the beginning with God. 

3
All things were made 

through Him, and without Him nothing was made that was made. 
4
In Him 

was life, and the life was the light of men. 
5
And the light shines in the 

darkness, and the darkness did not comprehend it. 
6
There was a man sent 

from God, whose name was John. 
7
This man came for a witness, to bear 

witness of the Light, that all through him might believe. 
8
He was not that 

Light, but was sent to bear witness of that Light. 
9
That was the true Light 

which gives light to every man coming into the world. 
10

He was in the 

world, and the world was made through Him, and the world did not know 

Him. 
11

He came to His own, and His own did not receive Him. 
12

But as 

many as received Him, to them He gave the right to become children of 

God, to those who believe in His name: 
13

who were born, not of blood, nor 

of the will of the flesh, nor of the will of man, but of God. 
14

And the Word 

became flesh and dwelt among us, and we beheld His glory, the glory as of 

the only begotten of the Father, full of grace and truth.  

                        

 

 

Young men (2:13b) 
 

(Young men, I am writing to you 

because you have overcome the wicked one). The address is first to the youngest in the 

faith, then to the mature in the faith and last to those in the middle, the neaniskov 

(neaniskos) v.m.pl., “a young man,” “youth.” Again, John addresses them in the vocative, 

calling out to them, imploring them, because (oti) they have actively overcome. The 

Greek nikaw (nikao) Perf. Act. Ind. 2pl., “to conquer,” “overcome,” is from the noun 

nikh (nike) “victory.” They have victory over the wicked one. This victory is over their 

bondage to sin that had overwhelmed them and have now overcome.  The bonds have 

been loosed and they are now free in Christ. They have a new capacity, in their freedom 

to hear the word of God and the Holy Spirit that indwells them. 

The adjective ponhrov (poneros) adj., a.m.sg., with def. art., “full of labor,” 

“hardship,” “bad,” “evil,” “wicked,” points plainly to a specific person as the definite 

article is used and therefore points to Satan who is seen as being dealt a fatal blow when 

Jesus died on the cross. This is one of the great truths that come from the death of Christ 

on the cross. The apostle has already told the little children that Christ died on the cross 

as a propitiation for the sins of the world (cf. 1 John 2:2) and that when we sin we have 
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an advocate with God the Father. Then he tells the little children that their sins are 

forgiven them for the sake of Jesus Christ’s name (1 John 2:12). John’s instruction to the 

little children specifically points to them dealing with their individual sin by means of 

abiding in Christ.  

 

 

  - Little children 

1 John Instruction Reason 

2:1 I write to you So that you might not sin 

2:12 I write to you Because your sins are forgiven you 

2:28 Abide in Him And you will not be ashamed 

before Him at His coming 

3:7 Let no one deceive you He who practices righteousness is 

righteous 

3:18-19 Let us not love in word or 

in tongue, but in deed and 

truth 

We know we are of the truth 

4:4 You are of God You have overcome them 

(Antichrists) because He who is in 

you is greater than him  

 

 

Now to the young men who have experienced some level of victory over a 

particular sin that has been put off with the help of the Holy Spirit by going before the 

Father in prayer, confessing that sin and asking for His strength to overcome, and hence 

is seen as overcoming the wicked one – the one who is seen as being the father and 

promoter of sin (cf. John 8:44). This is the spiritual battle that is occurring with the 

believer. The battle does not occur with the unsaved, they are seen as in bondage to sin, 

as slaves to sin (Rom. 6:17), the battle ground is found with the believer as he struggles 

with the old self and with the desires of the flesh (Eph. 2:3). The young man is 

strengthened because he has experienced victory over his flesh to some level. And John 

will let them know that God is on their side and that their fight is rooted in love (1 John 

4:10). That is the love principle in action. It is because I love God that the Holy Spirit’s 

convicting work breaks through and I can come before God, repent and turn away from 

my sin and be visibly changed, free from the bondage of that sin and can rejoice in that 

freedom.      

 

 

  -  Young men, from  meaning youthful.  

1 John Instruction Reason 

2:13 I write to you Because you have overcome the 

wicked one 

2:14 I have written to you (1) Because you are strong; (2) 

the word of God abides in you;  

(3) you have overcome the 

wicked one 
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Little children (2:13c) 
 

(Little children, I am writing to you 

because you have known the father)
37

 John now addresses the  (paidia) “young 

children,” “little boys.” This is a different word than that used in previous verse because 

they have ginwskw (ginosko) Perf. Act. Ind. 2pl., “known” the  pathr (pater) a.m.sg., 

with def. art., “Father” not plural fathers, but the Father, their heavenly Father – God. To 

know the Father is to know the Son (cf. John  1:14-18), likewise to know the Son is to 

know the Father because Jesus came in the flesh to reveal the Father to mankind (cf. John  

8:18; 17:25). John turns to all believers who are growing in Christ in order to enforce the 

fundamental aspect of their position as “in Christ” and from this elemental knowledge 

brings forth fruit in the form of spiritual growth and a command to become like minded 

with Christ (cf. 1Cor. 1:10; 2:16). And that means a life that produces fruit not only in 

deed but in attitude (cf. Rom 6:22; 7:4; Gal. 5:22; Eph. 5:9; Heb. 13:15; James 3:18;) and 

charity (cf.1 Cor. 8:1; 13:1-8; Col. 3:14; 1 Pet. 4:8).                       

 

 

 

Fathers (2:14a) 
 

2:14.   ’ (Fathers, I wrote to you 

because you have known Him from the start). And in like manner, John returns to address 

the mature in Christ, the fathers, moving from the present tense to now using the aorist 

tense of grafw (grapho) Aor. Act. Ind. 1sg., “I wrote to you.” The occasion of which is 

not stated, but the implication is clear that at some time prior, John had written to them 

concerning who they are in Christ. A restatement of the introductory verses of chapter 

one concerning what they have heard concerning “the Word of life,” and that this 

knowledge affects their walk and fellowship because Christ is light and there is no 

darkness in him at all (1:5)
38

.   

And as before the reason is presented in the causal oti (hoti) conj., “because,” 

they have known this from the start. The knowledge is perfected knowledge as the perfect 

of  ginwskw (ginosko) Perf. Act. Ind. 2pl., “to know,” or “understand,” is used.  The 

definite article o (ho) in the accusative case (a.m.sg.) is used as a pronoun (him) to point 

out the definite personal relationship that is known. They have an active personal 

relationship with the Lord that has grown with time. Notice throughout this section, John 
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 Na27 and Majority Text have this phrase as part of verse 14 
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 Whether John means he wrote to them refers to his Gospel, some other letter, or this letter is not plan and 

this may well be a literary tool as Lenski believes: “When john says, ‘I am writing,’ he thinks of himself as 

now writing this letter; when he says, ‘I did write,’ he thinks of the time when his readers will pursue what 

he has written in this letter. The reasons stated by the six  clauses, as well as the sixfold use of the verb 

‘to write,’ refer to this letter and not to two documents.”      
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has nothing really profound to say concerning the fathers which may in fact be the 

profound statement to be pointed out. Simply, that they have known Him.                                 

 

  - Fathers 

1 John Instruction Reason 

2:13 I write to you Because you have known Him 

2:14 I have written to you Because you have known Him 

 

 

 

 

 

Young men (2:14b) 
 

 (Young men, I wrote to you because you are strong ones and the 

word of God abides in you and you have conquered the evil one). The address returns to 

the young men, the neaniskov (neaniskos) v.m.pl., “a young man,” “youth,” because 

(oti, that, because, since) they are in the Greek called iscurov (ischuros) adj.n.m.pl., 

“strong,” or “mighty.” The verb eimi (eimi) Pres. Ind. 2pl., “to be,” “exist,” expresses 

their state of being as strong because they have had their faith built up and the result is 

expressed by the fact of possessing strong faith. They know they can rely upon the Holy 

Spirit and the word of God in their daily walk.  

Abraham, the man of faith who is our example of faith, had his faith built up 

through his trials. He starts out weak in Genesis 12 and by the time of his greatest test, he 

relies upon God to provide a sacrifice and his son is spared (cf. Gen 22). As the author of 

Hebrews puts it, “By faith Abraham, when he was tested, offered up Isaac, and he who 

had received the promises offered up his only begotten son (Heb. 11:17).“ So the young 

man or woman of faith is strong when they hold strong to the word of God. To abide in 

His word is to remain in His word, to depend upon His word as a guide and way of life. 

What is called a spirit filled life as the Holy Spirit works together with the word, not only 

to convict of sin (cf. John 16:7-11) and save us (cf. John 3:5-6; Titus 3:5), but also to 

guide, teach and testify to us (cf. Rom. 8:14; Acts 8:29; 10:19-20; John 14:26; 15:26; 

16:12-15; Luke 12:12; 1 John 4:1-6), commanding (Acts 13:2), interceding (Rom. 8:26) 

and sanctifying us (cf. 2 Thes. 2:13-15). God works in this world with His word and His 

Spirit. The apostle Paul states it so well as he writes, “So then faith comes by hearing, 

and hearing by the word of God” (Rom. 10:17). This is the start, the salvation aspect, but 

then comes sanctification – living holy lives and abiding in His word.  

Within the doctrine of revelation there is general revelation and special revelation. 

General revelation is that which is revealed about God through creation and everyone can 

and should see (cf. Rom. 1). But as Paul states the world refuses to acknowledge God for 

who He is because men suppress the truth in unrighteousness (Rom. 1:18). General 

revelation is general in scope and reaches all people (Matt. 5:45; Acts. 14:17; Rom 1:20-

21). Special revelation is when God comes into history and speaks to individuals, and in 

particular refers to what is revealed in God’s word (2 Tim. 3:15-16; 2 Pet. 1:21). It is 

special because God selects certain individuals to reveal His word and it has been 
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superintended by the Holy Spirit and preserved in the Scriptures. The term 

specifically points to the word of God that we posses, that is written down and 

preserved for us in what we call the Bible. It is called God’s word because He is the one 

who has supernaturally provided it for us and it is called both powerful and profitable (cf. 

2 Tim 3:15-17).  

The general principle is that the believer is continually and actively (present tense, 

active voice) remaining in God’s word and His word continually and actively remains in 

you in order to stay off the wiles of the wicked one (cf. Eph. 6:11). It is because of 

abiding in God’s word the the young men have nikaw (nikao) Perf. Act. Ind. 2pl., “has 

conquered” (notice the perfect tense – complete and the affect continues to the point of 

writing). It is that new relationship we have with God that we can now hear His word and 

in conjunction with His Spirit conquer the evil one by conquering the bondage to sin.  

God conquered the evil one on the cross, but Satan is alive and thriving today 

performing the following acts: (1) tempting believers to sin (Matt. 16:23; Act. 5:3; 1 

Thes. 3:5); (2) trying to keep people from true worship (Matt. 13:19; 1 Pet. 5:8-9); (3) 

thwarting the spread of the gospel (Matt. 13:19; 2 Cor. 4;3-4; 1 Thes. 2:18); (4) using 

many schemes (2 Cor. 2:11; Eph. 6:11); (5) controlling the present sinful world (1 John 

5:19; Rev. 12:9); (6) afflicting people with illness Job 2:7; Luke 13:16; Acts 10:38; 2 

Cor. 12:7); (7) and accusing believers before God when they sin (Rev. 12:10).   

To say Christ has already conquered the Devil refers to Christ’s death on the cross 

as the satisfaction, the payment price for all sinners for all time (John 12:31-33; Col. 

2;15; Rev. 12:11). All who are saved are justified by Christ’s death on the cross. Old 

Testament saints as well as all future saints are saved because of Christ’s death on the 

cross.  

If you remember it was the serpent in the garden that perverted God’s word when 

Eve spoke to him concerning the fruit of the tree of good and evil (Gen. 3).The main 

point that John wants to deal with in this letter is the truth of God’s word and the 

principle of the perversion of God’s word. The principle is the same whether the 

perversion comes from the Satan, the world, or you. John means to encourage them as 

children of God to grow up, to stop perverting the word, to hold close to the word and the 

ponhrov (poneros) adj.a.m.sg., with def. art., “the evil,” or “the wicked” one that has 

already been conquered has no power over you, but you have victory and overcome him. 

The definite article points to a specific person known throughout scripture as the Devil or 

Satan (cf. Matt. 6:13; Matt. 4:1; Rev. 12:9).  Even though Satan has been conquered, he 

has small victories when the believer sins against God’s standard - His word. But the 

believer has been given the power to overcome the Devil (cf. Eph. 6:17; Rev. 2:10-11; 

12:10-11) because we are children of God and He has given us both His word and His 

Spirit to overcome the world.  

For those who abide in God’s word is found blessing. John relates the love law 

relationship and God’s word back in 1 John 2:5-6, “but whoever keeps His word, in him 

the love of God has truly been perfected. By this we know that we are in Him: 6 the one 

who says he abides in Him ought himself to walk in the same manner as He walked.” 

And how is it that He walked? He walked in the light, since He was the light, so we also 

should walk in the light (8:12). Light is a metaphor for truth and the spiritual purity 

associated with it (cf. Ps. 26:3; 89:15; Isa. 2:5; 1 John 1:7; 3 John 3-4). That is the picture 
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we are given concerning God’s word. It is truth and pure as He is truth and pure so we 

should hold strong to that truth and keep it pure.                                              

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

The things of the world (2:15-17) 
 

1 John 2:15-17 
 
 
15

Do not love the world, nor the things in 

the world. If anyone loves the world, the 

love of the Father is not in him. 
16

Because all that [is] in the world, the 

lust of the flesh, and the lust of the eyes, 

and the pride of life, is not from the 

Father but it is from the world. 
17

And the 

world is passing away, and the lust of 

him; but he that does the will of God 

remains into eternity. 

 

16

’

               

 

 

 

 

Introduction 
The apostle John reemphasizes the holy aspect of the child of God’s personal walk with 

God. This time pointing out what it means to be set apart from the world and set apart to 

God. The command to not love the world is directed toward all believers and is an 

application of the love principle of God. One cannot love the world and love God at the 

same time. The believer has been predestined, called, and justified by God, and as such, it 

is proper that He predestined us to be conformed to the image of His Son not to the world 

(Rom. 8:28-30; 12:2).  

We are to be in the world but not of the world. There have been some throughout 

Church history who have separated themselves from the world in ascetic lifestyles, 

shutoff from the world in monasteries. The ascetic life is not what God has designed. In 

their effort to separate themselves from the world and all the things of the world they 

have taken away the physical, but it is a spiritual separation that God has in mind. If you 

take away the physical, there is still the inner man, the pride of life that serves to drive 

man in his sin. Asceticism encourages a double standard with the idea of a spiritual elite 

set above others, not set apart from the world. They abstain from certain things 

considered acceptable to God, and add extra requirements upon themselves and others 

within their group. They become legalistic and elite, boasting in themselves. You have no 

doubt heard it before, “I prayed all night!” or, “I prayed a great prayer!” (cf. John 5:44).  

Conversely, John clearly warns here against practicing fleshly (worldly) acts. 

There were some apparently in the Church that accepted the idea that they could practice 

what the Bible would consider sinful acts, but the Greek culture and its inherent 

Gnosticism perverted the distinction of good and evil. Some in the Church holding to the 

Gnostic belief considered themselves to have reached such an advanced stage in spiritual 
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experience (or maturity) that they were ‘beyond good and evil’. They maintained that 

they had no sin, not in the sense that they had attained moral perfection but in the sense 

that what might be sin for people at a less mature stage of inner development was no 

longer sin for the completely “spiritual” man.     

 John gives us an application of the love principle here. The Temple in the Old 

Testament was the dwelling place of God. It was holy, and those entering were required 

to perform a purification rite in order to be in the presence of God. The common cannot 

enter into the presence of God without a covering, a separation between the profane and 

the holy. In the New Covenant, the Holy Spirit indwells the believer, and since the Holy 

Spirit is God, we have become the temple of God and the same principle applies. Worldly 

ways cannot coexist with the presence of the Holy Spirit so the command to love God not 

the world. The rhetorical question might be raised, how can a Christian give up 

fellowship with God and go back to fellowship with the world?  

 

What I love, to that my soul clings. What I love is what I live, what I 

delight in, and this becomes part of my unconscious life, of my 

meditation, my dreaming. What I love becomes more and more part of my 

very self. He who loves the world becomes worldly, a man filled with the 

world.
39

        

 

This quote reminds me of what my father would tell me when I was growing up. His 

simple wise saying was, “what you think upon grows.” What you spend your time on will 

define who you are and your knowledge of whatever it is that consumes you will 

increase. You will become more experienced, learn more about, and be defined by what 

you spend time on.     

 

 

 

The Command – Do not love the things of the world (2:15) 
 

2:15.  (Do not love the world nor the 

things in the world). The command is given in the negative mh (me) neg. part., “not,” and 

is translated in the normal emphatic fashion in the English as “do not love.” The subject 

includes all of them as the plural imperative of agapaw (agapao) Pres. Act. Impv. 2pl., 

“(you all) love” is used. They are not to love the world, what in the Greek is called the 

kosmov (kosmos) a.m.sg., with def. art., “the world,” “the ornament,” “the decoration,” 

“the circle of the earth.” The word refers primarily to order in the sense of “an 

arrangement.” The Greeks used the word to describe the universe and the observable 

order thereof, that is to say, of the universe as the earth and all the other planets making 

up the universe and its everlasting constitution, but they also used the word to describe 

the philosophical sum total of everything here and now. The word is used in the sense of 

a grouping, a metonymy
40

, as in the human race or a specific race and all that makes up 
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their life and culture. The grouping may be (1) by kind, e.g., human verses animal, or 

earthly verses heavenly; (2) by race, e.g., Jew verses Gentile; or (3) by quality, e.g., good 

versus evil. The word is commonly used in the metaphorical sense of earth and all the 

things that make up the affairs of the earth; the desires, the pleasure, the good and the bad 

that make up the activities of men that are alienated from God. It is in this sense that John 

makes a clarification here, “nor the things of the world,” and the reference to the carnal 

characteristics that make up the world (v. 16).    

The particle mhde (mede) part., “and not,” or “but not,” is combined with the 

plural definite article o (ho) a.n.pl., “the things” that are positionally en (en) prep., “in,” 

the kosmov (kosmos) d.m.sg., with def. art., “world.” It is made clear by use of the 

definite article which stands all by itself, that the previous reference (note the accusative 

points out the direct object which is plural here, but is a singular accusative “the world” 

previously) that the word world is used in the sense of “the earth and all the things that 

make up the affairs of the world; the desires, the pleasure, the good and the bad that make 

up the activities of men that are alienated from God, and in opposition to God.”   That 

world that was created by God and called “good” has been separated from God at the fall 

(Gen. 3). Its corruption described by the apostle Paul in Romans 8:18-22 and seen in the 

phrase “creation itself will be delivered from the bondage of corruption.” The Greek 

φθειρω (phtheiro) means “to corrupt,” or “to destroy.”  The result of the fall is 

catastrophic for the world. At its core is a corruption that has affected everything on the 

earth, and its ruler is Satan (cf. Matt. 12:25-26; 1 John 5:19; Rev. 12:9) whose deceptive 

influence serves to heap up destruction in his path. John is moving to the point where he 

will say the world lies in the grip of the evil one (1 John 5:19). This grip Satan has upon 

the earth can be summarized by the statement the Lord gives to Cain, 

 

So the LORD said to Cain, "Why are you angry? And why has your 

countenance fallen? 
7
If you do well, will you not be accepted? And if you 

do not do well, sin lies at the door. And its desire is for you, but you 

should rule over it." (Gen. 4:6-7) 

 

So we find Peter uses this imagery in 1 Peter when he says that Satan prowls the 

earth like a roaring lion seeking someone to devour (1 Peter 5:8). This is sin 

personified!   

 

 

Activities of Satan 

Offers a counterfeit kingdom and program Gen. 3:15; Luke 4:5-7 

Promotes a form of godliness while denying its power 2 Tim. 3:5 

Disguises his servants as servants of righteousness 2 Cor. 11:15 

Promotes a system of false asceticism or unbridled 

license 

1 Tim. 4:1-3; Rev. 2:24 

Deceives the nations Rev. 20:3 

Uses governments to hinder the progress of the Gospel 1 Thes. 2:18 

Uses demons to carry out his deception Dan. 10:13, 20 

Durning the Great Tribulation, Satan will give Rev. 13:2-4 
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Antichrist his power and the world will give allegiance 

to him 

He binds the minds of unbelievers so that they will not 

accept the Gospel 

2 Cor. 4:4; Luke 8:12 

He tempts believers to conform to this world 1 Thes. 3:5 

He tempts believers to cover up selfishness with lies Acts 5:1-11 

He tempts believers to sin 1 Cor. 7:5 

He accuses and opposes believers in various areas of 

their lives 

Matt. 13:38-39; Mark 4:15; 1 

Thes. 2:18; Rev. 2:10 

He accuses us before God when we sin  Rev. 12:10 

He opposes believers by bringing pressure that he may 

not be able to bear 

1 Cor. 5 

 

 

 

(if any one loves the 

world, the love of the Father is not in him). The world system is so offensive to God that 

He will destroy it some day (2 Pet. 3:10). The completion of this world will come to its 

end at end of the Millennial Kingdom when Satan is thrown into the lake of fire and then 

the purifying of the earth will complete its renewal and it will become an everlasting 

place of holiness (Rev. 20 & 21).  

John introduces us to the principle of the holiness of God by use of the 

conditional conjunction ean (ean) “if,” or “in case,” anyone (tiv pron., n.m.sg., “a certain 

one,” “some”) might love the world, then the love of the Father is not in him. There is a 

separateness associated with things loved. If you are loved of God you are set apart to 

God, separated from the world and placed in a special relationship with Him that must 

not be defiled by the profane, to be corrupt by the world system.  

The subjunctive of  agapaw (agapao) Pres. Act. Subj. 3sg., “to love” is a third 

class condition, the condition expresses probable future fulfillment based on the 

condition. The meaning is, if you keep on loving the world, then the Father’s love is not 

possessed within you. This might be viewed as a condition of reflection. If the child of 

God is in the word of God, then he or she will reflect the word, and hence, do the will of 

God through love and deed; however, if the child of God desires the things of the world, 

then the child will reflect the things of the world. That is the principle of reflection, 

whatever enters a man will be reflected back to some extent.  

The love here is specifically related to the subject of the phrase, the kosmov 

(kosmos) n.m.sg., with def. art., “ the world.” Love is used as both the verb and the noun 

bringing out the importance of the subject in action and deed. In striking contrast to the 

action of the individual who, with the present verb “continues loving the world,” the 

negative ou (ou) is placed with the “to be” verb eimi (eimi) Pres. Ind. 3sg., and the noun  

agaph (agape) n.f.sg., with def. art., “the love.” This person does not possess a 

controlling presence of the One that created the world. God sent His Son, Immanuel, God 

in the flesh, into the world so that the love of the Father might be in those He has set 

apart. The love of the Father involves a love for the world that is properly His. He is 
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actively working in the world, but is not of the world. He brings salvation to those who 

are lost in the world. This is brought to light by Jesus when He says,  

 

For God so loved the world that He gave His only begotten Son, that 

whosoever believes in him should not perish but have everlasting life. For 

God did not send His Son into the world to condemn the world, but that 

the world through Him might be saved. (John 3:16-17)    

 

                           

Things in the world defined (2:16) 
 

2:16.  (Because all that [is] in the 

world, the lust of the flesh). The apostle John now describes the world and its 

characteristics as verse 16 starts with a result clause, oti (hoti) conj., “because,” or 

“since.” The reason the love of the world is hated so much by God is because all that is in 

the world is not of the Father, an idiom for not possessed of God, or one could say, is 

rejected of God.  

John summarizes the problem of the world in a threefold literally gem. First, the 

adjective is the neuter singular of pav (pas) adj.a.n.sg., meaning “every individual thing” 

found in the worldly realm is not found in God’s realm; namely, the  epiyumia 

(epithumai) n.f.sg., with def. art., “desire,” “the craving,” or “the lust,”  (a compound of 

epi “upon, over,” and yumov  “passion, heat, angry,”) of the flesh is identified. The word 

for flesh in the Greek is sarx (sarx) and has the meaning in the physical sense “the soft 

substance of the living body,” or “the body” in general, but is also used metaphorically of 

“natural attainments of men apart from divine influence, prone to sin, and opposed to 

God.” In the New Testament, the word is contrasted with the spirit, the “animal nature,” 

the seat of sin in man. It suggests the depravity of man, the baseness of man, the craving 

that incite one to sin, so the expression “fleshly mind” is used (Col. 2:18).                                      

 

 (and the lust of the eyes).  The second characteristic of the 

world is expressed using the same word for desire as above, epiyumia (epithumai) n.f.sg., 

with def. art., “the desire,” “the craving,” or “the lust.” The word is not a verb, but a noun 

with the definite article as if what is described is personified. A believer should not let the 

desire of the flesh rule over them, but instead since there is a new relationship with God 

and you have been bought out of the slave market of sin, one should rule over that evil 

desire.  

Here, sin is related to those things that appeal to the eye, the oftalmov 

(ophthalmas) g.m.pl., with def. art., “the eye,” we get the English word optics from this 

word. As usual the word has the normal physical meaning of the eye, but is used in the 

metaphorical sense of the “eyes of the mind,” and expresses an ethical quality by its 

context. In this sense, the physical organ that is common to everyone can be used for 

good or evil. It can be used for desiring the things of the world, and the power of the 

world that causes one to move away from the things of God and to the profane. The 

things of the world are attractive to the eye, desirable, even irresistible to the unprotected 

and the lust of the eyes move in man to covetousness and materialism.                   
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 ’ (and the 

pride of life is not from the Father but it is from the world). John completes his three part 

literary description of what captivates the will of man by pointing out the highest point 

last – the pride of life. Ultimately, the alazoneia (alazoneia) n.f.sg., with def art., “the 

boasting,” “the pride,” of  biov (bios) g.m.sg., with def. art., “of the life,” comes down to 

exalting self over all. The word for pride is only used two times in the New Testament. In 

one instance the meaning is “an insolent and empty assurance that trusts in its own power 

and resources and shamefully despises and moreover violates divine laws.” In another 

instance the meaning is “an impious and empty presumption that trusts in the stability of 

earthly things.”
41

   

Notice the word for life used here is not the common word for life,  “life in 

the absolute sense as God has it,” but the word is biov which means “life in the here and 

now, a manner of life, or life in regard to its moral conduct, and the means of life, 

livelihood, maintenance, and living.”
42

   What has been called the pretension of human 

life, that which is a proud way of life. It is important to add that these things have no 

place in the presence of God. The negative particle  ou (ou) neg. part., “not,” points out 

the non-existence of these things with God the Father, since they are not ek (ek) prep., 

“from,” “out of,” Him. The preposition being a single case preposition in the ablative, 

meaning, “source,” or “origin.” As such it is clear that these things do not originate from 

God, but rather they originate from the kosmov (kosmos) g.m.sg., with def. art., “world.”                           

 

 

The world is passing away (2:17) 
 

2:17.   (And the world is passing away 

and the lust of him). Indeed, John adds, the world (kosmov) is continuing to pass away. 

The present tense speaks of the continuing activity of this corrupt world’s passing. The 

passive voice speaks of the action as actively passing away by an external agent. The 

word comes from the verb paragw (parago) Pres. Pas. Ind. 3sg., “to pass by,” “pass 

away,” and is derived from the compound of para (para) “from,” “by,” and agw (ago) 

“to lead,” “take with one,” and expresses the idea that it is being led away.   

The conjunction kai with the definite article serves to stress the relationship 

between the world and the lust that is the engine that drives sin within it. Lust is again 

used as a noun, epiyumia (epithumia) n.f.sg, with def. art., “the desire,” or “the lust.” 

Both the world and lust are identified as the subjects of the phrase and partake in that 

which is passing away.  

Finally, the use of the personal pronoun autov (autos) pers. pron. 3g.m.sg., “him” 

points back to the previous reference and most translate “it.“  The sense is that the world 

is passing and when it finally goes, so does the lust. The world, whether you take it as the 

physical world or both the physical and spiritual world, as is made clear by this 

construction, the world and all that is in it, both are passing away now and continues to 

pass, but will eventually completely pass, and the lust thereof with it. God has a plan, He 

is the author of history and He will make all things new.                        
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 (but he that does the will of God 

remains into eternity).  In contrast to the ethical behavior of the world are those who do 

the will of God. Those who are of God and actively do the will of God are described as 

remaining with God forever. That is the distinction between those who are perishing, 

those separated from God, and those who are possessed of God and will remain with 

God. 

The participle is in the present tense of poiew (poieo) Pres. Act. Part. n.m.sg., 

with def. art., “to make,” “do,” and is translated, “the one that does,” or “he that 

continues to do,” and is actively doing the yelhma (thelema) a.n.sg., with def. art., “what 

one wishes,” “the will,” “the choice,” or “the desire,” of God. The question might be 

asked, how does one know the will of God? The answer is given by John as, do His 

commands (1 John 2:3) and the first command is to love your God with all your heart, to 

be separated unto God, to be holy for He is holy. Separate yourselves from the world and 

the desires of the world and separate yourselves to God and desire to please Him and you 

menw (meno) Pres. Act. Ind. 3sg., “remain,” or “abide,”  with Him in an active 

relationship, and an active fellowship into the aiwn (aion) a.m.sg., with def. art., 

“eternity,” “forever,” or “age” to come.  

The word for eternity means “an unbroken age,” “a perpetuity of time,” “an age,” 

and just as there is a distinct separation between those in the world and those separated 

from the world there is here presented an everlasting separation. The everlasting state of 

eternity awaits all - those of the world await eternal punishment, whereas, the children of 

God await eternal life with God. Those awaiting eternal punishment await darkness and 

the wrath of God forever; those who have eternal life are said to abide in His light, His 

goodness and presence. This world, and all the pain experienced in this world, is passing 

and the age to come will experience a distinct separation where sin and its effects will be 

separated from God and will no longer mingle in a world where God is. His presence will 

demand a sinless abode and all that is in it. We will join Him there because Jesus bore the 

sins of the world.                        

 

 

 

 



 

 

Address to the little children (2:18-23) 
 

1 John 2:18-23 
 

 

  
18

Little children, it is the last hour; and 

just as you heard that the Antichrist 

comes, even now many Antichrists have 

appeared from which we know that [the] 

last hour is coming.  
19

They went out 

from us, but they were not from us; for if 

they were from us, they would have 

remained with us; but so that they might 

be made visible, because they are not all 

from us. 
20

And you, you continue to 

have an anointing from the Holy One, 

and you have known all things. 
21

I did 

not write to you because you have not 

known the truth, but because you have 

known it, and that any lie is not from the 

truth. 
22

Who is the liar if not the one who 

denies that Jesus is the Christ? The 

Antichrist, the one that is denying the 

Father and the Son. 
23

Whoever denies 

the Son neither does he have the Father. 

The one who confesses the Son has the 

Father also.     

  

          

 

 
19

 

 20

  
21

 

  
22

 

 23

 
             

 

 

 

 

 

 

Introduction 
The apostle John addresses the little children in Christ. Even the immature in Christ has 

heard of the last day’s Antichrist. The Jews understood from the Old Testament that in 

the last days would come hard times, the time referred to as the time of Jacob’s trouble 

(cf., Jer. 30:7). During this time of trouble a leader will emerge who will be opposed to 

the people of God (cf. Dan. 7, 9, 11), but John points out that even now there are “little” 

antichrists opposing Jesus Christ and the Church.  

In this section John intends to point out a theological distinction between right 

thinking and wrong thinking. A true believer believes that Jesus is the Christ, a false 

believer does not. The doctrine of the “spirit of antichrist” is presented as that spirit that 

has been at work since the first century A.D.  This spirit of antichrist forms another test 
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for the member of the Church. The first test presented in the book concerns obedience 

(cf. 2:3-6), the second concerns of love (cf. 2:7-11), in this section one finds the test of 

perseverance (1 John 2:19)
43

. These tests are theological not experiential; that is to say, 

the test has to do with their testimony of doctrinal soundness. Do they hold to the 

doctrines that were first presented to them and do they preserve them? Have they 

separated from true doctrine, causing schisms and physical separation from the Church? 

Do they believe, teach, and promote perverted doctrine? If so, they are antichrists.    

 

 

The Timing (2:18) 
 

2:18.   (Little children, it is the last hour). John directs his 

address back to the little children as vocative, the tense of address, is again used for 

paidion (paidion) v.n.pl.,” a young child,” or “little child.” Again it is used 

metaphorically meaning “like a child in intellect,” but likewise, just as a young student 

progresses in learning, these too are expected to grow in the knowledge of Christ. This 

learning is now directed to the subject as the adjective here, escatwv (eschatos) 

adj.n.f.sg., “extreme,” or “the last,” modifies the noun wra (hora) n.f.sg., “a certain 

definite time or season,” or “an hour (the twelfth part of the day-time),” and in this 

context means the last season before the return of the Messiah! The early Church 

believed this period of time to be the last period and they anticipated the return of the 

Lord. He told them He would return a second time to bring in the Messianic Kingdom 

(cf. Matt. 24-25). It appears that the whole of the Church age and the time of Jacob’s 

trouble (the Tribulation) are considered the last days.  

This is again made clear by the use of the present tense of eimi (eimi) Pres. Ind. 

3sg., “it is,”  that is, “it continues to be the last season.” This last season was anticipated 

by the Jews, they knew it as the time of Jacob’s trouble (Jer. 30:7). The time the Jews 

will experience a period of great suffering, yet, the result will be the bringing in of the 

Messianic Kingdom when the Jew will finally find peace in the land that God gave them, 

and they will finally be ruled by a righteous ruler (cf.Ps. 2:1-9; Isa. 9:6-7; 11:1-2; 55:3, 

11; Jer. 23:5-8; 33:20-26; Ezek. 34:23-25; 37:23-24; Luke 1:32-33). Great debate has 

occurred throughout history concerning when this last day is to be, but John makes it 

clear that the last days are here, that this period includes the appearance of antichrists 

who are already present, spreading confusion within the Church.  

 

 
The antichrists (2:18b-19) 

 

  (and just as you heard that the 

Antichrist comes). The little children had heard about the teaching concerning the 

Antichrist from both the Old Testament prophets (cf., Daniel 7, 9, 11), from Jesus Christ 

(cf. Matt. 24:5), and from other writings (2 Thes. 2).  This is made clear by the expression 

“just as you already heard.” The adverb kaywv (kathos) adv., “according as,” “even as,” 

comes from the compound of kata (kata) “according to,” and wv (hos) “as,” or “like,” 
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and brings the historical teaching to present reality as the adverb modifies the verb 

akouw (akouo) Aor. Act. Ind. 2pl., “you heard.”  

What was heard involved the anticristov (antichristos) n.m.sg., with def. art., 

“the Antichrist,” the adversary of the Messiah. The word comes from the compound of 

anti (anti) meaning “over against,” or “opposite to,” and Cristov (Christos) “Christ,” 

“Anointed,” and refers to the little horn of Daniel seven, the blasphemous ruler who 

makes war with the saints and is destroyed by the Ancient of Days (Christ). This person 

will come and gain control politically (Dan. 7:25; 11:40-45; Rev. 13:7), economically 

(Rev. 13:16-17), and religiously (2 Thes. 2;4). The Antichrist is controlled by Satan (2 

Thes. 2:9; Rev. 13:20) and opposes God and the things of God (Dan. 7; 11; 2 Thes. 2; 

Rev. 13), teaching false views about Christ (1 John 2:22; 4;3; 2 John 7), lying, deceiving 

many (1 John 2:22; 2 John 7) and performing counter-miracles (2 Thes. 2:9; Rev. 13:3; 

19:20). The Antichrist right now is being restrained (2 Thes. 2:6-7) and he will be 

destroyed by Christ Himself at His return (2 Thes. 2:8) and thrown into the lake of fire 

(Rev. 19:20; 20:10).    

The Antichrist is coming, that is, the present tense of ercomai (erchomai) Pres. 

M/P Dep. 3sg., “to come,” indicates a “prophetic middle.” From the speaker’s point of 

view the Antichrist is coming! Just as Christ’s appearance is imminent, the Antichrist’s 

appearance is imminent.                                             

 

 

 

The Antichrist 

The little horn Daniel 7:8 

The Prince Daniel 9:26 

The one who makes desolate Daniel 9:27 

The king who does as he 

pleases 

Daniel 11:36 

The lawless one 2 Thes. 2:3 

The son of destruction 2 Thes. 2:3 

A liar 1 John 2:22 

The deceiver 2 John 7 

The beast Rev. 13:1 

 

 

 

 

 

   (even 

now many antichrists have appeared from which we know that [the] last hour is coming). 

John adds the time element to their presence by using the word nun (nun) adv., “at this 

time,” “the present,” or “now.” At this current time anticristov (antichristos) n.m.pl., 

antichrists, in fact poluv (polus) adj.n.m.pl., “many,” antichrists are present.  

The exact time of their arrival is not specified, but it is clear by the use of the 

perfect tense of  ginomai (ginomai) Perf. Act. Ind. 3pl., “they have come,” or “they have 

come into existence,” that they have arisen in the past (from the point of writing) and 
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continue to the present. The word means, “they have appeared in history, they have come 

onto the stage.” They have made a public appearance.   

And since you know that the antichrists have come, then it stands to reason that it 

is oyen (hothen) adv., “from which,” or “from this,” that we stand today knowing 

(ginwskw Pres. Act. Ind. 1pl.) that it is the last hour. In other words, because they know 

the last day involves this opposition, it follows that it is the last hour.   

The last phrase - “it is the last hour,” has a historical context, meaning the period 

of trouble before the second coming and judgment by Jesus Christ. Dr. Ice notes, “To the 

Jews, history consisted of two ages. The first was this present age, the age in which Israel 

was waiting for the coming of the Messiah. The second was the age to come, the age in 

which God would fulfill all promises and covenants, and Israel would enter into her 

promised blessings as a result of Messiah’s coming. A time of judgment and devastion, 

leading up to the Messiah’s advent and Israel’s deliverance, was to terminate the present 

age and introduce the coming age.When we look at the Old Testament usage of end-times 

terms, we see that it does not refer to the church age. The Old Testament usaes end-times 

language to refer to the Tribumation period – the time leading up to the coming of the 

Messiah to set up His kingdom on earth.”
44

  

Wuest notes, “It is the last hour. The article is absent before ‘hour,’ and the 

emphasis is not therefore upon the fact of a particular, definite time, but upon the 

character of the particular, definite time.”
45

   The verb is the “to be” verb eimi (eimi) and 

is in the present tense, meaning that at the time of writing, they were in the last hour and 

it continues. The adjective escatwv (eschatos) adj.n.f.sg., “extreme,” “the last,” 

modifies wra (hora) n.f.sg., “hour,” meaning it really is the last hour, but the word for 

hour is used metaphorically, since its use for a “twelfth part of the day-time” does not 

make sense in the context, instead, the useage has the meaning of “a certain definite time 

or season that God Himself has marked off.”  Its characteristics are explained by those 

who oppose God and are called antichrists since they possess the same characteristics of 

the Antichrist.                                 

 

2:19.   (They went out from us, but they were 

not from us).  The great deception and method of a counterfeit is to enter into the realm 

of the real thing, become a solid member of the body, preferably in some form of 

leadership, then in cooperation with Satan move to destroy the body, or take over the 

body so that destructive doctrines become the norm. They bring in destructive heresies 

(cf. 2 Pet. 2:1; 2 John 7).  

The source of the great deception is identified by the preposition ek (ek) “out of,” 

“from” us. In typical Greek fashion, the verb used matches the preposition of the phrase, 

exercomai (exerchomai) 2 Aor. Act. Ind. 3pl., “to go or come forth,” “to go out,” from 

the compound of ek (ek) “out of,” and the verb ercomai (erchomai) “to come,” or “go,” 

meaning: “they went out.” This is the ablative of separation; they went out (i.e., they 

separated) from us.  

Indeed they went out from the Church universal, but they never really were a part 

of them, meaning they never were believers at all. These people use the language, they 
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profess to be with the Church, but in reality they cause discension and discord because 

they are not of the same mind, nor do they possess the mind of Christ since they are not 

in Christ. This group is different as distinguished by the contrastive alla (alla) conj., 

“but.” In contrast to a true believer, who goes out from us and is productive in whatever 

manner that may be, this person is not fruitful in bringing people to Christ because he did 

not have Christ as his Savior in the first place. The imperfect of the “to be” verb means 

the state of being of these antichrists is progressive in past time. This is most likely an 

inceptive imperfect, denoting continuous action but emphasizing the initiation of a 

process; the beginning of an action rather than its progress. In other words, they never 

were, nor continued ever to be a part of our group.  

The important aspect of the preposition ek (ek) “out of,” or “from” used with the 

“to be” verb seems to indicate origin as the ablative can either be used to indicate 

separation or origin. The sense then is that they came out from them (separation), but 

they never originated with them. They had no real fellowship with the body. In essence, 

the ethical moves to the theological. The ethical being that aspect of Christianity that is 

believed and lived out in reality, possessing fellowship one with another. The theological 

being that aspect of Christianity that proclaims the truth of the Christian faith and forms 

the foundation of fellowship. This person does not possess the theological aspect so it 

follows he cannot possess the true ethical bases of the faith. Oh, there might be an ethic 

nature that they stress, but it is perverted, mostly legalistic is quality, or in the case of the 

Gnostic, over-emphasis upon being so spiritual that they say they cannot sin.               

 

   (for if they were from us, they would 

have remained with us).  The apostle now gives his justification for his argument by 

introducing the classic Greek construction “for if” using the condional particle ei (ei) “if” 

with the conjunction gar (gar) “for.” The construction “for if” might better be translated 

“because.” Here the imperfect of the “to be” verb is again used, (eimi Impf. Ind. 3pl., 

“they were”) with the preposition ek indicating their origin and state of being is not with 

the group. Dr. Lenski points out that “’For’ explains: ‘if they were (inwardly) of us they 

would have remained (outwardly) with us, in our company.’”
46

   

Again the emphasis is placed on the fact that they had not remained with them. 

John’s use of the pluperfect for menw (meno) Plup. Act. Ind. 3pl., “to remain,” or 

“abide,” has the idea of completeness of action in time past and is translated “they would 

have remained,” or “would have continued” with us.   

The second class condition uses the indicative mood with the conditional particle 

(ει) in the protasis and the particle αν with the indicative mood in the apodosis  The 

second class conditional sentence is the condition of impossibility; in other words, “if 

they had been of us (but they are not) they would have stayed with us (meta prep., “with”  

egw pers. pron. 1g.pl.,” us”). It is impossible that they will stay with us, because they 

were never part of us. It is impossible because the Holy Spirit has not indwelt them so the 

truth is not what they desire. In fact, there is a clash, the truth and a lie are a antithetical. 

They repulse each other like the same poles of a magnetic push each other apart; each one 

wants to rule.                             
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   (but so that they might be made 

visible because they are not all from us). The final clause in verse 19 brings out the 

purpose for separation, namely, that it is a visable sign that the antichrists are not part of 

them. The opening conjunction alla (alla) “but,” or “moreover” is typical of the strong 

adversive used by John highlighting the hina ina purpose clause, “that,” “in order that,” 

“for the purpose that they might be made manifest.”
47

 Remember the purpose clause 

indicates the purpose of the main clause of the sentence and contains the hina with the 

subjunctive verb. The verb fanerow (phaneroo) Aor. Pas. Subj. 3pl., “to make 

manifest,” “make known,” “make visible,” is a passive subjunctive so the translation: 

“they might be made known” in a visible way, or in this case, by their lack of presence 

within the body. Doctrine divides as it should. God demands pure teaching, so He sets a 

high standard for keeping His truth pure (cf. 2 John 1:9-10; 2 Tim. 4:3).  

There are two subjects to talk about concerning this subject. First Paul said in 

Romans 14:1 “Receive one who is weak in the faith, without passing judgment on 

disputable things.” But understanding what is doubtful or questionable is made clear by 

the context of Romans. Paul is speaking about eating (or rather abstaining) forbidden 

food and observing Jewish days. They involve the law and his compliance to it as a he is 

a Jew, in front of other Jews in order not to stumble them, so as to win them to Christ, to 

become members of this new thing called the Church, the body of Christ. So, things like 

prescribed food (approved or forbidden) and observed days that were once part of the 

Mosaic law that Jesus came to complete are not to be argued over with a weak fellow 

Jewish believer. If however, one wants to declare them necessary today in the Chruch age 

for non-Jews, then Paul is ready for a fight (cf. Acts 15; Gal. 2).  

The second subject concerns doctrine and what to do with false teachers. First, 

one is to watch out for them, be on the lookout for antichristian teaching coming from 

teachers (Mk. 12:38; Luke 20:46; Acts 20:31; 2 John 7-8). When a false teacher is 

identified, we are to command them to stop teaching (1 Tim. 1:3-4; Tit. 1:10-14). And if 

they refuse we are to withdraw from them (Rom. 16:17; 2 Tim. 2:16-18; 2 John 10-11).  

 Finally, the oti (hoti) clause “that,” “because,” or “since” provides the 

fundamental reason is that they are not (as a state of being) and will continue to never be 

a part of them, because all of them did not originate from them. Or as the Greek reads 

“they did not originate, all of them, from us.”                                                 

 

 

 

Little children are anointed to discern (2:20)    
 

2:20.   (And you, you continue 

to have an anointing from the Holy One and you have known all things). The apostle now 

moves back to the subject of their knowledge and experience to date concerning Jesus 

Christ. Since the little children continue to have the anointing from the Holy One. The 

stress of the phrase is placed upon their anointing as “anointing” is placed at the head  

umeiv crisma where  crisma (chrisma) a.n.sg., means “anything smeared on,” 

“anointing” is the object of the phrase and placed before the verb ecw (echo) Pres. Act. 
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Ind. 2pl., “you have,” meaning: “you continue to have” (or “possess”) an anointing. The 

word anointing has a specific Biblical application to deal with things sacred. The lack of 

the article seems to make this anointing one of application and in the classical OT sense 

of being separated unto God for special use, or special service, thus becoming sacred and 

untouchable (cf. 1 Sam. 24:6; 26:9)
48

.  Notice the emphasis placed upon the address to 

the little children. “You” is an emphatic pronoun, “you, you continue to have an 

anointing,” places emphasis upon them and their state of anointing.   

This anointing has its origin (the prep. apo (apo) prep., “from,” “out of” meaning 

source or origin) identified as being with the Holy One. The word for holy is an adjective 

and is here in the masculine singular from agiov (hagios) adj.g.m.sg., with def. art., “ the 

holy one,” and means primarily God (as the adjective is acting like a noun, but also 

serves to point to the subject noun, namely, God in verse 17). In this sense all three 

within the Godhead are in view, the Father, the Son and the Holy Spirit, for all are in 

agreement. It is Christ who is the Anointed One, the Holy Spirit who is the one appointed 

to be our helper, teacher, and the one indwelling us, and it is the Father who sits on the 

Throne. It has been suggested that there is a play on words with the word crisma at work 

here, where Christ is the Anointed One, Christians are anointed ones and these are 

contrary to the antichrists, the anti-anointed ones. Moreover, not only do they continue to 

have a witness by means of their possession of the anointing, that is to say, Christians 

have the Holy Spirit as a helper, guiding them in their purpose of proclaiming and 

glorifying God. But moreover, they have seen all things, meaning they have seen all the 

things talked about to date that is needed in the mission of proclaiming Christ. And 

further, they have a witness within them that testifies and is active within them 

concerning the things of God.  

The verb of the phrase stresses knowledge by sight eidw (eido) Perf. Act. Ind. 

2pl., “to see,” “to know.” We have an expression “I have seen the light,” meaning “I have 

thought about something and can now see the whole picture,” in short, “I know 

completely.” This perfected knowledge is something that was seen in the past and its 

reality is true up to the time of writing. The abstract nature of the object seen, that is, the 

Greek pav (pas) adj.a.n.pl., “all things,” has the meaning, “everything to date relating to 

the things of Christ,” so that the antichrists might be clearly revealed. There is a textural 

variant here as some manuscripts use the nominative masculine plural form “you know 

all things.” The idea of the text fits more with the neuter since the idea is that the 

anointing (the Holy Spirit) teaches them about everything. They have the Spirit of truth in 

them and the Spirit will guide them into all truth (John 16:13).                                    

 

  

2:21.  (I did not write to you because you 

have not known the truth). In order to distinguish the truth from a lie, the fundamentals 

need to be fresh on the mind. Once the fundamentals are recounted, then the lie can be 

more easily exposed. John says two things in this phrase, (1) the little children already 

have been presented with the truth so that there is nothing new concerning the truth; and 

(2) they knew the truth (at one time) in the past.  
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The apostle starts the phrase with the negative, ou (ou) neg. part., “not” expecting 

a response in the affirmative. The aorist of grafw (grapho) Aor. Act. Ind. 1sg., “I wrote” 

is in the culminative aorist stating “the action is viewed in its results,” that is, “I have not 

written to you”  oti (hoti) conj., “because,” (causal) you have not known the truth. The 

negative is emphasized by use of the negative particle in both phrases and views the 

action of writing as occurring at a point in past time, but its result, namely, the 

knowledge, is perfected or complete knowledge (eidw Perf. Act. Ind. 2pl., “to see,” or “to 

know”). Finally, the object of their complete knowledge is  alhyeia (aletheia) a.f.sg., 

with def. art., “the truth.” This point is clarified by the next phrase.                           

 

   (but because you 

have known it, and that any lie is not from the truth). The point that the apostle is making 

is that truth is important and is given by God, and a lie is not given by God, but is a 

perversion of the truth. In fact, what is being promoted by these false teachers has to do 

with the written word. The written word can be verified and serves as a testimony. The 

false teachers are teaching contrary to the written word.   

John starts out with the conjunction alla (alla) “but,” or “moreover” that forms a 

transition to the matter at hand. The matter has to do with the truth, and John highlights 

this knowledge that they should have, by using the oti (hoti) conjunction “because,” or 

“since” you have (perfect active indicative 2pl.)  eidw (eido) “seen,” or “you have 

known” the truth. The feminine pronoun “her” points back to the feminine noun “truth.”  

The next conjunction is translated “also” (kai conj., and, even, also) because it 

serves to continue the thought in a continuous fashion like an itemed list: point one, point 

two and etc. This is seen as John uses the oti (hoti) conjunction “because,” or “since” 

again. This reason points to the object of the phrase, namely, each and every lie (pav 

adj.n.n.sg., “every;” qeudov n.n.sg., “lie”) does not have its origin in the truth. Again, the 

genitive used for truth with the preposition (ek prep., “from,” “out of”) forms the genitive 

of origin. Truth alhyeia (aletheia) g.f.sg., with def. art., and a lie are antithetical, they 

are opposites. Truth comes from God and unless one wants to call God is a liar, one 

cannot find a lie with God. Lies originates with Satan, the father of lies (John 8:44).                           

 

     

A liar defined – the Antichrist (2:22-23) 
 

2:22.  

(Who is the liar if not the one who denies that Jesus is the Christ). The lie that has been 

propagated is now revealed, that is, some have taught that Jesus is not the Messiah. This 

lie has no doubt been spread within the Church of Asia Minor in John’s day.  John starts 

the clause by introducing the relative pronoun which introduces a subordinate clause, 

“who” and refers to the liar who is currently and continues to be (as  eimi Pres. Ind. 3sg., 

“to be,” “exist”) a liar. One might say, “he exists” as a liar. The Greek qeusthv 

(pseustes) n.m.sg., with def. art., “the liar” points to a definite liar, a specific liar. The 

word is nothing special, it simply means to lie, to speak deliberate falsehoods and finds 

its source with Satan (John 8:44).  

John next uses the conditional particle ei (ei) meaning “if,” in order to answer the 

question: who is a liar, if not the one who denies that Jesus is the Messiah. What a 
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statement! This statement has served as a test of the true believer since the time of its 

writing. How do you know a true believer? Can the believer say that Jesus is the 

Messiah? If the answer is in the affirmative, then they are true and they abide in the truth.  

The use of the participle arneomai (arneomai) Pres. M/P Part. n.m.sg., with def. 

art., “to deny,” “reject,” with the conditional (ei) and the negative particple mh, holds the 

key emphasis of the statement, as the person is one “who denies” that Jesus is the 

Messiah. The complete name of Jesus Christ is emphasized as Jesus is Ihsouv (Iesous) 

whose Hebrew origin is from ewvwhy  (Yehoshua’) Joshua or Jehoshua “Jehovah is 

salvation.” And Christ is the Greek  Cristov (Christos) adj.n.m.sg., with def. art., from 

criw (chrio) “to anoint” and is an adjective thus modifying the noun and is the Greek 

equivalent of the OT Hebrew word Messiah, the anointed one of Israel (cf. Matt. 16:6; 

Acts 17:3). This is a fundamental OT concept that is fully developed so that no one can 

misunderstand the name. The people denying that Jesus is the Christ do so at their own 

peril and John calls them a liar (see The Fundamentals that Cannot be Comprimised).  

The OT teaching of the Messiah formed the “hope of Israel centered in the 

coming of the Person who was to be anointed as King and Priest and to whom Israel 

looked for deliverance from sin as well as from oppression of the Gentiles. Therefore, the 

Messianic hope for Israel became the center of eschatological expectation.”
49

                          

 

 (the Antichrist, the 

one that is denying the Father and the Son). The near demonstrative pronoun outov  

(houtos) dem. pron. n.m.sg., “this” along with the “to be” verb eimi (eimi) Pres. Ind. 3sg., 

points to the Antichrist, (anticristov (antichristos) n.m.sg., with def. art).  The idea is 

that anyone who denies the Father and the Son is one who opposes Christ. This one is 

called an antichrist who is patterned after the Antichrist.  

He denies, the Greek  arneomai (arneomai) Pres. M/P Part. n.m.sg., with def. art., 

“to deny,” “reject,” or “refuse,” from the compound of the negative a “not” and rew 

(rheo) “to speak,” meaning “the one who himself denies” the Father, but notice in 

denying Christ he is also denying the pathr (pater) a.m.sg., with def. art., “the father.” 

The conjunction kai (kai) conj., “and,” links the Father with the uiov (huios) a.m.sg., 

with def. art., “Son” in a special way. This denial defines his certain destruction and 

likewise refers to anyone who denies Christ.                                  

 

     

2:23.  (Whoever denies the Son 

neither does he have the Father). What the first phrase plainly states, namely, the 

Antichrist denies of the Father and Son, the second phrase makes plain the fact of 

“whosoever” denies the Son does not have the Father. The adjective used is pav (pas) 

adj.n.m.sg., “every one,” might better be translated “anyone denying the Son.” The verb 

arneomai (arneomai) now moves to a present participle, n.m.sg. with def. art., meaning 

“anyone that continues to deny or refuse the Son” does not have the Son. This is 

highlighted by the use of the compound conjunction oude (oude) conj., “but not,” 

“neither” indicating that this person will not possess the Son nor the Father. What a 

statement! The Son and the Father are one, they are linked; one cannot have one without 
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the other. There is no separation between the Father and Son. The one denying does not 

continue to have the pathr (pater) a.m.sg., with def. art., “the Father” as the present 

tense of ecw (echo) Pers. Act. Ind. 3sg., “to have,” communicates.  

 

 

(The one who confesses the Son has the Father 

also)
50

.  This phrase serves the positive side of the truth of possession, that is, it answeres 

the question who has the Father and the Son? The answer is the one who confesses the 

Son. The word for confess is the participle ομολογεω (homologeo) Pres. Act. Part. 

n.m.sg., with def. art., “to say the same thing as another,” “to confess” and the present 

participle means this person is one who continues to confess the Son. This one is a 

confessor by nature. This forms the central test of a true believer, and later John will 

clarify the test to include that Jesus is God in the flesh (2 John 2:7). In essence, to confess 

the Son is to say the same thing as God says concerning Him. The Son serves as the 

object of confession, whereas the Father is the object of the verb  ecw (echo) Pers. Act. 

Ind. 3sg., “to have.” The conjunction και (kai) conj., is translated “also” and most 

translations place it at the end of the phrase. To have the father is equivalent to being safe 

with the Father, to be reconciled to God. And the condition for reconciliation is to 

confess that Jesus is the Son of God, the Christ, the Messiah.  

 The little child of God must confess Jesus is his or her savior and that He is also 

the Messiah – the one who will come again and resurrect the dead and those who confess 

Him will live forever with Him; and those who do not will find themselves before the 

great White throne judgment (Rev. 20:11-15).                           
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The fundamentals of the faith in 1 John 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The apostle John is dealing with what every pastor deals with – worldly philosophies 

creeping into the Church and perverting who Christ is and the gospel of Christ. What are 

we to do with doctrinal error in the Church? The apostle Paul clearly defines  acceptable 

“questionable” matters (Rom. 14:1-13 ). However, he also proclaims “anathema”
51

 to 

those that have perverted the pure gospel of Christ (Gal. 1:3-9) and to avoid one that is 

divisive (Rom. 16:17-20). So where do we draw the line with our doctrines? What about 

doctrinal differences and what should be considered the fundamentals of the faith that 

cannot be compromised? These questions are answered in First John as the letter not only 

deals with living a born-again, Christ-centered life, but how to deal with this very issue – 

balancing doctrinal differences. 

 There are two big points when it comes to the fundamentals of the faith. John 

brings out minor doctrinal issues and wrong living that requires correction through love 

and fellowship. Major doctrinal issues require separation, but sinful living requires prayer 

and correction. A brother or sister who is in open sin and professes correct fundamental 

doctrine should be prayed for, loved, and reminded what Christ did for them and who 

they are in Christ.  

On the other hand, a brother or sister who is professing and promoting doctrine 

that is against the fundamentals should be afforded proper Church discipline and their 

error identified. Proper Church discipline should always be applied. The sinner should 

always have the opportunity to speak with the elders of the Church in private and an 

opportunity given to correct the situation. If the person refuses the fundamentals, then it 

is the responsibility of leadership to remove the person from the body.  

 A statement of caution is in order here. Only God knows the heart of man. If 

someone professes the fundamentals, then that person should be treated as a fellow 

brother or sister in Christ and we may not question their salvation – we may question 

their living, but not their salvation. On the other hand, anyone that professes a different 

Christ from that which we received is in error, should be identified as such, and we may 
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not call him or her a Christian - they are not part of the body of Christ.   Included in this 

group are the Mormons, the Jehovah Witnesses, the Oneness Pentecostals, Christian 

Science, and etc. 

 The apostle John deals with and defends the fundamental doctrine of salvation by 

faith in the finished work of Christ. Included in this basic statement is (1) believing that 

Jesus Christ died for your sins; (2) that Jesus Christ, and He alone died for our sins on our 

behalf; (3) that Jesus Christ is very God and very man; and (4) that Jesus is the promised 

Christ (Messiah) of the Old Testament. However, John focuses upon the deity of Christ in 

this little letter because this is the very heart of gospel. If Jesus is merely a man 

temporally possessed by some “spirit” or some ghost then He is not God and cannot have 

performed the propitiatory work on the cross.         

 

 

The fundamentals of First John 
The apostle John does not provide this Church with a detailed systematic theology of all 

the doctrines concerning Jesus Christ. He is only addressing the problems that have crept 

up in his Church in his day. This point is made clear by the use of several these things 

statements repeated throughout the letter. The point he intends to make is that all things 

relating to the Messiah are already known, as they have already been revealed to his 

audience through the three-fold witness, namely, through the living Word (Jesus), the 

written word (the Bible), and the Spirit of God. The three-fold witness of Christ is 

amplified to the five-fold - the witness of (1) The Old Testament Scriptures; (2) John the 

Baptist; (3) Jesus Himself; (4) Jesus’ miracles, and the Spirit (cf., John 5:31-47; 1 John 

5:6).   

The apostle wants us to search the Scriptures concerning Jesus Christ. Both the 

Old and New Testaments testify who He is and we have the responsibility to search them 

out for the truth. What is clear from this letter is that there are false teachers who have 

crept into the local Church. These teachers cause confusion and division. Their 

destructive doctrines affect the spiritual fruit of the local Church and the individual.  

Though the problems that developed in the Church were no doubt many, the 

apostle’s  arguments are taught using straight forward statement of facts and center upon 

three fundamentals: (1) God’s word is found in the established Word of God, anyone 

teaching contrary is a liar (1:1-10; 5:10); (2) every person sins, anyone denying this is a 

sinner (1:10); and (3) Jesus is the unique one of a kind God-Man that came in the flesh to 

deal with the sin issue, anyone teaching differently is a liar (2:22; 5:10).   

 

 

i. The Scriptures 

The word of God is truly the very Word from God and is the source of truth (1 John 1:1-

10).  The Word is not some abstract Greek philosophical concept of wisdom, but the very 

thought, emotion, and will that was revealed from a real living, personal, being that seeks 

fellowship with His creation. The high point of Scripture is found in the title given Jesus 

Christ as the Word revealing to the creation that Jesus Christ revealed the Father to us. 

 It is not only a perversion of God’s word to integrate the Greek concept of “the 

word” with the true Word, but to integrate the heretical Greek concept of “special 
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knowledge” at the expense of the revealed Word. So, John strongly objects by declaring 

they are liars and the word is not in them (1:7).  

 

ii. Sin 

The most offensive doctrine according to the world is the doctrine of sin. For the Greeks, 

virtue was the highest quality. They had a moral virtuous standard though somewhat 

relative and not up to the standard of God. The Greek gods, and their exploits posed a 

problem, so a new method of interpretation was invented. This method is called the 

allegorical method  which serves to transform the plan reading into a “spiritual” meaning. 

They did not want to teach their children about their god’s  lack of virtue, so the story 

was interpreted as an allegory. Personal sin seems to have been allegorized away for 

some in that Church.       

 Sin is offensive to the world, but fundamental to Biblical Christianity, so when 

John proclaims “if we say we have no sin, we deceive ourselves, and the truth is not in 

us,” (1:8) he includes himself – even apostles sin!  The fundamental doctrine concerning 

sin is that all mankind are sinners in need of a Savior, and once saved, the child of God 

still sins, but has forgiveness in confession (1:9).  

 Forgiveness of sin is provided on the basis of what Jesus Christ did on the cross 

and covers the person that believes the truth (1:7; 2:2; 4:10; 5:13) and also extends to 

those that have believed and sin as a believer. John includes himself as he writes, “And if 

any man sin, we have an advocate [Gr. parakletos, “one who pleads another’s cause”] 

with the Father, Jesus Christ the righteous” (2:1).  

 

iii. Salvation through belief alone 

The doctrine of salvation by faith alone is not the prominent doctrine taught in First John 

but is still presented as a fundamental truth to live by. For the apostle John, eternal life is 

the application side of our daily walk with Christ. When the chief priest talked to Jesus, 

He said to him, “Most assuredly, I say to you, unless one is born from above, he cannot 

see the kingdom of God” (John 3:3). That is to say, Jesus proclaims that there is nothing 

one can do to save oneself for it was a work of God – one must be born from above. In 

this letter, John simply restates the fact in reference to living the born-again life in 1 John 

5:13, “These things have I written unto you that believe on the name of the Son of God; 

that you may know that you have eternal life, and that you may believe on the name of 

the Son of God.”     

 Believing in the name of Son of God means that you believe who He is as your 

personal Savior who paid the price for your sins. One’s belief is called a work of God 

(John 6:29), so the perfect passive is used for the word gennaō, “to be born, begat.” The 

perfect tense is the tense of completion, the passive voice means an outside agent 

performed the begetting. Thus, those that believe, have been born by God (2:29, 3:9, 4:7, 

5:1, 5:4, 5:18).     

 

iv. The future state 

For those that have been born again, there is the promise of eternal life (2:25; 5:11-13). 

This of course is in contrast to those that are perishing (John 3:15-17). Thus, not only is 

eternal life a fundamental doctrine but Jesus Christ’s second coming (2:28) is included as 
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the prophetic promises of the Messiah of the Old Testament must come to pass because 

those promises are part of His name as the Messiah. 

 

v. Jesus Christ 

The fundamentals concerning Jesus Christ have to do specifically with His true humanity 

in His physical body and His true deity in that same body. The fundamentals include God 

coming in the flesh, born of a virgin, and include His physical death, burial, and 

resurrection.   

 

 

The Hypostatic Union 

The hypostatic union is defined by Dr. Enns as, “the second person, the preincarnate 

Christ came and took to himself a human nature and remains forever undiminished Deity 

and true humanity united in one person forever.”
52

 Strong writes, “Distinctly as the 

Scriptures represent Jesus Christ to have been possessed of a divine nature and of a 

human nature, each unaltered in essence and undivested of its normal attributes and 

powers, they with equal distinctness represent Jesus Christ as a single undivided 

personality in whom these two natures are vitally and inseparably united so that he is 

properly, not God and man, but the God-man.”
53

   This result of the union of the two 

natures is what is called the theanthropic Person (the God-man). The orthodox view is 

that when Christ came, a Person came, not just a nature. Christ took an additional nature, 

a human nature. The dictionary defines hypostatic as “the mode of being by which any 

substantial existence is given an independent and distinct individuality.”
54

 Thus it follows 

that a union of hypostasis character is a union of natures that are within themselves 

independent and distinct.  

The New Testament gives additional insight of the God-man in John 1:14, “And 

the Word was made flesh, and dwelt among us, (and we beheld his glory, the glory as of 

the only begotten of the Father,) full of grace and truth.“  And again in Hebrews 2:14, 

“Forasmuch then as the children are partakers of flesh and blood, he also himself likewise 

took part of the same; that through death he might destroy him that had the power of 

death, that is, the devil.” Indeed he who denies this truth is not of God, “By this you 

know the Spirit of God: Every spirit that confesses that Jesus Christ has come in the flesh 

is of God, and every spirit that does not confess that Jesus Christ has come in the flesh is 

not of God. And this is the spirit of the Antichrist, which you have heard was coming, 

and is now already in the world” (1 John 4:2-3).  

The two natures are inseparably united without mixture or loss of separation. This 

is seen in Isaiah 7, 8, and 9, as the child Immanuel who has a normal human birth and 

etc., also in the same breath is called almighty God, eternal Father! This is something 

unique, just as unique as the “virgin is with child.”  This is something new, and has never 

happened before or since. His life, death and resurrection assures He is the begotten Son, 

implying that He remains forever the God-man, for once He was birthed and experienced 

a bodily resurrection, He forever possess His glorified body.  In becoming flesh He, 

though laying aside His glory, in no sense laid aside His deity.  His manifested glory 
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which was hidden in earthly life ever after His resurrection was returned by His ascension 

to heaven.
55

  

 

There are three observations concerning this union: 

1. Christ uniformly speaks of Himself as a single person. There is no interchange of 

“I” and “you” between the human and divine natures.  

2. The attributes and powers of both natures are ascribed to the one Christ, and 

conversely the works and dignities of the one Christ are ascribed to either of the 

natures.  

3. The constant Scriptural representations of the infinite value of Christ’s atonement 

and of the union of the human race with God which has been secured in Him 

when Christ is regarded, not as a man of God, but as the God-man, in which the 

two natures are so united that what each does has the value of both.
56

  

 

Relation of the Holy Spirit to His Incarnation 

One of the most difficult subjects of the doctrine of the incarnation is the relation of the 

Holy Spirit to Christ. The Holy Spirit generated the humanity of the God-man (Luke 

1:35) and descended upon Him (Matt. 3:16), filling Him without measure (John 3:34). 

Christ in the flesh purposed to show humanity how to live. Christ served in the power of 

the Spirit serving as an example to Christians who serve in the Spirit. Christ Himself said 

that His works (at least some of them) were by the Holy Spirit (Matt. 12:28). It should be 

noted that this was in His human form only, for Christ sends the Holy Spirit into the 

world (John 16:7).    

 

The Reason for the Incarnation 

The reason for God coming in the flesh is given in Scripture.  Romans 8:3 expresses that 

“God did by sending His own Son in the likeness of sinful flesh, on account of sin: He 

condemned sin in the flesh”  (cf. Col. 1:22; 1 Tim. 3:16).  

 

Who, being in the form of God, thought it not robbery to be equal with 

God:  But made himself of no reputation, and took upon him the form of a 

servant, and was made in the likeness of men: And being found in fashion 

as a man, he humbled himself, and became obedient unto death, even the 

death of the cross (Phil. 2:6-8). 

 

 It is apparent from these verses that Christ came in the flesh to die on the cross for 

the sins of the mankind. Though there can be pointed out many reasons for His coming in 

the flesh, Chafer points out seven major reasons for the incarnation: 

 

1. That He might manifest God to man. 

2. That He might manifest man to God. 

3. That He might be a merciful and faithful High Priest. 

4. That He might destroy the works of the devil. 

5. That He might be Head over a new creation. 
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6. That He might sit on David’s throne. 

7. That He might be the kinsman Redeemer.
57

  

 

 

The antichrists and their teaching in 1 John 
The essential doctrines concerning Jesus Christ are so important that the apostle John 

repeatedly uses the expression “antichrist” (αντιχριστος), the anti-Messiah, to describe 

false teachers  destructive teaching concerning the person of Jesus Christ. There are three 

Scriptural references that are key to understanding what John has to say about the false 

teachers, their teaching, and the fundamentals: 1 John 2:22, 3:4-5,9 and 4:1-3 (cf. 2 John 

1:7).  

 

 

ESSENTIAL CHRISTOLOGICAL DOCTRINES 
Jesus is the Christ Jesus alone saves the 

sinner 

Jesus has come in the flesh 

and is of God 

1 John 2:2 1 John 3:4-5,9 1 John 4:1-3 

Who is the liar? It is the 

man who denies that Jesus 

is the Christ. Such a man is 

the antichrist— he denies 

the Father and the Son. 

4
Whosoever 

committeth sin 

transgresseth also the 

law: for sin is the 

transgression of the 

law. 
5
And ye know that 

he was manifested to 

take away our sins; and 

in him is no sin. 

 
9
Whosoever is born of 

God doth not commit 

sin; for his seed 

remaineth in him: and 

he cannot sin, because 

he is born of God. 

Beloved, do not believe 

every spirit, but test the 

spirits to see whether they 

are from God, because many 

false prophets have gone out 

into the world. By this you 

know the Spirit of God: 

every spirit that confesses 

that Jesus Christ has come in 

the flesh is from God; and 

every spirit that does not 

confess Jesus is not from 

God; this is the spirit of the 

antichrist, of which you 

have heard that it is coming, 

and now it is already in the 

world. 

Basic Truth 
Jesus is the Messiah of the 

Old Testament 

Basic Truth 
Jesus is the Anointed 

Savior 

Basic Truth 
Jesus is the Immanuel of the 

Old Testament – God with us 

(or God in the flesh) 

 

 

The key point, the Loci Cummunes
58

 in First John has to do with the person of Jesus 

Christ and any denial of who He is, is to be considered not only in error, but not from 

God. In fact, anyone denying that Jesus was “God with us,” “in the flesh,” is a liar and 
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must not be accepted in the local Church. We are to guard His holy name at all cost! So 

the statement, “Who is a liar …” This short excurses examines that question. Who indeed 

is a liar and what are the lies they spread? 

 We are grateful to those that came before us and many years that served to clarify 

the doctrine of the person of Christ. Most notably in this context is Modalism and some 

form of Docetism
59

. Noting this fact, Dr. Berkhof writes the following concerning the 

major Christological arguments from 300 AD and thereafter: “The Church was in a quest 

of a conception of Christ that would do justice to the following points: (a) His true and 

proper deity; (b) His true and proper humanity; (c) the union of the deity and humanity in 

one person; and (d) the proper distinction of deity from humanity in the one person. It felt 

as long as these requirements were not met, or only partly met, its conception of Christ 

would be defective. All the Christological heresies that arose in the early Church 

originated in the failure to combine all these elements in the doctrinal statement of the 

truth.”
60

   

 For the most part, John is dealing with the philosophies of the world that are 

coming into the Church. In his Church in his time, Greek philosophy ruled and it is this 

philosophy that John is dealing with. As Greek philosophy mixed with Christian doctrine, 

the result was a perverted Christianity developing into what is referred to as the Gnostic 

heresy. When this worldly philosophy mixes with Christianity the result is as follows
61

: 

 

Greek philosophy  Christian perversion 

Special communication with the 

“gods” through guides. 

 

   

Special revelation: Special 

knowledge (secret knowledge) is 

only given to the “spiritually 

mature” person. 

 

 

Anthropology: There are two 

classes of Christians – the elite 

and the commoner. As a result, 

the elite class cannot sin.   

The physical world is evil, the 

spiritual world is divine. 

 

 

Christology: Jesus cannot be God 

in the flesh. Jesus’ was either an 

apparition or was indwelt by the 

Spirit of God that left the body 

before He died.  

 

 

Hamartiology: Physical sin is 

separate from spiritual sin, thus 

one cannot sin physically.   
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Short of a thorough systematic survey of Christology, I will concentrate on what 

the apostle John highlights in this letter. First, who is the Son of God? Then, who is He 

that came in the flesh? In order to examine “who is Christ,” I must do what John leaves 

out when he says you have known. But like the apostle John, time is limited, we cannot 

search all the Scripture concerning the subject of Christ, so the focus will primarily be 

concentrated on the who it is that came in the flesh. To do this we must go back to the 

Old Testament passages that speak of who it is that came in the flesh - and that takes us 

back to the great prophet Isaiah (Isa. 7:14 and 9:6-7).  

 

Jesus is the person spoken of in Isaiah 
The New Testament gives us great detail concerning who Jesus is, where He came from, 

and what are His credentials. We have a detailed genealogy, a description of His virgin 

birth, His life and works, and His death, burial and resurrection. These details are 

revealed to us before they occurred in the form of prophecy written some 700 years 

before His birth. That is the point of prophecy; it is to validate the message as true. The 

central passages relating Jesus to the person spoken of in First John is Matthew chapter 1 

and Luke chapters 1 and 3, which paraphrase Isaiah 7 and 9.  

 

Now the birth of Jesus Christ was as follows: when His mother Mary had 

been betrothed to Joseph, before they came together she was found to be 

with child by the Holy Spirit. And Joseph her husband, being a righteous 

man and not wanting to disgrace her, planned to send her away secretly. 

But when he had considered this, behold, an angel of the Lord appeared to 

him in a dream, saying, "Joseph, son of David, do not be afraid to take 

Mary as your wife; for the Child who has been conceived in her is of the 

Holy Spirit. She will bear a Son; and you shall call His name Jesus, for He 

will save His people from their sins.”  Now all this took place to fulfill 

what was spoken by the Lord through the prophet: “Behold, the virgin 

shall be with child and shall bear a Son, and they shall call His name 

Immanuel, which translated means, God with us.” (Matt. 1:18-23).  

 

 

The angel Gabriel in Matthew quotes from Isaiah 7:14, “Therefore the Lord 

Himself will give you a sign: Behold, the virgin shall conceive and bear a Son, and shall 

call His name Immanuel.”  

Isaiah provides the prophecy of Immanuel starting in what has been referred to as 

the “book of Immanuel”
62

 (Isa. 7-13:6). This section defines what in theology is called 

the doctrine of the incarnation of Christ. The word incarnate comes to us from the Latin 

‘in’ meaning “in,” and ‘carnis’ meaning “flesh”. God has come “in the flesh.”
63

  The 

central argument then is what does “in the flesh” mean?    

 It is important to note that historically commentators have interpreted this child to 

be (1) Immanuel the Messiah; (2) A person living in Isaiah’s time; and (3) somehow 
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both
64

. It is clear, however, that Immanuel is unique and can only be interpreted as 

Messiah – Jesus Christ our Lord. This is made clear if one lets Scripture interpret 

Scripture as Matthew relates Jesus to the Immanuel of Isaiah.  

 Notice the information given in Isaiah chapter seven concerning the promised 

sign:  

(1) The sign is in response to the message given concerning a foreign king ruling over 

Israel and that in the end God Himself will rule over Israel in the land fulfilling the 

Davidic covenant (Isa. 7:6, 18-19). 

(2) His name will be Immanuel meaning “God with us” (Isa. 7:14)  

(3) He will be a sign to “the house of David” (Isa. 7:13)  

(4) He will be born of a virgin
65

 (Isa. 7:14). This virgin birth provides Immanuel with a 

sinless nature, for sin is passed through the seed of Adam, that is, through the seed of 

the man
66

 (Matthew 1:18-25 stresses the virgin Mary’s pregnancy was due to the 

Holy Spirit).   

 

  

I. The Sign -  Isaiah 7:10-16 
As is the custom of any prophet’s message, first there must be a sign given. The sign 

given in Isaiah 7:10-16 is the miracle of the virgin with child who is to give birth to the 

Messiah – the Lord Jesus Christ. Notice what Matthew says, “Therefore the Lord Himself 

will give you a sign: Behold, the virgin shall conceive and bear a Son, and shall call His 

name Immanuel.”  Isaiah 7:14 provides the prophecy of the virgin birth that is fulfilled in 

Christ (Matt. 1:22-23).  

What was the message that the sign validated? The message is given in Isaiah 7:6, 

and has to do with a foreign king that wants to rule over the Lord God’s people Israel. 

The response to a foreign king ruling Israel is in essence a far prophecy concerning the 

Lord God Himself. The real King of Israel will rule in the land of Israel someday, and 

His name is Immanuel – Jesus Christ. So it is that Jesus is not only their Savior, but their 

future Davidic King in the land!   

 

New Testament Insight 
It must be stressed when the New Testament provides a quote, reference, paraphrase, or 

allusion to the Old Testament, the New does not re-interpret the Old. The Old Testament 

passage is given to a specific people at a specific time with a single meaning to that 

audience that they understood in its context. The New Testament does is not reinterpret 

the Old, it merely provides additional insight to the subject.  

The prophecy in Isaiah is addressed to Israel and holds true to them yesterday, 

today and tomorrow. Israel will have a King in the land someday as an everlasting sign. 

The New Testament fulfillment of Isaiah of Immanuel does not take away the Messianic 

work that is yet to be fulfilled. We understand that Jesus as Immanuel provides the New 

Covenant blessing that brings salvation to mankind through a new work of God in the 
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dispensation of grace through the only way possible that mankind can be saved from the 

penalty for sin – by the substitutionary death of the Lamb of God – the spotless Lamb of 

God.  

Matthew 1:25 stresses the fact that Mary remained a virgin until the birth of 

Christ. This is a sign promised by the Lord. The virgin birth is essential for Jesus Christ 

to be sinless. If He had been born of Joseph, He would have possessed a sin nature. Dr. 

Enns notes, “In Matthew 1:2-15 the active form of the verb is used: “Abraham begot 

Isaac” (v.2). In v.16, however, there is a deliberate change to the passive form in 

describing the birth of Jesus. The verb is the phrase “by whom was born  Jesus” is 

passive and emphasizes that in contrast to all the preceding men who sired their sons, 

Joseph did not beget Jesus. The use of the passive for egennethe, instead of the active 

form gennao, stresses that Jesus was born of Mary without any participation by 

Joseph.”
67

   

The expressions, “Only begotten of the Father”  (John 1:14), “Only begotten Son 

of God” (John 3:18), and “Only begotten Son” (John 3:16; 1 John 4:9) reflect both his 

virgin birth and the special relationship of Christ to the Father.  “The Greek word for only 

begotten suggests a one and only son; it does not necessarily convey the idea of a birth. 

For example, Isaac is called Abraham’s only begotten in Heb. 11:17 and in the 

Septuagint, the Greek Old Testament, when actually Abraham had two sons: Ishmael and 

Isaac. The Son of God is the Father’s one and only, His unique Son. Although the Father 

has begotten many children through the new birth, none of these are exactly like Jesus 

Christ, the unique Son of God“
68

 And in this case “only begotten” includes His virgin 

conception by the Holy Spirit.   

Immanuel – Jesus, was the result of the sign of the virgin with child (Isa. 7:15) 

and His name is said to be an eternal sign (Isa. 55:13) which the New Testament affirms 

in Matthew 24:30. That is, both the virgin birth and His unique personhood as “God with 

Us- the Savior” are miracles as the “only of its kind,” and His name is an everlasting 

witness to this prophecy.  

 

 

II. The Name’s Descriptions - Isaiah 9:6-7 
The next Scriptural element related to Immanuel is Isaiah 9:6-7. It is here, that Isaiah 

provides us with the link between the promised Immanuel and a “Child” and a “Son 

given.” The term “child” speaks of Jesus’ mode of entry into history, while the term 

“Son” speaks of His official Messianic title. It is here, that names and descriptive titles 

are of utmost importance to the identity of who Jesus Christ is. With God, names are 

important. They describes a central characteristic of the person, place, or thing. So for 

example, YHWH is derived from the Hebrew root “to exist,” meaning “the existing 

One.” Likewise, Jesus calls Himself the “I AM,” the Greek emphatic “I, I am,” meaning, 

“the existing One,” linking Him to YHWH of the Old Testament.  So that when He says, 

“before Abraham was, I am” (John 8:58), He was declaring Himself to be YHWH.   

Dr. Lightner notes, “There was never a time when Christ was not the Son of God, 

though there was a time when He was not human, Jesus, son of David, or son of Mary. 
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He became these at His incarnation, but He was the Son of God always…Three things are 

signified by the term son, ‘It signifies that a son is a separate person from his father; a son 

is the heir, not the servant, of the father; and a son has the same nature as his father’ 

(Zeller and Showers). Christ’s sonship and deity go together. Consistency requires that to 

affirm either one is to affirm the other; to deny either is to deny the other.  Scripture 

makes it very clear that the Son of God was present at Creation and had a vital part in it 

(Col. 1:13-17; Heb. 1;2). The Son of God is said to be in the Father’s bosom (John 1:18; 

1 John 1:1-2). Many times the Son of God is to have been sent by God the Father to be 

the sinner’s substitute for sin (Isa. 9:6; John 3:16; 20:21; Rom. 8:32; Gal. 4:4; 1 John 

4:10, 14).”
69

   

As Isaiah moves back and forth through near and far prophecy, through gloom 

and doom of imminent destruction to eternal peace and safety under the rule of the only 

true King over Israel, he surprisingly moves to this great prophecy:   

 

For unto us a Child is born, unto us a Son is given; and the government 

will be upon His shoulder. And His name will be called Wonderful, 

Counselor, Mighty God, Everlasting Father, Prince of Peace. There will be 

no end to the increase of [His] government and peace, upon the throne of 

David and over His kingdom. To order and establish it with justice and 

righteousness from then and forever. The zeal of the LORD of hosts will 

perform this. (Isaiah 9:6-7) 

 

This great section of Scripture begins with prophetic parallelism in verse 2 describing 

Israel’s deep sin as the people are described as being “in darkness,” and “in the land of 

the shadow of death” (speaking of Galilee). However, there will come out of that land, “a 

great light,” and “upon them a light will shine.” The the Gospel of Matthew, he applies 

this passage to Jesus, as it is Galilee that His teaching ministry starts, and they are the 

first to receive the Messiah’s light (Matt. 4:15-16; John 8:12). Next, Isaiah talks about the 

great Liberator who will magnify and increase the nation in the Messianic kingdom (Isa. 

9:3-5). Who is this Messiah? The Lord God is his name.  

 

Notice the names given the “Child” of Isaiah 9:6-7: 

1. A Son is given (Hebrew: nathan, “to give”) (9:6b). This speaks of “the Son” of 

Psalm 2 that describes “the Son” possessing the earth in Kingdom rule. Jesus 

responds when questioned who He is in Matthew 22:43-44, “The Lord [YHWH] 

says to my Lord [adonai]: ‘Sit at my right hand until I make your enemies your 

footstool.’” (Psalm 110:1)   

2. The Son will rule a government (9:6c) where He is described as: 

3. Wonderful (Hebrew: pele’, “a wonder, extraordinary”) Counselor (Hebrew: 

ya’ats, “to give advice, counsel”). In the kingdom, people will marvel at His 

teaching. (9:6d) 

4. Mighty God (Hebrew: ‘el gibbor) (9:6e). He is not only YHWH, but ELOHIM. 

5. Everlasting Father (Hebrew: ‘ad ‘ab,  “Father of eternity”) (9:6f). The ever-

existing One. This expression often confuses people. How can He be both Father 
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and Son? The idea is “oneness” with the Father. The Trinity expresses God as 

One, in three persons, Father, Son, and Holy Spirit. Just as the Father is, so is the 

Son – everlasting as of the Father. The Son possesses all the attributes of the 

Father. The book of John describes the “oneness” of the Father and the Son like 

no other book of the Bible. If you have seem the Son you have seen the Father 

(John 14:19). This expression describes the Son’s relationship to a “kind of time.” 

The Son’s time is the same as the Father’s time – everlasting and in perpetuity.    

6. Prince of Peace (Hebrew: sar shalowm,  “ruler of peace” or ruler of a nation 

characterized by peace, i.e. the kingdom age) (9:6g).   

 

Finally, verse 7 describes the characteristics of the Son’s governmental reign (in the 

Messiah’s kingdom). It is characterized as: 

1. Great or abundant in both government and peace (9:7a)  

2. An everlasting Davidic throne over His kingdom (9:7b) 

3. A kingdom established with justice and righteousness forever (9:7c) 

4. A kingdom will be established by the zeal (Hebrew: qin’ah, “seal, jealousy, for 

my sake”) of the Lord (9:7d) 

 

Jesus’ names in 1 John 
Names and titles of a person describe something about his or her being. They describe 

some characteristic of the person within the context of the story. The names of Jesus 

Christ are extremely important to us because they describe to finite man some 

characteristic about the infinite nature of God that we can understand in a real and 

tangible way. The names and titles that John uses in this little letter are limited to the 

story to his audience so only two names are important to this story.  

1. Jesus as the Word  

It should be noted that one name, namely, “the Word,” is implied in this story in the 

opening verse (1:1). This title of Jesus expresses the very character of Jesus as the pre- 

existent, all-powerful, personal God that spoke both the universe into existence and the 

Law to Moses. The title expresses Scriptures authority and authorship as “the Lord said,” 

and “the word of the Lord.”  The Word expresses the sense of special revelation to 

mankind as Jesus can to exegete the Father (John 1:14), revealing the very nature, power, 

glory and life of God (John 14:9; 3:2; 1:14; 1 John 1:1-3). However, most notably to this 

story is the relation of Jesus as the Word who reveals the wisdom of God to mankind that 

is opposition to the Greek concept wisdom (John 7:46).     

2. Jesus is the Christ  

The term Christ is an adjective from the Greek  meaning “anointed one” and has 

its root meaning in the Old Testament Messiah (xyvm) also meaning “anointed one” (cf., 

Dan. 9:25-26).  The biblical use of the word is applied to priests (Ex. 28:41; Lev. 4:3), 

kings (1 Sam. 12:3; 16:13), prophets (1 Kgs. 19:16; Ps. 105:15), and the special 

eschatological Anointed deliver of Israel (1 Sam. 2:10, 35; Ps. 2:2; 20:6; 28:8; 84:9; 

Hebk. 3:13; Dan. 9:25-26). The main idea of anointing is to consecrate a thing for a 

special task.  For the most part the NT writers use the Greek form, but in order to make it 

perfectly clear who they are talking about the transliteration of the Messiah is used (cf., 

John 1:41; 2:25). “The messianic idea in the OT associates itself not especially with the 
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contemporarily reigning king, though the word is often used this way, but with an 

eschatological king and a kingdom of utopian character.”
70

   

 Though the Messiah has its most striking description in its future complete 

eschatological sense as the Messianic King in His kingdom, the most striking description 

of the Messiah is found in His first coming work described by Jesus Himself: 

 

Then He opened their minds to understand the Scriptures, and He said to 

them, "Thus it is written, that the Christ would suffer and rise again from 

the dead the third day, and that repentance for forgiveness of sins would 

be proclaimed in His name to all the nations, beginning from Jerusalem. 

(Luke 24:45-27)  

 

In other words, the Messiah has a first coming aspect as Prophet, an aspect for today as 

He is right now at the right hand of God action as Priest, and a second coming aspect as 

King. The anticipation of which has it core meaning as prophecy fulfilled in one 

anointed, one appointed and marked out for the special mission of reconciling the world 

back to Him. The only one who can do this is said to be God Himself, so His Son takes 

on flesh and is sent into this sinful world to carry out the task Himself as He says,  

 

Who is this who comes from Edom, With garments of glowing colors 

from Bozrah, This One who is majestic in His apparel, Marching in the 

greatness of His strength? It is I who speak in righteousness, mighty to 

save. Why is Your apparel red, And Your garments like the one who 

treads in the wine press? I have trodden the wine trough alone, And from 

the peoples there was no man with Me. I also trod them in My anger And 

trampled them in My wrath; And their lifeblood is sprinkled on My 

garments, And I stained all My raiment. For the day of vengeance was in 

My heart, And My year of redemption has come. I looked, and there was 

no one to help, And I was astonished and there was no one to uphold; So 

My own arm brought salvation to Me, And My wrath upheld Me. I trod 

down the peoples in My anger And made them drunk in My wrath, And I 

poured out their lifeblood on the earth." (Isaiah 63:1-6).  

 

3. The Son of God 

The Hebrew term “son” has the meaning of characteristics as the term is used as “sons of 

valor” meaning courage; “sons of pride” meaning proud people; “sons of thunder” 

meaning angry disposition. This term, then has the metaphorical meaning of “possessing 

the characteristic of.” The term “Son of God” is used in Scripture to denote a devoted 

man of God and also used unique New Testament, the Jews clearly understood the term 

“Son of God to mean true Deity as John relates: For this reason therefore the Jews were 

seeking all the more to kill Him, because He not only was breaking the Sabbath, but also 

was calling God His own Father, making Himself equal with God (John 5:18).   The term 

is clearly used of the Messiah of the Old Testament and Jesus in the New Testament. In 

fact, John uses this term “Son of God” seven times in 1 John (3:8; 4:15; 5:5; 5:10; 5:12; 

5:13) and the “Son” twenty-two times.   
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Verse Son of God: 

3:8 He that does sin is of the devil; for the devil sins from the 

beginning. For this purpose the Son of God was manifested, that 

He might destroy the works of the devil. 

4:15 Whosoever shall confess that Jesus is the Son of God, God 

dwells in him, and he in God. 

5:5 Who is he that overcomes the world, but he that believes that 

Jesus is the Son of God? 

5:10 He that believes on the Son of God has the witness in himself: he 

that does not believe God has made Him a liar; because he does 

not believe the record that God gave of His Son. 

5:12 He that has the Son has life; and he that does not have the Son of 

God does not have life. 

5:13 These things have I written unto you that believe on the name of 

the Son of God; that you may know that you have eternal life, 

and that you may believe on the name of the Son of God. 

5:20 And we know that the Son of God is come, and hath given us an 

understanding, that we may know Him that is true, and we are in 

Him that is true, even in His Son Jesus Christ. This is the true 

God, and eternal life. 

 

 

The source of the term “Son” is found in Psalm 2 as the psalmist writes,  

 
7
I will surely tell of the decree of the LORD: He said to Me, ‘You are My 

Son, Today I have begotten You. 
8
Ask of Me, and I will surely give the 

nations as Your inheritance, And the very ends of the earth as Your 

possession. 
9
You shall break them with a rod of iron, You shall shatter 

them like earthenware. 
10

Now therefore, O kings, show discernment; Take 

warning, O judges of the earth. 
11

Worship the LORD with reverence And 

rejoice with trembling. 
12

Do homage to the Son, that He not become 

angry, and you perish in the way, For His wrath may soon be kindled. 

How blessed are all who take refuge in Him! (Psalm 2:7-12) 

 

“Acts 13:13 cites Psalm 2:7, ‘Thou art My Son. Today I have begotten Thee,’ in the 

context of Jesus’ resurrection. The resurrected Messiah who will never die again is God’s 

way of accomplishing the Davidic covenant promise to provide a ruler from David’s seed 

who will sit on David’s throne forever. The covenant mercies are sure (Acts 13:34 cites 

Isaiah 55:3, which in turn alludes to the Davidic covenant in 2 Sam. 7:12-16) because 

Messiah will never see decay (Acts 13:35 cites Ps. 16:10). The father-son language of 

Psalm 2:7 is an adoption formula that legitimizes the right of a king to reign (cf. 2 Sam. 
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7:14 and 1 Chron. 28:6). By His resurrection and exaltation, Messiah Jesus is declared to 

be the legitimate Davidic ruler (cf. Rom. 1:4).”
71

   

Dr. Lightner notes, “There was never a time when Christ was not the Son of God, 

though there was a time when He was not human, Jesus, son of David, or son of Mary. 

He became these at His incarnation, but He was the Son of God always…Three things are 

signified by the term son, ‘It signifies that a son is a separate person from his father; a son 

is the heir, not the servant, of the father; and a son has the same nature as his father’ 

(Zeller and Showers). Christ’s sonship and deity go together. Consistency requires that to 

affirm either one is to affirm the other; to deny either is to deny the other.  Scripture 

makes it very clear that the Son of God was present at Creation and had a vital part in it 

(Col. 1:13-17; Heb. 1;2). The Son of God is said to be in the Father’s bosom (John 1:18; 

1 John 1:1-2). Many times the Son of God is to have been sent by God the Father to be 

the sinner’s substitute for sin (Isa. 9:6; John 3:16; 20:21; Rom. 8:32; Gal. 4:4; 1 John 

4:10, 14).”
72

   

Dr. Ryrie writes, “Our Lord used this designation of Himself (though rarely, John 

10:36), and He acknowledged its truthfulness when it was used by others of Him (Matt. 

26:63-64). What does it mean? Though the phrase “son of” can mean “offspring of,” it 

also carries the meaning “of the order of.”  Thus in the Old Testament “sons of the 

prophets” meant of the order of prophets (1 Kings 20:35), and “sons of the singers” 

meant of the order of the singers (Neh. 12:28). The designation “Son of God” when used 

of our Lord means of the order of God and is a strong and clear claim to full Deity.”
73

   

 

Summary of the Son of God title: 

1. The unique One that has the same characteristics as God the Father. 

2. The unique One who is anointed to perform the act of substitutional atonement. 

3. The unique One who was sent into the world by the Father.  

4. The unique One who reveals the Father to humanity. 

5. The unique One who was sent into the world to destroy the work of the devil. 

6. The unique One who is the source of eternal life.  

7. The unique One who is at the right hand of the Father. 

8. The unique One who has been given all judgment of mankind. 

9. The unique One who will judge the nations. 

10. The unique One who will bring in peace for the Jews in the land. 

11. The unique One who will rule in the Messianic kingdom.  

 

 

 

III. The Child’s Mission - Isaiah 53: 
The Child of Isaiah moves from fulfilling His Messianic office to the Suffering Servant 

that fulfills the most important foundation to satisfy the Messianic hope – His work on 
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the cross. The child of Isaiah 9 is the tender shoot of Isaiah 53, linking His genealogy to 

David.  

 
1
Who hath believed our report? and to whom is the arm of the LORD 

revealed? 
2
For he shall grow up before him as a tender plant, and as a root 

out of a dry ground: he hath no form nor comeliness; and when we shall 

see him, there is no beauty that we should desire him. 
3
He is despised and 

rejected of men; a man of sorrows, and acquainted with grief: and we hid 

as it were our faces from him; he was despised, and we esteemed him not. 
4
Surely he hath borne our griefs, and carried our sorrows: yet we did 

esteem him stricken, smitten of God, and afflicted. 
5
But he was wounded 

for our transgressions, he was bruised for our iniquities: the chastisement 

of our peace was upon him; and with his stripes we are healed. 
6
All we 

like sheep have gone astray; we have turned every one to his own way; 

and the LORD hath laid on him the iniquity of us all. (KJV, Isa. 53:1-6)  

 

The fact that Jesus came in the flesh and died for our sins is most graphic in this chapter. 

The great Conquering Messiah King that so dominates the Old Testament is here 

described as a rejected, common, sheep that says nothing as he goes to slaughter. The 

value of Isaiah 53 with respect to the discussion of Jesus and the attack upon His person 

as being both very man and very God, has to do with His makeup.  

What does Isaiah have to say about His makeup in His death? Jesus had a real 

human soul, spirit and body. That is what Isaiah 53 says. His death is described as a 

brutally human death. His suffering effected his human body (53:5, 7, 8, 9, 10), His soul 

(53:10, 11, 12; and spirit, John 13:21; 19:30), and His emotions (53:4, 7, 10). Thus, just 

as Isaiah 9 clearly describes His deity, Isaiah 53 describes His humanity.      

 

 

In Summary  
In summary, the Christological argument has to do with who Jesus Christ is. The person 

of Christ is the second person of the Trinity – Jesus Christ is very man, and very God.  

This, as far as John is concerned, comes from the authoritative source, the Word Himself. 

Thus, the word of God is truly the very Word from God and is the source of truth.   

 

He had a true body of flesh and blood. In Isaiah 7: 14, the Hebrew reads, “the virgin 

with child will bring forth a son.”  The Hebrew ‘yalad’ is the common term used for a 

woman to bring forth or bear a child. Again in the Greek the common word ‘tikto’ 

meaning “to bring forth, bear,” and is applied to either of a woman giving birth or of the 

earth bring forth its fruit (Matt. 1:21).  These terms speak of a normal birth of Jesus. 

Along with His normal birth, He had a normal human development of nine months in the 

womb. After He was born He had a normal human development as a baby. “And Jesus 

kept increasing in wisdom and stature, and in favor with God and men” (Luke 2:52). That 

is, He developed mentally, physically, spiritually, and socially.  This fact is again 

repeated in John 1:1,2,14, as the “Word became flesh, and dwelt among us.” Likewise, 

“being in the form of God…took upon him the form of a servant, and was made in the 

likeness of men” (Phil. 2:6-8, cf. Col. 1:13-17; 1 Tim. 3:16). 
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He had a human soul and spirit. Prior to the cross He was troubled in His soul (John 

12:27) and in His spirit (John 13:21) concerning the cross. When He died on the cross He 

gave up His spirit (John 19:30).  

 

He had the characteristics of a human being. He became hungry when He fasted (Matt. 

1:1). He became tired on His long journeys (John 4:6) and became thirsty (John 4:7). At 

the death of His friend Lazarus, He showed emotion as He wept (John 11:34-35). He 

experienced grief and wept over the city of Jerusalem (Matt. 23:37; Luke 19:41).  Finally, 

He was tested by Satan (Heb. 4:15), expressing a real human quality.  

 

He suffered a human death. Isaiah 53, prophesied His suffering and death which was 

fulfilled in Matthew 27, Luke 15, Mark 23, and John 19.   

 

 

So orthodox is the doctrine of the incarnation of Christ that in A.D. 541 at the 

church Council at Chalcedon they formulated the following statement: 

 

Therefore, following the holy fathers, we all with one accord teach men to 

acknowledge one and the same Son, our Lord Jesus Christ, at once 

complete in Godhead and complete in manhood, truly God and truly man 

consisting also of a reasonable soul and body; of one substance with the 

Father as regards His Godhead, and at the same time of one substance with 

us as regards His manhood.; like us in all respects apart from sin; as 

regards His Godhead, begotten of the Father before the ages, but yet as 

regards His manhood begotten, for us men and for our salvation, of Mary 

the virgin, the God-bearer; one and the same Christ, Son, Lord, Only-

Begotten, recognized in two natures, without confusion, without change, 

without division, without separation; the distinction of natures being in no 

way annulled by the union, but rather the characteristics of each nature 

being preserved and coming together to form one Person and subsistence, 

not as parted or separated into two Persons, but one and the same Son and 

only-begotten God the Word, Lord Jesus Christ; even as the prophets from 

earliest times spoke of Him, and our Lord Jesus Christ Himself taught us, 

and the creed of the fathers has been handed down to us.
74

   

 

 Chafer writes, “Without the reality of the God-man, there is no sufficient ground 

for the truths of salvation, for sanctification, or for a lost world. This theanthropic Person 

is the hope of men of all ages and of the universe itself.”
75

  

As God, the death of Christ has infinite value sufficient to provide redemption for 

the sins of the whole world. Just as the Old Testament picture of the high priest who 

enters the holy of holies on the day of atonement, and offered a sacrifice for the entire 

nation. In the same way Christ is offered for the entire world. Enns writes, “The eternal 

priesthood of Christ is based on the hypostatic union. By incarnation He became Man and 
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hence could act as a human Priest. As God, His priesthood could be everlasting after the 

order of Melchizedek, and He properly could be a Mediator between God and man.”
76

   

It is evident by examining the Old Testament book of Isaiah, that the one who is 

called “God with us” was truly man and truly God. It is evident that this one called 

“Immanuel” who is named “Jesus” by God is not only called the Son of man, but the Son 

of David.  The promised Messiah will not only save His people Israel, but bring salvation 

to the whole world through His blood. Both natures, Messianic Savior and Messianic 

King are necessary for this redemption. As a man, Jesus could legally represent man as 

the substitute for man and to die as a man.   
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Abide in the truth (2:24-29) 
 

1 John 2:24-29 
 

 

  
24

Therefore, what you heard from the 

start let it remain in you. If what you 

heard from the start remains in you, 

indeed you will remain in the Son and in 

the Father.  
25

And this is the promise that 

He himself is promising us – eternal life.  
26

I wrote these things to you concerning 

those who lead you astray.  
27

And you, 

the anointing which you received from 

Him, it abides in you, and you do not 

need to hold to that which a certain one 

is teaching you, but as the same 

Anointing is teaching you about all 

things, and is truth and is no lie, and 

even as it taught you, you remain in 

Him.  
28

And now, little children, abide in 

Him in order that when He appears, we 

might have confidence, and we may not 

be ashamed before Him in his coming. 
29

If you have come to know that He is 

righteous; you know that every one that 

does righteousness has been born from 

Him.  

         

  

 

 
25

 26

 27

 

  

            

 

 

 

 

 

 

Introduction 
This section is about abiding in the truth. To abide in the truth is to keep what was taught 

from the start ever present on the mind. God does not leave us alone in this new walk but 

gives us the Holy Spirit as teacher and helper to help us discern truth. But, there are those 

who seek to deceive us. John warns us to be on guard and abide in the truth of God, 

which is our only defense against error. These verses also give us exhortation and 

encouragement in abiding in He word and walk by declaring the imminent return of 

Christ. A Christian ought to live in the light of the imminent coming of Christ.          
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Abide in what you heard (2:24) 
    

2:24.   (Therefore, what you heard from 

the start let it remain in you). The apostle declares the most important defense against 

error is to keep the fundamentals that were given to them from the start. The importance 

of the phrase is “that which is heard” as hearing is placed at the head of the phrase and 

repeated twice. The address is directed to the little children since the pronoun continues 

the discourse to those already addressed, namely, you (su pers. pron. 2n.pl.) is plural and 

serves as the subject of the phrase. In fact, some translations place the stress upon the 

pronoun, and translate “as for you,” thus emphasizing its emphatic use and hence, makes 

this effectively a vocative.  

In typical Greek fashion the conjunction oun (oun) conj., “then,” or “therefore,” 

provides the reason and serves to answer the question, what did you hear?
77

 The aorist of 

akouw (akouo) Aor. Act. Ind. 2pl.,  “you heard” says only that whatever they heard 

occurred in the past. Furthermore, what they heard was ap archv, “from [the] arch” 

(arche) g.f.sg., “the beginning,” “the origin,” or “start,” of their new life as believers.  

What they heard is commanded to remain (menw Pres. Act. Impv. 3sg., “to 

remain,” “abide”) or as the present tense communicates, “continue to remain.” Since this 

is an imperative, the sense is to command a continuous holding on to the truth, so most 

translate using the traditional third person imperative, “let it remain in you.” However, 

the sense might better be conveyed by, “it must remain in you,” communicating the 

desperation in reliance upon the truth to protect one from error.   

 

If 

what you heard from the start remains in you, indeed you will remain in the Son and in 

the Father. The conditional particle ean (ean)  “if,” or “in case,” holds the key to the 

little children’s spiritual growth. If they hold onto the fundamental truth they will not be 

fooled by the false teachers and will mature through their trials. That is how the Christian 

walk works – sanctification does not work apart from the word of God.  

The thing that they knew from the start is to remain positionally in (en) them.  

You might say, continuously refreshed in them. Notice the similarity with fellowship, 

 

That which we have seen and heard we declare to you, that you also may 

have fellowship with us: and truly our fellowship is with the Father, and 

with his Son Jesus Christ (1 John 1:3). 

 

The Greek word “to remain” now moves to the aorist subjunctive of menw (Aor. Act. 

Subj. 3sg.), “if what [ov] you heard from the start might remain in you,” moves the 

believer from the everlasting command to hold on to the word of God, to the daily walk 

of the believer to walk in the word – to reley upon Him in all truth. The truth again is that 

truth that was heard akouw (Aor. Act. Ind. 2pl.) “ap archv” from the start.  
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  The certainty of the believer’s security is left up to God. The command is to 

remain in the word (you might say, to continue recalling the gospel of your salvation), 

then comes the experiential walk in the word, and finally, moves to the future work of the 

Father, that is, the salvation that He starts in you, He will bring to a conclusion. That is 

how salvation works. It has all three aspects past, present and future. The phrase starts 

with the conjunction kai (kai) conj., continuing, or expanding on the previous thought. 

Now, the teaching involves the position you have as a believer, that is to say, you 

continue to be in Christ. In this case the expression is en (en) prep., “in,” or “with” the 

uiov (huios) d.m.sg., with def. art., “the son.”  And being in the Son is likewise the same 

as being in the Father since both are ruled by the preposition en (en) prep., “in.” 

 

 

 

“REMAIN” IN VERSE 24 

Mood Meaning Tense 

Imperative 

(command) 

Remain in the gospel truth Present tense  

(now) 

Subjunctive 

(experience) 

Walk in the gospel truth Aorist tense 

(timeless) 

Indicative 

(reality) 

You will remain in the Son and the Father 

(speaking of fellowship) 

Future tense 

(continuous) 

 

 

Finally, notice both the Son and the Father have the future verb menw (meno) Fut. 

Act. Ind. 2pl., “to remain,” or “to abide” as their controlling verb. This is a progressive 

future meaning that the expected outcome is progressive. The indicative is the mood of 

reality, indicating the reality of remaining in the Son and the Father. Notice the 

progression of moods – from a command to remain in the word and Spirit of God to the 

experiential walk in the word and Spirit of God, finally to the reality of continuous 

fellowship with God.  

There are two things that are different about the fellowship aspect of this verse. 

First, the Son is listed before the Father which is not the normal order in Scripture. 

Second, the Holy Spirit is left out altogether. It seems that John wants to highlight the 

deity or equality aspect of the Son, possibility to further stress the deity of Jesus Christ. 

As for the Holy Spirit, He is the Anointed One indwelling the believer and is forever 

present with the believer as the prominent agent working in us progressively through the 

sanctifying work by testifying, guiding, and convicting. We can, however, grieve the 

Holy Spirit in our daily walk, but never so much that He will leave us. In the Old 

Testament the Holy Spirit left people, but with the New Covenant, the Holy Spirit is 

promised, indwells and does not leave. That is the guarantee and the sealing aspect of the 

giving of the Holy Spirit. At the point of salvation, the believer is indwelt, baptized and 

sealed with the Holy Spirit and there is nothing we can do to make Him leave us for His 

indwelling presence in a promise and a gift so that we have no say in that. But we do 

have a say in our daily walk and that walk involves the new found freedom we have in  

obeying the word. There is the human side, the command to remain in the things of God. 

Then there is the divine side, the certainty of you remaining in both the Father and the 
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Son. This verse, however, speaks of one’s fellowship with God. This is a verse of 

possibility and the believer can be out of fellowship with God. This verse is one of the 

most exciting of all Scripture holding the promise that the one who holds strong to the 

word and Spirit of God will indeed have a proper walk and relationship with God. The 

Holy Spirit is the restrainer of sin (2 Thes. 2:7-8).                                      

 

 

Abiding in the Son and Father has a promise (2:25) 
 

2:25.     

(And this is the promise that he himself is promising us – eternal life).  In order to finish 

this great thought concerning abiding in Him, the author adds the great promise of eternal 

life. When John spoke of the promise in chapter 1, it was translated as the “message” that 

was heard: 

 

This is the message (or promise) which we have heard from Him and 

declare to you, that God is light and in Him is no darkness at all (1 John 

1:5). 

 

In chapter one, the promise has to do with trusting that God’s word is true, now the 

emphasis is placed upon His faithfulness of that promise. The demonstrative outov 

(houtos) dem. pron. n.f.sg., “this” serves to point out this great truth. Notice it is a 

feminine demonstrative pointing to the word promise, and further the promise is made 

clear by the double use of the word, first as a noun, then as a verb: epaggelia 

(epaggelia) n.f.sg., with def. art., “the promise” that He epaggellw (epaggello) Aor. 

Mid. Dep. Ind. 3sg., “Himself promised” (a compound of epi (epi) upon, over, and 

aggelov (aggelos) a messenger, or angel). A promise from God is a sure promise. It 

speaks of a promise that will come to fruition.  The promise He has given to us (egw 

pron. 1.d.pl.) is eternal life, and the object of the promise is “the life” (zwh  a.f.sg., with 

def. art., “the life”).  

What we posses is described as everlasting as the adjective aiwniov (aionios) 

adj.a.f.sg., with def. art., “without beginning and end,” “eternal,” “without end” modifies 

life and is highlighted by the double use of the definite article for both life and eternal. 

One might translate “the life, the eternal one,” thus emphasizing the quality of life as 

temporal, and in fact everlasting in fellowship with the Lord.  The fellowship aspect 

cannot be separated from possession of eternal life as Jesus links not only the everlasting 

aspect but the new life we possess with God starts at the point of salvation: "This is 

eternal life, that they may know You, the only true God, and Jesus Christ whom You 

have sent” (John 17:3).  

There are some who teach that this section teaches that eternal life is conditional 

upon one’s abiding in the word. The grammar, however, does not place a condition on 

eternal life, and in fact, the aorist middle points to something that is independent of man 

and places the promise all upon God. Our salvation is never dependent upon anything we 

do, but is completely left to what God does and is based upon His word and hence His 

character. The questions are, can God go back on His promise, and can man interfere 

with His plan?  
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The condition of verse twenty-four has to do with our daily walk. The statement 

of verse twenty-five has to do with the sovereignty of God and His promise of eternal 

life. The conjunction that starts the verse continues the thought of the conditional, but is a 

statement of fact that the promise of God is that He has sent His Spirit to indwell the 

believer in order to give him or her a new ability in the new life with Christ to listen to 

His word – to abide in Him.    

                                         

 

 

Antichrist will try to deceive you (2:26) 
 

2:26.   (I wrote these things to you 

concerning those who lead you astray). The purpose of writing this section is identified as 

concentrating on the subject of exposing the doctrines that are promoted by the 

antichrists. As before the demonstrative pronoun outov (houtos) dem. pron. a.n.pl., 

“these things” is in the neuter expressing the multiple ways of determining the 

identification of the antichrists, that is, the perversion of the truth and separation of 

fellowship. But now the aorist of “to write,” is grafw (grapho) Aor. Act. Ind. 1sg., 

indicating the current writing as the context demands and is an “epistolary aorist“ 

meaning “you will see that I wrote when you get and read this letter.”
78

 John has already 

written concerning these things and this letter serves to highlight the spread of the 

deception.  

And again the address is to umin (pers. pron. 2d.pl.) “to you all” meaning the little 

children, but its warning is applicable to all and in fact serves as a warning to us today. 

The subject concerns (peri prep., “about,” “concerning”) those who are leading others 

astray as the preposition modifies the subject of the participle planaw (planao) Pres. 

Act. Part. g.m.pl., with def. art., “to lead astray,” or “to deceive,” you. The present 

participle conveys the idea that the antichrists’ mode of operation is as false teachers, 

actively deceiving at the time of writing and they continue to deceive, for that is their 

manner, their state of being – they are known as deceivers.                             

 

 

The abiding presence will teach you (2:27)  
  

2:27.   (And you, the 

anointing which you received from Him, it abides in you). And in an effort to continue 

the encouragement to the little children, John says kai umeiv to crisma o elabete “and 

the anointing which you all received.” Again, the conjunction continues the thought while 

the plural pronoun umeiv (pers. pron. 2n.pl.) “you” points back to, and identifies, the 

target audience as the little children. The you, then should be viewed as a vocative, “and 

you!” This expresses the exhortation that is meant by the phrase. The apostle means to 
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exhort them to know where they stand as they received their anointing not just from 

anyone, but from God Himself!   

The anointing (crisma (chrisma) n.n.sg., with def. art., “anything smeared on,” 

“anointing,” “ointment”) is definite and is the subject of the phrase which is augmented 

by the use of the relative pronoun ov (hos) rel. pron. n.n.sg., “who [if a person],” “which 

[if an object],” is neuter and most likely indicating purpose as opposed to the person of 

the Holy Spirit. That is to say, they received the anointing in the past as lambanw 

(lambano) 2 Aor. Act. Ind. 2pl., “you received” occurred in the past.  

This anointing has its source or origin (apo  prep., “from,”) from Him, the 

pronoun is the singular, autov (autos) pers. pron. 3g.m.sg., of/from him, but serves to 

point to both the Son and the Father since both are so tightly linked in this section that 

one cannot separate the Son from the Father in the grammar.  

“In you” defines the sphere of the action as the preposition en (en) prep., in, by, or 

with, says that within you, in your sphere of life, you now live anointed by God, set apart 

to God, given the Holy Spirit, so that within each believer is the capability to rightly 

discern the truth of God for the purpose of speaking truth. And further, this anointing is 

permanent as the verb menw (meno) Pres. Act. Ind. 3sg., “to remain,” “abide,” or “dwell” 

communicates and means the anointing “continues to remain” in you. For the child of 

God this anointing and the indwelling of the Holy Spirit is a permanent possession that 

the believer may temporarily turn away from the purpose, but its outcome, namely, 

separation, can never be permanent. Sin separates the believer from God, but it seems 

that grieving the Holy Spirit need not be permanent and God has provided a way for sin 

to be dealt with, repentance, confession and prayer all serve to reconcile the sinner back 

to God. The life of the child of God is a process and involves the process of 

sanctification. Man is not God, he cannot be faithful, he is a sheep who strays, but God 

never strays and is faithful and true, caring for those He loves all the time – even when 

we are faithless.                                       

 

 (and you do not need to hold to that which a 

certain one is teaching you). In fact, the process of sanctification involves the law of 

abiding in Him. In Him is security and purity of heart. In Him is light and there is no 

darkness at all, so that, if we, as children of God hold on to what is pure and true, those 

things that we were taught from the start will not let any error that is taught by false 

teachers stick with us.  

As has been the case of this long thought, the conjunction kai (kai) continues this 

unbroken thought. In fact, this might better be translated “and you have no business 

holding on to that which is taught you [by the antichrists].”  The word for need is related 

to the word for grace and here is the feminine noun creia (chreia) n.f.sg., “need,” “duty,” 

“business.” The controlling verb is the present of ecw (echo) Pres. Act. Ind. 2pl., “you 

have,” or “you hold” and implies that the antichrists are active and are very convincing in 

some way, so much so, that their teaching has spread, but they, as believers, do not have 

to let their teaching get a foothold in their mind. This is emphasized by the ina (hina) 

conj., “that,” or in this case the conjunction works with the indefinite pronoun tiv (ind. 

pron. n.m.sg., “a certain one,” “some”) meaning “that a certain one” is didaskw 

(didasko Pres. Act. Ind. 3sg., to teach) “teaching.” And the teaching is extended to the 
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object which is “you” (su pres. pron. 2a.pl.) – they have no need of error, they have the 

pure word of God, the fundamentals that cannot be compromised.             

 

   (but as the same Anointing is 

teaching you about all things). The contrastive conjunction alla (alla) conj., “but,” 

points out the contrast between the One who teaches you truth, namely the Holy Spirit 

and those who teach falsely, or any man who teaches you. The adverb wv (hos) adv., 

“as,” “like,” or “even as” points to the relationship the subject, that is, the Holy Spirit has 

with the believer. The Holy Spirit’s current ministry with the believer is one of teaching 

and convicting, this one who is teaching, continues in that ministry throughout the 

believer’s life, causing growth and spiritual maturity. This is the promise of the Holy 

Spirit:  “These things I have spoken to you while abiding with you. But the Helper, the 

Holy Spirit, whom the Father will send in My name, He will teach you all things, and 

bring to your remembrance all that I said to you” (John 14:25-26).    

The pronoun autov (autos) pers. pron. 3n.n.sg., “it” (or masc. Him) with the def. 

art. is often translated as “the same” and serves to point out the subject that is the one 

teaching. The one teaching is the one who is actively involved in the anointed believer’s 

life, that is, the Holy Spirit teaches. The anointing is the neuter crisma (chrisma) n.n.sg., 

“anything smeared,” “anointing” and is the subject whereas the object is you, making this 

absolutely clear and simple. One can only include the subject-verb-object construction to 

make it simple, so it becomes, “the Anointing teaches you.” Can it get any easier? The 

Anointing (Holy Spirit) is a lifelong helper teaching the believer spiritual truth as the 

present tense of didaskw (didasko) Pres. Act. Ind. 3sg., “to teach” says.  

Finally, what is taught has to do with all that the believer needs to know 

concerning the truth of Jesus Christ. The preposition limits and further defines (peri 
prep., “about,” “concerning”) the adjective all things pav (pas) adj.g.n.pl., “all things” is 

a neuter genitive indicating those same things that were learned from the start that John 

has reminding them about. In other words, “all things” has a limited meaning that is taken 

from the context – and that context is limited to the fundamentals that John has been 

addressing so far in the letter.                      

 

 (and 

is truth and is no lie, and even as it taught you, you remain in him). The thought 

continues as the anointing that is received possesses truth, in fact, he says, “is truth and is 

not a lie.” The word for truth is the Greek alhthv (alethes) adj.n.n.sg., a compound from 

the neg. ‘a,’ meaning “not,” and lanyanw (lanthano) “to be hidden.” You might say the 

truth is not hidden and in fact continues to be in a state of being (eimi Pres. Ind.3sg., “it 

continues to be”) not hidden as God has opened the eyes of the mind to the truth and it is 

still present within you. Along those same lines of argumentation, with the anointing 

there is no lie, or there does not exist within the anointing a qeudov (pseudos) n.n.sg., “a 

lie.”  

And accordingly (kai  kaywv), “the anointing taught you” shows the action now 

expressed as didaskw (Aor.Act.Ind.3sg., “he taught”), an aorist, meaning at some point 

in the past He taught you. Most likely, at the point of your salvation you understood the 

gospel of your salvation and it was the Holy Spirit that brought you to that understanding. 
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What a great God we have, He is the One who taught us (aorist) and continues to teach 

(present) us as the tenses of the verbs bring out.      

The believer’s position is repeated, being secure in God as the present tense
80

 of 

menw (meno) Pres. Act. Ind. 2pl., “to remain,”  or “abide” is used to indicate our current 

state in Him. As before in verse 24 the future use of abiding in Him speaks of relationship 

(fellowship) with everything we do. Our relationship may be good with God today, but 

what about tomorrow, will we listen to those opposed to Christ or the Anointing? We 

have a choice, but it is our responsibility to listen to God.                                          

 

 

Abiding means we will not be ashamed (2:28) 
 

2:28.      (And 

now, little children, abide in him in order that when he appears, we might have 

confidence). The apostle John means to encourage them now as the adverb nun (nun) 

“now,” “at this time,” moves the conversation toward an exhortation to abide in Christ. 

The typical case of address for teknion  (teknion) v.n.pl., “a little child” is used, 

identifying the subject addressed. This address is to the little children, but its application 

may extend to all believers as all believers are commanded to  menw (meno) Pres. Act. 

Impv. 2pl., “remain,” or “abide,”  en autw “in Him” [Christ]. The personal pronoun 

points back to God, but in particular to Christ as John highlights Christ’s preexistent 

condition. To abide in Christ means to stay in communion or fellowship with Him. It is a 

command, meaning there is possibility that we can be out of fellowship with God. But the 

fix is to confess our sin before our Savior and He is faithful to forgive us our sins (cf 1 

John 1:9).  

The ina purpose clause is now presented as anticipating the appearance of Jesus 

and our state of confidence before Him at His appearance. Whether that appearance is in 

heaven upon our death as we go to be with the Lord, or at the rapture when He returns to 

gather His Church up in the air. The time aspect is given in the abstract as the conjunction   

otan81
 (hotan) conj., “when,” or “whenever,” is placed with the subjunctive from 

fanerow (phaneroo) Aor. Pas. Subj. 3sg., “to make manifest,” “make known,” or “be 

visible.” This places His visible appearance as an event not a definite time marked out. 

The verb is passive indicating His appearance has its focus not upon Him but rather on 

us. There is possibility for His appearance to us in more than one location. This is also 

possible by the aorist tense that speaks of its action as timeless.  Not everyone will meet 

the Lord face to face at the same time and place. Those who die will meet Him in heaven, 

while those who are raptured will meet Him in the air. This form, however, is a third 

class condition expressing certainty that He will indeed appear – those who are saved will 

be with the Lord.        

The concept of possibility extends to our confidence as the subjunctive of ecw 

(echo) Aor. Act. Subj. 1pl., “to have,” or “hold” conveys. The possibility of having 

confidence in our actions on earth is dependent upon our fellowship with God, which 
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speaks of mankind’s faithfulness to God. God is faithful, but it is man who is unfaithful 

even though one may be saved and posses the Holy Spirit as helper and teacher, man is 

unfaithful. That is the story of mankind. In every dispensation man fails. In the garden 

man failed to obey God’s simple instruction, as a result we have a fallen world. In the age 

of self-government, man failed to obey God’s instruction of self-government, scattering 

throughout the earth, as a result we have different languages. In the dispensation of the 

law, God’s chosen people failed God’s instruction to follow His law, as a result, the Jew 

is dispersed throughout the earth. Even in the Church age man will fail to be faithful and 

the great apostasy of the Church will be the result – false teacher’s will continue. Man is 

not infallible, but God is. Man is not independent, but God is. Man is not impeccable, but 

God is. God is the One who is perfect not man, so there is possibility in man’s confidence 

when he faces his Maker. Will the individual have parrhsia (parrhesia) a.f.sg., 

“freedom in speaking,” “a boldness,” “a confidence,” before a holy and just God? This is 

an incredible statement as the word used here is lit. “all speech” and means 

“unreservedness of utterance.” Is it possible that a faithful man or woman can have an 

absence of fear in speaking boldly before God? The answer here is yes!   

It is not possible to have any confidence at all when one comes before a holy God 

who is truly white except that we see the red blood and know that He died for us, we are 

His, and we know that nothing could break that love that He has for us. Dr. McGee 

writes, ”A Christian ought to live in the light of the imminent coming of Christ. If you tell 

me today that He is not coming for another ten years, then I do not need to worry about 

today, and I can be a little careless in my living. But if He might come today, if He came 

right at this moment, He would catch me preparing the Bible study and that would be 

fine. I hope He will come at a time like that, but I don’t know when He will come.”
82

                          

     

   (and we may not be ashamed 

before him in his coming). To finish the thought, John adds another passive subjunctive 

for not being ashamed. The Greek aiscunw (aischuno) Aor. Pas. Subj. 1pl.,” to disfigure 

(i.e, disgrace),” “dishonor,” or “shame” moves to the passive as “we might not be 

ashamed.” The preposition apo (apo) prep., “from,” or “out of” speaks of separation 

(preposition with the ablative ap autou = separation from him) and has the meaning 

“and not shrink away from Him in shame” (NASB). Though, most translate the 

preposition spatially, as, “before Him,” but the idea has more to do with our shame and 

dishonor before a holy God which moves us to hide away just as Adam and Eve in the 

garden. They did not do right so they sought to cover themselves and they hid themselves 

in shame, seeking to separate themselves from the Lord (Gen. 3:8-11).  

The temporal aspect is given in the abstract as the proposition en (en) prep., “in,” 

or “at” Christ’s appearance. The parousia (parousia d.f.sg., with def. art.) means “the 

presence,”  “the arrival” and is built upon the compound “before or near” and “I am,” 

hence, the term, “I am near.” In the OT “I am near” served the people of God as they 

journeyed in the wilderness and the Lord’s presence was with them in a cloud above the 

Tabernacle. He guided and provided for them in their wilderness wondering. In the NT 

the word served the people of God as a source of comfort that God’s righteousness will 
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finally come to pass as Christ will come and gather His people to Himself in safety and 

security for all eternity (cf., Matt. 24:3, “what is the sign of your coming?”).    

In this context, the word simply means “His presence” when we will met Him 

whether it be when we die and go to be with Him, or at the rapture when we meet Him in 

the air. How is our confidence now as we approach Him in prayer and how will our 

confidence be at His coming? Will all our works be burned up at the bema seat where our 

good works are judged, or will there be some works that survive the test? Are we sincere 

in our faith and walk?                         

 

 

Our identity is in practicing His righteousness (2:29) 
 

 2:29.   (If you have come to know that he is righteous). 

The conditional ean (ean) cond., “if,” introduces this last important clause concerning 

one’s standing before God.  The perfect subjunctive of eidw (eido) Perf. Act. Subj. 2pl., 

“to see,” “to know” forms the third class condition
83

 and speaks of the absolute certainty 

through experience (hence, seeing the truth in the mind) that those who have in the past 

understood that God is righteous in sending His Son in the flesh and giving us salvation 

through His substitutionary atonement which forms the gospel message, that this person 

who knows that truth, has indeed become begotten of God.  

Knowledge is perfected in that it is God Himself who has opened the heart of man 

to the understanding of the message, since it is foolishness to those who are not born 

again by God. This is the doctrine of illumination that says the Spirit illuminates the 

believer concerning the gospel message that God took on flesh and came into the world, 

dying as the perfect Lamb of God, was buried and resurrected for our justification. What 

a wonderful message, but the message is foolishness to the world, and a stumbling block 

to the Jew. But it is declared righteous by God and those who believe are declared 

righteous and their works are called righteous – chief of which is belief in the message, 

and secondly, sharing the message with others, then finally, being a living example in  

obedience to the commands of God which brings fellowship (cf., 1 John 2:3).  

    “You might have known” forms the inclusio
84

 of the thought that started with 

the opening verses of the chapter. It starts and ends with perfected knowledge. The 

summary statement is:   

 

My little children, these things I write to you, so that you may not sin. And 

if anyone sins, we have an Advocate with the Father, Jesus Christ the 

righteous. 
2
And He Himself is the propitiation for our sins, and not for 

ours only but also for the whole world. 
3
Now by this we know that we 

know Him, if we keep His commandments. 
4
He who says, "I know Him," 

and does not keep His commandments, is a liar, and the truth is not in 

him. 
5
But whoever keeps His word, truly the love of God is perfected in 
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him. By this we know that we are in Him. 
6
He who says he abides in Him 

ought himself also to walk just as He walked. (1 John 2:1-6)  

 

 

The conjunction oti (hoti) conj., “that,” “because,” “since,” is very common 

following verbs of knowing, seeing, saying, and feeling, thus this serves to introduce the 

objective clause - a realization of objective truth. That objective truth is that God is  

dikaiov (dikaios) adj.n.m.sg., “righteous,” “observing divine laws,” or “just.” In fact, the 

verb eimi (eimi) Pres. Ind. 3sg., “to be,” or “exist,” means that God, in His very nature, 

He exists as righteous in all He is and does – He is in a state of being – righteous.  

 

you know that 

every one that does righteousness has been born from him .
85

   The second use of the oti 
brings out another objective truth that “you all” ginwskw (ginosko) Pres. Act. Ind. 2pl., 

“know,” “come to know,” or “understand” that every man (pav adj.n.m.sg.) that does 

righteousness is begotten of God. The present participle of poiew (poieo) Pres. Act. 

Part.n.m.sg., with def. art., “to make,” or “do” has the aspect of a person who, knowing 

this objective truth, is one that does righteousness, or lives a righteous life. The word 

dikaiosunh (dikaiosune) a.f.sg., “righteousness” is a noun and is the object of the 

phrase. We are to direct our mind to His righteousness in begetting us, giving us new life 

in Him as we are born again. The source of our born again status is given as being ek (ek) 

prep., “out of,” or “from” Him. The preposition is the ablative of source and is placed 

before the final verb gennaw (gennao) Perf. Pas. Ind. 3sg., “begat,” “be born,” metaph., 

“to engender,” and in a Jewish sense, of one who brings others over to his way of life, to 

convert someone. The perfect passive means that God has performed the work of 

begetting us and that it is in reality (indicative) complete. We have been born from above 

a new creature for His work of righteousness on earth. 

 Those who are born again perform the work He has given us. The righteousness 

spoken of here has to do with abiding in His truth that He has given us from the start. The 

gospel should never be compromised, never confused, never changed. The apostle Paul 

also had to deal with this in his letter to the Galatians as he wrote:  

 
6
I am astonished that you are so quickly deserting the one who called you 

by the grace of Christ and are turning to a different gospel— 
7
which is 

really no gospel at all. Evidently some people are throwing you into 

confusion and are trying to pervert the gospel of Christ. 
8
But even if we or 

an angel from heaven should preach a gospel other than the one we 

preached to you, let him be eternally condemned! (Gal. 1:6-8) 
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What kind of love is God’s love (3:1-3) 
 

1 John 3:1-3 
 

 

  
1
See what manner of love the Father has 

granted to us in order that we might be 

called children of God. Though this, the 

world does not know us because it knew 

Him not.  
2
Beloved, now we are children 

of God; and it is not yet made manifest 

what we will be, but we have seen that 

when He appears we will be like Him, 

because we see him even as He is. 
3
And 

everyone that has this hope in Him 

purifies himself even as He is clean.       

 

         

  

 
 

                   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Introduction 
The apostle John addresses all the members of the Church and relates the love of God to 

the practical aspects of the Christian life. We are to understand that His program involves 

the transformation of the body at His return and we will all be transformed in the 

twinkling of an eye to live pure lives with Him in heaven. But this hope we have in His 

imminent return and future life with Him involves the way we live our lives today. Today 

we live as Christians – Children of God, and as such, we have the responsibility to live a 

life that is representative of that calling. We have a hope in His imminent return which is 

based on His love for us and hence results in a motivation to live a pure life; a life that 

clearly reflects His glory, love and purity. It is here that one finds that prophecy produces 

purity of life. John links the love of God to His imminent return as we live in anticipation 

of the return of the Lord in a Spirit filled life. This is the teaching of the parable of the 

faithful servant and the evil servant as the evil servant says “My master is not coming for 

a long time,” as he neglects his duties; whereas, the faithful servant anticipates the 

master’s return at any moment and performs his duties faithfully (Luke 12:35-48).            

 

 

What kind of love is God’s love (3:1a)? 
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3:1.       (See what manner of love the 

father has granted to us).  The apostle commands them to look at the love, to examine 

what kind of love the Father has for His children. The imperative oraw (horao) 2 Aor. 

Act. Impv. 2pl., “to see with the eyes,” is often translated “behold” in the sense of 

examining with the eyes or the mind. Dr. Lenski says the aorist imperative might 

translate “Just take a look at this love!”  

The thing to be examined is the nature or manner of love that the Father has for us 

as the adjective potapov (potapos) adj.a.f.sg., “what manner of (speaking of quality),” 

limits the noun agaph (agape) a.f.sg., “love,” that is, what manner of quality is this love? 

The word for “what manner of” has its root in the word for “from what country,” “from 

what nation or tribe,” as you can see, the word has the idea of origin or source and speaks 

of something foreign. The love that God has for His own is foreign to the human race, it 

is a heavenly love, a truly spiritual love. It involves a love that a father has for a son. It is 

a love that corrects, but provides forgiveness. It is jealous, protective, caring and guiding. 

It allows the child of God to have room to experience life with all its pain, but not so 

much as to be unbearable and covers what He will allow His child to bear in order to 

mature and mold him. It is a love that is characterized by freedom and liberty, but covers 

truth and responsibility. We are set free from the chains of sin, given a new nature, 

reconciled to God, and hence, possess a new relationship with Him – it is a love 

relationship that we are given.  It is a love that allows His chosen child to repent, confess 

his or her sin and have a right relationship with Him. It is a love that the child of God is 

crucified with Christ, or as Paul writes, “I have been crucified with Christ and I no longer 

live, but Christ lives in me. The life I live in the body, I live by faith in the Son of God, 

who loved me and gave himself for me” (Gal. 2:20).  

This love is a love that is a giving love based on sincere affection. That is what 

didwmi (didomi) Perf. Act. Ind. 3sg., “to give,” “grant,” or “put,” means, but also God’s 

love is a perfected love, it is a complete love. Someone once said philo is a love that 

gives and takes, whereas, agape is a giving love, one that is given by God. What manner 

of love is this that God should give His only begotten Son that whosoever believe in Him 

should not perish but have everlasting life? 

Though the thing most emphasized is placed at the head of the phrase, that is, to 

examine the quality of God’s love, the subject of the phrase is placed at the end, pathr 

(n.m.sg., with def. art.) “the Father” is placed at the end so as to emphasize the source of 

this love.                   

 

 

We are possessed of God (3:1b) 
 

   (in order that we might be called children of God).  The 

purpose of this agape love is given by the ina (hina) purpose clause,”in order that,” or 
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“so that” we might be called tekna yeou - children of God. We are of the family of God, 

abopted into the family and thus possessed of God – we are His. The genitive speaks of 

possession. John uses the neuter tekna to express an address to all believers as a group 

and ultimately as an abstract concept. An identification of a characteristic of a person 

identified with God (cf. 3:1-2; 3:10; 5:2). Notice, John uses the more specific υιος to 

identify the Son of God – Jesus Christ (cf. John 1:12). For John the difference between 

identifying Christians as tekna seems to incorporate the more classical sense of one who 

is a pupil, a spiritual child in relation to his master and one who attaches himself to 

another (whether a mother, father or teacher).    

 

 

tekna yeou - children of God 
Text: Verse Meaning: Speaks of: 

We should be called 

Children of God. 

3:1 God loved us and granted us 

the title.  

Our current Priviledge 

We who are children 

of God. 

3:2 We will experience a physical 

transformation  

Our future Expectation 

The deeds of the 

children of God 

verses the children 

of the devil. 

3:10 Righteousness and love 

characterize the deeds of the 

children of God. 

Our current Deeds 

How do Children of 

God love? 

5:2 Love God.  

Keep His commandments. 

Living a God fearing 

life 

 

 

 

 

The aorist passive subjunctive of kalew (kaleo) Aor. Pas. Subj. 1pl.,”to call,” or 

“name,”  speaks of the fact that someone other than ourselves will call us a child of God, 

and can be translated “so that we are called children of God” – a statement of fact. This is 

a statement of responsibility reflecting our office as ambassadors of Christ in both word 

and deed. The subjunctive speaks of the possibility of this occurring and so speaks of His 

love as a reflection to others of His love for us. The Subjunctive is often translated here 

as “should be called,” emphasizing the possibility as an ethical response to our calling. 

This is a purpose clause which means the purpose of the first clause in revealed in the 

fact of our being called children of God. The purpose of examining the God given love is 

so others might see and hear this strange love we preach and call us children of God. The 

association of this God given love is through an examination of the children as neuter of 

tekna identifies the children as a concept, a reflection of the Master’s love to the world.       

 

The world does not understand Him (3:1c) 
 

                                                                                                                                                 
the Textus Receptus, is due either to scribal oversight, perhaps occasioned by graphical similarity with the 

preceding work (  ), or to deliberate editorial pruning of an awkward 

parenthetical clause. A Textual Commentary on the Greek New Testament (UBS, 1975), p. 710 
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(though this, the world does 

not know us because it knew him not). The great truth that the world does not understand, 

nor accept the love doctrine of God is highlighted by the phrase dia touto “through this” 

or “by this.” The demonstrative pronoun outov (houtos) dem. pron. a.n.sg., “this” is a 

neuter singular pointing out the abstract concept, thus stressing the examination of the 

love of God for the children as a whole, as a concept. Can you figure it out from a human 

perspective? It makes no sense unless it is examined from a heavenly perspective. The 

plan of God is to send the Son into the world to die for the sins of the world. This concept 

is foolishness to the world, as Paul writes, “For the message of the cross is foolishness to 

those who are perishing, but to us who are being saved it is the power of God” (1 Cor. 

1:18; cf., 1:23; 2:14).        

The world, kosmov (kosmos) n.m.sg., with def. art.,”world” and here meaning 

the constitution, the order of life that is opposed to God and ruled by the Antichrist. This 

world does not  ginwskw (ginosko) Pres. Act. Ind. 3sg., “know” or “understand” us 

since we speak of the love of God and the concept of God’s love for His children and is 

not understood because (oti conj., ”because,” or “since”) the world does not know Him 

(the Father and hence Christ). To know the Father is synonymous with being a child of 

God. Knowledge is now in the aorist tense and used with the negative (ou  part., not) 

making  ginwskw a timeless statement of fact, meaning that the world simply does not 

understand the things of God. The world is fallen and follows the wind of the culture. 

Satan is the one who influences the world system, but God sent His Son into the world to 

clearly explain the Father to the world. The world does not accept Him, and His own 

people (the Jews) did not accept Him, so He died the perfect Lamb of God who took 

away the sin of the world, securing salvation and by His death, burial, and resurrection 

secured victory over Satan, but we exist today in spiritual warfare where the world 

system battles with God. The Spirit serves to restrain sin in the world through the word of 

God. But the fact remains: the world does not know God. The world does not accept the 

love of God or the things of God. Paul describes this problem: 

 

For Jews request a sign, and Greeks seek after wisdom; but we preach 

Christ crucified, to the Jews a stumbling block and to the Greeks 

foolishness, but to those who are called, both Jews and Greeks, Christ the 

power of God and the wisdom of God. (1 Cor. 2:22-24) 

                             

 

Because we are children of God (3:2): 
 

3:2.       (Beloved, now we are children of God).  The 

apostle John now addresses them in the vocative agaphtov (agapetos) adj.v.m.pl., 

“beloved” or “loved ones,” with the adverb nun (nun) “now,” or “at this time” expressing 

compassion and serves as a conclusive statement to the teknon (teknon) n.n.pl., 

“children” of God. He says we are (eimi) as a state of being children of God. It is because 

of our state of being, that is, being “in Christ” and indwelt by the Spirit of God that we 

are now spiritually lead by the Spirit of God, thus we are closely related to God. This 

might better be translated, “Beloved! We are right now children of God.”  
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We are not yet glorified (perfected) (3:2a) 
 

 (and it is not yet made manifest what we will be).  

This phrase by the apostle reflects his excitement and joy as he pictures their bodily 

transformation upon meeting the Lord in the air (1 Thes. 4:15-18). They will be 

transformed by either the rapture or the resurrection. John means to encourage them with 

this fact. He means to make them think about their current position “in Christ,” which 

should move one to action as His imminent return and our glorification serves as our 

blessed hope. John is an old man, his body is wearing out, what a great anticipation this is 

for someone whose body is failing or the one experiencing persecution. The conjunction 

kai (kai) conj., “and,” continues the previous thought that since they are children of God, 

that is, they are transformed by the renewing of their heart, mind, and soul (Rom. 12:2), 

yet they have not yet been transformed bodily (1 Cor. 15:52-52), at least, not yet (oupw 

adv., not yet).  

Their final translation and transformation has not yet occurred or as John says, is 

not yet visible as the aorist passive of  fanerow (phaneroo) Aor. Pas. Ind. 3sg., “to make 

manifest” or “visible” speaks of a prophesied event that has not yet occurred but will take 

place since it is a prophesy from God and the passive says that believers are passive 

participants in the transformation. This is what faith is, is it not? The substance of things 

hoped for, the evidence of things not seen (Heb. 11:1). We have not seen it yet, but it will 

be visible some day, Christ will be visible again someday and we will see His glory in 

our transformed, glorified bodies.  

What we will be, speaks of the thing that will be made visible. The relative 

pronoun tiv (tis) pron., n.n.sg., “what” is the subject with the future verb eimi (eimi) Fut. 

Mid. Dep. Ind. 1pl., “to be,” “exist,” expresses the future state of being that we will enjoy 

in a state transformed forever; and the deponent functions as an active so it is to be 

translated as an active, but the sense is most likely still there, that is, we will be 

transformed and we ourselves will appear.                        

    

We will be bodily transformed at His appearing (3:2b) 
 

  (but 

we have seen that when he appears we will be like him, because we see him even as he 

is).   The great mystery of the transformed body is hidden for a time. We cannot 

completely describe what the resurrected body will be like. We can only come to 

Scripture and describe what it says concerning the future body. The perfect tense of the 

verb  eidw (eido) Perf. Act. Ind. 1pl., “to see,” or “to know” means we have known about 

this resurrection body and the information is complete, in that Scripture makes it clear 

that we will be like Him (cf. John 20:20). The apostles all saw Jesus in His resurrected 

body and even touched it to make sure it was Him and not some ghost (cf. John 20:26-

27). Jesus’ resurrected body seemed like His pre-resurrection body in every way except 

that He seems to be able to pass through walls. The verb “to see” is used not because they 

have seen His body themselves, but because they have been given the full picture, the full 

story of what will happen (cf. John 6:40, 44; 1 Cor. 15). 
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We will see Him in His transformed body (3:2c) 
 

The facts of their knowledge is directed by the double conjunction with the conditional 

“but that if (de oti  ean), and in this case “but that when,” as the subjunctive fanerow 

(phaneroo) Aor. Pas. Subj. 3sg.,”to make manifest,” or “visible,” is a third class 

condition, so the better translation is “when he appears.“ This statement is a statement of 

fact that the Lord will appear again and that when He does appear, He will appear in the 

same body as when He left. Jesus’ body was not a spirit body, some kind of ghost, but it 

was a real bodily resurrection, where the body is transformed from an earthly body that is 

corruptible to a heavenly body that is incorruptible. Some of what that means is left 

unknown but, we will, in the future (eimi Fut. Mid. Dep. Ind. 1pl., “to be,” “exist”) be  

omoiov (homoios) adj.n.m.pl., “like,” or “similar,” (the adjective comes from the root 

“homos” meaning “the same.”) to His body. Our bodies will likewise be transformed to 

be like His. The adjective modifies the pronoun  autov (autos) pers. pron. 3d.m.sg., 

“him” in order to make it clear that our bodily pattern is after His body at the time He 

returns, that is, His resurrected body. We will be glorified and we will see His glory.  

The second oti conjunction is normally translated “for” here. We will, in the 

future, physically see (oraw Fut. Mid. Dep. Ind. 1pl., “to see with the eyes,”) him. And 

what we see will be kaywv (kathos) adv., “just as” He is. We will be transformed so we 

will understand what the transformed body will be. We might say, we will see it as it is.  

Notice, the three groups addressed before: the little children, the fathers, and the 

young men, are now all addressed as just children of God. The babes in Christ as well as 

the mature will all be raised up on the last day. One’s maturity is not a condition for the 

resurrection. All believers will be saved, and all believers will be resurrected, none will 

be left behind:  

 

This is the will of Him who sent Me, that of all that He has given Me I lose 

nothing, but raise it up on the last day. For this is the will of My Father, 

that everyone who beholds the Son and believes in Him will have eternal 

life, and I Myself will raise him up on the last day. (John 6:39-40)                                                          

 

 

The expectation of His appearing results in staying pure (3:3) 
 

 3:3.     

   (And everyone that has this hope in Him purifies himself even as he is 

clean). The hope that Christians have is to see Jesus in our glorified bodies. This hope has 

an expectation to have a life in Christ. That is what eternal life is. It is a life that is 

characterized by purity. A life that involves being in the presence of Christ. The 

masculine pav (pas) adj.n.m.sg., “every” is usually translated by the old versions as 

“every man,” and the meaning of the masculine adjective refers to everyone who has 

been saved. In fact, the present participle of ecw (echo) Pres. Act. Part. n.m.sg., with def. 

art., “to have,” or “hold” means as a group, “those who have the hope,” in Christ seeks to 

keep himself pure. This is the whole idea of a saint. A saint is someone that is set apart 

for the service of God and as such, seeks to separate him or her self from things not 

consistent with God.  
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Notice that “the hope” which is already made definite with the addition of the 

definite article, is further pointed out by the addition of the demonstrative pronoun “this 

hope.” The hope is uniquely identified as the believer’s hope. “This hope” further 

identifies the characteristic of “the hope” to include the visible appearance and presence 

with the Lord for ever in our glorified (whether resurrection or raptured, but both are 

transformed) bodies. What a statement this is! We have the elpiv (elpis) a.f.sg., with def. 

art., “the hope,” “the expectation for good or evil (but here positive and good)” and that 

hope rests in Him.  

The preposition epi (epi) prep., “upon,” or “on,” Him combines with the locative 

personal pronoun  autov (autos) pers. pron. 3d.m.sg.,  reflecting cause or reason, 

meaning “on the basis of Him,” to give the unique idea of reliance upon Him in this hope. 

For He alone will perform the action of the bodily transformation and appearance. The 

doctrine of hope has to do with the unseen and the future, based upon faith (1 Cor. 13:13; 

Heb. 11:1), trust (Ps. 33;20-21; Rom. 15:13), and expectation (Rom. 4:18-19; Tit. 1:2). 

Hope involves a future orientation, a desire, and a benefit.
87

 The ground upon which it is 

based is upon God (Ps. 42:5,11; 130:7), Christ (Rom. 15:12; 1 Cor. 15:19; Eph. 1:12; 

Phil. 2:19), and the word (Ps. 119:74; 130:5).  

And although hope involves a future event that finds its fulfillment in the 

millennium with everlasting righteousness and peace, it involves the transformation of 

the body in either the resurrection or the rapture, but it also possesses a present aspect as 

is found here and in Titus 3:11-15. This hope causes the believer to praise God in 

anticipation of His appearing to rescue us from His coming wrath upon the earth, but also 

the expectation of His imminent return causes one to live a pure life, thus stabilizing the 

believer. This worldview has been called the “two-world view” meaning, living for Jesus 

Christ in this sinful world because there is a clear focus on the righteous world to come.
88

    

 

Biblical Hope: Jesus Christ our hope - “an expectation for good.” 

Who/what is our Hope in: Verse: 

     In God Ps. 42:5, 11; Ps. 130:7; 1 Tim. 6:17; Ps. 52:9 

     In Jesus Christ Rom. 15:12;    1 Cor. 15:19; Eph. 1:12; Phil. 

2:19; 1 Tim. 1:1 

     In the Word Ps. 119:74; 130:5 

What the believer hopes for: 

     God’s righteousness Gal. 5:5 

     God’s glory Rom. 5:2; 2 Cor. 3:11-12 

     Salvation Rom. 8:24-25; 1 Thes. 5:8 

     Christ’s appearing Titus 2:13 

     Resurrection Act. 2:26; 23:6; 26:7; Rom. 8:20-21; 1 Pet. 1:3 

Benefits of hope: 

    Causes us to praise and rejoice Him Ps. 71:14; Rom. 5:2; 12:12 

    Inspires us to a life of purity 1 John 3:3 

    Inspires us to persevere 1 Thess. 1:3 

                                                 
87

 Louw & Nida, Greek-English Lexicon of the New Testament (New York:United Bible Societies, 1989), 

p. 296 
88

 Mal Couch & Paul Benware, Perhaps Today: Christ Could Come Again Today (Clifton:Scofield 

Ministries, 2011), p. 5  
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    Stabilizes us Heb. 6:18-19 

 

 

The controlling verb of this phrase is the present tense of agnizw (hagnizo) Pres. 

Act. Ind. 3sg., “to purify” and denotes ceremonial purification (he did not use katharizo 

“to cleanse” in a general sense), which is combined with the reflexive eautou (heautou) 

reflex. pron. 2a.m.sg., “himself,” and  hence, has a continuous aspect of purification.  

In the Old Testament the pilgrim that attends the feast in Jerusalem will spend the 

proper time purifying himself before entering the feast. This period of purification served 

to prepare the worshipper for his presence in Jerusalem among the crowd and priest. 

Everyone present should be purified or the whole crowd is unclean. Christ’s death, burial 

and resurrection served as the cleansing agent and believers are clean because of Him, 

but since we live in this unclean, sinful world, we continuously purify ourselves by 

performing His will through word and deed. Our deeds serve as free-will offerings 

reaching into heaven pleasing God. In the Old Testament ritual uncleanness meant being 

excluded from normal participation in religious acts. For example, a person could become 

unclean due to personal sin or from just being in the fallen world. For example, touching 

a corpse (Lev. 5:2) is not an active immoral or sinful act. Likewise, walking around today 

in the defiled world with both personal acts of sin and acts not sinful in themselves, but 

nevertheless, defiles a person just the same. For personal sins, God provides a way to get 

right with Him by coming before Him confessing our sin and turning from that sin to a 

way consistent with holy living.  Keeping one pure means the Christian actively performs 

the commands of God. Living in a sinful world requires one to abide in Christ, and 

abiding in Christ means obeying His word.      

The follower of Christ should keep himself pure because Christ is pure. This 

statement is an ethical statement, even though the statement “he purifies himself” is a 

statement of fact and not a command. What the statement of fact states is, “man must 

himself seek to do,” and it is this desire to live as Christ that involves the will of man. 

The purity statement is related to the holiness of Christ by the adverb kaywv (kathos) 

adv., “even as,” “just as” or when used with the demonstrative and state of being verb 

meaning, “seeing that,” or “agreeably to the fact that” he is holy. The far demonstrative 

pronoun  ekeinov (ekeinos) pron., n.m.sg., “that” modifies the adjective agnov (hagnos) 

adj.n.m.sg., “pure,” or “clean” and means that He possesses a far or distant purity, 

whereas our purity can never reach His purity. That is, we can never attain a sinless state 

here in our current estate. Those who profess perfectionism in this life refuse to accept 

what John is teaching here. The Greek is precise, mathematical in its usage and it is clear 

that Jesus’ purity is different from our purity, and in fact our purity is far from His purity. 

He is in a state of purity as eimi is used, whereas we are to continue cleaning ourselves. 

And how do we clean ourselves? John tells us next.                                 

 

 

 



 

 

Keeping oneself pure (3:4-9) 
 

1 John 3:4-9 
 

 

  
4
Everyone who does sin indeed the 

transgression is made and the sin is the 

transgression.  
5
And you have known 

that he was made manifest so that he 

took away our sins, and sin is not in 

Him. 
6
Everyone that abides in Him does 

not sin. Everyone who continues to sin 

has not seen Him neither has known 

Him. 
7
Little children, let no one deceive 

you, he who does the righteousness is 

righteous even as that one is righteous. 
8
He who does sin is of the Devil, 

because the Devil sins from [the] start. 

Into this the Son of God was made 

manifest in order that He might break 

the works of the Devil. 
9
Whosoever has 

been born of God, he does not continue 

in sin, because His seed remains in him, 

and is not able to sin because he is born 

of God.            

           

 5

  

  
8

 
9

            

 

 

 

 

 

 

Introduction 
Chapter three starts out like chapter two – with the subject of knowledge and deeds 

(compare 2:3-5 with 3:4-9) and an exhortation to live up to the calling, as it is written, 

“what manner of love the Father has bestowed on us, that we should be called children of 

God.” 

For John, true believers have known Him (perfect tense), but they also continue to 

know how to function in the Christian life relaying upon Him, being sensitive to the word 

of God through the Spirit’s work of conviction and teaching. This section has served to 

be one of the most controversial in history as some have used it to prove that once a 

person is saved they are perfect in some way in that they cannot sin.  

 Throughout Church history the subject of the Christian and sin has continued to 

find a small group that holds to some form of perfectionism. Though the majority within 

the Church has held the orthodox view that the Christian can and does sin – to say 
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otherwise, is blasphemy and makes man God! After all, John has already said in 1:8: “If 

we say that we have no sin, we deceive ourselves, and the truth is not in us.”  History 

reveals a great deal of  confusion concerning this matter and John points out that sinful 

man mixed with a Satanic lie moves the matter from the rational to the emotional. Part of 

the problem can be traced through history to the fact that the Scriptures have been, for the 

most part, translations into other languages, leaving the truth buried deep in an obsolete 

language that few bother to learn. It is the job of the expositor to dig out the details of the 

meaning of the passage and to explain the text just as the Jews had to do when they 

returned to the land after their exile in Babylon. They almost lost their language during 

their captivity, but the priests brought out the Scriptures, read them, and explained them 

to the people (Neh. 8:5-9).  

 And it is here that the apostle moves to the middle of his argument concerning the 

believer’s walk. In the opening verses, John gives us the theme concerning the believer 

and the problem addressed in the letter: 

 

This is the message which we have heard from Him and declare to you, 

that God is light and in Him is no darkness at all.  If we say that we have 

fellowship with Him, and walk in darkness, we lie and do not practice the 

truth. But if we walk in the light as He is in the light, we have fellowship 

with one another, and the blood of Jesus Christ His Son cleanses us from 

all sin. If we say that we have no sin, we deceive ourselves, and the truth is 

not in us. If we confess our sins, He is faithful and just to forgive us our 

sins and to cleanse us from all unrighteousness. If we say that we have not 

sinned, we make Him a liar, and His word is not in us. (1 John 1:5-10) 

    

This section requires the non-native Greek speaker to observe closely the verbs, 

as Drs. Dana and Mantey write, “No element of the Greek language is of more 

importance to the student of the New Testament than the matter of tense. A variation in 

meaning exhibited by the use of a particular tense will often dissolve what appears to be 

an embarrassing difficulty, or reveal a gleam of truth which will thrill the heart with 

delight and inspiration…The development of tense has reached its highest in Greek, and 

presents its greatest wealth of meaning. ‘Among all known ancient languages none 

distinguishes the manifold temporal (and modal) relations of the verb so accurately as the 

Greek.’”
89

                    

 

 

 

A believer’s sin is still sin – sin is lawlessness (3:4a)  

 

3:4.            

(Everyone who does sin indeed the transgression is made and the sin is the transgression). 

John has to define the relationship of sin to the law for this Church infected by Greek 

culture and philosophy. If Jesus died for all my sins, then why do I care whether or not I 

sin? Everyone who actively commits sin is also transgressing the law. Someone might 
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say, I thought the law was done away with (cf., Rom. 10:4), if so, how can John make 

this statement? Jesus came to fulfill the law (Matt. 5:17), to make the law complete. The 

Mosaic law is divided into three parts: the ceremonial, the judicial, and the moral. There 

have always been some universal laws placed upon man even as it existed before Moses. 

With the Old Covenant (Mosaic law) certain laws were made specific for the nation Israel 

to point out sin. Now we have the law of God that is to be placed in the heart of man by 

the New Covenant (cf., Jer. 31; Heb. 8). The New Covenant concerning the law of Christ, 

or the law of love, is what is in view (cf., John 13:34-35; Rom. 13:8-10; Gal. 5:13-14). 

And within the commands of God to love your God with all your heart and love your 

neighbor as yourself, all the commandments are summarized (Matt. 22:37-40; Rom. 13:8-

10; Gal. 5:14) and a transgression of this law is viewed as lawlessness. John means to 

develop the contrast between what Paul calls the law of sin and death and the law of the 

Spirit of life (Rom. 8:2) - this is the battle in the believer between the flesh and the new 

man.   

 In this case pav (pas) adj.a.m.sg., “all,” or “every man” includes everyone, not 

just everyone in a particular group, but everyone! Notice the accusative adjective is 

placed at the head. This might better be translated with the participle first, (poiew (poieo) 

Pres. Act. Part. n.m.sg., with def. art., “to make,” or “do”): “he that continues to do sin 

also does the transgression, everyone [there are no exceptions].” Dr. Lenski translates, 

“Everyone doing the sin is also doing the lawlessness.”  

In this phrase both sin and transgression are the subjects linked by a coordinating 

conjunction and the sense of both the participle and verb is durative. The word for sin is 

tightly connected with the adjective “everyone” but the emphasis is placed upon the 

individual performing the amartia (hamartia) a.f.sg., with def. art., “the sin,” as the 

participle takes the adjective – this person is known as a sinner. The definite articles 

serves to point out the sin in question – a real sin actually being committed. The 

conjunction is translated “indeed” (kai), since a link between the individual to the sin is 

indeed a definite transgression (thn anomian) which places unity and equality with the 

two words, sin and transgression, placing them in legal language - a crime. “The 

transgression” is the word anomia (anomia) a.f.sg., with def. art, “iniquity,” 

“unrighteousness,” “transgression,” lit., “without law.” Remember, God is a God of law, 

whether the law governs the natural laws of physics, chemistry, biology, mathematics, 

language, government, or His commands, a transgression of a law has its consequences. 

Transgressing God’s law is what the Bible is about and has its consequences too. In the 

Old Testament, transgressing the Law, that is, the law God gave to Moses for the nation 

Israel, resulted in a just restitution. Transgressing a law against others in the community 

required restituion, a reconciling between the two parties with some in the form of 

financial recompense. Transgressing a law against God, likewise, required restitution in 

the form of an animal sacrifice, or some other act, but it always required a sincere 

acknowledgement (confession) of the specific sin, calling it like it is, and resulting in 

repentance, that is to say, changing the mind about that sin.   

For the dispensation of the New Testament, the law still exists, but not as in the 

Old Testament. The NT law is summed up in the commands of Christ: love thy God with 

all thy heart and love thy neighbor as yourself (Matt. 22:37-40). This is the law that is 

governed by the New Covenant (Jer. 31:31). What happens when this law is 

transgressed?  The person actively doing (poiew (poieo) Pres. Act. Ind. 3sg.)  the sin, 
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amartia (hamartia) n.f.sg., with def. art., “sin,”) also is said to be transgressing the law 

(estin h anomia). What does this mean? Does it mean we should be a law keeper? 

Absolutely, the law of Christ is a requirement in the dispensation of the Church (1 Cor. 

9:21; Gal. 6:2). Does keeping the law save us? No! Keeping the law never saved anyone. 

The law is a way of life, so the law of Christ speaks of agape love, a giving love, as 

Galatians 6:1-2 expresses: 

 

Brethren, if a man is overtaken in any trespass, you who are spiritual 

restore such a one in a spirit of gentleness, considering yourself lest you 

also be tempted. Bear one another’s burdens, and so fulfill the law of 

Christ. (Gal. 6:1-2) 

                           

 The first century saint was being confused because of the error taught in the 

Church by the Gnostics who viewed sin in a perverted way and on the other extreme the 

Judizers who wanted to live under the law. One of the greatest truths of the Bible is the 

truth that the law is spiritual. This means that although the law has a judgment aspect it is 

intended to have a love aspect as well. The law involves a cold hard fact, but provision is 

made for those who are not able to perform in some way the letter of the law. This is 

what is called in theology the goodness of God. Mercy abounds in the law. This is what 

stumbled the Jewish leadership when Jesus performed His miracles on the Sabbath. Did 

Jesus break the law? I thought He held the law perfectly. He did uphold the law and 

obeyed the law, it is just that He understood the law completely, that is, He understood, 

the provisions relating to the grace of God. For example, when He healed the lame man at 

the pool or the blind man, the Jewish leadership accused Him of breaking the law because 

did not keep the Sabbath (John 5; 9). It is clear that Jesus broke their traditions not the 

law
90

.   

   

     

The sin issue defined (3:5-9): 
1.Christ came in the flesh to take away sin  - the legal act (3:5a) 
 

3:5.     (And you have known 

that he was made manifest so that he took away our sins). This is the second time John 

has stated that Jesus came in the flesh for the purpose of taking away our sins (2:2; 3:5; 

4:10). And how does He do that? By being faithful to the Old Testament prophecy of 

Isaiah 53 – to die on the cross, performing a vicarious sacrificial work. John continues the 

thought (kai conj., and, even, also, indeed) by saying that the sinner who is now saved 

has completely seen the picture. Remember, eidw (eido) Perf. Act. Ind. 2pl., means 

primarily ” to see,” and hence, is often translated “to know,” and in this case the Holy 

Spirit has performed the illumination and the individual has seen clearly the doctrine of 

Christ’s death as a substitute for the sinner. And they know this completely as the perfect 
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tense point out. Because Christ came in the flesh the picture has been made complete. His 

manifestation in the flesh made the legal act complete.   

The conjunction oti (hoti) conj.,  is common for introducing an objective clause 

after verbs of knowing, seeing, and saying, so is translated “that” and is combined with 

the far demonstrative  ekeinov (ekeinos) dem. pron. n.m.sg., “that,” which is usually 

translated just “that He was manifested.” The wonderful word fanerow (phaneroo) Aor. 

Pas. Ind. 3sg., “to make manifest,” “visible,” or “known,” conveys the manner in which 

God came in the flesh. We call this the incarnation, but the Greek is simply – the 

phaneroo, the manifestation of God as the aorist brings out the idea of appearing in 

history as a single event. This manifestation cannot be confused with anything other than 

His birth since the passive says He was a passive participant. He was created in the womb 

by the Holy Spirit, was brought about in a normal human birth and came into the world 

like a normal man, so as to represent mankind in His life and death. But because of His 

miraculous conception, that is, His conception by the Holy Spirit, He could be called 

perfect by God, since only God is perfect. What an incredible thing this God-Man is. He 

is truly the only begotten of God, the only One who ever was or ever will be like this.      

The purpose of this manifestation is given to us as the hina clause (ina conj., 

“that,” “in order that,” “so that”) points out that our sins are carried away by the passing 

of His visible appearance. One of the great truths of Scripture is found in this word airw 

(airo) Aor. Act. Subj. 3sg., “to raise up,” “to take upon one’s self,” or “to bear away what 

has been raised.” He took our sins (notice the plural amartia (hamartia) a.f.pl., with def. 

art., sin, to miss the mark), the definite article pointing out the definiteness of the sins that 

are ours. This is a purpose clause so the aorist subjunctive expresses the idea of the 

bearing of our sins is contingent upon certain existing and known conditions, and hence, 

the action is objectively possible, so the translation “he might take away our sins.” It is as 

though the Greek gives us the doctrine of “expiation” and the full meaning of the scape 

goat in this one word arh. Jesus Christ bore our sins on the cross and took them away; 

they are no longer visible to God since He carried them away. The possibility of 

forgiveness of sins is everywhere present in the doctrine of salvation. The objective fact 

of Jesus Christ’s appearing in the flesh, dying on the cross and being resurrected secured 

the “existing and known condition,” but the individual’s sinful condition is also included 

in the “existing and known condition.” John draws a distinction between propitiation 

(placating the wrath of God) and expiation (removal of sin, guilt, and wrath).     

Notice in the gospel of John, Jesus is the Lamb of God who takes away the “sin” 

[collective sin] of the world. But here he points out “sins” [pl.] in order to clarify the 

point of the individual’s many sins, making a theological distinction in Jesus’ death as 

covering both inherited sin (imputed sin), and the individual’s sin. One cannot blame 

Adam for his or her sin and one cannot say Jesus Christ paid the price for Adam’s sin but 

not my sin. Just as Adam’s sin is imputed or reckoned (Gr. λογιζομαι, cf. Rom. 4:11, 22,-

24; 5:3) to all mankind, so Christ’s righteousness is imputed to mankind. This speaks of 

the three great doctrines of imputation: Adam’s sin is imputed to mankind (Rom. 5:12-

21); Man’s sin is imputed to Christ (2 Cor. 5:19; 1 Pet. 2:24); and Christ’s righteousness 

is imputed to believers (2 Cor. 5:21; Isa. 53:6).              
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2.In Him is no sin - the righteous example (3:5b) 
 

  (and sin is not in him).  Finally, the apostle concludes 

this statement by adding the conjunction kai  “and,” (or maybe, indeed) a sin (amartia 

(hamartia) n.f.sg.) is not  en (en) prep., “in” Him. Notice, there is no definite article, so 

the meaning is “any sin,” or “not a single sin” is in Him. This speaks of the doctrine of 

the God-man nature of Jesus Christ. He was sinless in every way and satisfied the OT 

prophecy that he knew no sin on a human level (Isa. 53; 2 Cor. 5:21; Heb. 4:15; 7:26 1 

Pet. 2:22, ), and further speaks of the theological/legal connection of the one that is the 

substitute, being offered up to God as being spotless (1 Pet. 1:19). Just as verse three 

states “just as He is pure,” so the statement “in Him there is no sin.”  

The phrase places sin at the head in order to emphasize the sinless nature of 

Christ. His purity and sinless nature should move us to be like Him and put off sins. Dr. 

Lenski writes, “As Christ is pure, and sin is not in him, they must ever be purifying 

themselves, and when they find themselves sinning must flee to their Advocate with his 

expiation for such sins (2:1,2).”
91

     

John highlights the distinction between positional salvation and experiential 

salvation. Our position is “in Christ,” we stand legally acquitted before God because of 

what Christ did on the cross. Our sins are forgiven – past, present, and future sins are all 

covered by Christ on the cross. But our experience in this fallen world is another story. 

We are sinners who are implored to not sin.         

       

 

3.Abiding in Him moves one not to sin – you are known by your 
associates. (3:6a) 
     

 

3:6.   (Everyone that abides in Him does not sin).  

The teaching of abiding in Christ reaches its high point and value in this little phrase. A 

believer is not known as a sinner! If a person believes in Christ as savior, then he or she is 

saved and declared righteous by God. All their sin is covered by Christ’s death on the 

cross, not just some sin, but all, for He was sacrificed once for all (Heb. 10:10). This 

person is seen by God in the throne room as sinless because Christ removed that sin and 

His righteousness in imputed to the believer. But personal sin is still a problem in the 

believer’s life. The picture is drawn in Scripture that the Devil (the accuser, slanderer) is 

ever present accusing and exposing the believer’s sin in the throne room (Job 1:6-12; 1 

John 2:1-2), but our Advocate, Jesus Christ, continues in our defense, testifying, “I paid 

the price for that sin, too.”   

If a person is abiding in Christ, then he or she will put off the sin that has a hold 

on them.  Abiding in Christ and His word serves as a preventer of the Christian from 

falling into the temptations and deceptions of the Devil. The word “abiding” means an 

active relationship and fellowship with Jesus Christ. The opening adjective pav (pas) 

adj.n.m.sg., “every man,” or in general, “everyone,” identifies the subject of the literary 
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couplet of this verse: “anyone who abides in Him… anyone who continues to sin…” The 

first part of the couplet defines the state of the person, that is, “trusting in God,” and 

serves as a statement of fact for one who overcomes sin, and further the motivation to 

mature in Christ. Not like the Gnostic who believed that some of them achieved maturity 

and perfection in this life
92

. And in fact, said “they reached such an advanced stage in 

spiritual experience that they were ‘beyond good and evil’. They maintained that they had 

no sin, not in the sense that they had attained moral perfection but in the sense that what 

might be sin for people at a less mature stage of inner development was no longer sin for 

the completely ‘spiritual’ man.”
93

   

To say one is “in Him” means one is “in Christ” or has a particular belief that has 

its message based on the death, burial and resurrection of Christ. This person is a 

professing Christian, and in fact, this professing Christian is one who abides in Christ. 

The participle menw (meno) Pres. Act. Part. n.m.sg., with def. art., “to remain,” “abide,” 

or “dwell” is part verb, part noun, thus making this individual a person who is a person 

who currently stands before God relaying upon Him to cleanse them and has the sense: 

he who continues to abides or remain in Christ. The tenses of this verse scream out the 

distinction between two types of people. The true Christian practices what he preaches so 

the present tense is used, whereas, the false Christian’s actions have there foundation in 

not knowing, and in fact, the knowledge has never been there – it is the perfect tense. 

Where the true Christian acknowledges the saving work of Jesus on the cross, and hence, 

is seen as abiding in Christ, that is, not calling Him a liar and enjoying the freedom of not 

having his own sin condemn him, but rather, he continues to not continue in sin (ou part., 

not; amartanw (hamartano) Pres. Act. Ind. 3sg., “to sin”) because he still holds and 

acknowledges the truth of his sinfulness.                          

 Dr. F.F. Bruce says, “In saying that no one who ‘abides’ in him sins, John is not 

asserting that it is impossible for a believer to commit an occasional act of sin. He has 

already pointed to the provision made for such an emergency by means of confession 

(1.9) and Christ’s activity as His people’s Advocate (2.1f), and has warned his readers 

against unfounded claims to be sinless within or without (1.8, 10). What he does assert is 

that a sinful life does not mark a child of God, so that anyone who leads such a life is 

shown thereby not to be a child of God…Fellowship with the sinless One and indulgence 

in sin are a contradiction in terms.”
94

  

 

 

4.Continuing in sin is not compatible with following Him (3:6b) 
 

  (Everyone who continues to 

sin has not seen him neither has known him). Again the subject is found in everyone 

(pav adj.n.m.sg., “all,” “every”) that is in the Church and professes Christ. If this person 

continues in their sin, as the present tense of the participle amartanw (hamartano) Pres. 

Act. Part. n.m.sg., with def. art., “to sin,” communicates, this person is known as an 

active, open sinner. Did you catch the difference in the participles? The true Christian is 
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one who is an abider, whereas the false Christian is one who is a sinner! What a striking 

difference identified in the grammer of the two persons.  

 

 

Characteristic Present Participle 

True believer Continues to be an abider in Him 

False believer Continues to be a sinner 

 

 

 

 

The false Christian is called an unbeliever because he or she does not (ou part., not)  

oraw (horao) Perf. Act. Ind. 3sg., “see with the eyes,” or “see with the mind,” and 

means, he has never seen/known! The perfect tense is complete and you could say this 

person has never seen, or theologically, never been illuminated by the Holy Spirit. This 

person does not see, nor has he ever seen the big picture because he has never been born 

again – the eyes of his heart have never been opened. The personal pronoun autov 

(autos) pers. pron. 3a.m.sg., “him” points to either God the Father or God the Son. But 

because the Father has been revealed through the Son, they are in essence one. That is to 

say, the object of this sight and knowledge has to do with the Son. Have you seen Him? 

Do you have the whole picture of who He is and what He did in the flesh on the cross for 

mankind? If you can say yes, then you know Him, but the false brother in the Church 

neither (oude conj., “neither”) has seen Him, nor  ginwskw (ginosko) Perf. Act. Ind. 

3sg., “has  known” Him. The perfect stresses the point of the individual’s complete lack 

of acceptance of who Christ is and the fact of His death on the cross covered his or her 

sin.                                    

 

 

5.There is deception being taught concerning sin (3:7a) 
 

 

3:7.     (Little children, let no one deceive you). The 

warning is addressed to the teknion (teknion) voc.n.pl., “little children,” the weakest 

within the Christian community. They are the ones needing special instruction and 

protection due to the influence false teachers have upon them. They have not yet been 

through the tests and trials of the Christan walk, they are not yet battle hardened to the 

tricks of the Devil. John declares “let no one deceive you!” This is the third time he has 

talked about deception and the believer. Notice the progression of deception as it reaches 

its height of instruction here: 

 

 

 

Deception (planaw) and its relation to sin: Our relation to 

sin 

Present 1:8 If we say we have no sin we deceive Our sin and 
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Active 

Indictive 

ourselves self-deception 

Present 

Active 

Participle 

2:26 These things I have written 

to you concerning 

those that deceive 

you 

Outside sin and 

deception 

Present 

Active 

Imperative 

3:7 Little children let no one deceive 

you 

Exortation to 

not sin 

 

The adjective mhdeiv (medeis) adj.n.m.sg., “no one,” or “nothing,” is translated 

“no one” or “no man” since it is masculine and means a person and not an abstract thing. 

“No one” is the subject of the phrase whose purpose is to planaw (planao) Pres. Act. 

Impv. 3sg., “to cause to stray,” “lead astray,” or “deceive” those in the Church. The 

imperative is often translated “let no one deceive you!” What is it that you should look 

for in order not be deceived? John tells us next.    

 

 

6.Practicing righteousness is compatible with following Christ 
(3:7b) 
 

    (he who does the 

righteousness is righteous even as that one is righteous). Nicoll says, “The Apostle cuts 

away vain pretences by a sharp principle: a righteous character expresses itself in 

righteous conduct. Christ is the type. He was ‘the Son of God,’ and if we are ‘children of 

God,’ we must be like Him.”
95

  A righteous person performs righteous conduct. The 

person in the Church who does not live a righteous life is suspect. The Christian should 

exhibit a changed life not only by word but by deed. This is expressed in the Greek by the 

participle poiew (poieo) Pres. Act. Part. n.m.sg., with def. art.,” to make,” or “do,” and is 

translated, “he who does” in the sense of acting rightly according to a standard given. 

That standard given by God is called  dikaiosunh (dikaiosune) a.f.sg., with def. art., 

“righteousness,” and since this a thing of God “justice” also comes with this word. As 

you can see, there is a right thing to do and a wrong thing to do. Anything that is not 

according to His commands is deemed unrighteous, and anything according to His 

commands deemed righteous. The actions of the Christian are measured against what 

God has to say about the subject. Can a starving Christian steal? Modern American 

humanism says yes, but God says no. The answer to this question is not based on a 

relative standard. The answer is never, because God said so!  

The participle says this person is known as a doer of “the righteousness,” a 

specific righteousness as the definite article points out; a righteousness that is from God. 

A righteousness that is defined to be righteous as the adjective dikaiov (dikaios) 

adj.n.m.sg., “righteous,” or “just,” is used with the stative verb eimi and hence, one can 

translate, “the righteousness, a righteous one it is.” The adverb  kaywv (kathos) adv., 

“as,” “even as,” is a simile and defines the righteous act as patterned after His standard.  
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Notice the far demonstrative ekeinov (ekeinos) dem. pron. n.m.sg., “that,” is used 

to describe Christ’s righteousness. Is Christ’s righteousness far from our righteousness? 

Yes! But since His righteousness is imputed to us, we are to use His standard of life as a 

pattern.                                                           

 

  

7.Practicing sin is compatible with following the Devil (3:8a) 
 

3:8.    (He who does sin is of the Devil). 

Man is capable of performing acts of sin that is why in verse seven the far demonstrative 

is used to distinguishing our righteousness, even in a state of salvation, as different in 

quality than His righteousness, and hence, we do not measure up to Christ’s 

righteousness and cannot measure up in reality. Yet still, the believer can and is expected 

to be righteous, to perform righteous deeds in Christ’s name and to be holy - set apart to 

God.  

John, however, makes a point that the one who performs sin is of (ablative – 

source or origin) the Devil. The same construction as found in verse seven is repeated 

here, the present participle of “to do,” poiew (poieo) Pres. Act. Part. n.m.sg., with def. 

art., “to make,” or “do” is translated “the one who does” amartia (hamartia) a.f.sg., with 

def. art., “the sin” is of the Devil. This serves as a contrast between the person of verse 

seven who performs righteousness and the one who does not. One who does not do right 

sins, and the one who does sin is declared to be ek (ek) prep., “from,” or “originates 

from” tou diabolou “the Devil.” The word Devil comes from  diabolov (diabolos) 

adj.g.m.sg., “devil,” “false accuser,” “slanderer,” from the compound of dia (dia) 

“through,” or “by,” and ballw (ballo)” to throw,” “put,” or “thrust” as the Devil throws 

out slander. Slander is false accusation that is meant to cause harm and injury. This 

person is identified as being (eimi (eimi) Pres. Ind. 3sg., to be, exits) from, or in the group 

aligned with the Devil. The definite article points to a specific person. The same person 

identified before as the Antichrist (2:22). The adjectives describe the character of this 

person as well as the person. You might say he is the slanderous one, the slanderer.                              

 

 

8.Who is the Devil? (3:8b) 
 

  (because the Devil sins from [the] start). This 

phrase identifies the person’s character, that is, he has been in rebellion since the 

beginning. It is not clear when the Devil fell, we do know that he rebelled after the 

creation of the world but sometime before the incident of Genesis three.  The conjunction 

oti (hoti) conj., is translated “since,” or “because” and forms the reason or cause for sin, 

indeed the first cause in this case. Does this mean that all sin originates from the Devil, or 

just that all sin has its origin from that first sin which originated from the Devil? In this 

case the prepositional phrase is placed at the head of the phrase in order to emphasize 

something about the Devil. The Devil is right now in a state of being in sin and will 

continue to stay in that state until the consummation of all things by Christ.  

The Greek preposition apo (apo) prep., “from,” or “out of,” speaks of origin 

either, “of the place whence anything is or comes from,” or “of origin of a cause.” Since 
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the preposition modifies the noun arch (arche) g.f.sg., “beginning,” or “origin,” the idea 

is most likely that of origin of a cause, that is, he is the cause of sin entering the world. 

But, this is a present tense so the idea is the Devil continues in his sin (present of past 

action (perfective present
96

) – most translate, “he has been sinning from the start”).                      

 

 

9.God came in the flesh to destroy the works of the Devil (3:8b) 
 

 

  (into this the 

Son of God was made manifest in order that he might break the works of the Devil).  

What a marvelous summary statement this is! Into this state of affairs, that is, this sinful, 

fallen world, the Son of God came in the flesh to die on the cross which served to secure 

victory over the Devil. This means that one of the functions that Jesus died for was to 

secure an unchangeable victory over Satan, since His death cannot be undone! The 

payment has been made, propitiation has been satisfied, expiation performed, and victory 

secured.  

The proposition eiv (eis) prep., “into,” or “towards” describes the direction or 

rather the environment, since the demonstrative outov (houtos) dem. pron. a.n.sg., “this” 

is used; the two combining to point out the world and all that is in it in a negative sense. 

Into this sinful world, or into this state of affairs, the Son of God [Jesus Christ]  fanerow 

(phaneroo) Aor. Pas. Ind. 3sg., “was made manifest,” or “appeared.” This has a visible 

character as it is derived from the verb fainw (phaino) “to bring forth into the light” and 

for a purpose; the hina clause  ina (hina) conj., “in order that,” or “so that” He will break 

the works of the Devil. The subjunctive  luw (luo) Aor. Act. Subj. 3sg., “to loose,”  has 

the idea that by His incarnation, death, burial, and resurrection, that is, His perfect sinless 

life, perfect sacrifice, and resurrection are all summed up in “His manifestation” which 

secures a one time point in the past of undoing the works of the Devil. His manifestation 

was for the purpose of bringing about a possible loosening the bondage to sin for the 

individual. There is possibility for the individual to see the works of the Devil in his or 

her life completely removed. The picture is that of being chained to the Devil and sin, and 

the possibility that everyone can luw loose those chains, because Christ secured victory 

for the believer. The aorist subjunctive with the hina is a result clause where the intent of 

Christ was to break the chains of the Devil, that is, the subjective here speaks of the 

intention of the act to break the works of the devil not its possibility – He really did break 

the works of the Devil.  

By works (ergon (ergon) a.n.pl., with def. art., “the business,” “works,” “deeds”) 

is meant “the business,” of the diabolov (diabolos) adj.g.m.sg., with def. art., “devil” in 

all that is summed up in the Biblical use of the word “the world,” and all things alienated 

from God – all his plans of evil and control over the nations and people. He is seen as the 

ruler of this world (John 12:31) working in the sons of disobedience (Eph. 2:2) using 
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demons to carry out his deception (Dan. 10:31, 20). But here in relation to the believer 

and the Church, he tempts believers to commit evil and perverts the gospel. Here it may 

be he tempts believers with the pride of intellect, to cover up selfishness and a lack of 

love, for the big issue in this letter is fellowship.       

 

 

10.Being born again means abiding in Christ (3:9a)     
 

3:9.    (Whosoever has been born of 

God, he does not sin). The first phase is a statement of fact that finds its reason in the 

next phrase and is made even clearer and reaches a literary height by the final phrase. 

This is about the half way point of the letter and is by all intent and purpose the central 

point of the book. That is to say, this is a letter of exhortation addressing the daily walk of 

a believer and a person who is born again must not consider his or her sin as not a 

problem. This verse is the reason the early Church in general did not quote from this 

letter, because the Gnostics used this verse as a proof text to justify their sinlessness. The 

Gnostic believed that they could sin, but that some had reached such a height of maturity 

that they could say they were no longer sinners. The world always invades God’s camp of 

people. It did in the Old Testament with the various pagan cultures, it did in New 

Testament with the Greek philosophy and it does today with whatever worldly 

philosophy the people of a particular culture encounter. This is the story of man. This is 

one of the doctrines in anthropology – that man fails. What is man like? Jesus says – a 

sheep, ready to follow after whatever looks good, but regenerated man has a new 

capability to accept the things of God and a new capability to repent and trun away from 

whatever sin has hold of them and have victory over the sin. Does this mean that a man 

has victory over all the sin that he continues to do? No, God works in time and space to 

give the individual victory and freedom from individual sin on a case by case basis.  

Spiritual growth is the context, so they are all addressed as children of God. The 

infant to the father, the least mature to the most mature all have a problem with sin and it 

is God’s business to weed out the individual sin of the believer in time through trials, but 

one who continues to work out his or her individual sin, even openly, must be corrected 

by Scripture, and if that sin continues, or they deny it is a sin, then that person has not 

been born again. John makes this clear by his use of the universal pav (pas) adj.n.m.sg., 

“all,” or “every”  gennaw (gennao) Perf. Pas. Part. n.m.sg., with def. art., meaning “to 

beget, “be born,”  “all who have been begotten” of God (ek tou yeou) continue not 

doing sin. The word for begotten is a perfect passive participle, the perfect means that the 

act of begetting was completed in the past and continues in that state at the time of 

writing; the passive means it was by means of an external agent. So that this person is 

born again by God and as such, their character will change because they have the gift of 

the Holy Spirit that serves to convict and teach the individual, thus maturing them and 

their response will eventually be to turn away from that sin. How do you know one is 

born again? What is the test of a believer? John answered this question in John 3:18: “He 

who believes in Him is not condemned; but he who does not believe is condemned 

already, because he has not believed in the name of the only begotten Son of God.“  
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John uses the Jewish concept of begotten as a metaphor, that is, it is believed that 

a child inherits his or her father’s nature through the seed, so that those who are born 

again possess and reflect the character of their father.    

The one begotten has the proposition ek (ek) prep., “from,” or “out of”  yeov 

(theos) g.m.sg., with def. art., god, God; which is a genitive of source clarifying the 

passive who performs the action, or clarifying that God is the agent. And since the person 

is begotten of God, he is no longer a slave to sin and through the convicting work of the 

Holy Spirit, he does not continue doing a sin. The present active indicative of poiew 

(poieo) Pres. Act. Ind. 3sg., “to make,” or “to do” means that the person is not longer 

actively performing a sin that was an active part of his life, a continuous active sin! 

Notice, amartia (hamartia) a.f.sg., “sin,” is placed at the head of the phrase, placing 

importance upon a sin as the object. Notice also the absence of the definite article making 

this “the nature of sin,” or “does not go on doing sin.” This sin which is not definite, that 

is, it is just one of many, but was an open sin at one point in time, is no longer a master 

over him, controlling him, he now is set free from it. What a story we have, a testimony 

of someone who was a slave to sin, but is now set free!                                             

   

  (because his seed remains in him). This phrase has 

caused a great deal of discussion concerning what the seed is. Is the seed the Spirit of 

God, the word of God, or something else? The reason that the believer no longer 

continues in a particular sin is given by this purpose clause introduced by oti (hoti) conj., 

“because,” or “since.” The believer continues to possess His (God’s)  sperma (sperma) 

n.n.sg., “seed,” “from which a plant germinates,” “the semen virile,” the word comes to 

the English as sperm and is used metaphorically as “a few survivors remaining for the 

next generation,” or alternatively, “of the divine energy of the Holy Spirit operating 

within the soul of the believer.” The word picture goes with the “born of God” analogy 

but, here, it seems to imply spiritual growth. That is what this letter is about – growing in 

God. There has been a lot of talk concerning what the seed is here; the Word of God, The 

Holy Spirit, the light, the truth, the commandment, the offspring of the Spirit, Jesus as the 

Word, or God’s nature, but it seems better suited here simply as a figure for spiritual 

growth. The seed starts with personal regeneration with the believer being transformed 

and indwelt by the Holy Spirit. This person is born again and is a “babe in Christ.” The 

baby is expected to grow in maturity through the process of experiential salvation or 

sanctification, putting off one sin after another. Each time sin is overcome, the believer 

grows in faith and love.  

 The seed is a possession of autov (autos) pers. pron. 3g.m.sg., “Him,” and one 

grows not apart from the Word of God, but the Holy Spirit works with the Word of God. 

There is no secret knowledge, special super spiritual person, or special way to grow; no, 

everyone that is a child of God has the seed and that seed works in the same way – 

through His Spirit, the Word, and personal experience to bring about personal growth that 

brings glory to Him.  

That is why the child of God remains in Him, because His seed remains in him. 

The preposition en (en) prep., “in,” is properly locative meaning the seed’s location is 

placed in man. The seed remains menw (meno) Pres. Act. Ind. 3sg., “to remain,” “abide,” 

or “dwells” in the believer for all time. There is never a point in time when the believer 

does not possess God’s seed. Nicoll writes, “The germ of the divine life has been 
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implanted in our souls, and it grows – a gradual process and subject to occasional 

retardation, yet sure, attaining at length to full fruition. The believer’s lapses into sin are 

like the mischances of the weather which hinder the seed’s growth. The growth of a 

living seed may be checked temporally; if there be no growth, there is no life.”
97

  This is 

an aspect of the law of love. God chastens those He loves. There is growth in the true 

child of God.               

 

 

11. Being born again means putting off sin (3:9b)     
 

 (and he is not able to sin 

because he is born of God). The born again person has been given the Holy Spirit who 

works with the word of God to convict the believer to repentance. This is the mechanism 

that works in the believer to change his or her life to be conformed to the image of God, 

to put away the old ways and to live a life pleasing to God. This is a general principle, 

what can be called the law of abiding in Christ. Our fellowship with Christ produces a 

result that moves us closer to Him and away from the works of the Devil. Being set apart 

by God means we are separated from the sins of the world, but we live in this world so 

how is it that we are separated?  It is this seed that we possess that gives us a new ability, 

the Greek dunamai (dunamai) Pres. M/P Dep. Ind. 3sg., “to be able,” “to have power,” 

not to sin. Notice the ability is in the present tense as we “continue to be capable” of not 

sinning.” The present infinitive of  amartanw (hamartano) Pres. Act. Inf., is properly 

translated “continue in sin,” as the clause is a result of what follows. The Greek infinitive 

is here locative in scope
98

. John typically speaks in a Hebrew fashion, so it is here that he 

uses the classic verb + infinitive to function as an infinitive absolute, thus intensify or 

reiterating the verbal statement, “he shall surely not continue sinning.”       

The oti (hoti) conj., ”because,” or “since,” points to the reason as “from God” (ek 
tou yeou) this person “has been born.” The perfect passive of  gennaw (gennao) Perf. 

Pas. Ind. 3sg., “beget,” “be born,” is a completed act and the action was directed to him 

or her by an external agent. Because he is born of God implies that God has the power 

over the person’s life that He and He alone is able to bring about this change. And it is 

true that He works in His children as a potter working clay, freeing man from the slavery 

of sin, giving man a new capability to accept the things of God. The reason we as 

believers cannot continue in sin is that God hates sin and the Holy Spirit’s work in the 

believer is to conform us to the image of God, and to do that one must be kept pure by the 

renewing of the mind. The purpose of this work is to keep us in fellowship with Him and 

to hear us bring glory to Him, for He alone is Holy.                          
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 Nicoll., p. 185 
98

 The infinite is simply a substantive of the dative or locative case (to/in sin), but the NT use sometimes 

reflects a Hebrew sense as an “ing” word, that is, it might better read, “go on sinning,” (anathrous: what is 
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10 

By this is the children of God and the 

children of the Devil manifested: 

whosoever is not doing righteousness is 

not from God and whosoever is not 

loving his brother. 
11

For this is the 

message that you heard from [the] 

beginning, that we should love one 

another. 
12

Not as Cain, he was from the 

evil one, and he slaughtered his brother. 

And why [did]  he kill him? Because his 

works were evil but his brother’s 

righteous. 
13

Do not marvel my brothers 

if the world hates you. 
14

We have known 

that we have passed over from death to 

life, because we are loving the brethren. 

He who does not love the brother 

remains in death. 
15

Whosoever hates his 

brother is a murderer, and you have 

known that every murderer does not 

have eternal life abiding in him.                              

           

 
; 

 
 15

             

 

 

 

 

 

 

Introduction 
This section introduces the outworking of the spiritual condition. The contrast between 

the child of God and the child of the Devil is presented by the prominent words of love 

and abiding in eternal life which is contrasted with murder, hatred, and death. John links 

a murder to a spiritual condition using Cain’s murder of his brother as an illustration of 

how sin lies at the door, and its desire is for you” (Gen. 4:7). This is a lesson of hatred 

that is left unchecked for an extended period leads to misery. It builds up, overtaking the 

individual as it grows in intensity to the point where it must exhibit itself. It will be 

manifested – it produces rotten fruit, possibly leading to murder.  

Have you known or heard of someone that you thought would never be capable of 

murder? Everyone is shocked by the crime, but it involved an offence and hatred which 
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had built up inside of him for an extended period. This is why Paul advises, “do not let 

the sun go down on your anger, and do not give the Devil a place [foothold].” (Eph. 

4:26). Sin is like a crouching lion, it lies at the door waiting to pounce, and for those who 

have been transformed and possess the Holy Spirit and do right in the situation, they will 

overcome the test and sin will not overtake them. As God tells Cain, “if you do well, will 

you not be accepted?” (Gen. 4:7)    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Two types of children identified (3:10)?  
   

3:10.     (By this is 

the children of God and the children of the Devil manifested). This has been called “The 

evidence of Divine sonship, viz., human brotherhood.”
99

 One is known by what one says 

and does. One is either a follower of God and, hence, says and does the things of God, or 

he is a follower of the Devil. (see John 8:38)  

The prepositional phrase en toutw “by this”  (en  prep., “in, by, with”; outov 

(houtos) dem. pron. d.n.sg., “this”) identifies the method by which (instrumental case, 

meaning “by the means/instrument”) one can see and identify the source one follows. The 

adjective is placed at the head of the phrase and is the plural of fanerov (phaneros) 

adj.n.n.pl., “manifests,” “appears,” or “known,” and comes from the verb fainw (phaino) 

“to bring forth into the light,” or “to appear.” The adjective is distributed to the two 

distinct groups. That is to say, the importance of the phrase is found in how to indentify 

the source – by observing the difference between the two groups and by what a person 

says and does.  

The plural of fanerov points to the two groups as they are very different 

manifestations. One could translate “by this is, the manifested ones, the children of God 

and of the Devil.”   Two contrasting characteristics identify the person. The 

characteristics are visibly seen as one: (1) commits lawlessness; and (2) does not practice 

righteousness. In essence sin and unrighteousness are synonymous. Sin is to miss the 

mark, to do unrighteousness, whereas, righteousness is the character or quality of the 

revealed will of God of things that are just and true. “Perhaps we most often think of sin 

as wrongdoing or transgression of God’s law. Sin includes a failure to do what is right. 

But sin also offends people; it is violence and lovelessness toward other people, and 

ultimately, rebellion against God.”
100

   

Chapter three places lawlessness and sin into the category of lovelessness. That is 

to say, in the sense that sin is an active violation of the love commandment given by God 

to man. As a result, God places a legal aspect to one’s position: a child of God is declared 

                                                 
99
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righteous, the legal act of God declaring a person legally acquitted. This is a legal act 

giving a verdict of righteousness. The grounds for the verdict have always been the same 

– one is declared righteous by faith just as by faith Abraham was declared righteous by 

the grace of God (Gen. 15:6; Rom. 4:3). Abraham believed God and it was accredited to 

him as righteousness. In the dispensation of the Church, both Jew and Gentile trust in the 

shed blood of Jesus on the cross and on that ground is the child of God justified. This is 

the good news of Christ (1 Cor. 15:1-5), and being saved from the punishment to come 

means we have a new life, a new identity, and with our new identity, a new family and a 

new way of life.  

The verb eimi (eimi) is singular pointing to the method “by this is [known].”  The 

subjects are found in the common word teknon (teknon) n.n.pl., with def. art., 

“children,” “offspring,” The singular “is,” is almost universally translated as a plural 

“are” but the sense is better understood by the singular demonstrative that points to the 

method of identification. In other words, sin and unrighteousness are seen as one and it is 

through observation that the two groups are identified.  

This identification of a child of yeov (theos) g.m.sg., with def. art., “the God,” 

speaks of a genitive of source or origin and the metaphor teknon (teknon) n.n.pl., with 

def. art., is used to mean one is a possession, and hence, possesses an attribute of the 

progenitor, so it is that the two groups are distinguished – the son of God and the son of 

the diabolov (diabolos) adj.g.m.sg,. with def. art., Devil should be identifiable.                  

 

 

 

The negative: not from God (3:10b) 
 
 

   (whosoever is not doing righteousness is not from God and whosoever is not 

loving his brother). This statement answers the question, how does one know one is not 

from God? The answer is anyone not actively performing what is righteous is not from 

God, and moreover, loving one’s brother or sister in Christ is tightly related to what is 

righteous. Abiding in Christ and His word has an active influence on a person and the 

result of love and fellowship with both God and the brethren. This is the result of 2:29: 

“If you know that He is righteous, you know that everyone who practices righteousness is 

born of Him.”  

The subject is the adjective pav (pas) adj.n.m.sg., “everyone,” and most older 

translations use “whosoever.” The negative  mh (me) part., “not” modifies the participle 

poiew (poieo) Pres. Act. Part. n.m.sg., with def. art., “the one that is not doing” 

righteousness. This is a person who continues to act this way. The word dikaiosunh 

(dikaiosune) a.f.sg., righteousness, is used here in a broad sense meaning, “the state of 

one who is as he ought to be, namely, in a condition acceptable to God.” How does one 

become acceptable to God? By believing God sent His only begotten Son that whosoever 

believes in Him should not perish but have everlasting life.  The use of the two negatives 

is significant as they point out the negative condition where a child of God is not, that is, 

ouk estin ek tou yeou “he is not from God.” 

And further (kai) this person is not  o mh agapwn ton adelfon autou “one 

that currently loves his brother.” The participle with the definite article of agapaw  
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(Pres. Act. Part. n.m.sg., with def. art.,) speaks of “one that is currently not loving his 

brother.” That is, the present tenses speak of a person who is characterized right now as 

one that has no love for his brother. The metaphoric use of the object of the phrase, 

adelfov  (adelphos) a.m.sg., with def. art., “the brother” means those who are in the 

Church as the definite article points out their unique association. This person is in the 

Church, but is described as hating those in the Church. This person does not act the part 

but rather, stands out as one who hates his brothers and sisters in Christ. It is hard to love 

some people in the church sometimes, but we are to love our brother, even our enemies, 

this is the unique mark of the Christian.                           

       

 

Poiwn Present Active Participle – “a person known as one that continues to practice”  

Object Offspring of the Devil Offspring of God 

sin Commits sin (3:4) Abides in Him (3:6) 

righteousness Does not do righteousness (3:10) Practices righteousness (3:7) 

love Has goods but does not share 

(3:17) 

Lay down our lives for the 

brethren (3:16) 

 

 

 

 

The command from the beginning: Love one another (3:11) 
 

3:11.    (For 

this is the message that you heard from [the] beginning, that we should love one another).   

John reminds them of the command previously given. That command has now turned to 

motivation for loving the brother as the subjunctive “we might love” is used. This phrase 

is introduced with a hoti clause “for,” introducing an objective clause after verbs of 

knowing, saying and seeing. The fact concerns the message that has been consistent all 

along as the present tense is used and the demonstrative pronoun is feminine matching 

the word message - auth estin h aggelia. The message aggelia (aggelia) n.f.sg., with 

def. art., “the message,” “the announcement,” or “the proclamation,” was heard at some 

point in the past as the aorist of akouw (akouo) Aor. Act. Ind. 2pl., “to hear” is used. 

This message further points to the past and is consistent with the prepositional phrase ap 
archv  (arch (arche) g.f.sg., “beginning, origin”) “from the beginning.” There is 

nothing new presented here, the command to love was there from the start.    

The next clause is a purpose clause exhorting the reader to act - ina agapwmen 
allhlouv “that we should love one another.” The hina with the subjunctive of agapaw 

(agapao) Pres. Act. Subj. 1pl.,” we might love” communicates a strong exhortation. Since 

there is no first person imperative the first person plural is used with the subjunctive and 

the result is like an imperative and is usually translated “let us love one another.”    

Notice John includes himself in this exhortation and enhances the use of reciprocal 

allhlwn (a.m.pl.) “one another.”  John means to tell the believer in the Church that 

there are enemies of the Church active in the Church, but that we are to love them 

anyway – that is our defense against the Devil – God’s word plus agape love serves as an 

adequate defense. What is agape love? It is a giving love where God’s word of truth is 
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cherished and spoken in love, suffering long, is kind, does not envy, is not puffed up, but 

rejoices in the truth not sin (cf. 1 Cor. 13:4-7). It is the business of the believer to love the 

brethren in truth, remember, “hatred stirs up strife, but love covers all sins,” (Prov. 10:12) 

and, 

 

A soft answer turns away wrath, But a harsh word stirs up anger. The 

tongue of the wise uses knowledge rightly, But the mouth of fools pours 

forth foolishness. (Prov. 15:1-2)                             

 

 

 

 

An example of hatred that abides (3:12) 

 

3:12.     (Not as 

Cain, he was from the evil one, and he slaughtered his brother).  John provides an 

example by refering to Old Testament story of Cain and Abel of Genesis chapter four.  

The apostle moves from the description of the Devil in the garden to the first description 

of sin involving the offspring of Adam and Eve. The description here is a contrast of two 

types of worship. Cain does not bring an acceptable offering and becomes upset when 

God calls him on it. As a result he murders his brother. Cain’s actions are unrighteous 

and linked to the wicked one. The contrast is one of a progenitor or of a type. A type 

(Greek meaning, “patterned after a person or thing”) of the Devil verses a type of God. 

 The illustration is stunning in its depth. First, John gives an illustration of 

biological brothers; the idea of one brother murdering another of the same flesh and 

blood is shocking enough, but if that can happen between biological brothers, how much 

more easily would it be for a Christian brother? This emphasizes the deep spiritual hold 

that sin and the Devil can have on a person. The intense influence he can have upon a 

situation as he seeks to destroy Christian fellowship, especially, Churches. Saved people 

can often times exhibit the same characteristics as the unsaved.     

The message continues from the previous verse and answers the question, how do 

we love one another? The response is ou kaywv Kain “not like Cain!” The negative ou 

“not,” is used in direct questions expecting an affirmative answer, but in this case no 

question is directly asked, but the absolute negative is still used. The simile kaywv 

(kathos) adv., “even as,” describes the nature of the action that results from not truly 

loving another, that is, there does not seem to be a middle ground in God’s love; one 

either loves or hates the brethren. The reaction of Cain (Kain of Hebrew origin “to 

acquire [a spear]) is linked to the wicked one, the Devil, as the adjective ponhrov 

(poneros) adj.g.m.sg., with def. art., “the evil one,” or “the wicked one,” is the leader of 

the kingdom of evil (Eph. 2:2). In fact, the Greek moves the action of Cain from a past, 

completed act, to a past, progressive event by use of the imperfect of eimi. That is to say, 

a lack of godly love has always and will continue to result in a reaction like Cain’s, 

though maybe not to the extreme of physical harm that Cain did, but murder in the heart 

is still a sin and seen as evil. 

Notice what Paul says, “For the commandments, ‘You shall not commit adultery; 

you shall not murder; you shall not steal; you shall not bear false witness; you shall not 
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covet,’ and if there is any other commandment, are all summed up in this saying, namely, 

‘you shall love your neighbor as yourself.’ Love does no harm to a neighbor; therefore 

love is the fulfillment of the law.” (Rom. 13:9-10) 

The reaction of Cain is expressed in the aorist as a one time event in history by 

the word sfazw (sphazo) Aor. Act. Ind. 3sg., “to slay,” “slaughter,” or “butcher,”  and 

means, “to put to death by violence.” In fact, this is a simple complete statement of fact, 

“he slaughtered his brother.” The spiritual fruit of true worship results in a right attitude, 

but when the right attitude is not present, and the child of God is corrected, the result 

should be repentance on the part of the believer. This is the method of getting right with 

God and is seen as bringing an appropriate offering - confessing the wrong, and turning 

away from that sin, this is the acceptable offering for the Christian. The child of the Devil 

will not bring an appropriate offering, and when corrected, will produce evil fruit – 

unrighteousness, fornication, wickedness, covetousness, maliciousness, envy, murder, 

strife, deceit, evil-mindedness, etc (Rom. 1:29-30). The use of  sfazw highlights the sin 

due to the sacrificial contrast between the two offerings. The word has to do with the 

sacrificial “slitting of the throat” and is only used here and the book of Revelation (Rev. 

5:6, 9, 12’ 6:4, 9; 13:3).                                              

         

              

 ; 

(And why [did] he kill him? Because his works were evil but his brother’s 

righteous). The translators have to change the singular verb “was” to a plural “were” to 

make this read well in the English, but notice how the verb points to the collective 

“works” of the person. That is how we are known, not only by who it is we know and 

worship, that is, Jesus who came in the flesh, but we also acknowledge what He did in the 

flesh on our behalf and our knowledge and love for Him is reflected in our deeds. When 

we bring our free-will offering we should do so in a manner that is sincere and true. This 

results in true worship. This is why John points out the Old Testament story of Cain and 

Abel. The Old Testament stories serve as examples to us today for what not to do and 

what to do (1 Cor. 10:6-11). John brings up an example of worship that is pre-Mosaic 

law. The free-will offering before the law formalized it. What is the result of the fall in 

Genesis chapter three? The evil works of the Devil also moves in the heart of the world,  

the fruit of the wicked one is envy, strife, evil suspicions, lust, and hate (1 Tim. 6:4; Tit. 

3:3).  

John continues his argument, saying indeed “on account of which,” carin tinov, 
where the adverb carin (charin) “for the sake of,” “on account of,” and the pronoun tiv 

(tis) pron. g.n.sg., “that,” or “which,” is usually translated “for what reason,” or “why,” 

and gives us the reason, or rather the result clause – the result of being aligned with the 

Devil. The verb sfazw (sphazo) Aor. Act. Ind. 3sg., “to slay,” “kill,” or “butcher,” 

speaks of the single act of Cain that resulted from the fruit of Cain’s source, that is to say, 

wickedness produces wickedness. Wickedness cannot produce kindness and mercy unless 

the Holy Spirit transforms the person, breaking the bondage of sin and the Devil, 

reconciling one to the One who is good, full of mercy and righteous. Does this mean that 

an unsaved person cannot show mercy? Of course an unsaved person can show mercy. 

However, this reaction has to do with the True God and a true response to the True God. 

This serves to demonstrate a difference between the wicked one and the Righteousness 
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One. This section intends to help the true son of God recognize those in the Church that 

manifest love for the brethren, verses those in the Church that manifest hatred for the 

brother. This contrast is related by John to an actual murder that happened in history to a 

biological brother. This event moves to the metaphor, as the brethren are not brothers 

from the same father, but brothers and sisters in a common belief of who Christ is and 

what He did on the cross. Likewise, murder moves from the removal of physical life to 

hatred and the removal of genuine love and fellowship.  

This metaphor, however, has a common result as the hoti clause brings out that 

the ergon (ergon) n.n.pl., with def. art., “the works,” or “deeds” are ponhrov  (poneros) 

adj.n.n.pl., “evil.” Notice the plural subject and accompanying adjective “evil works” is 

placed with the singular verb eimi (eimi) Impf. Ind. 3sg., “it was,” expressing the 

collective nature and unity of the works of Cain with the wicked one. The plural works 

associated with this one act of murder gives us insight into what it was that was so wrong 

with Cain’s offering. Cain’s offering was not like his brother’s. The Greek screams out 

this fact in the grammar as the contrastive conjunction de (de) “but,” is used, contrasting 

Cain’s works with the works of his adelfov (adelphos) g.m.sg., with def. art., “brother.” 

Abel’s works were dikaiov (dikaios) adj.n.n.pl., “righteous,” or “just.” The adjective 

righteousness is placed all by itself at the end of the sentence. It is as if the author wants 

to highlight the contrast between the two type of works, there is a separation between that 

which is evil and that which is righteous, and the picture is made of a straight line where 

evil is at one end of the line and righteousness at the other; the difference is black and 

white, darkness verses light. This is the same thing Paul addresses in his letters to the 

Churches: 

 

Remind them to be subject to rulers, to authorities, to be obedient, to be 

ready for every good deed, to malign no one, to be peaceable, gentle, 

showing every consideration for all men.  For we also once were foolish 

ourselves, disobedient, deceived, enslaved to various lusts and pleasures, 

spending our life in malice and envy, hateful, hating one another.  But 

when the kindness of God our Savior and His love for mankind appeared,  

He saved us, not on the basis of deeds which we have done in 

righteousness, but according to His mercy, by the washing of regeneration 

and renewing by the Holy Spirit,  whom He poured out upon us richly 

through Jesus Christ our Savior,  so that being justified by His grace we 

would be made heirs according to the hope of eternal life.  This is a 

trustworthy statement; and concerning these things I want you to speak 

confidently, so that those who have believed God will be careful to engage 

in good deeds. These things are good and profitable for men.  But avoid 

foolish controversies and genealogies and strife and disputes about the 

Law, for they are unprofitable and worthless.  Reject a factious man after 

a first and second warning, knowing that such a man is perverted and is 

sinning, being self-condemned. (Tit. 3:1-11; cf. 1 Tim 6:1-5)                                  

 

 

 

Hate: The Contrast Between Life and Death (3:13)    
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3:13.     (Do not marvel my brothers if 

the world hates you). It should be no surprise to those that belong to God, that the world 

hates them, since the world is under the powerful spell of the Devil. So it is that John 

places the imperative at the head of the phrase instead of the vocative “brothers.” The 

negative mh (me) neg. part., “no” modifies the imperative yaumazw (thaumazo) Pres. 

Act. Impv. 2pl., “to wonder,” or “marvel,” making this a prohibition of a question they 

did not ask. John says when you experience hatred from the world not if. The strong 

pleading is found in the noun of address, the call of the vocative of  adelfoi (adelfov 

(adelphos) v.m.pl., “brothers”) that John aligns with them as he adds the genitive of egw 

(ego) pers. pron. 1g.sg., “my brothers.”  

The conditional particle ei (ei) ”if,” points out their wonderment, but as Dr. 

Robertson  adds the “present imperative here with mē means ‘cease wondering.”
101

   The 

stress is placed upon the present action with misew (miseo) Pres. Act. Ind. 3sg., “to hate,” 

“pursue with hatred,” as the world, the subject, is placed at the end, even before the 

object “you”. This is translated in its original placement something like this: “Do not 

marvel, my brothers, if it hates you - the world.”              

 

Life: We love the brethren (3:14) 
 

 3:14. 
   (We have known that we have passed over from death to life because 

we are loving the brethren). The argument goes something like this, since we are born 

again, we have a new life in Christ, and as such, we possess a new nature to love as 

Christ has loved. At least that is the ideal, but the born again person still has the old self 

that can live fleshly, the Devil can still get a foothold (1 Chron. 21:1; Matt. 16:23; Acts 

5:3; 2 Cor. 2:11; Eph. 6:11; 1 Thes. 3:5), but we have the ability to abide in Christ which 

serves to protect the believer from the Devil and not let him get a foothold. The fact is the 

believer can, and at times does exhibit the ungodly hatred of the old man but Paul says 

we should put it off.  

We have known is emphatic as the personal pronoun is placed with the verb hmeiv 
oidamen. The verb  eidw (eido) Perf. Act. Ind. 1pl., “to see,” or “to know,” has the  

meaning in the perfect tense that we have the complete picture in the past and that 

knowledge continues to be there today. John is seeking to emphasize the completeness of 

their knowledge – they are equipped with all they need, they have the Holy Spirit and the 

word of God to help them.  

The thing that is known is oti (hoti) conj., “that,” we have passed from death to 

life. The perfect is again used for metabainw (metabaino) Perf. Act. Ind. 1pl., “to pass 

over from one place to another,”  “to remove,” and means the action is complete, so that 

we have completely passed over from death to life. Nicol writes, “have migrated, the 

word is used of transition from one place to another (John 7:3, 8:1), of passing from one 

form of government to another (Plat. Rep. 550 D), of the transmismigration of souls (Luc. 

Gall. 4).”
102

  This transition is emphasized by the preposition ek (ek) prep., “from” which 
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highlights the point of separation (ablative of separation) from yanatov (thanatos) 

g.m.sg., with def. art., “death.” We have been separated from death and the group that is 

dead.  

Those addressed here by John are those in the Church, those who were dead, but 

have passed (the previous verb is perfect), eiv thn zwhn  “into the life.” This life is a 

particular life as the definite article is added to  zwh (zoe) a.f.sg., “life.”  This statement 

presents a proof text for the argument “once saved always saved” as the act of God in 

saving someone is a perfected act, a completed act. Do all those in the Church possess 

eternal life? Of course not, that is the point of John’s letter – that there are antichrists in 

the Church causing division, and there are those who are saved who ‘walk in darkness,” 

making the devil’s work easy. Both groups are influenced by the world, both groups 

influenced by the Word of God, but it is the Christian that possesses the Holy Spirit, and 

the world does not abide in the Word. The idea of the definite article for life is not 

insignificant as it indicates that this new life, as defined by Jesus, starts at the point of 

conversion - at the point of passing from death to a new life that is everlasting. This new 

life is one that is characterized by both knowledge and deed, it is defined by love.                           

The last phrase “because we are loving the brothers” forms the proof that one has 

life and is again given by a visible sign as an expression of one’s love for the brethren. 

The conjunction oti (hoti) is translated “because” and reflects the reason or outward 

response to our new life experience. We should be characterized by a genuine agapaw 

(agapao) Pres. Act. Ind. 1pl., “love,” and, in fact, the present tense means  we “continue 

loving” the adelfov (adelphos) a.m.pl., with def. art., “the brethren.” Love for the 

brethren is the evidence that we belong to God. Oh, how unloving some Christians can be 

at times, but it is their responsibility to abide in Christ so the Devil cannot get a foothold 

in the situation (Eph. 4:25-32).                             

 

 (He who does not love the brother remains in death). 

The argument continues by use of a present participle of agapaw (agapao) Pres. Act. 

Part. n.m.sg. with def. art., “the one that does not love,” or one could say, this person is 

known as someone who does not express love for the brethren, a habitual unlover. The 

singular of  adelfov (adelphos) a.m.sg., with def. art., “the brother” is now used to 

narrow the argument to an individual. The previous plurals expressed the general 

principle, now the focus is further narrowed, most likely, the meaning is to narrow the 

point down to one of self-examination. “If we…,” expresses self-examination to a general 

point; whereas, “The one that does not love..,” defines a specific characteristic or a 

definition of someone that remains dead. Do you have this characteristic? Are you known 

as a person that does not love a brother within the Church for some reason? Do you cause 

division and strife because of envy and hatred? 

Someone might ask when is hatred ever justified? Scripture explains very clearly 

that hatred is an acceptable response to sin (Heb. 1:9), but, notice here, continuous hatred, 

as the present tense highlights, is not characteristic of the true child of God. The 

following proverb sheds some light on this: 

 

An ungodly man digs up evil, And it is on his lips like a burning fire. A 

perverse man sows strife, And a whisperer separates the best of friends. A 
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violent man entices his neighbor, And leads him in a way that is not good. 

(Prov. 16:27-29) 

  

Notice the use of the present tense for the person not loving his brother – he 

continues to remain in death. The verb menw (meno) Pres. Act. Ind. 3sg., “to remain,” or 

when used of a state of being “to abide,” in  yanatov (thanatos) d.m.sg., with def. art., 

“the death,” a specific death. This is a person that remains in a state of spiritual death, not 

born again, and as such, does not, and cannot pass over to life and a state of spiritual 

living. What a statement this is! John means to have each member of the Church examine 

oneself and if found guilty of not loving a brother or sister, then it is urged they get right 

with God – confess the sin, repent, and live a spirit filled life. Of course one who is not a 

true child of God will never examine himself, because that is not in their character for the 

things of God are foolishness to them that are not born again.         

 

 

Death: Not loving the brethren (3:15) 
 

3:15.    (Whosoever hates his 

brother is a murderer). Verse fifteen narrows the focus of the hatred of verse thirteen   

“the world hates you” to the hatred of the individual towards another. The world hates 

you because it hates God and His Word.  The world is made up of individuals and some 

have moved into the Church. John associates the love of the brethren with God, and the 

hatred of his brother with the Devil, since the Devil is their father and indeed a murderer 

from the beginning (John 8:44). The contrast is brought out in chapter two, associating 

darkness with hatred, and light with love (1 John 2:9,11). The association is now given of 

eternal life with love, and death with hatred.  

The apostle starts the phrase with the normal universal “whosoever,” the singular 

adjective pav (pas) adj.n.m.sg., “every one” which translators of the past have translated 

“whosoever” when used with the participle, thus becoming a beloved standard for a 

universal statement. Whosoever misew (miseo) Pres. Act. Part. n.m.sg., with def. art., 

“hates,” “pursues with hatred,”  the brother of him is a manslayer! The present participle 

with the definite article defines the person as one who is characterized by hatred.  This 

hatred is directed toward the adelfov (adelphos) a.m.sg., with def. art., “the brother of 

him.” The metaphor used for brother is naturally meant to be those in the family of Christ 

- the Church brethren. And the use of the adjective anyrwpoktonov (anthropoktonos) 

adj.n.m.sg., “a manslayer,” “a murderer,” from the compound of anyrwpov (anthropos) 

man, and  ktene (ktene) to kill, links a real physical murder to a spiritual condition that 

leads to the murder as Cain is used as the prime example. Hatred that is left in the person 

for an extended period of time leads to no good. It builds up, overtaking the individual, 

growing in intensity to the point where it must exhibit itself in a visible manifestation – it 

produces bad fruit, even possibly leading one to physical murder.                       

 

  (and you 

have known that every murderer does not have eternal life abiding in him). It is at this 

point that the high point of the argument is reached. The conjunction kai (kai) conj., 

“and,” or “indeed,” serves as a conclusion marker, “and by the way, you know that…” 
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The perfect tense of eidw (eido) Perf. Act. Ind. 2pl., “to see,” or “know” serves to remind 

them of the knowledge that (oti conj., “that”) every murderer  (pav anyrwpoktonov), 

those who continuously hate, do not possess eternal life. The present tense of ecw (echo) 

Pres. Act. Ind. 3sg., “to have,” or “possess” speaks of their current state of a lack of 

eternal life (zwh (zoe) a.f.sg., “life;” aiwniov (aionios) adj.a.f.sg., eternal, everlasting).  

Notice, John adds the participle of menw (meno) Pres. Act. Part. a.f.sg., to “remaining,” 

or “abiding” to the end of the phrase. Lack of eternal life is an abiding presence in the 

hater. This language is a contrast between those who posses eternal life and those who do 

not possess eternal life. Lack of eternal life continues in the person and it continues to 

abide in the individual.  

The quality of eternal life in Christ that abides in man depends upon how a man 

abides in Christ. That is the way it works, one might say, that is the law of abiding. A 

born again person possess eternal life, but that person grows in time, maturing in Christ, 

and maturity depends upon one’s abiding in God’s word and yielding to His Spirit. The 

family of God is in all stages of development, whether a little child, young lad, or a 

mature father, we must love the brethren because we are the family of God, that is the 

characteristic of the Father and the Son.                              

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

God’s Love (3:16-24) 
 

1 John 3:16-24 
 

 

  
16 

By this we have known the love, that 

on behalf of us He placed His life and 

we, we ought to for the sake of the 

brethren, to place the lives.  
17

But 

whosoever has the life’s resources of the 

world and he sees his brother having a 

need and he shuts his intestines from 

him, in what way does the love of God 

dwell in him? 
18

My little children let us 

not love in word and not in speech but in 

deed and in truth.  
19

And in this we know 

that we are from the truth and we will 

assure our hearts in front of him.  
20

That 

if our heart condemns us that God is 

greater than our heart and He knows all 

things. 
21

Beloved, if our heart does not 

condemn us, we have confidence toward 

God.  
22

And whatever we might ask, we 

continue to receive from him, because 

we continue to keep His commandments 

and we continue to do pleasing things in 

His sight.  
23

And this is His 

commandment: that we should believe in 

the name of His Son Jesus Christ, and 

we should love one another just as he 

gave to us [the] command. 
24

And the one 

who keeps His commandments abides in 

Him and He in him and by this we 

continue to know that He remains in us 

by the Spirit which he gave us.                             
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; 
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.  
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Introduction 
This section completes the previous section contrasting of the spiritual condition and sin 

in the believer. The contrast between the deeds of the child of God and the child of the 

Devil moves now to our example – Jesus Christ and His life giving work: That we would 

want to be treated as Jesus treated others. This section tells us that Jesus is our example. 
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We must walk in word and deed as He commanded us, to love Him and others. One of 

the distinctions of the Christian faith is that God sent His Son to die for the sins of the 

world. Christ does not ask us to die for Him, instead He commands us not to be 

indifferent to a believer when a despite need is identified. We are commanded to give to a 

brother in need.  

When we truly believe in word and truth, we will live a Spirit filled life and our 

fellowship with God will be one of closeness. Our new life will be filled with confidence 

because our love is transformed from self-seeking love to a God giving love. As Dr. 

Wiersbe writes, “Christian love is both positive and negative. ‘Cease to do evil; learn to 

do well. (Isa. 1:16-17)…Christian love involves sacrifice and service. Christ did not 

simply talk about His love; He died to prove it (Rom. 5:6-10). Jesus was not killed as a 

martyr; He willingly laid down His life (John 10:11-18; 15:13). ‘Self-preservation’ is the 

first law of physical life, but ‘self-sacrifice’ is the first law of spiritual life.”
103

     

 

 
Evidence of God’s love – The type (3:16) 

 

3:16.   

  (By this we have known the love that on behalf of us He placed His life). In 

contrast to the works of the devil, John describes laying down one’s life for another. 

What a contrast! Agape love is not a demanding selfish love as Cain’s, but a giving love 

as Christ’s love demonstrated by Him giving His life.  The reason is given as John 

introduces this section by the prepositional phrase en toutw “by this,” identifying the 

method by which (instrumental case, meaning “by means/instrument”) one knows 

brotherly love. How we treat one another reflects our love for the brethren, and hence, 

reflects our level of knowledge concerning love. How do we know love? We know love 

by Christ’s example. 

Knowledge is in the perfect tense of ginwskw (ginosko) Perf. Act. Ind. 1pl., “to 

learn to know,” or “to understand,” and the object of this knowledge is love (agaph 

a.f.sg., with def. art., “love”). Notice it is not a generic love but a specific love as the 

definite article is used much like eternal life is usually used with the definite article.  It is 

Jesus’ death on the cross for the world that demonstrates love. Jesus is our example of 

love. As it is said “This is My commandment, that you love one another as I have loved 

you. Greater love has no one than this, than to lay down one’s life for his friends” (John 

15:12-13). The perfect tense means they received and understood this love of God 

concerning His death for them and they continue to know it.  

The conjunction oti is translated epexegetically “because,” pointing out the 

reason and the far demonstrative ekeinov (dem. pron. n.m.sg.) “that” is often translated 

as the personal pronoun “He,” but might better read “that one,” as the farness of the 

demonstrative refers to Jesus’ love is far from our love. Even though we might lay down 

our life for another, we will never be a substitute for the sin of the world. For He alone 

bore the sin for all mankind on the cross and this is something that only the Son of God, 

that is, God Himself can do.   
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The nature of the substitutionay death of Christ in our place is highlighted by the 

expression “on behalf of us.” The preposition uper (huper) “in behalf of,” or “for the 

sake of,” means “in place of.” Notice 1 Timothy 2:6 “Christ gave Himself as a ransom for 

(uper) all,” and Galatians 3:13 “Christ redeemed us from the curse of the Law, having 

become a curse for (uper) us.” 

The definite article is placed with the direct object making quch (psuche) a.f.sg., 

with def. art., “life” or “soul,” a particular life that has been substituted for us. And this 

substitution was a one time event as the aorist of tiyhmi (tithemi) Aor. Act. Ind. 3sg., “to 

set,” or “place” is used meaning, He died once for all (Heb. 10:10).                                    

 

  (and we, we ought to for the 

sake of the brethren, to place the lives). The second phrase starts out emphatically as the 

personal pronoun in the nominative case is used with the verb - hmeiv ofeilomen. The 

present tense of ofeilw (opheilo) Pres. Act. Ind. 1pl., “we owe,” or “we ought to,” 

expresses an indicative of obligation where the present tense means continuous action. 

The emphatic usage heightens the obligation and most translate “we ought to” in an 

ethical sense. The obligation rests upon us when danger requires it, to willingly step in 

and lay down our lives for our brethren.
104

    

The preposition uper (huper) is again “for the sake of” (i.e. substitution) the 

brethren (adelfov (adelphos) g.m.pl., with def. art., “a brother”). The controlling verb is 

the present infinitive of tiyhmi (tithemi) Pres. Act. Inf., “setting,” or “placing” the lives 

(quch (psuche) a.f.pl., with def. art.). The Greek word quch means “heart, soul, mind,” 

and denotes two aspects: (1)  “the breath of life” for the “the natural man;” and (2) “the 

seat of personality.”
105

  Christ came in the flesh, lived and died as a man, the perfect 

representative of mankind as He died a human death. So it is that a man that posses 

eternal life, zwh (zoe) can never have his zwh (zoe) life taken away, but his “breath of 

life” his quch, can be taken. Most translate as “we ought to lay down [our] lives for the 

brethren,” smoothing out and adding the pronoun [our] to make it readable in the English; 

But the Greek just uses the infinitive “laying down lives.” The infinitive, a verbal-noun, 

stresses the person we ought to be, whereas, with Christ, the verb stresses the fact of the 

act that was performed in the past.  The Greek is clear, this is not a command to lay down 

our lives, but we ought to be willing to do so. This concept revolutionizes the culture that 

teaches it, as we all hear about the husband that will “take the bullet” for his wife or 

children.   

This is true love, agape love, a giving love where the brethren lay down their 

lives for one another because they possess eternal-life and the Spirit of God. As Dr. 

Barnes puts it, “So we speak of the patriot who sacrifices his life for the good of his 

country; so we feel in the case of a shipwreck, that it may be the duty of a captain to 

sacrifice his life for the good of his passengers and crew; so in case of a pestilential 

disease, a physician should not regard his own life, if he may save others; and so we 

always hold the man up to honor who is willing to jeopardize his own life on noble 

principles of self-denial for the good of his fellow-men.”
106
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The outworking of love (3:17-19)  
 1. An example of no love (3:17)  - not giving to one in need  
 

3:17.      (But whosoever has the life’s resources of 

the world). The relative pronoun ov (hos) with the particle an and subjunctive forms the 

indefinite relative clause and is normally translated as “whosoever has.” That is to say, 

this argument is a generic argument whose subject is anyone and serves as a general 

principle. This principle is introduced by the contrastive conjunction de (de) “but,” 

serving to contrast the person of verse 16 who gives his life for the brethren with this 

person who has the possessions to give to a brother in need and looks the other way. This 

serves as a contrast of degrees. The verb ecw (echo) Pres. Act. Subj. 3sg., “to have,” or 

“hold” is a present subjunctive meaning if a person in general, right now, possesses the 

thing in need. The object that is possessed is the Greek biov  (bios) a.m.sg., with def. art., 

“that by which life is sustained,” “the resources, wealth or goods,” of the kosmov 

(kosmos) g.m.sg., with def. art., “the world.”  

This is a physical possession that is required to sustain life; a basic need such as 

food and clothing. The picture drawn here is of a person who has an immediate need to 

sustain his or her life and a believer who has the ability to provide and indeed possesses 

the necessary thing needed, and looks away. What a picture; on the one hand, Christ gave 

it all as He lay down His life as a propitiation for the world, giving eternal life to those 

that believe, and on the other hand a professing Christian who has plenty yet ignores a 

brother with a genuine life sustaining need.                             

 
  

; (and he sees his brother having a need and he shuts 

his intestines from him, in what way does the love of God dwell in him?) This clause 

completes the indefinite relative clause and is introduced by the conjunction kai (kai), 

and ends with a rhetorical question. The general principle continues with the subjunctive 

yewrew (theoreo) Pres. Act. Subj. 3sg., “to be a spectator”, “to look at,” or “behold:”  

he/she might see a fellow believer, an adelfov (adelphos) a.m.sg., with def. art., “the 

brother” in the metaphorical sense of a fellow believer in need
107

.  The personal pronoun 

autov (autos) pers. pron. 3g.m.sg., “him” highlights the personal attachment that the one 

possessing has with the one in need – this is his brother! The verb used does not mean a 

casual glance, but a contemplative look, to see fully the case at hand.  

Notice the object creia (chreia) a.f.sg., “necessity,” “a need” is placed before the 

participle ecw (echo) Pres. Act. Part. a.m.sg., “to have,” or “to hold,” which is  

complementary to the main verb and is translated “having.” The participle matches the 

noun in case, thus tightly linking the need with a real, current need that is in this case, 

outwardly visible. This believer sees his fellow believer in a real, visible need and he 

shuts down his gut. The use of the subjunctive continues throughout this illustration, but 
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now the tense moves to the aorist of kleiw (kleio) Aor. Act. Subj. 3sg., “to shut,” “to 

shut up,”  as Dr. Robertson says “graphic slamming the door of his compassion.”
108

  The 

metaphoric use means, “to shut out pity towards another,” as the action of the verb in the 

aorist speaks of a timeless event or a one time event in the past where the seat of 

affections are shut down.  

The word splagcnon (splagchnon) a.n.pl., with def. art., “bowels,” or 

“intestines,” (from splen (splen) spleen) is viewed metaphorically by the Hebrews as the 

seat of tender affections like kindness, compassion, and at times means heart. To the 

Greeks, however, the word metaphorically means the seat of passions: anger and love. 

The use of the genitive personal pronoun autov (pers. pron. 3g.m.sg., “him”) moves to 

the English resulting in the removal of the definite article and is translated just “and shuts 

up his intestines.” What a picture we have here. A Christian who professes the love of 

Christ and yet possess no pity and no sympathy is a Christian that should examine 

himself, call sin, sin, confess, and get right with God.  

John concludes his illustration by use of a rhetorical question how (pwv (pos) 

adv., “how,” “in what way”) does the agaph (agape) n.f.sg., with def. art., “the love” of   

yeov (theos) g.m.sg.,“God” remain in him? The main verb is now changed from the 

subjunctive to the indicative of the present verb menw (meno) Pres. Act. Ind. 3sg., “to 

remain,” or “abide;” how is the love of God remaining in him? The prepositional case 

moves from possession (genitive), to location (locative) in Him. A person possessed by 

the Spirit of God should be moved by the Spirit to action since it was by love that the 

child of God was born again, so it is agape love, a giving love, that characterizes the 

believer. The child should reflect the characteristics of the father (cf. James 2:14-17), and 

abiding in Christ means the child of God will reflect agape love.                                                  

 

 

2. An example of love (3:18-19)  - in deed and truth   
 

3:18.    .  (My 

little children let us not love in word and not in speech but in deed and in truth). As is 

appropriate to the occasion, John uses the case of address directed to the teknion 

(teknion) v.n.pl., the “little children,” and used as a term of kindly address by teachers to 

their disciples. This address serves to relate the proper behavior of the child of God for a 

Christian must act according to what he or she believes. The fundamental law of human 

nature is that one will ultimately act out what one believes. Notice, John adds the 

personal pronoun mou in the genitive, “my little children” indicating a personal 

relationship of a father or teacher to his children or pupil.  

This is a command as the first person subjunctive is used for agapaw (agapao) 

Pres. Act. Sub. 1pl., “to love” and is a hortatory subjunctive with the 1
st
 person plural.  

The command is: let us not (mh) love with
109

 word (logov (logos) instr. m.sg., “word,” 

or “saying”) and (actually “and not” mhde highlighting the negative aspect) tongue 
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(glwssa (glossa) instr.f.sg., “tongue,” or “language”) but in deed and truth. A 

distinction is made between a logov “a saying” and glwssa “what comes out of the 

mouth.” Dr. Lenski notes, “Anarthrous  = ‘something that we say’; articulated 

 = ‘the tongue’ which each person has for saying something.”
110

   A saying is a 

known statement of fact that is known and preached, whereas, what comes out of the 

heart moves to the tongue. John says, don’t just talk about it – do it! Notice what Jesus 

said: 

 

For a good tree does not bear bad fruit, nor does a bad tree bear good fruit. 

For every tree is known by its own fruit. For men do not gather figs from 

thorns, nor do they gather grapes from a bramble bush. A good man out of 

the good treasure of his heart brings forth good; and an evil man out of the 

evil treasure of his heart brings forth evil. For out of the abundance of the 

heart his mouth speaks. (Luke 6:43-45) 

 

The use of the conjunction alla (alla) “but,” highlights the transition to the 

central matter, so it can be translated as “yea” further  restricting the command to the 

gospel’s natural reaction – that is, the gospel naturally moves to action. The action 

spoken of is called ergon (ergon) instr.n.sg., “a work,” or “a deed” and speaks of “that 

which one is occupied with.” The Christian should be occupied with the things of God. 

Foremost with the works of the Christian is the preaching of the gospel of truth (Matt. 

28:18-20). Truth is the Greek alhyeia (aletheia) loc.f.sg., “truth” and is what Christ is 

said to be. True love is a caring, giving love that comes from God. For Christ alone is the 

way the truth and the life and our love should reflect His life giving love since no one 

comes to the Father except through Him – for He alone is the Door that knows His sheep 

and His sheep will produce fruit because of the indwelling presence who teaches, tests, 

and matures the believer (John 14-15).                    

 

 

3:19.     (And in this we know that 

we are from the truth).  The concept of truth is important to God and the source of truth is 

centered in God’s truth. The statement “all truth is God’s truth” has been grossly 

misapplied as only that truth that one finds in His word can be defined as truth. There are 

those that try to apply this statement to everything that is true, two plus two, for example, 

but the statement can only apply to spiritual truths found in the Bible. Man’s truth is 

fallible and changeable, but God’s word stands forever, for He alone is infallible and 

unchangeable. His word alone is true.  

The conjunction with the preposition and demonstrative serves to highlight what 

was said before. That is, kai en toutw points to an abstract concept as the neuter 

demonstrative pronoun outov (houtos) (dem. pron. n.n.sg., “this”) is used. This phrase 

places importance upon the neuter “work” of verse 18 which is the outworking of the 

truth. The “truth” in this context is the command to love, and specifically, the love for the 

brethren – all those in your Church, even those that are hard to love.   
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The saying “by this we know” is a common saying in this letter. Notice the usage 

of this saying throughout this letter: 

 

en toutw ginwskomen (By this we know:)  

Verse Verb + Object  

2:3 By this we know: We have known 

(perfect tense) Him. 

If we keep (τηρωμεν – might keep) 

His commandments 

2:5 By this we know: We are in Him. Whosoever keeps His word, in him 

truly the love of God is perfected 

(τετελειωται – has been completed)   

3:19 By this we know: We are of the truth, 

and will persuade our heart before Him. 

Let us not love in word or tongue, 

but in deed and truth. 

3:24 By this we know: He abides in us, by 

the Spirit whom He gave us. 

The one that keeps (τηρων 

participle) His commandments 

abides in Him and He in him. 

4:13 By this we know: We abide in Him 

and He in us, because He has given us 

His Spirit. 

If we love one another, God abides 

in us, and His love is perfected in us. 

5:2 By this we know: We love the children 

of God. 

When we love God and observe 

(τηρωμεν – might keep) His 

commandments. 

 

 

  There is a textural variant with the verb ginwskw. The Textus Receptus uses the 

Pres. Act. Ind. 1pl., “we continue to know” whereas NA27 uses Fut. Mid. Dep. Ind. 1pl., 

“we will know.” For this discussion, I will follow the TR. “We know” is the present tense 

of ginwskw (ginosko) Pres. Act. Ind. 1pl., “we continue to know” that our truth lines up 

with God’s truth because this truth has its source from God. The preposition is a genitive 

of source pointing out the outworking of our truth is rooted from “the” alhyeia 

(aletheia) g.f.sg., with def. art., “the truth.” The definite article points to a definite truth, 

specifically, God’s truth.                                 

  

  (and we will assure our hearts in front 

of Him). This phrase speaks of our face-to-face encounter before the Lord. The encounter 

is not the judgment of the unbeliever - the Great White Throne Judgment of Revelation 

20:11-15, but rather the Bema Seat (βημα- judgment seat) of Christ where Christ Himself 

judges the Christian’s works and those not performed in His name for His glory 

accordingly to the love principle will be burned up. This is a judgment concerning 

rewards not damnation (cf. Rom. 14:7-13; 2 Cor. 5:8-11).  

 

For none of us lives to himself, and no one dies to himself. For if we live, 

we live to the Lord; and if we die, we die to the Lord. Therefore, whether 

we live or die, we are the Lord’s. For to this end Christ died and rose and 

lived again, that He might be Lord of both the dead and the living. But 

why do you judge your brother? Or why do you show contempt for your 

brother? For we shall all stand before the judgment seat of Christ.  For it 
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is written: "As I live, says the LORD, Every knee shall bow to Me, And 

every tongue shall confess to God." So then each of us shall give account 

of himself to God. Therefore let us not judge one another anymore, but 

rather resolve this, not to put a stumbling block or a cause to fall in our 

brother’s way. (Rom. 14:7-13) 

 

For we must all appear before the judgment seat of Christ, that each one 

may receive what is due him for the things done while in the body, whether 

good or bad.(2 Cor. 5:10) 

 

The conjunction kai “and,” or “indeed” ties our hope and reliance upon His truth to our 

future confidence before the one who knows our heart. The future action is governed by 

the preposition emprosyen (emprosthen) prep., “in front of,” showing direction and 

location of action, and is used to bring out more clearly the idea of the genitive case of 

the preposition autov  “of him.”  We will stand before a holy and just God, and John 

aims to exhort us to righteous living in order to cut to our hearts the reality of our destiny 

– it is a heavenly destiny, but we have a new life here on earth, so our deeds here on earth 

must reflect the truth of God’s word. “And this is eternal life: that they might know You 

the only true God, and Jesus Christ, whom You have sent” (John 17:3). 

Look, as John moves ever so gracefully into the realm of the heart and the 

relationship of the heart to the indwelling Holy Spirit. The future verb peiyw (peitho) 

Fut. Act. Ind. 1pl., “to persuade,” “assure,” or “have confidence in” expresses our 

assurance or confidence in “the heart of us” (tav kardiav hmwn). This confidence is 

future pointing to the future judgment seat of Christ but might also speak of those times 

when we approach God in prayer. The definite article used with kardia (kardia) a.f.pl., 

with def. art., “the heart” makes the object specific in that the heart of man is evil, but 

when transformed, can make a person who knows the truth and abides in the truth, grow 

in the truth to the point that one is convinced all the way from the mind down to the heart 

– the seat of the spiritual life, or more specifically, the soul or mind, as it is the fountain 

and seat of the thoughts, passions, desires, appetites, affections, purposes, and endeavors.                     

 

 

Self-examination of God’s love (3:20-21) 
 

3:20.     (That if our heart condemns us). The 

construction oti ean has been translated as “whenever,”
111

 “for if,” and “that if,” because 

the thought continues from verse 19 and is an objective clause pointing out the result of 

the truth in our heart and the Spirit that convicts.
112

 As is the normal case with the particle 

ean, the following verb is a subjunctive, in this case, kataginwskw (kataginosko) Pres. 

Act. Subj. 3sg., “to find fault with,” “to blame,” “to accuse,” or “to condemn,” (from the 

compound of kata (kata) “down from, according to, against”, and ginwskw (ginosko) 

“to know, understand”). It is used in only three places in the NT (Gal. 2:11; 1 John 3:20, 

3:21). Vine’s says, “[Peter’s conduct in Gal. 2:11] being self-condemned as the result of 
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an exercised and enlightened conscience, and condemned in the sight of others; so of 

self-condemnation due to an exercise of heart.”
113

 This third class condition is the 

condition of certainty so the spiritual lesson is that God’s truth (His word) and His 

indwelling presence in the heart will point out error and convict us of that error moving 

us to change our ways; confess our sin, repent, and get right with God.    

Finally, notice the subject is placed at the end of the phrase and that John includes 

himself in the argument by using the possessive plural pronoun egw (ego) pers. pron. 

1g.pl., “of us.” The subject is the heart (kardia n.f.sg., with def. art.) and it is the heart 

that condemns. The fact of the legal case is known, specifically, that one is to love the 

brethren, and when that fact is known only in the mind and has not reached the heart, 

then God has some work to do in the believer’s life. The result in this situation is a 

transformed mind and a more mature believer because the Holy Spirit will convict the 

believer resulting in a sincere interest in the fellow brethren and the truth.                                    

 

 (that God is greater than 

our heart and He knows all things). The battle in the heart is continuous and it is between 

man, his fleshly desire, his will, and God and His will. Who do you think will win in the 

end? The apodosis (the main clause) starts with the oti (hoti) conjunction and is often not 

translated. The adjective meizwn (meizon) adj.n.m.sg., “greater,” modifies the subject 

yeov (theos) n.m.sg., with def. art., “God” and serves to identify the greater influence in 

the heart. The genitive of kardia (kardia) g.f.sg., with def. art., is translated “than the 

heart” instead of the usual “of/from” because the superlative is used. A measurement is 

made between the two, but it is as if only one subject - God is in view, that is to say, what 

chance does our heart have against God? In the battle of wills, who do you suppose will 

win? It is the indwelling Spirit that convicts of sin (John 16:7-11), teaches us about Christ 

(John 14:26; 15:26), but also enables us to find the truth (1 John 4:1-6).  

The verb properly serves to identify the subject, God, who knows all things. The 

knowledge of man and the knowledge of God are two very different things. For the 

Christian, knowledge is limited and mostly consumed with battling with the old self 

which is characterized as self-seeking and evil always. Man is self-sufficient, self-

confident, self-righteous, self-centered, and consumed with self-love. The condition 

results in self-righteousness, self-pity and self-reliance. A born again man is able to 

confess, repent, rely upon God and reckon self crucified with Christ. Man must yield to 

God and grow in knowledge from a babe in Christ to a mature believer transformed to the 

knowledge of God.   God’s knowledge is true, infinite and directed towards an end. God 

knows all things (ginwskw (ginosko) Pres. Act. Ind. 3sg., “to  know,” or “understand” it 

knows; pav (pas) adj.a.n.pl., “all things”) is a general statement of fact. The present is a 

gnomic present, that is, the present with the indefinite relative clause speak of a general 

concept that God knows all things without time limits, it is as true today as it was in the 

past and future. So that with the indwelling presence of the Holy Spirit and the 

application of the word of God, one’s heart knows all things that a person needs to know 

in order to function as a Christian. This is the law of abiding in Christ in application.                 
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3:21.   

   (Beloved, if our heart does not condemns us, we have confidence toward God).  

John seeks to encourage them and point out their common relationship as he exhorts them 

using the adjective agaphtov (agapetos) adj.v.m.pl., “beloved ones,” in the vocative - 

the case of address. Is this not something? Speaking on the topic of love one for another, 

John uses the same word as a noun, a verb, a participle, and now the adjective to address 

them. The question is meant to cause them to think as he introduces the question with the 

conditional particle  ean “if,” the heart does not condemns us, then we have confidence 

toward God. The subject is again the heart (kardia (kardia) n.f.sg., with def. art., heart) 

that is in us (hmwn) and the verb is again the subjunctive of kataginwskw 

(kataginosko) Pres. Act. Subj. 3sg., “to condemn,” but is now modified with the negative 

particle mh (me).  

This is the classic third class condition where the “if” part (the protasis) and the 

“then” part (the apodosis) is clearly translated, so the AV translates “if our heart condemn 

us not, then we have confidence toward God.” The object of the phrase is parrhsia 

(parrhesia) a.f.sg., “freedom in speaking,” or “boldness,” from the compound of pav 

(pas) “all,” or “every” and rew (rheo) “to pour forth,” or “utter” and has the idea of 

confidence or assurance that we have (ecw (echo) Pres. Act. Ind. 1pl., to have, hold) as 

we approach God. While there is a future expectation of our encounter with God face-to-

face, there is also a present possession of confidence as we approach Him when our 

hearts are not condemned due to our treatment of the brethren. What a statement this is! 

When we approach God in prayer, we come prov (pros) prep., “near,” or “towards,” God 

possessing confidence!   

The Christian has the capability as a born again person to abide in Christ and in so 

doing, his or her behavior will reflect the love of God in deed and truth resulting in doing 

the right thing and thus having confidence in that relationship with God. The two 

statements of fact of 3:20 and 3:21 express this.                                      

            

 State of condemnation Result 

3:20 If our heart condemns us, God is greater than our heart, and knows all 

things. 

3:21 If our heart does not condemn us, We have confidence toward God. 

 

The human heart is described as: proud (Pr. 18:12), foolish (Pr. 12:23), deceitful (Jer. 

17:9), rebellious (Jer. 5:23), perverse (Pr. 11:20), evil (Gen. 6:5), wicked (Pr. 6:18), 

callous (Ps. 119:70), malicious (Ps. 28:3), hardened (Eph. 4:18), darkened (Rom. 1:21), 

deluded (Isa. 44:20), unrepentant (Rom. 2:5), unbelieving (Heb. 3:12), gone astray (Ps. 

95:10), devoted to idols (Ezek. 11:21), filled with schemes to do wrong (Ecc. 8:11), and 

far from God (Isa. 29:13; Mark 7:6).  

 But it is God who knows the heart (1 Sam. 16:7), searches it (Ps. 7:9), tests it (1 

Chr. 29:17; 1 Tim. 2:4), and He is the One that opens it (Act. 16:14), circumcises it (Dt. 

10:16; Rom. 2:29), makes light shine on it (2 Cor. 4:6), cleansing it (Heb. 10:22), making 

it new (Ps. 51:10; Ezek. 11:19), directing and influencing it (Pr. 21:1; Ezr. 7:27), 

resulting in a regenerated heart that cries out for the living God (Ps. 84:2), responding to 

Him (2 Kings 22:19), seeking after Him (Ps. 119:2,10), trusting in Him (Pr. 3:5), loving 

Him (Deut. 6:5), praising (Ps. 91:1), rejoicing in (1 Sam. 2:1), and singing to Him (Ps. 
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30:12). The desire of the heart is then to have a new relationship with God and the heart 

now desires to obey God’s law (Ps. 119:34, 69, 112; Eph. 6:6), meditates on His word 

(Ps. 19:14), speaks the truth (Ps. 15:2) with a sincere heart (Act. 2:46; Heb. 10:22) and 

truly loves others (1 Pet. 1:22)
114

.       

 

Outworkings of God’s love (3:22-24):  
A. Keeping His commandments (3:22) 
 

3:22.  (And 

whatever we might ask, we continue to receive from him, because we continue to keep 

his commandments).  “And” completes the thought for this argument. The outworkings 

of God’s love is what is in view here, but since this is a handbook for Christian living, the 

logical order of this three part argument lists keeping His commandments first. 

Confidence before God is reinforced by the fact that abiding in Him brings a continuous 

fellowship with Him where we come before Him in thanksgiving, prayer, and 

supplication all the day long (cf. Eph. 6:18). This idea is highlighted by the conjunction 

and the third time the subjunctive, and the third class condition is used.  

Notice the relative pronoun is the neuter singular of ov (hos) a.n.sg., “whatever” 

emphasizing the abstract nature of what might be asked of. The particle  ean (ean) cond., 

“if,”  with the subjunctive of aitew (aiteo) Pres. Act. Subj. 1pl., “to ask,” “beg,” or “call 

for,”  means the outcome is certain, again reinforcing the confidence that we possess in 

our hearts. That is to say, it is our relationship and the indwelling presence of the Holy 

Spirit that moves us in our walk with God reflecting the abiding loving relationship, so 

that our relationship with fellow members of the Church is a reflection of our relationship 

with God. Confidence that we have done right in knowing that God will forgive us our 

sin and provide those things that we currently posses that are in need by the brother (v. 

17). Those things that we have we receive ( lambanw (lambano) Pres. Act. Ind. 1pl., to 

take, receive) from Him  (  The preposition para is the ablative of source 

meaning everything we receive has its source “from” God. It should be noted that those 

physical things, the necessary possessions of everyday life, is but one aspect of a 

Christian’s possessions, the other is the possession of the Holy Spirit and hence God’s 

word that we in turn give out freely for we are children of God in word and deed, deed 

and truth.  

The conjunctive oti (hoti) “because,” provides the reason that receiving what we 

ask is linked to the commandments of God. The commands entolh (entole) a.f.pl., with 

def. art., “an order,” “a command,” with the definite article means specific 

commandments, the plural reflecting the royal commandment – “to love the Lord your 

God with all your heart and to love your neighbor as yourself”(1 John 3:11).    Most 

translate “His commandments” as they are possessed of Him (autov (autos) pers. pron. 

3g.m.sg., him) and as such we are to attend to them carefully as the Greek of threw 

(tereo) Pres. Act. Ind. 1pl., “to attend to carefully,” “take care of,” or “keep,” conveys the 

continuous aspect of fellowship with Him and each other.                                       
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  (and we continue to do pleasing things in His 

sight) .  The result of keeping God’s commandments is that we please Him just as a child 

pleases his or her parents by obedience. There is nothing more pleasing or agreeable for a 

parent than to have a child that is joyfully going about doing the things that he is told to 

do.  

Notice the object is placed at the head of the phrase and is the adjective arestov 

(arestos) adj.a.n.pl., with def. art., “pleasing,” or “agreeable.” The direction of this 

pleasure is defined in location by the compound  enwpion (enopion) adv., “in the 

presence of,” or “before,” (from the compound of en (en) in, and optanomai 
(optanomai) to look at, behold). It is as though our Lord is right there before us. In fact, 

He is closer than that, He indwells us and sees our heart. When we are abiding in Him 

and Him in us, we yield to Him, we desire to please Him which leads us to poioumen 

(poiew (poieo) Pres. Act. Ind. 1pl., to make, do) - to perform a pleasing act.                          

 

 

Outworkings of God’s love (3:22-24):  
B. The chief commandment (3:23) 
 

 

3:23.   (And this is His commandment). It is at this 

point that the chief commandment is pointed out. The importance of which is highlighted 

by the use of the conjunction and the demonstrative pronoun  kai auth “and this” 

(outov (houtos) dem. pron. n.f.sg., this) is the  entolh (entole) n.f.sg., with def. art., “the 

command,” or “commandment” of Him.                            

 

    (that we should believe in 

the name of His Son Jesus Christ). John has been speaking about the royal law – thou 

shalt love your God with all your heart and love your neighbor as yourself; but now he 

turns around and tells us that God exhorts us to believe in His name. The conjunction 

used is  ina (hina) “that,” introducing the defining clause in apposition
115

.  That is to say, 

this clause spells out what the command of God is. The subjunctive pisteuw (pisteuo) 

Aor. Act. Subj. 1pl., “to think to be true,” “to believe,” “to be persuaded of a thing” is 

used as a hortatory subjunctive. Since there is no first person imperative the first person 

plural is used with the subjunctive and the result is like an imperative and is usually 

translated “we should believe” a statement of ethical behavior.   

To believe in the onoma (onoma) d.n.sg., with def. art., “the name” of the His Son 

(tou uiou autou) means we are to believe that Jesus Christ is three things: (1) He is the 

Son, not in the sense that he was born, but in the sense that the Greek uses the word as 

having the same characteristics of the One He came from – the Father; (2) He is Ihsouv 

(Iesous) g.m.sg., “Jesus,” from the Hebrew ewvwhy (Yehoshua’) Joshua “Jehovah is 

salvation,” that is to say, Jesus is the Savior; and (3) He is the Cristov (Christos) 

adj.g.m.sg., Christ  (from criw (chrio) “to anoint”) and comes from the Hebrew Messiah, 
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the anointed of Israel, the One appointed to come in judgment and bring in the earthly 

Messianic kingdom (cf. Isa. 44, 61, 66). The idea here does not concern salvation, for 

your faith is a gift from God (Eph. 2:8-9) and your belief is a work of God (John 6:29). 

This command to believe in the name of the Son has to do with you daily walk in Christ.                                   

 

   (and we should love one another 

just as he gave to us [the] command). The statement exhorting ethical behavior that we 

should believe in the Son’s name is extended to this phrase concerning our love one for 

another. The conjunction kai (kai) tightly links the two behaviors. To believe ought to 

result in love. The subjunctive agapaw (agapao) Pres. Act. Subj. 1pl., “to love,” as 

before is a hortatory subjunctive emphasizing an exhortation to love one another. The 

Greek allhlwn (allelon) a.m.pl., “one another,” “reciprocally,” or “mutually,” is from 

the compound of allov (allos) another (of the same kind), and kaywv (kathos) adv., 

“accordingly,” or “just as.” There must be a genuine mutual love between the brethren.  

How we treat each other is of upmost importance and John says he received this 

command (entolh  a.f.sg., command, charge, commandment) and so he in turn gave    

(didwmi (didomai) Aor. Act. Ind. 3sg.)  to us (hmin pers. pron. 1d.pl.). The aorist speaks 

of a one time event in the past. This is not a new commandment, but the aorist speaks of a 

past event that they received this message at some point in the past. This is the message 

we are to pass down from generation to generation – that God so loved the world that He 

gave His only begotten Son, that whosoever believes in Him should not perish but have 

eternal life. Moreover, that by this same kind of love we should love one another and 

have confidence in our walk before Him.                              

 

 

Outworkings of God’s love (3:22-24):  
C. Abiding and security (3:24) 
 

 3:24.   (And the 

one who keeps his commandments abides in Him and He in him). The third point of the 

outworking of God’s love has to do with the daily walk of the believer and what is called 

in theology the security of the believer. The conjunction kai might better be translated by 

the emphatic “now,” or “indeed,” as some translate while other translations do not 

translate the conjunction at all. The idea of this conjunction is to tightly connect the love 

of God with abiding in Him. This connection is so tied to the child of God that the 

present participle of threw (tereo) Pres. Act. Part.n.m.sg., with def. art., “to attend to 

carefully,” or “keep,” associates the child with His commandments as the participle 

speaks of one’s continuous state of keeping His commandments, a person known as a 

keeper, as it is translated “the one that continues to attend to carefully.”  

Notice  entolav is plural and definite  (a.f.sg., with def. art., “an order, 

command, charge, commandment”), and that the personal pronoun (autov (autos) pers. 

pron.3g.m.sg., him)  identifies whose commands they originate from.  The controlling 

verb is placed at the end and contains the subject so as to emphasize the object “His” 

commandments.” The present verb of menw (meno) Pres. Act. Ind. 3sg., “he continues to 

remain,” or “he abides” speaks of the mutual closeness and relationship of Christ to the 

believer as the preposition en (ev) “in,” defines the position we have in Him.     
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The distinction between the singular and plural of entolh “command” might be 

drawn from this little letter as follows:  

(1) The singular points to a truth that has always been declared by God and that is to love 

your God with all your heart (Deu. 6:4-5) which is now focused in this dispensation by 

the Gospel of Christ and belief in His Son, Jesus Christ who saves us and which 

demonstrates His love for us as He came in the flesh to die for us;  

(2) The singular also points to the character of the love of God as it speaks not only of 

His death, burial, and resurrection on our behalf, but that love for His creation and in 

particular for mankind must be extended to all mankind and the treatment of all men 

because He created man in His image;  

(3) For the plural, there is a progression as first the conditionals are used to identify “if 

we keep His commands” there is certainty in the outcome, namely, “that we know Him” 

(2:3);  

(4) The plural speaks of  the type of person we are as a new creation in Christ, the 

participle means “we continue to abide in Him and He is us” (3:24);  

(5) The plural also speaks of the test by which one knows the love of God by how one 

loves God and keeps His commandments (5:2);  

(6) And finally, the statement of fact of 1 John 5:3: “For this is the love of God, that we 

keep His commandments. And His commandments are not burdensome.”      

 

 

The εντολην “commandment” (sg)     

2:7 The old commandment is the word which you heard 

from the start. 

Definition 

2:8 A new commandment is true (i.e. loving one another) Statement of fact 

3:23 This is the new commandment: that we should 

believe in the name of His Son Jesus Christ and love 

one another. 

Definition 

4:21 This commandment we have from Him: that he who 

loves God must love his brother also. 

Statement of source 

 

 

 

Progression of entolav “commands” (pl) 

Conditional: If we keep His commands … 

2:3 We know Him Certainty of outcome 

3:22 Whatever we ask we 

receive from Him 

Participle: The one keeping His commands … 

3:24 We abide in Him and He in 

us 

State of being 

The test: By this we know we love 

… when … 

Law of love 

5:2 We love God and keep His commandments 

General principle:  
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5:3a This is the love of God, that we keep His commandments. 

5:3b His commandments are not burdensome. 

 

                               

 

  (and by 

this we continue to know that He remains in us by the Spirit which he gave us).  This 

phrase is intended to instill in us a confidence in our walk. Knowledge is linked to faith 

by the outworking of the Holy Spirit. A walk with God will build up one’s faith because 

that is the principle that is at work here. Notice the progress of maturity in the law of 

maturity Romans: 

 

Therefore, having been justified by faith, we have peace with God through 

our Lord Jesus Christ,  through whom also we have obtained our 

introduction by faith into this grace in which we stand; and we exult in 

hope of the glory of God. And not only this, but we also exult in our 

tribulations, knowing that tribulation brings about perseverance; and 

perseverance, proven character; and proven character, hope; and hope 

does not disappoint, because the love of God has been poured out within 

our hearts through the Holy Spirit who was given to us.(Rom. 5:1-5) 

 

  Loving God will bring about great hardship in the believer’s life because those in 

the Church who are not mature, even those unsaved can be a great burden. When a 

problem appears in the Church there is a tendency to pick up and leave, to break 

fellowship and find another Church. There is a time and a place to leave a Church, but if 

the Church is not teaching heresy, then everything should be done to reconcile parties in a 

dispute because God says this is the right thing to do and that it need not be a burden to 

fellowship in the Church and love the brethren.  

The conjunction kai “and,” introduces this statement of fact or definition as the 

NIV translates, “And this is how we know that He lives in us:” The placement of the 

preposition with the demonstrative pronoun “by this” en toutw ginwskomen “we might 

now know” (ginwskw (ginosko) Pres. Act. Ind. 1pl., to know, understand) that (oti) He 

abides in us. The present active verb from menw (meno) Pres. Act. Ind. 3sg., “to remain,” 

“abide,” means that He dwells in us right now and that His presence is in the mood of 

reality. The pronoun “He” points to the subject of this verb, namely, “God” and as with 

the whole of Scripture, God the Son, and now the doctrine of the Trinity is the truth that 

all three of the Godhead are seen as one as the Holy Spirit indwells us. We know that He 

abides with us because it is the Holy Spirit that communicates this to us.  

The source of the knowledge is identified as ek (ek) prep., “from” and most 

translate “by”  the  pneuma (pneuma) g.n.sg., with def. art., “the Spirit.” How do we 

know this is not our spirit? Because the definite article identifies a specific Spirit and the 

context has identified the Spirit as the one that reveals truth, convicting the heart and 

shall assure our hearts before Him. The relative pronoun ov (hos) rel. pron. g.n.sg., 

“who,” “which,” or “that,” is usually translated “whom” identifying the person that 

reveals the truth to us (hmin).  
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The final verb is placed at the end of the clause and is in the past tense of didwmi 
(didomi) Aor. Act. Ind. 3sg., “He gave,” speaking of that one time event in the past, that 

moment of our salvation where God gifted us with His indwelling presence, the Holy 

Spirit the surety, helper, and the One that sets us apart in word and deed in the Christian 

walk.  

This section starts with an ethical statement of the believer’s walk in word and 

deed, and ends with the comforting reminder that it is the Holy Spirit that has been given 

to every believer as a helper in this common walk in word and deed.  Brethren, if the 

apostle John is having problems in his Church in his day, how much more will we 

experience in our Church in our day? How much more do we need this instruction today?                                                              

 

 

 



 

 

Do not believe everything you hear (4:1-6) 
 

1 John 4:1-6 
 

 

  
1
Beloved, do not believe every spirit, but 

examine the spirits whether he is from 

God, because many false prophets have 

gone into the world. 
2
By this you know 

the Spirit of God: every spirit that 

confesses Jesus Christ has come in the 

flesh is from God, 
3
and every spirit that 

is not confessing Jesus Christ, the One 

who has come in the flesh, is not from 

God.  And this one is from the Antichrist 

which you have heard that it comes and 

at this time it is in the world already. 
4
You are from God, little children, and 

you have overcome them, because 

greater is He that [is] in you, than he that 

[is] in the world. 
5
They are from the 

world; out from this they are speaking 

from the world, and the world hears 

them. 
6
We, we are from God; the one 

who knows God hears us; he that is not 

from God does not hear us.  We know 

this from the spirit of truth and the spirit 

of deception.                                

           

                                                                     

 

 

 

 

Introduction 
John is dealing with heresies in his Church in his day. The problem is that the culture 

moves into the Church, and in Ephesus, and much of the Hellenized world, the three 

major problems have to do with Greek philosophy: the physical is evil and the spiritual is 

good. John adds the problem of secret revelation from God, alluding to the desire popular 

culture had for consultation with Greek oracles.  

Dr. Lightner writes, “The entire system of Gnosticism was built on the opposites 

and antagonism between matter and spirit. Gnostics believed these two opposites were 

reconciled through spirit beings called ‘aeons.’ Gnostics denied the incarnation of Christ 

and made a difference between Jesus and Christ”
116
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In this section, John addresses some problems that have crept into the Church. For 

the case where Greek philosophy says the physical is evil, John counters that Jesus came 

in the flesh; furthermore, for the case of special divine communication, John uses the 

phrase, “test the spirits.” For the Christian cult that denies the Trinity, because it denies 

the true humanity of Jesus, or the true divinity of Jesus, this section speaks volumes. 

From birth to resurrection, Jesus Christ was born of the flesh, lived in the flesh, died in 

the flesh, and was resurrected in the flesh. He is right now at the right hand of the Father 

with His physical resurrected body until His second coming (Acts 2:33; Heb. 1:13).     

It is here in these verses that one finds support for Johnanian authority as Polycarp 

quotes 1 John 4:2-3 when he writes, “Everyone who does not confess that Jesus Christ 

has come in the flesh is Antichrist. And whosoever does not confess the testimony of the 

cross is of the devil; and whosoever perverts the oracles of the Lord to his own lusts and 

says that there is neither resurrection nor judgment – he is Satan’s firstborn.”
117

  

  

 

 
Test the spirits (4:1) 

 

4:1.   (Beloved, do not believe every spirit).   

Deception in the Church is as certain as Satan is the ruler of this world trying to destroy 

God’s work and people. John means to make this point by use of the vocative of 

agaphtov (agapetos) adj.v.m.pl., “beloved ones,” in addition to the imperative “believe 

not!” The choice of the adjective “beloved ones” serves as a kindly address, expressing 

their common bond in Christ. Since all truth is in Christ, they are not to believe every 

person who seems to be in the Spirit. The use of the word “spirit” suggests John wanted 

to highlight the pagan aspect of their popular culture – the Greek culture of seeking 

advice from oracles. An oracle is one that would setup shop and practice the ancient art 

of the occult, where the priest or priestess would utter a prediction directly from the gods. 

Several prominent oracles were located at the famous temples of Apollo at Delphi, 

Didyma, and Corinth; others were prominent at temples to Zeus particularly the one in 

Dodona. These utterances were called  (chresmoi) and a sample of what they 

were like can be found in the famous Sibylline Oracles. Their influence among Jewish 

and Christian groups is staggering within the Hellenized world and was a corrupting 

influence upon the true Biblical message, the character of God, and the doctrine of 

special revelation. 

     The expression “do not believe every spirit” suggests that there are some among them 

that claim the Spirit, and to speak in the Spirit, but it is not “the Holy Spirit” that is 

talking, but, rather their own and it is a form of blasphemy! As is always the case, the 

culture creeps into the Church, and serves as a constant problem where true Christian 

teaching is corrupted by outside influences and beliefs.  This speaks of the personal 

responsibility every believer has in examining what is said in the pulpit and what comes 

out of every Christian’s mouth. Do not believe everything that someone says, even if they 

claim “special revelation” from God. There are a lot of experiential, emotional, even 
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miraculous events that are used to spread lies. We have all heard of, or personally seen 

cases where through some sort of emotional bait and switch move, the true meaning of 

who Christ is and how one is saved has been perverted to mean something other than the 

biblical truth, so the apostle commands them not to believe (pisteuw Pres. Act. Impv. 

2pl., to think to be true, to believe, be persuaded of a thing) or rather, believe not every 

spirit! Paul deals with the same mysticism when he writes to the Galatians: 

 

I marvel that you are turning away so soon from Him who called you in 

the grace of Christ, to a different gospel, which is not another; but there 

are some who trouble you and want to pervert the gospel of Christ.  But 

even if we, or an angel from heaven, preach any other gospel to you than 

what we have preached to you, let him be accursed.  As we have said 

before, so now I say again, if anyone preaches any other gospel to you 

than what you have received, let him be accursed. (Gal 1:6-9) 

                            

 

 (but examine the spirits whether he is 

from God). The conjunction alla (alla) conj.,”but,” forms a transition to the matter at 

hand, that is to say, the central matter is the examination of everything that a person says, 

especially those in leadership. Measure what they say, or as John writes, dokimazw 

(dokimazo) Pres. Act. Impv. 2pl., “test it,” “examine it,” “scrutinize it,” literally, “you 

recognize as genuine after examination.” The force of the imperative is important as the 

present tense means continuous action as we are to continuously be on guard of the truth. 

Dr. Lenski writes, “’Keep testing for the source, ever become more proficient in this 

work!’ is John’s behest. The world is full of counterfeit coins. It seems that all the 

apostles loved this word dokimazein. Paul uses it and its derivatives quite often. In their 

day metals and coins were constantly weighed and tested before they were accepted.”
118

    

The use of the plural of pneuma (pneuma) a.n.pl., with def. art., “the spirits,” 

points to the fact that it is the spirit of man that communicates with the Spirit of God 

(Rom. 8:16). As such, the Holy Spirit will not contradict Himself, but the spirit of man 

will contradict itself as it can follow itself and be self-seeking (Ezek. 13:3), or follow evil 

and lying spirits who have a history of deception
119

, and further, we are warned about evil 

spirits in the NT:  

 

Now the Spirit explicitly says that in the last times some will turn away 

from the faith by paying attention to deceitful spirits and demonic 

instructions through the hypocrisy of liars with branded consciences. (1Ti 

4:1-2) 

 

The Spirit of God testifies to man the truth that has already been taught so John 

means to highlight the point that truth has its source from God as he uses the preposition 

ek (ek) “out of,” or “from” with tou yeou along with the eimi (eimi)  “to be” verb 

indicating origin, as the ablative case indicates origin.         
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(because many false prophets 

have gone into the world). The reason for this command is now given as because (oti) 
there are polloi qeudoprofhtai, “many false prophets” around. The word 

qeudoprofhthv (pseudoprophetes) n.m.pl., means “one who acts the part,” literally, “a 

false prophet” from the compound of qeudhv (pseudes) “lying,” “deceitful,” or “false,” 

and profhthv (prophetes) “prophet.” Notice the verb of this phrase is in the perfect 

tense of  exercomai (exerchomai) Perf. Act. Ind. 3pl., “to go or come forth,” meaning, 

they have gone forth into the world - in the past and are still around. The point in time 

that they went out is not given, it simply means, “they have already gone out in time past 

and the action is still in effect.” In a sense, one might say, they have been with us since 

the fall. The second question that naturally comes to mind is who sent them out? The 

answer of course is the father of lies – Satan himself who is the ruler of this world (John 

8:44; 12:31; 14:30; 2 Cor. 4:4; Eph. 2:2).                            

 

 

How to identify the Spirit of God (4:2-3) 
 

4:2.  (By this you know the Spirit of God).  

There was a problem in that Church with the Gnostics who denied Jesus was wholly God 

and wholly human, the result was a denial that God could take on flesh. John addresses 

this problem directly, calling that doctrine heresy. He strongly responds, saying, “by this 

you know the Spirit of God.”  

The preposition with the demonstrative pronoun en toutw is instrumental of 

means “by this,” meaning, by means of this statement of fact you will know the source is 

from the Spirit of God. The verb ginwskw (ginosko) may be either Pres. Act. Ind. 2pl., 

or Pres. Act. Impv. 2pl., “know,” or “understand,” but I take it as indicative, and hence, a 

statement of fact follows. The object of this phrase is pneuma (pneuma) a.n.sg., with the 

def. art., “the Spirit,” of God – the Holy Spirit.                     

 

Every spirit that 

confesses Jesus Christ has come in the flesh is from God). This phase presents a simple 

state of fact. The Spirit of God testifies to us, and we in turn testify that Jesus Christ came 

in the flesh and serves as the foundation of the doctrine of the incarnation of Christ. This 

points to one of the false doctrines that was being taught in that day, and indeed, is one of 

the fundamentals of Gnostic philosophy, specifically, that the flesh is evil. Did not God 

create all things and did He not say what He created was good (Gen. 1:31)? The 

difference between the Biblical creation account and the strange Greek mythology is that 

the ever-existing God created all things and that sin and evil is a spiritual condition. What 

is evil proceeds of the mouth and heart (Isa. 59:13; Matt. 15:18).  

So it is that the subject is a universal used with the adjective pav (pas) adj.n.n.sg., 

“every” pneuma (pneuma) n.n.sg., “spirit.” There are no exceptions to the truth of the 

fact that Jesus was born of a virgin and His name was “Immanuel,” “God-with-us,” and 

Jesus (Isa. 7:14; Matt. 1:20-23). What a confession we have, that He that was sinless, 

bore the sins of the world in His physical bodily death, burial, and resurrection (cf. John 
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1:29; 1 Cor. 15:1-5). The word for confess is the Greek omologew (homologeo) Pres. 

Act. Ind. 3sg., “to say the same thing as another,” “to concede,” or “profess.” The present 

tense means “continues to confess” that Jesus Christ came in the flesh. There is no 

mistaking the inclusion of Immanuel’s complete name “ihsoun criston”  (Ihsouv 

(Iesous) a.m.sg., Jesus “Jehovah is salvation”; and Cristov (Christos) adj.a.m.sg., Christ 

“anointed”) – the Anointed Savior, or the Savior, the Messiah.  

Notice that the perfect participle is used for “has come” in the flesh (ercomai 
(erchomai) Perf. Act. Part. a.m.sg., to come). Then, as if to make it completely clear and 

as if to directly address the Greek Gnostic philosophy concerning the flesh, John uses the 

word sarx (sarx) d.f.sg., “flesh,” “the body,” “the material body.” The source of this 

knowledge is from God. It is a genitive of source, meaning every spirit that confesses that 

Jesus Christ has come in the flesh has received this knowledge and its source is from ek 

tou yeou (God).                                

 

     

4:3.  [criston en sarki elhluyota]120

(And every spirit that is not confessing Jesus Christ, the One who 

has come in the flesh, is not from God). The universal continues with the negative 

statement that every spirit (pan pneuma) not confessing that Jesus Christ came in the 

flesh is not from God!   

The negative particle mh (me) “not” modifies the verb omologew (homologeo) 

Pres. Act. Ind. 3sg., “to confess” meaning “to say the same thing as another,” or 

continuously not confessing the fact
121

.  The object of this phrase is ton ihsoun 

criston. Jesus is the name we should be professing to the world. The natural question 

that arises when a name is proclaimed is, who is this Jesus (cf. Luke 5:21; Ps. 24:8,10). 

What follows should be an explanation of who He is. Immanuel, God came in the flesh 

and dwelt among us. What a story this is! God died for His creation so that through His 

righteous act, man is able to possess eternal life. The Savior of the world came, was 

manifested, that is to say, He came  en sarki - in the flesh. The Greek sarx (sarx) 

d.f.sg., means “flesh,” or “the body.”  The use of the word flesh is meant to silence the 

Greek Gnostic philosophers and their doctrine that the flesh is evil, the spiritual is good. 

Biblically speaking, the spiritual part of man is evil, corrupted and in need of 

transformation. The heart of man is evil from his youth (cf.  Gen. 9:21). This of course is 

not a reference to the physical heart but the metaphoric usage meaning the seat of 

appetites, emotions, and passions.   

 

Confess -  (homologeo): to say the same thing as another, i.e. to agree with.  

Verse Confessional condition Result 

1:9 If we confess our sins, He is faithful to forgive us our sins, and to cleanse 

us from all unrighteousness. 

2:23 He that confesses the Son Has the father also. 

4:2 Every spirit that confesses By this you know the Spirit of God. 

                                                 
120
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that Jesus Christ is come in 

the flesh is of God 

4:3 Every spirit that does not 

confess that Jesus Christ is 

come in the flesh is not of 

God. 

This is the spirit of antichrist.  

4:15 Whosoever confesses that 

Jesus is the Son of God,  

God dwells in him and he in God.  

 

 

Notice that the perfect participle of  ercomai (erchomai) Perf. Act. Part. a.m.sg., 

“has come,” points to the fact that Jesus came in the flesh in the past and His coming is 

complete. His propitiation is a one time event in the past. It will never happen again, it 

was a one time offering, it is finished (cf. Heb. 10:10)! Those professing the false 

testimony are identified as never having its source from God as the continuous action of 

the eimi (Pres. Ind. 3sg., “to be”) verb expresses.                   

 

(and this one is from the Antichrist) The source of 

this great desception is identified as the Antichrist. The demonstrative pronoun is in the 

nominative case (outov dem. pron. n.m.sg., “this one”) expressing that the subject is in 

fact acting in the spirit of the Antichrist.  

The definite article to  is in the neuter, pointing to the abstract agent of the neuter 

“every spirit” that confesses Jesus did not come in the flesh. The source is a singular 

“point of origin” as the genitive of source points directly to the anticristov 

(antichristos) g.m.sg., with def. art., “the Antichrist.” The definite article points to a 

definite person that is masculine! The term Antichrist comes from the compound of anti 
(anti) “over against,” “opposite to,” and Cristov “Christ.”  The idea is that there is one 

that opposes the true Christ and is controlled by Satan. Satan and his influence upon the 

world system mean that there are those today who possess the “spirit of the Antichrist,” 

and are actively spreading deception within our Churches today. In essence, Antichrist is 

seen as the chief human agent of Satan, the “the Antichrist” will not come upon the scene 

until a future time, though his influence, schemes, and techniques are evident today in all 

those who oppose Christ, chief of which is denying that Jesus came in the flesh. We have 

a description of Christ as the image of God (John 14:9), whereas the Antichrist is the 

image of Satan (Rev. 12:3; 13:1; 17:3).              

 

 (which you have heard 

that it comes and at this time it is in the world already). The relative pronoun is in the 

neuter (ov  rel. pron. n.n.sg., “which, that.”) indicating that the subject is the “spirit of 

Antichrist” which is the message that was heard, and that what was heard is in the perfect 

tense of akouw (akouo) Perf. Act. Ind. 2pl., “you have heard,” meaning that what they 

heard was in the past and it still stands. The fundamentals never change, can never 

change, and those who change the facts are doing so at their own destruction.  

 

But false prophets also arose among the people, just as there will also be 

false teachers among you, who will secretly introduce destructive heresies, 
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even denying the Master who bought them, bringing swift destruction 

upon themselves. (2 Peter 2:1) 

 

The present tense of  ercomai (erchomai) Pres. Ind. 3sg., “to come,” speaks of 

the fact that the works of the devil are active and alive in John’s day. So to make sure you 

do not mistake Antichrist’s present activity, John adds, kai nun en tw kosmw estin 
hdh  “and is now in the world, already!” The redundant use of the temporal words “now” 

and “already” makes this statement even more exclamatory. There is no mistaking the 

fact that spiritual forces are actively at work trying to destroy the word and work of God.                               

 

                       

The child of God knows the truth (4:4-6) 
 

4:4.  (You are from God, little 

children, and you have overcome them). The personal pronoun  umeiv (su (su) pers. pron. 

2n.pl., “you all”) is addressing everyone in the Church as they are a possession of God 

(ek tou yeou). The verb is the state of being verb eimi (eimi) Pres. Ind. 2pl., “to be,” 

meaning they are at the time of writing, a possession of God.  

Notice the use of the vocative for teknion (teknion) voc.n.pl., “little children.” 

Normally, the vocative would be placed at the head of the phrase in the English, “Little 

children, you are from God.”  But here, the emphasis is upon their position with God. The 

perfect of nikaw (vikao) Perf. Act. Ind. 2pl., “to conquer,” means “to carry off the 

victory,” or “overcome.” The little children have been saved, rescued out of the slave 

market of sin, plucked out of the general population and set aside as a possession of God. 

As such, they possess everything they need to continue overcoming the world, the sins of 

the world, and them, the autouv (pers. pron., 3a.m.pl.) – the false teachers, false 

prophets, those that possess the spirit of Antichrist. The personal pronoun points back to 

verse three to the antichritsts (pl.). What a blessing it is to be possessed of God and fall 

under His protective care. They can take our life but they cannot take us out of God’s 

hand for it is written: 

 

And I give them eternal life, and they shall never perish; neither shall 

anyone snatch them out of My hand. My Father, who has given them to 

Me, is greater than all; and no one is able to snatch them out of My 

Father's hand. (John 10:28-29).                                  

 

 

(because greater is He that [is] in you, than 

he that [is] in the world). The reason for one being able to overcome the world whether 

that which is overcome are the schemes, the philosophies, or the desires, is because God 

is sovereign over all. He is all-powerful and in control. In the battle between the devil and 

God, who do you suppose will win? The reason that one overcomes is given by the oti 
(hoti) clause “because,” the One that is in you all (o en umin) is meizwn (meizon) 

adj.n.m.sg., “greater,” “larger,” or “stronger” than the devil.  

Notice the stand alone usage of the nominative masculine definite article for both 

the One in you, and the one in the world. This stand alone usage of the definite article 
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serves to identify the two distinct individuals – God, and the Holy Spirit that indwells the 

believer is greater than the one that is the ruler of this world – the devil. The comparative 

particle h (e)  “either” or “than,” complements the superlative “greater” identifying just 

who is greater.                           

 

 

4:5.  (They are from the world).  In verse four, the singular 

definite article points to an individual, but now, John moves to the plural  autoi “they” 

(autov (autos) pers. pron. 3n.m.pl.), meaning those who are agents or representatives of 

the devil that are spread out throughout the kosmov (kosmos) g.m.sg., with def. art., “the 

world,” and indeed, make up the “world system” characterized by sin, deception, and 

bondage. The genitive with the preposition ek (ek) makes this a genitive of source, 

defining the source of where they originate from – the world system of Satan.                          

 

(out from this they are speaking from the world). 

What does it mean to speak through or by the world? This is another way of saying their 

words, really, their sayings as the Greek lalew (laleo) Pres. Act. Ind. 3pl., “to speak,” 

“say”) is used, these sayings come from the world system. That very system that opposes 

God and everything holy to God. The preposition dia (dia) “through,” or “by” together 

with the neuter demonstrative pronoun outov (houtos) dem. pron. a.n.sg., “this”) means 

the messages and philosophy that comes from this evil system that opposes God. This 

brings to mind the following proverb:                 

 

Do not answer a fool according to his folly, lest you also be like him.  

Answer a fool according to his folly, lest he be wise in his own eyes. (Prov. 

26:4-5) 

 

What this proverb teaches is that if you follow any argument from the perspective of the 

Godless fool, then you will end up agreeing with him, but his starting point is incorrect. 

Instead, answer the fool, starting the argument from the perspective of including God in 

the argument, and you will show the fool that his Godless perspective makes his 

argument false.  

 Has your Church replaced the gospel and the word of God, with preaching secular 

psychology, and modern business models to grow the Church? Is the message more about 

you, than Him? Eventually, the apostate church will deny the authority of the Word of 

God and the power of the gospel. Eventually, it will remove some aspect of the Word of 

God, and add its own word as authoritative. The result is there are more of man’s words 

and less of God’s word preached. The simple will become complex. That which is evil 

according to God word becomes good.  These are the worldly ideas that serve to replace 

the gospel of Christ.  

Modern secular evolutionary naturalism and the denial of miracles means Jesus 

was not born of a virgin, making Him a sinner, instead of the sinless Lamb of God who 

takes away the sin of the world.   

Secular psychology moves the message away from Christ and the power of the 

gospel, to a “needs based” message where the sinner is encouraged to overcome and have 
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faith in one’s self without the acknowledgement and confession of sin; without the Holy 

Spirit, in some form of self-reliance.  

Finally, in John’s case, the charismatic supernatural, mystical world replaces the 

solid foundation we have in the Word of God, where “secret knowledge” is only revealed 

to the “super-spiritual,” and is placed above the word of God. God’s Word has been 

written, it is sufficient, tested, and true. We possess everything we need today in His 

word and His Spirit.             

 

 (and the world hears them).   Those not belonging to God 

are those that belong to the world and the devil. It is they that hear and accept the 

message of the world. The present verb akouw (akouo) Pres. Act. Ind. 3sg., “to hear” 

means “the world continues to hear” the message of the world – they perpetuate the false 

message. The word kosmov is used metaphorically to mean, “the present condition of 

human affairs, in alienation from and opposition to God.”
122

                     

 

 

4:6.   (We, we are from 

God. The one who knows God hears us). The emphatic nature of John’s exhortation is 

emphasized by the expression hmeiv ek tou yeou esmen “we, we are from God.” The 

distinct relationship means we are a possession of God as the genitive communicates and 

further emphasizes our responsibility as ambassadors of Christ. The new relationship we 

have with God means we have a new capability to hear Him and accept His word, and in 

like manner, He hears us.  

The present participle with the definite article of ginwskw (ginosko) Pres. Act. 

Part., n.m.sg., with def. art., “to know,” or “understand” identifies the one that continues 

to know” us, and also hears us. The controlling verb (akouei (akouei) Pres. Act. Ind. 

3sg.) is again in the present tense meaning “he is hearing” us.  

     

(He that is not from God does not hear us). 

The relative pronoun ov (hos) rel. pron. n.m.sg., introduces the phrase that speaks of the 

one that is not from God.  This lack of possession results in their not hearing us. Notice 

what Paul says concerning this matter: 

 
9
But as it is written: "Eye has not seen, nor ear heard, nor have entered 

into the heart of man the things which God has prepared for those who 

love Him."  
10

But God has revealed them to us through His Spirit. For the 

Spirit searches all things, yes, the deep things of God.  
11

For what man 

knows the things of a man except the spirit of the man which is in him? 

Even so no one knows the things of God except the Spirit of God.  
12

Now 

we have received, not the spirit of the world, but the Spirit who is from 

God, that we might know the things that have been freely given to us by 

God.  
13

These things we also speak, not in words which man's wisdom 

teaches but which the Holy Spirit teaches, comparing spiritual things with 

spiritual.  
14

But the natural man does not receive the things of the Spirit of 
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God, for they are foolishness to him; nor can he know them, because they 

are spiritually discerned.  
15

But he who is spiritual judges all things, yet 

he himself is rightly judged by no one. (1Cor. 2:9-15)     

     

 

 

 (From this 

we know the spirit of truth and the spirit of deception).  The preposition  ek (ek) “from” 

with the demonstrative pronoun outov  (houtos) g.n.sg., “this” is most often translated 

“by this,” meaning by this characteristic and message one can know the true child of 

God. The construction ek toutou finishes the thought opened in verse two by the 

construction en toutw. This knowledge is continuous as the present tense is used for  

ginwskw (ginosko) Pres. Act. Ind. 1pl., “to know,” “understand.” John uses the first 

person plural, including himself, in knowing the pneuma (pneuma) a.n.sg., with def. art., 

“spirit,” of  alhyeia (aletheia) g.f.sg., with def. art., “truth.”  

In contrast to the spirit of truth is the pneuma (pneuma) a.n.sg., with def. art., 

“spirit,” of planh (plane) g.f.sg., with def. art., ”error,” “deception” or “delusion.” John 

is stating how to test and to know the spiritual origin, nature, and quality of men. He 

describes how to know who are pseudo-prophets and who belong to their following, how 

discern true teachers, apostles, believers who speak from God. “You do not try to look 

into their hearts; you simply listen to what they confess, to what they utter (lalein, verse 

5), to what they let you hear, and note who gives ear to the one speaker and who to the 

other speaker. That is how to tell men apart, the spirits of men.”
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God’s love defined (4:7-11) 
 

1 John 4:7-11 
 

 

  
7 

Beloved, let us love one another, since 

the love is from God; and every one who 

is loving has been born from God and 

knows God. 
8
The one who is not loving 

does not know God, because God is 

love. 
9
By this the love of God was 

manifested in us, because the Son of 

Him - the One of a kind, God has sent 

into the world, in order that we might 

live through Him. 
10

By this is love, not 

that we loved God, but that He, He loved 

us and he sent His Son, a propitiation 

concerning our sins. 
11

Beloved ones, if 

in this manner God loved us, we, we 

ought also to love one another.                               

           

 
 

 
8

  

  
10

 

 
                                                                     

 

 

 

 

Introduction 
The previous section spoke about how one knows a child of God is a child of God. A 

child of God hears God (4:6) with the idea of obeying that which is heard. By this, one is 

identified because hearing involves believing and true belief results in faith and true faith 

results in a true walk. It is at the heart of hearing God that theologians speak about the 

efficacious or irresistible grace relating to the effective call – the sovereign call of God.  

John weaves doctrine together with practical application. Knowledge of God is 

related to love. Eternal life is knowing God (John 17:3) and the knowledge of the love of 

God is both revealed and demonstrated to us by what Christ did on the cross. This truth is 

brought to light in us and we likewise ought to also love one another. John uses a 

common Jewish literary technique called an inclusio where the author starts and finishes 

with the same thought, and in this case, with an exhortation to love one another (4:7 and 

4:11).             

Those in Church that are not of God do not hear Him. The doctrine of the wheat 

and tares says that there are some people in our Churches that are not called of God and 

do not know Him. John further develops the doctrine in this section by stating that God 

has made known the gospel to us when we did not love Him (1 John 4:10).  
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The Source of Love (4:7) 

 

4:7.   (Beloved, let us love one another). The apostle 

returns to the subject of love by addressing them in the vocative as agaphtov  (agapetos) 

adj.voc.m.pl., “beloved ones,” together with the subjunctive of agapaw (agapao) Pres. 

Act. Subj. 1pl., “we might love.” This is a hortatory so the better translation is “let us 

love one another.” A hortatory subjunctive is used when the speaker seeks to exhort 

others to action. Since there is no first person imperative the first person plural is used 

with the subjunctive and the result is like an imperative and is usually translated “let us.” 

The object of this love is a reciprocal pronoun allhlouv “one another,” meaning, we 

should exhibit a selfless love reciprocally. This love is a verb, the action of which is 

continuous and is the love that God gives and the Holy Spirit enables us to extend to 

others. This is the super-natural love that God reveals to us.         

 

   (Since the love is from God).   The reason for our mutual 

love for one another is given by the oti (hoti) clause, translated, “because,” or “since.” 

Mutual love is the love principle given by God. Notice the definite article is used with 

agaph (agape) n.f.sg.,“ the love” signifying a definite love, namely, the love principle. 

For John, the love principle is that God came in the flesh to die for the sins of the world 

(John 3:14-17; 1 John 4:9-10). Paul says the same thing in Romans.  

 

But God demonstrates His own love toward us, in that while we were still 

sinners, Christ died for us.  Much more then, having now been justified by 

His blood, we shall be saved from wrath through Him. (Romans 5:8-9) 

 

 

The source of this love principle comes directly from God as the “to be” verb  

eimi is used with the preposition ek “out of,” or “from,” signifying a state of being - God 

continues to be One who is loving, and the love we are to express has its source, pattern, 

example, and message from God. This is love in word and deed. This giving love is a 

selfless love that is pure, manifested and patterned to us by God sending His only 

begotten son into this corrupted, sin-filled world to die for the world that hates Him. 

 Notice, the direction of this love is not toward the world, not toward the false 

teachers, but toward fellow-believers in the Church. It is hard at times to love those that 

are in the Church. Living the Christian life in the Church is hard at times because Satan is 

actively at work in the Church. When problems arise in the Church and people get hurt, 

wronged, and divisions begin, it is time to be reminded of the sacrificial work of Jesus on 

the cross. It is time to do some self-examination, and focus on Christ and His work that 

we ought to be doing. That is the purpose of the “love-feast,” the first century Christian’s 

term for communion. The New Covenant’s observance meant for reflection upon what 

Christ did for us on the cross and to reflect upon our new-life and how we are living. 

What sins do we have that need to be dealt with? The remedy for our sins is simple: 

repent, confess to God, and to those affected by our sin, and God will forgive us our sins 

(1 John 1:9) which should result in restored fellowship. It seems so easy, does it not? But 

oh, how difficult that is in reality.  So many Churches are in trouble today because the 

flesh battles with the Spirit of God.                           
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 (and every one who is 

loving has been born from God and knows God). The present participle of  agapaw 

(agapao) Pres. Act. Part. n.m.sg., with def. art., together with the adjective pav (pas) 

adj.n.m.sg., “all,” or “every” moves the translation from “the one that is loving” to “every 

one that is loving,” every single one of them.  

Notice the use of the perfect passive of  gennaw (gennao) Perf. Pas. Ind. 3sg., “to 

beget,” or “be born,” meaning that this person has been born in the past, the action is total 

and complete sometime in the past, the effect continues up to the point of writing, and an 

external agent performed the begetting. The eastern concept of being born or begotten is 

not restricted to a physical birth, but includes the concept of “possessing all the attributes 

of the progenitor.” So the saying, “as the father is, so is the son.” This concept is related 

to the actions of people. When Jesus was speaking to the Jewish leadership as they were 

trying to kill Him, He related their actions to their father, the devil as He says, “’You do 

the deeds of your father.’ Then they said to Him, ‘We were not born of fornication; we 

have one Father – God.” (John 8:41). Then John gives the story of Jesus restoring the site 

of the blind man who was born blind, relating being born physically blind with spiritual 

blindness and the need to have their eyes opened (John 9).       

And further, the apostle continues as he says, kai ginwskei ton yeon – “and he 

knows God.” Every one that has been born again by God, continues to know God as John 

uses the present of  ginwskw (ginosko) Pres. Act. Ind. 3sg., “he continues to know.” 

This is the Hebrew concept of “knowing,” as an intimate knowledge, like Adam knew 

Eve in a very intimate way, a special caring, and a genuine concern for what God wants. 

The knowledge of God enables us to know the love of God (1 John 3:1), enables us to 

fight off sin and evil (2 Peter 1:3-4), and is essential for eternal life (John 17:3).                              

 

 

Love related to the knowledge of God (4:8)     
 

4:8.    (the one who is not loving 

does not know God because God is love). The participle highlights the person that does 

not love, as the present participle with the definite article (agapaw (agapao) Pres. Act. 

Part. n.m.sg., with def. art., “to love”) means “the one that continues not loving.” The 

subject is a person that is known to not exhibit love, and as such, this person has never 

known God. The aorist of  ginwskw (ginosko) 2 Aor. Act. Ind. 3sg., “to know,” means 

this person has not known God at a point in time, or more likely, has not known God at 

any point in time, the ingressive aorist meaning “no entrance into knowledge.” Dr. Smith 

says, “Conversely, a stranger to love is a stranger to God.”
124

   

The reason for this conclusion is because (oti (hoti) conj., that, because, since) o 
yeov agaph estin - God is love. Notice, both o yeov and agaph are in the nominative 

case. For John, loving one another is the condition of knowing God. The expression, 

“God is love” describes an attribute of God, His nature or essence has the quality of love. 

Likewise, loving ought to be a characteristic of the child of God.                                           
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Love was manifested (4:9-10) 
 

4:9.  (By this the love of God was 

manifested in us).  If a person professes to be a child of God, then he or she will also 

possess certain characteristics of the Father, in this case, that thing possessed is love. 

What is exhibited is expressed by the preposition en  “in,” or “by,” together with the 

demonstrative pronoun outov (houtos) d.n.sg., “this,” which is normally translated, “by 

this was manifested.”  The verb is the aorist passive of  fanerow (phaneroo) Aor. Pas. 

Ind. 3sg., “to make manifest,” or “to appear,” from the primary verb φαινω (phaino) 

meaning to “bring forth into the light,” or “to shine.” The aorist passive says it was a one-

time event in the past and the passive says the action was performed by an external agent. 

This truth comes to mankind only by a sovereign act of God as He transforms us, opening 

the eyes of the lost. The subject is  “the love” (agaph (agape) n.f.sg., with def. art., love) 

of God and serves to highlight the thing that was brought into the light within us. The 

preposition en  “in,” “by,” together with the locative personal pronoun egw (ego) 

communicates “in us,” that is, the love of God was manifested in us.” It should be noted 

that many grammarians suggest this should be translated “the love of God was 

manifested for our case,” but the context demands that it should be translated “in us” 

since the main idea is knowledge, supernatural revelation that is brought to light within 

us by God.                                         

 

  (because the son of 

him - the one of a kind, God has sent into the world). The Apostle provides two reasons 

for the love principle of Jesus coming in the flesh to die on our behalf. The first has to do 

with eternal life, and then in verse ten, love is applied to His death as a means of 

satisfying the requirements of sin.  

The hoti clause, oti “because,” provides the reason that ton uion autou “the Son 

of Him,” namely, “God the Son” was sent. Notice, John clarifies just who this person is, 

He is not just the Son of God, an expression that is sufficient enough to express Jesus’ 

special characteristic and relationship to God the Father, but He is further identified by 

the word monogenhv (monogenes) adj. a.m.sg., with def. art., “single of its kind,” “only,”  

from the compound of monov (monos) “alone, only,” and ginomai (ginomai) “to 

become.” This word is used in the New Testament to mean an only child, but is also used 

to mean “unique (in kind) of something that is the only example of its category.”
125

  

Vine’s says, “We can only rightly understand the term ‘the only begotten’ when used of 

the Son, in the sense of unoriginated relationship.’ The begetting is not an event of time, 

however remote, but a fact irrespective of time. The Christ did not become, but 

necessarily and eternally is the Son. He, a Person, possesses every attribute of pure 

Godhood. This necessitates eternity, absolute being; in this respect He is not ‘after’ the 

Father’”
126
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The emphasis of this phrase is placed upon the Son of God which is the object of 

the phrase. Placing everything in order this says, “because God has sent his only begotten 

Son into the world…” The perfect tense of the verb  apostellw (apostello) Perf. Act. 

Ind. 3sg., “to order (one) to go to a place,” or “to send,” means “continuance of the 

commission to the past fact.”
127

        

 

 

Only begotten – μονογενης 

Verse Context Meaning 

Luke (7:12; 8:42; 9:38) Only child Only physical child  

John (John 1:14; 1:18; 3:16; 

3:18; 1 John 4:9) 

Jesus – the only begotten 

Son 

Only One of its kind 

Hebrews 11:17 Abraham’s only begotten 

son - Isaac 

Only One of its kind 

(Abraham also had Ismael) 

 

 

 

  (in order that we might live through him).  The final phrase of this 

verse is a hina (ina) purpose clause used with the aorist subjunctive of  zaw (zao) Aor. 

Act. Subj. 1pl., “to live,” or “breathe.” The preposition dia (dia) “through,” or “by,” is 

translated “through” indicating the Savior’s mediation – we actively live through Him. 

That is to say, His death gives us life, and He continues to sustain us day by day.                                     
 

 

4:10.    (By this is love). The apostle now defines what love is. 

The prepositional phrase en toutw “by this,” identifies the method by which 

(instrumental case, meaning “by means/instrument”) one knows love.  The subject of this 

phrase is agaph (agape) n.f.sg., with def. art., “the love.” The definite article makes this 

a specific love, you might say “this is the love of God,” or “this is the love principle of 

God.” The supreme definition of agaph love is that it is a giving love – God gave His 

only begotten Son.  

 
 

(not that we loved God, but that He, He loved us 

and He sent His Son, a propitiation concerning our sins). The greatest part of the love 

principle is that God has demonstrated His agaph love for us defining love as a giving 

love. He gave his life so that we might have life. The apostle declares that it was not 

started on our behalf, that is, ouc oti hmeiv hgaphsamen ton yeon  “not that we loved 

God,” but that He loved us. The aorist is constative here and is used for both “our” love 

and “His” love, thus stressing this is a matter of fact statement
128

.     

The statement of fact continues with one of the greatest statements of love ever 

given – that is, the Son was sent apostellw (apostello) Aor. Act. Ind. 3sg., “to send,” or 

“to order (one) to go to a appointed place” in order to be a propitiation for us. The word   
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ilamov (hilasmos) a.m.sg., “an appeasing,” or “propitiating,” is used by the pagan 

Greeks to mean the appeasing of the gods as they tried to appease the gods with 

sacrificial food and the like. However, with Christ, this is a satisfaction, that is, Jesus’ 

sacrificial death satisfied the righteous demands of a holy God. God’s holiness is 

vindicated and satisfied by the death of Christ.   

Notice this propitiation is in our behalf. He was our substitute. This is 

communicated by use of the preposition peri (peri) ”about,” “concerning,” and when 

used with the genitive means “about, concerning,” or “on account of.” It has the idea of 

representation and can be translated “on our behalf,”  “for our behalf,” or more 

theologically, “in our place.”  That is, His death and shed blood is seen as a substitute in 

our place for our  amartia (hamartia) g.f.pl., with def. art., “sins.” The definite article 

used with sins is not translated in the English since it would be out of place, but the idea 

is there in the Greek, namely, that it was because of “the sins of the world” that He died.  

 

Notice the propitiation statements in the Bible: 

      

Propitiation – “an appeasing.” 
Verse Text Explanation

 129
 

Rom 3:25 Whom God hath set forth to be a 

propitiation through faith in his 

blood, to declare his righteousness 

for the remission of sins that are 

past, through the forbearance of 

God; 

Christ, through His expiatory death, is the 

Personal means by whom God shows the 

mercy of His justifying grace to the sinner 

who believes. His “blood” stands for the 

voluntary giving up of His life, by 

shedding of His blood in expiatory 

sacrifice, under divine judgment 

righteously due to us as sinners, faith being 

the sole condition on man’s part.   

1 John 2:2 And he is the propitiation for our 

sins: and not for ours only, but also 

for the sins of the whole world. 

Provision is made for the whole world, so 

that no one is, by Divine pre-determination, 

excluded from the scope of God’s mercy; 

the efficacy of the propitiation, however, is 

made actual for those who believe. 

1 John 4:10 Herein is love, not that we loved 

God, but that he loved us, and sent 

his Son to be the propitiation for our 

sins. 

The fact that God “sent His Son to be the 

propitiation for our sins,” is shown to be 

the great expression of God’s love toward 

man, and the reason why Christians should 

love one another. 

                                    

 

 

Exhortation to love (4:11) 
 

4:11.  (Beloved ones, if in this manner God 

loved us). The statement of fact moves to exhortation by use of the vocative of address 

for agaphtov (agapetos) adj.voc.m.pl., “beloved ones,” if in this manner God loved us. 

The conditional ei (ei) “if,” marks the first class conditional clause, and together with the 
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aorist of agapaw (agapao) Aor. Act. Ind. 3sg., “he loved,” means, this is a condition of 

reality, so the usual translation, “if God so loved us,” but means “since God so loved us.” 

The first class assumes the truth of the fact that God loves us. The adverb outw (houto) 

“in this manner,” “thus,” or “so” indicates the “manner” of love, that is, in the manner of 

His death. He gave it all for us, or in our behalf.                       

 

  (we, we ought also to love one another). So it is, 

likewise that we also ought to love one another. The emphatic usage hmeiv ofeilomen - 

the personal pronoun  egw (ego) pers. pron. 1n.pl., “us,” together with the first person 

verb ofeilw (opheilo) Pres. Act. Ind. 1pl., “we owe,” or “we ought” moves to the front 

of the phrase in the English stressing our personal responsibility in doing what is right, 

the goodwill due one-another (allhlwn (allelon) a.m.pl., one another, reciprocally) The 

infinitive of agapaw (agapao) Pres. Act. Inf., “to love,” is the verbal-noun, the present is 

continuous action so Dr. Robertson says “keep on loving.”
130
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Seeing God through love (4:12-16) 
 

1 John 4:12-16 
 

 

  
12 

No one has ever looked upon God, If 

we love one another, God dwells in us, 

and the love of him has been made 

perfect [and] is in us. 
13

By this we 

continue to know that we remain in Him 

and He in us, because He has given to us 

from His Spirit. 
14

And we, we have 

beheld and we testify that the father has 

sent the son – the Savior of the world. 
15

Whosoever might confess that Jesus is 

the Son of God, God remains in him and 

he in God. 
16

And we have known and 

have believed the love that God has with 

us. God is love, and the one who remains 

in the love remains in God, and God in 

him.                               

           

 

14

                  
                                                                     

 

 

 

 

Introduction 
In the first part of chapter four, loved is related to the knowledge of God and our born 

again walk with God. Now, John relates love to faith and  the indwelling presence of the 

Holy Spirit. John defines faith without even mentioning the word. The statement “no one 

has seen God… we have seen and testify that the Father has sent the Son as Savior of the 

world,” is equivalent to the definition of faith in Hebrews: “faith is the substance of 

things hoped for, the evidence of things not seen” (Heb. 11:1).  

The apostle says we have visible evidence of the indwelling presence of God by 

the love we show fellow believers. Our love, one for another, serves as a testimony to the 

world that we are followers of Jesus Christ (John 13:34-35). The love that God has for us 

is seen by His sacrificial example and promise of the Holy Spirit.   

Dr. McGee writes, “We are concerned about what the world thinks of us, but the 

important thing is: What do they think of Jesus? What do they think of us as we represent 

Him? Someone has put it like this: ‘At the age of twenty, we do not care what the world 

thinks of us. At thirty we worry about what the world is thinking of us. At forty we 

discover that it wasn’t thinking of us at all!’ That is about true. We today are to witness to 

the world. How are we going to witness? By giving out the Word? Yes, that is all 

important. But the world is hungry for love; they do not know what love is. Their 

definition of love would be a three-letter word spelled s-e-x. That is the love the world 
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knows about, but they don’t know anything about the love of God. They do not know 

how wonderful He is, but He can be manifested in us.”
131

   

 

 

 

The abiding presence of God (4:12-13) 
 

4:12.   (No one has ever looked upon God). The holiness 

of God is protected and is important to God. So much so that a specific type of angel, the 

Cherubim are designed specifically to guard the holiness of God. They were placed at the 

gate of the Garden of Eden restricting sinful man from entering (Gen. 3:24). Two gold 

representations of cherubim were placed on opposite ends and facing each other on the 

mercy seat, the cover of the ark of the covenant (Ex. 25:17-22). The description of the 

creature suggests a complete 360 degree protection around God
132

. Sin is not allowed in 

the presence of God, which is why Jesus was sent into the world to pay the price for sin – 

disobedience is sin and is an offence to God.   

So it is that no one has ever beheld God. The accusative yeon “God,” is placed at 

the head of the verse in order to emphasize Him in the argument. It could be translated 

“God, no one has ever looked upon.” The masculine adjective oudeiv (oudeis) 

adj.n.m.sg., “no one,” means here, “not anyone [from mankind]” has seen God. Angels 

before the fall of Satan all had access to heaven, but one third of them fell with Satan and 

were cast out of heaven because they sinned (2 Peter 2:4; Jude 6; Rev. 12:4). Not only is 

the term “no one” exclusive, but the time aspect is also exclusive as the adverb pwpote 

(popote) “ever,” “at any time,” is used. No one has ever yeaomai (theaomai) Perf. 

Mid/Pas. Dep. Ind. 3sg., “beheld,” or “looked upon,” God. The perfect verb means 

completed action and enforces the exclusive words “no one,” and “ever.”   

Dr. Barnes says, “The idea is, ‘He has never indeed been seen by mortal eyes. We 

are not, then, to expect to become acquainted with what he is in that way. But there is a 

method by which we may be assured that we have a true knowledge of him, and that is, 

by evidence that we love another, and by the presence of his Spirit in our hearts. We 

cannot become acquainted with him by sight, but we may by love.’“
133

   

God is invisible, He is described as non-material and without a physical form 

(John 1:18; 4:24; 1 Tim. 6:16). But even as Scripture prohibits mankind from making a 

physical likeness of Him (Ex. 20:4), it does describe Him using anthropomorphic terms – 

He has hands (Ezra 7:9), feet (Psa. 18:9), a face (Num. 6:25-26), ears (Neh.1:6), eyes (2 

Chon. 16:9), a mouth (Deut. 8:3), fingers (Psa. 8:3), arms (Deut. 33:27), shoulders (Deut. 

33:12), and a back (Ex. 33:21-22); but He also is described performing human physical 

actions as He sits on His throne (Ps. 102:12), stands (Gen. 28:13), walks (Gen. 3:8), rides 
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(Psa. 68:33), rests (Gen. 2:2), sleeps (Ps. 44:23), shoots arrows (2 Sam. 22:15), and 

reaches down from heaven (2 Sam. 22:17). God does not have physical eyes or fingers; 

the anthropomorphic literary technique brings the unknowable attributes and actions of 

God to mankind in a way we can understand. These descriptions of Him are merely used 

to help mankind understand God in a personal way – He is a personal God, who is 

knowable, not some impersonal force. Jesus came in the flesh to explain the Father to 

mankind, and the revelation of God to mankind reveals that He is a loving God who cares 

and provides for us each moment. Each breath we take is taken because God gives us 

each breath, and eternal life is knowing Him (John 17:3).   

But it is a fact that Christ, the eternal Son of God, came in the flesh – very God 

came and took on the form of man (Heb. 2:7), the last Adam (Rom. 5; 1 Cor. 15:45). So it 

is that we proclaim Christ is the image of the invisible God (Col. 1:15; 1 Tim. 1:17), but 

He is the image in a more perfect way than man who, by the way, was created in the 

image of God (Gen. 1:26-27). For Jesus said, anyone who has seen Me has seen the 

Father (John 14:9), which means, Christ is the visible manifestation of the invisible God, 

and, hence, anyone who has seen Him directly and His works, has seen God indirectly 

(John 1:18). The idea is not a physical representation, but the immaterial representation – 

the concept of Christ’s work in both word and deed.   

The Greek concept of yeaomai (theaomai) Perf. Mid/Pas. Dep. Ind. 3sg., to 

“behold,” “looked upon,” means “to view attentively,” or “to view and contemplate,” and 

signifies to view or observe with the purpose of interpreting the object viewed, so it is 

used of public shows. Dr. Wuest puts it this way: “Deity in its essence no one has ever 

yet beheld, with the present result that no one has the capacity of beholding Him.”
134

 Dr. 

Wuest is saying that since the definite article is missing from the word God, then “God in 

essence or nature” is to be understood. Jesus was born without a sin nature, never sinned, 

was faithful, and strong in both character and righteousness. When He clears the Temple, 

for example, He demonstrates both His righteous demands and His love for His own.                                     

 

  (If we love one another, God dwells in 

us). The statement concerning “no one has seen God” moves from a negative personal 

visible sight by the eye to a positive sense of “knowing” God because of His indwelling 

presence. The conditional phrase starts with the particle ean (ean) conj., “if,” and is 

combined with the aorist subjunctive of agapaw (agapao) Pres. Act. Subj. 1pl., “we 

might love,” to form a third class condition. The third class condition is the condition of 

certainty based on the condition and means, “if we love one another (and we do), then 

God dwells in us.”  Notice that the object of the phrase allhlwn (allelon) a.m.pl., “one 

another” is placed before the subject yeov (theos) n.m.sg., with def. art., “God,” thus 

emphasizing the reciprocal nature of the action concerning love. Loving one another is an 

evidence of the indwelling presence. Understanding the love of God is important in our 

relationship with others. The love of God involves His commands - His word (1 John 2:3) 

and the outworking of His word involves our obedience as it relates to love (1 John 2:5). 

But, the indwelling presence produces a convection of the conscience, and hence, an 

outward response in the form of deeds (1 John 3:24). We worship in spirit and truth (John 

4:24), word and deed.  
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The doctrine of the indwelling of God is here applied. The doctrine of the 

indwelling of God is that both Jesus and the Holy Spirit indwell the believer (Eph. 3:17). 

It is because of the indwelling presence of God that we can now love one another in a 

very real super-natural way. The present verb menw (neon) Pres. Act. Ind. 3sg., “to 

remain,” “abide,” or “dwell” means, “is dwelling and continues to dwell.” This dwelling 

of God is positionally en (en) prep., “in” us. A Christian is said to be positionally “in 

Christ” because He is in us (1 Cor. 1:30; 15:22; Eph. 1:10). This is the mystery that is not 

spoken of in the Old Testament but is now revealed – that Christ dwells in us. But the 

main point here is the indwelling of the Holy Spirit, the new capability to listen to God, 

and the union we have with God because of the Holy Spirit’s indwelling presence. 

 

 

 

Μενω – to dwell, remain – Facts of the dwelling presence 

Verse  Meaning 

4:12 If we love one another, then God dwells in 

us. 

Certainty based on the love 

principle. 

4:13 By this we know that we abide in Him and 

He in us, because He has given us His 

Spirit. 

Certantity based on belief God has 

given us the Holy Spirit. 

4:15 Whosoever confesses that Jesus is the Son 

of God, God abides in hin, and he in God. 

Certantity based on confession that 

Jesus is the Son of God. 

 

In John’s gospel, Jesus explains that He gave the command to love one another, 

using His own love as a model. Then Jesus tells them that their mutual love one for 

another would be a testimony to everyone that they were His followers (cf. John 13:34-

35). This teaching is now made clearer by John in this letter as He explains the 

relationship of the death of Jesus to the love principle and the supernatural gift of love by 

the Spirit.                       

 

(and the love of him has been made 

perfect [and] is in us). The great principle of the love of God has been revealed to us in its 

perfect state and so it is that when we first believed, His love was comprehended all the 

way down to our core. His love was comprehended not just in our minds but also in our 

hearts. God’s love is a specific love as is made clear by the use of the definite article with 

the subject agaph (agape) n.f.sg., with def. art., “the love,” signifying what manner of 

love this is that we now possess our new life. His love indwells us because He indwells 

us.  This is not some abstract love, some soppy love, but true love since it’s source is 

from God as the genitive personal pronoun  autov (autos) pers. pron. 3g.m.sg., “of him” 

reflects a genitive of source. This love involves the death, burial, and resurrection of our 

Lord and Savior Jesus Christ, but it also involves the giving of the Holy Spirit and the 

continuous works and guidance of the Spirit.   

The perfect passive participle of teleiow (teleioo) Perf. Pas. Part.n.f.sg.,” to make 

perfect,” “complete,” or “bring to an end,” is normally translated “she/it has been made 

complete,” but since the main verb is the present tense of eimi (eimi) Pres. Ind. 3sg., “to 

be,” the action in its result is really continuous, since the nature of the action comes from 
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the main verb. The perfect passive of the participle speaks of the completeness of its 

effect; that is, the death of Christ on the cross as a propitiation for our sins is complete 

(verse 10) as well as, the indwelling presence – we are sealed with the Holy Spirit. This 

love then, is three fold. It has been given to us and there was nothing we did or do in 

order to receive it – it is a gift of God as Jesus lay down His life for us (John 15:13; 1 

John 3:1; 4:10). Secondly, it is present because God changed us by transforming both our 

heart and mind to receive the truth, and the truth is present in us (1 John 3:23; 4:7-9). 

Finally, love is present in us because the indwelling presence of the Holy Spirit in us 

reflects the love of God so that we can be called “children of God” (John 15:26; 1 John 

3:1; 4:16).                             

 

     

4:13.   (By this we 

continue to know that we remain in him and He in us). The apostle continues his 

encouragement by stating how it is that we can know for certain that we possess the 

supernatural love that God gives. The expression  en toutw  “in this,” or better “by this,” 

as the demonstrative pronoun  outov (houtos) dem. pron. d.n.sg., “this,” used with the 

preposition  en (en) “in,” or “by,” is instrumental meaning, “by means of this message,” 

or “by means of this Spirit.” The neuter demonstrative points either to a generic message 

or more likely to the neuter Spirit. It is the assurance of the Spirit that we know and 

accept the indwelling presence of God in us.  

Knowledge is in the present tense of ginwskw (ginosko) Pres. Act. Ind. 1pl., “to 

know,” or “understand,” meaning we know this fact and continue to know it. The simple 

active voice means the subject (we) directly performs or experiences the action of the 

verb, meaning we actively know this and experience the indwelling presence.  

The hoti oti (hoti)  is translated “that,” though, some translate “because,” thus 

stressing the reason we have this knowledge is because en autw menomen   (in him we 

remain). The present verb menw (meno) Pres. Act. Ind. 1pl., “to remain,” “abide,” or 

“dwell,” means we remain right now and continue to remain in God. Likewise, autov en 
hmin (He in us), the present verb might better be distributed here as “and He remains in 

us,” or simply using the natural reading “He [is] in us.”  The abiding, is an intransitive 

verb and means, “to continue in a place or state in which one now is.”                         

 

 (because He has given to us from His 

Spirit). The oti (hoti) conj., “because,” provides the reason. It is “because” He has given 

to us from His Spirit. The thing given is placed at the head of the phrase in order to 

emphasize the thing given is  ek (ek) “out of,” or “from,” the ablative expressing 

“origin,” as it is out from His  pneuma (pneuma) g.n.sg., with def. art., “Spirit.” The 

definite article with Spirit makes this Spirit specific, but the English does not sound 

proper using the definite article, so it is omitted in the English. The verb didwmi (didomi) 

Perf. Act. Ind. 3sg., “to give,” is in the perfect tense, meaning the giving from the Spirit 

to us is completed in the past and will continue to the present in us.  

It is important to identify what has been given from the Spirit. The theological 

significance of the Creator/creature distinction must be kept intact in that what is given 

are the spiritual gifts of faith, hope and love (Rom. 5:5).  We are not God and will fail in 

applying these gifts of the Spirit that is why we are commanded to love, that is why it is 
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not our righteousness but Christ’s righteousness that covers our sins.  Is it not incredible 

that it is, after all, a work of God that we believe in the first place (John 6:29)? And come 

to understand that He is with us all the days of our life. He is actively working in us 

through the good times and the bad in order to bring spiritual growth in our daily walk, to 

build our faith and character because God’s love has been poured out in us!   

Finally, does this statement support the permanent indwelling of the Spirit? It 

does in that the verb tense gives every indication that it [the thing given from the Spirit] 

is permanent and a completed act. Likewise, does this statement support eternal security? 

It does so long as the indwelling of the Holy Spirit defines a child of God (and it does), 

and if that presence is permanent, then yes, security is also established as perfected – both 

are complete. However, it is also true that we can grieve the Holy Spirit, so the command 

is given to love one another and to abide in Him. We know we are of God because our 

union with God reflects a relationship with Him and what follows is a relationship with 

others in the Church.                                     

 

 

The testimony of the Son (4:14-15) 
    

4:14.  

 (And we, we have beheld and we testify that the Father has sent 

the Son – the Savior of the world). The apostle John continues his argument concerning 

the proof of the indwelling presence of God’s Spirit in us by use of the kai (kai) 

conjunction. And we, we know this [God’s abiding presence, His perfected love in us, 

and our abiding in Him] because we have beheld the Son, God in the flesh, and it serves 

as the core of our testimony. You might say we have seen the big picture, we have seen 

the light, the truth. We understand the basic concept of the love relationship concerning 

the death of Christ for the world. 

The emphatic usage of “we” highlights John’s argument that everyone in the 

Chruch is included in this beholding of the Son. The perfect tense of  yeaomai 
(theaomai) Perf. Mid/Pas Dep. Ind. 1pl., “to behold,” “look upon,” or “to view’ continues 

the sense of the action as complete and lasting. It is important to recognize the completed 

act of the work of God, yet, it is a continuous act that we  marturew (martureo) Pres. 

Act. Ind. 1pl., “we are a witness,”  or “we testify,” that our Lord Jesus Christ came in the 

flesh to die as a substitute for us and He was buried and resurrected for our justification. 

The completed act of our “seeing” the truth speaks of our common understanding as a 

group that we were enlightened sometime in the past and its effects continue up to the 

point of writing. God saved those in that Church in the past and they completely saw and 

indeed see the picture! 

The oti (hoti) conjunction “that,” is used to introduce a subordinate clause 

specifying the import thing concerning the Son, is that He is the Savior of the world. The 

important aspect the apostle wants to highlight is that the Father had sent the Son. The 

verb  apostellw (apostello) Perf. Act. Ind. 3sg., “to order (one) to go to a place,”  “to 

send away,” has the meaning that the sending occurred in the past and that it is a 

completed act. Moreover, this is our present testimony. He sent His son (uiov (huios) 

a.m.sg., with def. art.), really “the Son,” as the definite article points to the fact that He is 

the “unique one,” and this same one is the object of the phrase, so also is the Savior, the, 
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swthr (soter) a.m.sg., of the kosmov (kosmos) g.m.sg., with def. art., world.  The 

person of Christ as the Savior is pronounced by the angel to the shepherds in the fields at 

His birth, but comes from the prophecy of Isaiah, spoken some 700 years before His birth 

(Isa. 9:6-7): 

 

For unto us a Child is born, Unto us a Son is given; And the government 

will be upon His shoulder. And His name will be called Wonderful, 

Counselor, Mighty God, Everlasting Father, Prince of Peace. Of the 

increase of [His] government and peace [There will be] no end, Upon the 

throne of David and over His kingdom, To order it and establish it with 

judgment and justice From that time forward, even forever. The zeal of the 

LORD of hosts will perform this.  

 

So it is that John clarifies the work of the Son in His first coming by the 

statement:   

 
16

For God so loved the world that He gave His only begotten Son, that 

whoever believes in Him should not perish but have everlasting life.  
17

For 

God did not send His Son into the world to condemn the world, but that 

the world through Him might be saved.  
18

He who believes in Him is not 

condemned; but he who does not believe is condemned already, because 

he has not believed in the name of the only begotten Son of God.  
19

And 

this is the condemnation, that the light has come into the world, and men 

loved darkness rather than light, because their deeds were evil.  (John 

3:16-19) 

                                          

 

4:15.  (Whosoever might 

confess that Jesus is the Son of God).   The relative pronoun is nominative ov (hos) 

“who,” and is masculine, and might better be translated “which man might confess.”  The 

particle an (an), together with the aorist verb omologew (homologeo) Aor. Act. Subj. 

3sg., “to say the same thing as another,” “to confess,” “concede,” or “profess,” (from the 

compound of omou (homou) together and logov (logos) word, speech = “together 

saying”) forms an indefinite relative clause, meaning that anyone who confesses that 

Jesus is the Son of God, then God remains in him and he in God. The timeless aorist is 

used in order to complete the idea of the relative indefinite clause – it is a fact for anyone 

and for all time and means that if a person confesses at any point in time, then the Holy 

Spirit will indwell the believer forever.  

The statement of fact is introduced with the hoti conjunction  oti ihsouv estin o 
uiov tou yeou “that Jesus is the Son of God.” What does it mean to be the Son of God? 

The meaning of “Son of God” is that Jesus, as the Son, has all the qualities of the Father 

and that there are no others who have the attributes of the Father. It means that the Son is 

the legal representative of the Father on earth as He came in the flesh to die in the place 

of mankind. So it is that Jesus is called both the Son of God and the Son of Man. He 

alone is able to represent both God and man in one body. The use of  uiov (huios) 

n.m.sg., with def. art.,”the Son” is metaphorical in nature, not meaning one born as a 
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physical son, but meaning, one that functions in every way including a legal sense as the 

Father in His absence. So it is the Jesus establishes His legal authority to be a propitiation 

for the sin of mankind in His death because there is none righteous, no not one, except 

the God-man, Jesus Christ who came in the flesh.                                      

 

 (God remains in him and he in God). The 

highlight of the indefinite relative clause is the object clause, the statement of fact 

concerning the indwelling presence of God in the one that confesses – He came in the 

flesh and is the Savior of the world. This statement of fact speaks of the great union we 

have with God.   

For the most part, Paul speaks of our union with Christ from a western mindset by 

the words “in Christ,” a technical term expressing our position is legally “in” Christ and 

means we are saved and experience our union with Christ in our daily walk living by 

faith. On the other hand, John uses the eastern concept of mutual “abiding” which 

includes our position in Christ and our experiencing new life as abiding in Christ. We are 

identified with Christ because we have been baptized with the Holy Spirit and the sealing 

of the Holy Spirit in the believer is consistent with the perfect tenses used in this section. 

Not only do we have a testimony, confessing that Jesus Christ came in the flesh and is the 

unique Son of God, but that we possess the Spirit of God enabling us to see the truth and 

be guided through all truth resulting in an outpouring of love one for another.        

The contrast between our position “in” Christ is emphasized in this section by the 

verb tenses. Our indwelling is past tense and perfected - we have been saved, but our 

daily walk involves our union with God as the present tense of  menw (meno) Pres. Act. 

Ind. 3sg., “remains,” or “abides” in him expresses our continuous state in God and God in 

him.                             

 

 

God is love (4:16) 
 

4:16.     

(And we have known and have believed the love that God has with us). The argument 

continues in verse 16 with the subject of love related to the position we have in God. The 

perfected knowledge is emphatic as the personal pronoun  egw (ego) pers. pron. 1n.pl., 

“we”  is used with the first person plural verb  ginwskw (ginosko) Perf. Act. Ind. 1pl.,” 

to know,” or “understand,” exhorting the reader in joining John as they together 

understand the love that God has toward them. It is not only knowledge that is perfected, 

but belief as  pisteuw (pisteuo) Perf. Act. Ind. 1pl., “we have believed,” means they 

have been fully persuaded that they are the object of God’s love. Love is the object of this 

phrase and is also closely linked to the relative pronoun  thn agaphn hn (the love that).  

Notice the verbs for our knowledge and belief are in the perfect tense and both are 

in the indicative mood, stressing our complete knowledge is a reality to us, but “the love 

that God has for us” is in the present tense expressing His continuous love for us. The 

definite article with  agaph (agape) a.f.sg., “the love” specifies a specific love that only 

God can possess and He extends towards us, and in fact is given from the Spirit (v. 13). 

The relative pronoun ov (hos) rel. pron. a.f.sg., “which,” or “that,” is not needed, but is 

used to stress the concept of the love of God. Moreover, the love of God is with us, the 
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preposition en (en) “with,” expresses God’s love is one of association “with us” (cf. John 

10:38, the preposition is used with union).                                   

 
    
(God is love, and the one who remains in the love remains in God, and God in him).  The 

final phrase of the verse is one of the most wonderful statements of facts heard today – 

God is love. It is a common mistake to associate the God of the Old Testament with the 

God of wrath, and the God of the New Testament with the God of love, for God is 

unchangeable and both His love and His warth are found in both Testaments consistently. 

The love that God gives is a characteristic of the fruit of the Spirit (Gal. 5:22), and is 

characterized by Paul as, suffers long and is kind, does not envy, does not parade itself, is 

not puffed up, does not behave rudely, does not seek its own, is not provoked, thinks no 

evil, does not rejoice in iniquity, but rejoices in truth, bears all things, believes all things, 

hopes all things, and endures all things (1 Cor. 13).   

Notice the character of God reflects the character of love as both are in the 

nominative case. That is, one cannot separate the two, just as one cannot separate wrath 

from God. Both love and wrath are characteristic of God and reflect His righteous 

character as He provides a way where by those following the world system have a way to 

avoid the wrath to come and the second death by believing and trusting that He sent His 

Son to pay the price as a substitute on our behalf. The doctrine in theology called the 

universal or general call is where God proclaims “whosoever” will believe in Me will be 

saved. The call is genuine and universal in scope; the problem is no one will accept the 

call – the message is foolishness to the world. God has to move in man with what is 

called the effectious call – the special call that is effective in the believer that is called of 

God. This person will come to accept Christ as his or her personal Savior because God’s 

call is effective in them.  

The statement  o yeov agaph estin, places God alongside love and uses the state 

of being verb  eimi (eimi) Pres. Ind. 3sg., “to be,” meaning God exists in a state of being 

– loving. Furthermore, the one that abides in God’s love is assured the reciperical 

relationship of union with Christ. The participle  menw (meno) Pres. Act. Part. n.m.sg., 

with def. art., “to remain,” “abide,” or “dwell” with the definite article means this person 

is known as a person who abides in love. The preposition en (en) prep., “in,”  is locative 

meaning this person remains positionally in the love of God. However, the preposition 

can also be instrumental, meaning this person remains by means of the love of God.  

So it is that the chain of prepositions that follows forms the great statement of 

union with God - en tw yew menei kai o yeov en autw (in God, he remains, and God in 

him). John repeats the statement of union from the previous verse emphasizing the 

relationship that love has with the abiding presence. The historical expression “God with 

us” speaks of the incarnation and the love of God for His creation (Matt. 1:23), but “God 

with us” also speaks of His eternal presence with us as we experience eternal life in our 

daily walk and sometimes as Satan attacks the Church we need His love principle ever 

more. Our command is to love one another - brethren, love one another!                                               

 



 

 

Love is perfected in us (4:17-21) 
 

1 John 4:17-21 
 

 

  
17 

By this, the love has been made 

perfect with us in order that we may 

have boldness in the day of judgment; 

because, even as that One is, also we, we 

are in the world. 
18

 Fear is not in love; 

but the perfect love is casting out fear, 

because the fear has a punishment, but 

he that does fear, he has not been made 

complete in love. 
19

 We, we love him, 

because he first loved us. 
20

 If anyone 

says, “I love God,” and hates his brother, 

he is a liar; for the one not loving his 

brother whom he has seen, God, whom 

he has not seen, how is he able to love?  
21

 And this [is] the commandment we 

have from Him, that the one that loves 

God also loves his brother.                               

           

 

19

 

                  
                                                                     

 

 

 

 

Introduction 
What does it mean that “love is perfect in us?” Does this section really teach that sinful 

man possesses perfect love? Yes, it does. It is a statement of fact that we who are called 

of God are indwelt with the Spirit of God.This refers to a God given love that we possess. 

One is perfectly loved though one may not love perfectly. One finds in this section one of 

the greatest truths of all of Scripture – that God loved us before we loved Him. 

Unregenerate man hates the things of God and he follows those who hate the things of 

God. It is only when God transforms a person - when the Holy Spirit illuminates our 

heart, baptizes, indwells and seals a person that one can truly love in a godly way.    
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Love perfected in us is demonstrated by our boldness (4:17) 

 

4:17.  
(By this the love has been made perfect with us in order that we may have 

boldness in the day of judgment). This section begins with the familiar expression en 
toutw “in this” or “by this” which expresses the means by which one has boldness 

before God. First, that God first loved us (1 John 4:10), sending His Spirit to transform 

us, illuminating the truth of the Son to us (1 John 4:9), convicting us and resulting in our 

profession of Christ (1 John 4:15). Thus establishing our position and security as being 

“in Christ,” by being baptized, indwelt and sealed by the Holy Spirit.  

The verb is placed before the subject in the Greek, thus emphasizing what we 

possess is characterized as perfected. The perfect verb teleiow (teleioo) Perf. Pas. Ind. 

3sg., “to make perfect,” or “complete,” is in the passive meaning an external agent 

performed the work in the past and its effect continues up to the time of writing. What is 

the subject of this phrase? The love, agaph (agape) n.f.sg., is the subject and possess the 

definite article making this a definite love that comes from God. As we have seen this is 

the love that has its source from God (see 1 John 4:12).  

The preposition meta “with,” is properly translated as genitive meaning love is a 

possession – we possess all the love we need at the time of belief and it continues with us 

all the days of our lives for the purpose of helping us in our daily walk - living our new 

life we have in Christ. That is the meaning of eternal life (John 17:3; 1 John 5:20). We 

possess new life the moment we believe and this new life is defined by the indwelling of 

the Spirit which is with us now and for eternity.    

The reason that this perfected love is in us has a practicle result as is identified by 

the use of the hina (ina) clause “in order that,” or “so that,” we might have boldness in 

the day of judgment. How do we have boldness in the day of judgment? We have 

boldness by the simple fact of possessing the Spirit of God! Can you imagine being in the 

presence of our Lord who has been given authority for all judgment (cf. John 5:22), as we 

receive our rewards at the bema seat (cf. 1 Cor. 3:12-15; 2 Cor. 5:10). The great day 

when the dead will be resurrected and those that are alive and believe will have all their 

works judged (Matt 16:27; Rev. 9:8; 22:12). Those works not done in the name of Christ 

and for His glory will be cast out and what is left counted as good. There is great 

confusion among Christians today concerning the doctrine of judgment and rewards. 

Believers will not be judged based on how good they are – for no man is good, no not one 

(Rom. 3:23). One is perfectly loved though one may not love perfectly. Scripture clearly 

explains that it is by saving faith - our belief alone, that we are rescued from 

condemnation as John says in John 3:18:  

 

He who believes in Him is not condemned; but he who does not believe is 

condemned already, because he has not believed in the name of the only 

begotten Son of God. And this is the condemnation, that the light has come 

into the world, and men loved darkness rather than light, because their 

deeds were evil. For everyone practicing evil hates the light and does not 

come to the light, lest his deeds should be exposed. (John 3:18-20) 

 

John continues in his gospel that we have passed from judgment to light: 
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Truly, truly, I say to you, he who hears My word and believes in Him who 

sent Me has everlasting life, and shall not come into judgment, but has 

passed over from death into life. (John 5:24) 

 

The apostle uses the word parrhsia (parrhesia) a.f.sg., “freedom in speaking,” 

“boldness,” or “confidence,”  as in verse 2:28. He uses it in reference to the coming of 

Christ and seeks to encourage them in their daily walk to do the right thing so that they 

will have confidence today, tomorrow, and every day, even the great day of His 

appearance and the bema seat judgment. This boldness is related to our fidelity in His 

word as the subjunctive of ecw (echo) Pres. Act. Subj. 1pl.,” we might have boldness” en 
th hmera thv krisewv (in the day of the judgment). The possibility exists that we can 

have, and indeed, places an expectation of possessing confidence in the day of judgment.  

The day of judgment is specific as is seen by the use of the two definite articles, 

one with “the day” and another with “the judgment.” Judgment is in the Greek krisiv 

(krisis) g.f.sg., with def. art., “the separating,” or “the judgment,” is found only here in 

First John and is meant “a separating” of what we have done for ourselves and what we 

have done for Christ in true love, in obedience, to Him (cf. John 5:22, 24). It should be 

reinforced that God loved us first and His love was demonstrated to us by His death, 

burial, and resurrection, and as a result, our salvation is secured, being sealed by the Holy 

Spirit until the day of redemption (Eph. 4:30).  

It is because of the work of all the members of the Godhead that love is perfected 

and is with us. God the Father loved us first, God the Son paid the price in love, and God 

the Spirit illuminated us, transformed us, indwelt, baptized and sealed us in His love. Our 

boldness is something that is possessed right now and is possible as we abide in Him, not 

grieving the Holy Spirit. Let me make this perfectly clear, we are safe and secure as 

members of the body of Christ by being transformed and indwelt with the Holy Spirit - 

that is our legal position in Christ. However, our daily walk is another matter. This little 

letter is addressed to believers who are secure in Christ but live in a fallen world of 

deception so the constant exhortation to live a life respective of our position. When we 

are in fellowship with God, our fellowship with others is a direct reflection of that 

relationship.                                           

 

(because, even as that 

One is, also we, we are in the world).  We are to walk in the same way as Jesus walked 

when He was in this world – set apart from the world but still in the world being salt and 

light to the world. The reason is given by the hoti clause, “because,” with the addition of 

the adverb kaywv “according as,” or “even as,” suggesting that we are to be like Jesus 

who serves as our example. The far demonstrative “that One,” is normally translated 

“because He is,” however,  ekeinov (ekeinos) dem. pron. n.m.sg., “that One” is distant in 

that it points to Christ as He walked on earth some forty or fifty years before serving as  

our example. But notice, “that One is,” is in the present tense, meaning He continues to 

serve as our example even though He is not walking on the earth today, as He was raised 

from the dead and is with us today. He is at the right hand of the Father interceding for us 

but is with us in the Holy Spirit.   
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The addition of the personal pronoun hmeiv in the clause, “we, we are in the 

world,” serves to highlight our exhortation to love one another while we are still in this 

fallen world. The use of the near demonstrative outov (houtos) dem. pron. d.m.sg., 

“this,” modifying the word “world,” is significant in that just like He walked in this world 

(2:6), so we also ought to walk. The two demonstratives in this verse almost serve as verb 

tenses pointing out the farness in time since Jesus was in the world as opposed to the 

nearness of our reality in the world today.                                       

 

 

 

Love perfected in us is demonstrated by lack of fear (4:18) 
 

4:18. (Fear 

is not in love but the perfect love is casting out fear).  There is no fear of anything when 

we are held secure in the hands of God. Our eternal security ought to bring about 

confidence and boldness in Christ of which there can be no fear, since He has told us we 

have eternal life. Eternal life is consistent with eternal security. One cannot exist without 

the other. And when God, the very creator of all things - the Creator of us, who formed us 

individually in the womb, when He says have no fear I am with you, so then, we ought 

not have fear of anything. For the world can only take our physical life, but we are 

promised eternal life – so do not fear, for there is not found fear in the love that God 

gives.  

The Greek word fobov (phobos) n.m.sg., “fear,” “dread,” or “terror,” originally 

had the idea of “flight due to being scared.” The word comes to the English as “phobia” 

meaning “a persistent, abnormal, or irrational fear of a specific thing or situation.”  The 

idea here is closer to the Greek than the English, in that fear implies a desire to flee. Do 

you know people who have to flee from God’s word? They hear God’s word and become 

so uncomfortable they have to flee from the conversation, or they go the other way and 

explode in verbal and even physical violence. The present tense of  eimi (eimi) Pres. Ind. 

3sg., “to be,” or “exist,” is a state of being verb meaning love is a state of being, and as 

such, fear cannot have a place within the one in a state of God’s love. We continue to not 

have fear because there is no fear in the same heart that the Holy Spirit indwells. The 

definite article with  agaph (agape) loc.f.sg., “in the love,” means this is a specific love 

and further identifies this love as God’s love. It is important to emphasize that “the love” 

has to do with the indwelling Holy Spirit and as such, no one can take the Spirit away – 

the grammar indicates that the love that dwells in us will never leave.  

The older English might better be used for alla (alla) “nay, perfect love casts out 

fear.” A love that is characterized by the adjective teleiov (teleios) adj.n.f.sg., with def. 

art., is “brought to its end,” “finished,” or “perfect,” and means this love is a love that is 

brought to its logical conclusion and perfected. This love is a perfected love that 

continues to cast out fear. Notice the present tense of  ballw (ballo) Pres. Act. Ind. 3sg., 

“to throw,” or “cast out,” is a continuous, or, a repeated act. It is not that we never have 

fear, for we are after all human; but rather, this means that when we do have fear we gain 

strength and confidence knowing that we posses the Spirit of God, and “the love” that is 

specific has to do with the work of the Holy Spirit. Where is the fobov “fear,” “dread,” 

“the terror” when we are possessed of God.                                           
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   (because the 

fear has a punishment but he that does fear, he has not been made complete in love).  The 

apostle continues his argument by providing the reason fear has no part in love. It is oti 
(hoti) “because,” the one that possess the fear (fobov)  is also said to possess 

punishment. Notice that the emphasis is placed upon punishment as it appears before the 

verb “to have.” Punishment is the Greek noun  kolasiv (kolasis) a.f.sg., meaning “a 

correction,”  “punishment,” or “penalty,” and comes from the verb κολαζω (kolazo) 

meaning “to prune (trees or wings), to restrain, or chastise,” and in this context, probably 

means the torment (KJV)  - the conviction of the conscience that comes with the one who 

is living outside the family of God (cf. Matt. 25:46). One that does not possess the Spirit 

of God is seen as a slave to sin and the result is the possession of continuous guilt. It is 

not that the regenerate person does not experience guilt, he must in order to grow in 

Christ, but this section is not referring to a perfect person either – there is no such thing 

as a perfect person on earth, save Jesus Christ and He alone. No, this section is referring 

to a person who possesses the gift of love that has its source from God – the Holy Spirit, 

and within the person sealed with the Spirit of God there is not to be found “the fear.” 

The fear is a specifice fear relating to a person that does not possess the Holy Spirit and, 

hence, is filled with fear, you might say paranoid. Dr Gill writes, “it distresses a man, fills 

him with anguish, and makes him restless and uneasy, and keeps him in servitude; 

through the fear of men, of the devil, death, judgment, and hell, he is all his lifetime, or as 

long as this fear lasts, subject to bondage.”
135

   

 Matthew 25:46 says, “And these will go away into everlasting punishment 

(kolasiv), but the righteous into everlasting life.” The verb tense in Matthew is the 

future, but here the verb tense is present. This punishment is with those who are not saved 

all the days of their lives, even unto eternity. There is a present aspect of the punishment 

that finds its fulfillment in the future.     

 The present tense of  ecw (echo) Pres. Act. Ind. 3sg., “to have,” or “possess” is 

an iterative present meaning that the action is habitual and repeated. This person is in 

torment simply because he does not possess salvation, forgiveness of sins, and 

reconciliation with God. This person is characterized as a natural man, confused, 

unstable, moved by every wind of doctrine that moves in the world, moved by the dark 

forces that operate within the world (1 Cor. 2:14). The worst element of society is found 

in this captive state as Scripture describes their deeds as: 

 

Now the works of the flesh are evident, which are: adultery, fornication, 

uncleanness, lewdness,  idolatry, sorcery, hatred, contentions, jealousies, 

outbursts of wrath, selfish ambitions, dissensions, heresies, envy, murders, 

drunkenness, revelries, and the like; of which I tell you beforehand, just as 

I also said in time past, that those who practice such things will not inherit 

the kingdom of God. (Gal. 5:19-21; cf., Mark 7:21-23) 

 

 This person is constantly in fear because the people that surround him are also 

ungodly and he or she flees from wise counsel and the word of God. There is an 

expression, “you are known by your associates,” that rings true here. What a scary world 
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it is when there are no God-fearing people around. This can be seen by the humanistic 

governments of the past, such as the horrible period of Russia when they were under 

communist rule. This nation outlawed God’s word and the result was bondage to the 

state, military rule, and the worst human atrocities to their own citizens that have been 

seen in modern times.  

A person who possess fear is ruled by their emotions and one’s own abilities 

instead the Spirit of God. This person possesses “the fear,” and the guilt that comes from 

living a godless life. “The fear,” as used here has the basic meaning “that which may 

cause flight,” in the sense of fleeing from God and trusting in self. To flee from God in 

the sense of rejecting Christ and His message of the cross. Death is separation from God, 

living a life apart from God, rejecting His truth and living in darkness instead of the light. 

Fear, fobov  means here, “running from the love of God” and resisting salvation that 

comes from believing in His name. Fear, as used here, is synonymous with rejecting God 

and being unregenerate.    

For the child of God, there is fear everywhere. For example, there is fear of losing 

one’s life (Mat. 14:30), losing one’s loved ones (Gen. 31:31; 42:4), fear of an enemy (1 

Sam. 28:5; John 20:19), fear of a person in authority (Neh. 2:2), fear of what another 

might do (1 Sam. 18:12-15), fear of what others might say (Gal. 2:12), and fear of the 

future (Gen. 21:17). However, the child of God is to trust in the Lord and fear the Lord, 

and Him only, for the fear of the Lord is the start of wisdom (Prov. 1:7; 9:10). The child 

of God has the Lord to help him or her when fear visits them. The psalmist David, writes, 

“The LORD is my light and my salvation; whom shall I fear? The LORD is the strength 

of my life; of whom shall I be afraid?” (Ps. 27:1) And the often quoted verse of David, 

“Yea, though I walk through the valley of the shadow of death, I will fear no evil: for 

thou art with me; thy rod and thy staff they comfort me” (Ps, 23:4).     

John has presented a contrast between the unsaved person in the world and the 

person trusting God by use of the contrastive conjunction de  “but,” highlighting the fact 

that fear and love are opposites. Notice the grammar used here. John chooses to use the 

participle of  fobew (phobeo) Pres. Mid/Pas. Dep. Part. n.m.sg., “he that fears,” in order 

to stress that this person is one that is by nature someone that is driven by fear. The 

reason is most likely because this person has not been made complete by possessing the 

Holy Spirit. The verb teleiow (teleioo) Perf. Pas. Ind. 3sg.,” to make perfect,” or 

“complete,” has the idea that a born again person has been transformed, indwelt with the 

Holy Spirit and, hence, is secure in their faith and indeed overcomes the world and all its 

pressures. Completeness has its source in  en th agaph (in the love) that is given by 

God.                                     

  

 

 
Love is prevenient (4:19) 

 

4:19.   (We, we love Him because 

he first loved us).  The apostle places emphasis upon those who are saved by using the 

emphatic personal pronoun hmeiv, “we,” with the first person plural verb agapaw 

(agapao) Pres. Act. Ind. 1pl., or Subj., “we love.”  There is a textural variant here; the TR 
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has hmeiv agapwmen auton adding the object auton, “Him.” The difference is “we 

love,” verses, “we love Him,” wherein the context suggests, “we love” as a response to 

His love, since “the love” is in view. That is to say, we simply possess “the love” and the 

result is that love is a fruit that is produced because we possess the Spirit of God (Gal. 

5:22).  

To say He loved us prwtov (protos) adj.n.m.sg., “first in time, place or rank,” is 

to say His love is prevenient. The word prevenient is a theological term but simply means 

“to proceed,” or “come before.” God must work in a person causing belief (John 6:29). 

Before we can produce acts of love according to God’s love standard - a giving love 

without strings attached, God must transform us and give us His Spirit. God’s love 

precedes the believer’s response. The aorist of  agapaw (agapao) Aor. Act. Ind. 3sg., 

“love,” is significant in that this love occurred at some timeless point in the past and 

serves to contrast God’s love that is timeless with respect to the love we continuously 

possess now in the present tense.                              

 

   

The test for true love (4:20) 
   

4:20. 

(If anyone says, “I love God,” and hates his brother, he is a liar; for the one not 

loving his brother whom he has seen, God, whom he has not seen, how is he able to 

love?).  This verse forms an inclusio with verse 12 – it starts as it ends. In verse 12, John 

says, “no one has seen God at any time.” Now, John finishes the thought by expressing 

that we can know God because we who profess Christ and are indwelt with the Holy 

Spirit who teaches us about God – the unseen, praising and loving Him, yet we physically 

see our brother and sister in Christ in Church every week and have trouble loving him or 

her.   

If anyone says, or as Dr. Robertson says, “suppose one say,”
136

 is a third class 

conditional clause expressing a real outcome. If anyone says, “I love God,” and hates his 

brother, he or she is most certainly a liar! It is impossible to love God and hate a brother 

or sister (in Christ). We can be out of fellowship with both God and fellow believers, but 

we cannot hate our fellow believers in Christ. That is a violation of the law of love. The 

conditional ean  “if,” with the subjunctive, legw (lego) 2 Aor. Act. Subj. 3sg., “to say,” 

or “speak” forms the third class condition. The indefinite pronoun tiv (tis) pron. n.m.sg., 

“a certain one,” or “someone” expresses a generic person, thus Dr. Robertson’s 

translation “suppose one say.”   

The verb tense moves from “a timeless possibility,” using the aorist subjunctive, 

“if anyone says,” to a “present reality,” by use of the present tense of agapaw (agapao) 

Pres. Act. Ind. 1sg., “I am [right now] loving.” The sense is this:  “suppose someone [at 

any time] says, I love God [right now] and he hates his brother – he is a liar!” The person 

hated is identified as the adelfov (adelphos) a.m.sg., with def. art., “the brother,” which 

is placed at the head of the clause, thus emphasizing “the brother,” while the verb is 

placed at the end; literally, “the brother of him he hates.”  The brother is clearly used in 
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the metaphorical sense as the personal pronoun in the genitive (autou) is used indicating 

their relationship one to another – they are no doubt part of the same family as children of 

God.   

The third class condition is again used, continuing the argument, but now the verb 

tense is the present subjunctive of  misew (miseo) Pres. Act. Subj.3sg., “to hate,” or 

“pursue with hatred,” this word is the general word for hate whose definition includes the 

full spectrum from total disregard to hate. This person right now hates his brother or 

sister in Christ, so John boldly declares, “he is a liar.” The word for liar is  qeusthv 

(pseutes) n.m.sg., meaning “a liar,” “one who breaks faith,” or “a false and faithless 

man.” It is no mistake that a state of being verb is used for this person since this person 

professes to love Christ, and knows what it means for Christ to come in the flesh and die 

for the sins of the world; so it is that this person cannot possibly hate his brother. This 

person is a wolf in sheep’s clothing and there were apparently some unbelievers in that 

Church causing big problems.   

The conjunction gar “for,” introduces an explanation why the previous clause is 

true. The explanation has to do with the believer’s visible, observable action. Notice the 

use of the subject participle agapaw (agapao) Pres. Act. Part. n.m.sg., with def. art. and 

negative particle, “the one that is not loving his brother,” speaks of a person that is 

known, right now, always, and habitually not a loving person. This person is self-seeking, 

never giving of himself to build up the Church, and tearing down fellow brothers 

(adelfov) and sisters is Christ.   

The relative pronoun ov (hos) a.m.sg.,” who,” “which,” “that” now introduces the 

relative clause as a pair of contrasts: on the one hand this person has seen his brother, and 

on the other hand has not seen God. He sits next to his brother or sister worshiping God, 

professing faith, sharing in our common lives set apart from the world, yet is unloving 

toward his brother. The verb oraw (horao) Perf. Act. Ind. 3sg., “to see” has its basic 

meaning “to see with the eyes,” and hence, serves as a contrast of the visible brother that 

he can see and touch, verses, the invisible God which should be in him. How tragic it is 

to always come to Church and look upon the brethren with contempt. Is this the attitude 

of the Gnostic who desires to be superior creeping into the Church? The spirit of 

antichrist coming into the Church seeking to destroy the love they have for one another?  

The final point communicated here has to do with this person’s ability to love. 

The phrase pwv dunatai agapan, uses the adverb
137

 pwv “how,” or “in what way,” to 

pose the question and serves to cause the reader to contemplate the dilemma – in what 

way is it possible to love God when there is no love for the brethren? The present verb  

dunamai (dunamai) Pres. Mid/Pas. Dep. Ind. 3sg., “to be able,” “to be capable” speaks of 

their present condition or habitual action to love. And finally, the infinitive of agapaw  

(agapao) Pres. Inf., “to love” is a verbal noun expressing purpose. It is the purpose of the 

believer who has been given love, to love others. The cause and effect law cannot be 

broken – we love because God first loved us. Love for the brethren is a response to God’s 

saving, transforming work, and the indwelling of the Spirit.                                  
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The commandment defined (4:21) 
 

 

4:21. (And this [is] the commandment we 

have from him). The literal translation is “and we have this commandment from Him,” 

which again serves as a reminder and an exhortation to execute the command. We are 

commanded to trust in Christ (1 John 3:23) and love one another. The verb ecw (echo) 

Pres. Act. Ind. 1pl., “to have,” or “to hold” is in the present expressing our present, 

continuous possession of the  entolh (entole) a.f.sg., with def. art., “the order,” or “the 

commandment,” that God gave to us through Jesus Christ (John 13:34; 15:12). Again, the 

definite article points to a specific command – the command to love. This command is 

not new as can be seen from verses 2:7-11: 

 

Brethren, I write no new commandment to you, but an old commandment 

which you have had from the beginning. The old commandment is the 

word which you heard from the beginning. Again, a new commandment I 

write to you, which thing is true in Him and in you, because the darkness 

is passing away, and the true light is already shining. He who says he is in 

the light, and hates his brother, is in darkness until now.  He who loves his 

brother abides in the light, and there is no cause for stumbling in him. But 

he who hates his brother is in darkness and walks in darkness, and does 

not know where he is going, because the darkness has blinded his eyes. 

(1John 2:7-11) 

                          

 

(that the one that loves God also 

loves his brother). The person who is known as “one that loves God” is also one that 

loves his brethren. That is what the present participle of agapaw (Pres. Act. Part.n.m.sg., 

with def. art.) means - “the one that loves,” or “the one known as a lover of God.” The 

present subjunctive of agapaw (Pres. Act. Subj. 3sg.) expresses an hortatory subjunctive 

where John seeks to exhort others to action, specifically, to love the brethren. This is 

unusual, in that, one would expect to find a simple “statement of fact” verb, namely, “the 

one that loves God, loves his brother;” but here, it is closer to, “the one that loves God, let 

him also love his brother.”  

How tragic it is that we are called children of God and know that it is because of 

the love of God that we are called of God to begin with and we have to be told to love 

one other. This speaks of the power of the world system and how it can so easly affect 

those in the Church. But it is the love of God, His command to love others, and  His 

indwelling Spirt that enables us to love, thus setting us free from the bondage of sin.                            

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Overcoming the world (5:1-5) 
 

1 John 5:1-5 
 

 

  
1
Whosoever believes that Jesus is the 

Christ, he has been begotten from God, 

and everyone who is loving him that 

begot, he also loves him that has been 

begotten from him.  
2
By this we know 

that we love the children of God, when 

we love God and we keep his 

commands.   
3
For this is the love of God: 

that we keep his commands; and the 

commands of Him are not burdensome. 
4
Because everything that has been 

begotten of God overcomes the world; 

and this is the victory, our faith that 

conquers the world. 
5
Who is the one who 

overcomes the world, if not the one who 

believes that Jesus is the Son of God.                                     

           

;                   

                                                                     

 

 

 

 

Introduction 
This section of Scripture speaks of the result of the new birth as “overcoming the world.” 

We are overcomers of the world in our daily walk; overcoming sin and its bondage, but 

John also speaks of our salvation in the future as we will be saved (cf., Rom. 5:9-10; 

8:29; 1 John 3:2) by speaking of our victory as God resurrects us to life with Him for 

eternity. This section also concludes the natural progression of this letter as John starts in 

chapter one with the subject “God is light,” then moves in the middle to “God is love,” 

and concludes with “God is life.”
138

         

The test for a Christian, as given here, is believing who Christ is and what He has 

done on our behalf. The statement, ”Whosoever believes that Jesus is the Christ has been 

begotten from God,” reflects the result of a transformed person. Dr. Lightner says, “The 

belief referred to in 5:1 is personal and particular. It involves the recognition of oneself as 

totally lost and without merit before God and embracing Christ alone as Savior from 

sin.”
139
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 Salvation is the act of being declared righteous by God and involves the work of 

God as even our belief is the work of God. We are saved by grace, the unmerited favor by 

God. When the people asked Jesus what must one do to be saved, “Jesus answered and 

said unto them, this is the work of God, that you believe in Him whom He sent” (John 

6:29). This transforming work of God secures our position in Christ. The statement, we 

have been saved, is past tense (Eph. 2:8-9) and speaks of our standing before God as He 

has imputed Christ’s righteous to us – we stand before God covered by the righteousness 

of Christ. Our daily walk in our new life is expressed in the present tense, “we are being 

saved” (cf., Rom. 6:14; 8:2), and speaks of our life experience, namely, sanctification, in 

obedience to the Word of God. It is because we are in this new family of God that we 

obey His commandments and act as ambassadors of Christ (cf , Eph. 6:20) with all the 

rights and responsibilities thereof.  

 
The test for being born of God (5:1-2) 

 

5:1.                

(Whosoever believes that Jesus is the Christ, he has been begotten from God). The 

adjective pav (pas) “all,” or “every,” along with the participle pisteuw (pisteuo) Pres. 

Act. Part. n.m.sg., with def. art., “to believe,” has the sense, “whosoever believes,” or 

“every one that believes” that Jesus is the Christ - not leaving anyone of the group out.   

 

But as many as received Him, to them He gave the right to become 

children of God, to those who believe in His name (John 1:12) 

 

The thing believed is pointed out by the hoti conjunction introducing the objective clause, 

“that” Jesus is the Christ. This short statement serves as the test for a born again person. 

When Jesus was born of the virgin Mary, the angel Gabriel pronounced the birth (Luke 

1:26-38), quoting from Isaiah 7:14 and told Mary to name the child Ihsouv “Jesus” 

which is of Hebrew origin from ewvwhy  (Yehoshua’) Joshua or Jehoshua, meaning, 

“Jehovah is salvation.” Isaiah 9:6-7 speaks of the Child born as the Son, the future 

Messiah, the Hebrew equivalent of the Greek  Cristov  “Christ,” from the adjective 

criw (chrio) “to anoint,” or the “anointed One.”  

 

For unto us a Child is born, unto us a Son is given; and the government 

will be upon His shoulder. And His name will be called Wonderful, 

Counselor, Mighty God, Everlasting Father, Prince of Peace. Of the 

increase of His government and peace there will be no end, upon the 

throne of David and over His kingdom, To order it and establish it with 

judgment and justice From that time forward, even forever. The zeal of the 

LORD of hosts will perform this. (Isa 9:6-7) 

 

The Hebrew concept of a person being anointed has the purpose of sending him on a 

mission and providing everything needed to accomplish the task. This section of 

Scripture speaks of the person of Christ. The statement Jesus is the Christ means Jesus 

Christ will do everything needed to accomplish the task of bringing salvation to mankind 
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– He is the anointed Savior, the Suffering Servant of Isaiah 53:4-6 who bears our sins in 

our place (cf., “the Anointed of the Lord” Isa. 61:1-3).  

Anyone who believes that Jesus is that Anointed One, the Messiah and Savior 

promised in the Old Testament, has been born of God. The preposition ek “from” yeov 

(g.m.sg., with def. art.) “the God,” is placed at the head of the expression in order to 

emphasize the source of their conversion. The verb gennaw (gennao) Perf. Pas. Ind. 3sg., 

“to begat,” or “be born” has the  Jewish sense, “of one who brings others over to his way 

or mode of life,” “to convert someone.” The perfect tense means the birth is complete and 

continues up to the time of writing; the passive voice means an external agent performs 

the begetting, that is to say, God Himself performs the begetting. When it comes to 

salvation, John makes it clear that it is an act of God – all of it, the conversion, the 

indwelling, baptizing, sealing, even the progressive work of sanctification and 

glorification. Salvation is of the Lord  means God is the originator, sustainer, and finisher 

of our salvation (cf., Rom. 8:29-30).  

John says he wrote his gospel “so that you may believe that Jesus is the Christ, the 

Son of God, and that believing you may have life in His name” (John 20:31). Who is 

Jesus is an important definition and John is specifically emphasizing Jesus’ humanity 

because there are those that deny He was born of the virgin, those that deny that He was 

born of flesh, or deny He is the promised Messiah of the Old Testament. In so doing, 

problems arise in the Church resulting in arguments and divisions. It is no mistake that 

John links the essentials of the faith with love. The evidence of a born again person has to 

do with what one believes about Jesus Christ - the Son of God, the Son of Man, the God-

Man and the only one that can take away the sin of the world. Jesus alone is the unique 

Son of God which speaks of His sinlessness and His ability to represent God in this legal 

transaction. He alone is the unique Son of Man which speaks of being born of a virgin 

linking humanity with deity and speaks of His sinlessness and His ability to represent 

mankind in this legal transaction of paying the ultimate price in the place of mankind – 

He is the satisfaction for sin as He alone paid the price in His blood. Does one profess 

Christ is the Son of God who came in the flesh and paid the price for their sin?                             

 

 (and every 

one who is loving him that begot, he also loves him that has been begotten from him). 

The masculine adjective pav  “all,” or ”every one,” combined with the present participle 

of agapaw (agapao) Pres. Act. Part. n.m.sg., with def. art., means “whosoever loves,” or 

“every one that loves” Him that begot him.  The Greek gennaw (gennao) is now an 

Aorist Act. Part. a.m.sg., with def. art., meaning this person who is a begetter – the One 

that begets. A born again person loves God, so it is that the believer also  agapa (Pres. 

Act. Ind. 3sg., or Pres. Act. Subj. 3sg.,) continues to love him that has been begotten of 

the Father. Most translate the verb love as an indicative since this is an action that is 

really taking place.                                      
 It is important to distinguish our position in Christ with our walk in Christ. The 

born again person’s position in Christ is complete. The action is performed by God and is 

complete – we stand before God declared righteous – legally acquitted, for Jesus paid the 

required price. However, our daily walk in our new life in Christ is another matter. We 

can sin, we can do all those things the ruled us in our old life, though we have a new 
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ability to hear God and we have been given the Holy Spirit to help us and convict us of 

our sin so that we have the power to make it right and put off the old self.  

 This theological point should not be lost in our interaction in the Church. When a 

brother or sister is behaving badly, we do not question their salvation, their position in 

Christ. If they profess to be a Christian and they believe the essentials of the faith, then 

we do not challenge their rightful position in Christ, but we can point out that they are 

acting badly. If, however, a person professes to be a Christian, but what they say about 

the essentials do not measure up, then that person is not a Christian and their heresy 

should be pointed out. That is why we call a Mormon, or a Jehovah’s Witness, or a 

Oneness Pentecostal, or the hundred others, a cult and not part of the body of Christ 

because they are not saved, since they do not believe the essentials of the faith. This 

person in not born of God and Scripture says to be ever watchful of this error in the 

Church and call it like it is (Cf. Gal. 1:6-9; 1 John 2:22; 4:3).  

 

 

The Essentials of the Faith in First John 

Verse Essential Truth 

 Respecting the Person of Christ: 

1:1 Jesus is the Word of life 

1:2 Jesus existed before His manifestation 

1:7 Jesus’ blood cleanses us from sin 

2:1 Jesus is our advocate with the Father 

2:2; 4:10 Jesus is the propitiation for our sin 

2:22; 5:1 Jesus is the Christ 

2:23; 

3:23; 

4:15 

Jesus is the Son of God 

3:5 Jesus is sinless 

3:8 Jesus came in the flesh to destroy sin 

4:2; 4:9 Jesus came in the flesh 

4:14 Jesus is the Savior of the world 

5:11 Jesus is the source of eternal life 

5:20 Jesus is God 

 

 

 

 

Begotten -  : “who were born, not of blood, nor of the will of the flesh, nor of the 

will of man, but of God.” (John 1:13)  

Result of being begotten of God: 

Verse: Text: Related to: 

2:29 If you know that He is righteous, you know 

that everyone who practices righteousness is 

born of Him.  

Righteousness 

3:9 Whoever has been born of God does not sin, 

for His seed remains in him; and he cannot 

Sin 
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continue sinning, because he has been born of 

God.  

4:7 Beloved, let us love one another, for love is of 

God; and everyone who loves is born of God 

and knows God. 

Loving the brother and 

sister in Christ 

5:1 Whoever believes that Jesus is the Christ is 

born of God, and everyone who loves Him who 

begot also loves him who is begotten of Him. 

Actively loving the brethren 

5:4 For whatever is born of God overcomes the 

world. And this is the victory that has 

overcome the world - our faith.  

Overcoming the world 

5:18 We know that whoever is born of God does not 

continue sinning; but he who has been born of 

God keeps himself, and the wicked one does 

not touch him.  

Preservation from sin and 

protection from the wicked 

one 

 

 

 

 

5:2.   (By this we know that we 

love the children of God). Another test is presented to the believer for the purpose of self-

examination and involves the love principle. Dr. Robertson says the phrase “By this we 

know” is, “John’s usual phrase for the test of the sincerity of our love.”140  The apostle 

states, en toutw “In this,” or “by this,” the neuter pointing to the generic message. The 

main verb is the present of  ginwskw (ginosko) Pres. Act. Ind. 1pl., “we know,” or “we 

understand”  that we love the children of God. John now includes himself in this self-

examination of the law of love – the love principle.  

The Lord commanded us to love the brethren and now offers the test for whether 

or not we  agapwmen Pres. Act. Ind. 1pl., “we love” the teknon (teknon) a.n.pl., with 

def. art., “the children” that belong to or are possessed of yeov (g.m.sg., with def. art.) 

“God.”                  

    

[text variant ].    
(when we love God and we keep his commands). The conjunction  otan (hotan) “when,” 

“whenever,” or “as long as,” forms the temporal part of the clause relating one’s behavior 

of loving the children of God to the time when we are loving God. This is another way of 

stating the “abiding law.” The abiding law states that we do not sin when we are abiding 

in Him (cf 1 John 2:24-27). The indefinite temporal clause formed with the subjunctive 

of agapaw (agapao) Pres. Act. Subj. 1pl., “ we might love” serves to limit the action to a 

time when God is in mind. The abiding principle means we must keep God in our minds 

and thoughts. There is an expression that my father used to say to us all the time – “what 

you think upon grows.” That is the secular equivalent of the command “abide in the 

Word.”  
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 When we love God we keep His commandments (entolh  a.f.pl.) , specifically, 

the love commandments – that is the outworking of the love principle. Have you noticed 

that when Jesus gave the command to love, He did not give an itemized list of 

commands? Jesus simply says love God and love your neighbor as yourself (Matt. 22:34-

40). In grace, there is a sincere concern for people and a genuine love for God. Truth and 

the knowledge of God’s love moves to the heart of man, moving him to action – loving 

action that can only come from the Holy Spirit – this is abiding in Christ. Just as mass in 

motion produces a hard to stop momentum, the abiding presence of God in a Christian 

actively abiding in Christ cannot be overcome by sin.         

The subjunctive of threw (tereo) Pres. Act. Subj. 1pl., “we might attend to 

carefully,” or “we might keep,” is used in this temporal clause to limit the period of time 

to be contemporaneous, or in parallel with the main verb of “knowing” and “loving” God. 

This possibility is of course related to one’s fellowship with God. The subjunctives here 

can be interpreted as a simple statement of fact, i.e., “we love God and keep His 

commands.” The exhortation of 1 John 3:18: “Little children, let us not love in word or 

in tongue, but in deed and in truth,” moves to a temporal relationship which exercises our 

new born again God given love.                 

 

 

Love related to our victory (5:3-5) 
 

5:3.    (For this is the love of God).  The tight link 

between love and obedience reveals the spiritual condition of a person. Does one walk in 

the Spirit? Does one abide in Christ? Is there an understanding of His word that bears 

fruit in the form of deed? The love that God gives produces fruit. The love principle is 

introduced as a statement of fact by use of the feminine demonstrative pronoun  outov 

(houtos) dem. pron. n.f.sg., “this,” referring to the subject agaph (agape) n.f.sg., with 

def. art., “the love.” The state of being verb  eimi (eimi) Pres. Ind. 3sg., “to be,” is used to 

point out what the love of God is. Dr. Wuest writes, “In the expression ‘the love of God,’ 

we have the objective genitive, in which the noun in the genitive case (God), receives the 

action of the noun of action (love). Thus, we are to understand that John means ‘the love 

for God.’ That is, the saint’s love for God is shown by his keeping His 

commandments.”
141

                          

 

(that we keep his commands). The hina clause “that,” 

points out two facts concerning the love of God; the first fact is that the love of God 

involves our careful attention to Christ’s  entolh (entole) a.f.pl. with def. art., 

“commands.” The second fact is that His commands are not burdensome. Dr. Wallace 

says this is an “explanatory usage, translated ”namely, that we continue keeping His 

commands.”
142

 Notice the word for command is placed before the verb  threw (tereo) 

Pres. Act. Subj. 1pl., “we might attend to carefully,” or “we might keep” placing stress 
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upon the object – the commands. Dr. Robertson likes to translate this present subjunctive, 

“we keep on keeping His commandments.”                     

 

(and the commands of Him are not burdensome). 

John listed the commands before as the object of the clause, namely, “we keep on 

keeping His commandments,” now the commands are the subject, “His commands are 

not burdensome.” The adjective baruv (barus) adj.n.f.pl., is used in the literal sense as 

“heavy in weight,” but in the metaphorical sense the word means “burdensome,” 

“severe,” “grievous,” or even at times translated as, “violent or cruel.” The sense here is 

bearing a burden that we can carry with the Spirit’s  help. There are burdens that cannot 

be carried by one’s self. Paul says in Galatians 6:2 to help a brother who carries a burden 

(βαρος “heaviness”) he cannot bear (βασταζω “to take up in order to carry”) alone, then 

he says in Galatians 6:5 we will have burdens (φορτιον “a load,” a pack usually carried 

by a foot soldier) that are common to everyone that we all will bear. In this new life in 

Christ we will have troubles as the world hates Him and is actively opposed to the things 

of God, but God is with us to help us walk in obedience, and what greater love is this that 

He gave His life as a substitute for us.                

 

 

5:4.    (Because every thing that 

has been begotten of God overcomes the world). The conjunction oti (hoti) introduces 

the reason why keeping the word of God is not a burdon. The emphasis is placed upon 

overcoming the world, its system, and all its opposition to God and the things of God. It 

is a fact that “every thing” (pav  adj.n.n.sg.) begotten of God overcomes the world; the 

neuter emphasizing the principle and the message, so most translate “whatever is born of 

God.”  Jesus has overcome the world, so it is that we have overcome the world in Him. 

“In the Gospel, Jesus’ last word to His disciples before His passion is, ‘In the world you 

have tribulation; but be of good cheer, I have overcome the world’ (John 16.33).”
143

  

The neuter of  gennaw (gennao) Perf. Pas. Part. n.n.sg., with def. art.,” the thing 

having been begotten,” or “ the one having been born again,” speaks of the result of the 

work of God as Dr. Robertson notes, “Neuter singular perfect passive participle of 

gennao rather than the masculine singular (1John 5:1) to express sharply the universality 

of the principle (Rothe) as in John 3:6, John 3:8; John 6:37, John 6:39.”
144

   

Previously, John noted: 

  

Do not love the world or the things in the world. If anyone loves the world, 

the love of the Father is not in him. For all that is in the world - the lust of 

the flesh, the lust of the eyes, and the pride of life - is not of the Father but 

is of the world. And the world is passing away, and the lust of it; but he 

who does the will of God abides forever. (1 John 2:15-17) 

 

The strength to overcome the world that we possess in our new life and relationship with 

Christ is secured the moment we believe, but the outworking of abiding in Christ and His 
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word results in ever more increasing quality of life and maturity. John stated that the 

“babe” in Christ has (past tense) overcome the world (1 John 4:4), because of their 

possession of the Holy Spirit. Now, John expresses that the child of God possesses 

nikaw (nikao) Pres. Act. Ind. 3sg.,”victory” or “overcomes” the world. The present tense 

emphasizes our continual ability to overcome the pull of the world system. It is our faith, 

our trust, in what Christ did on the cross and who He is that secures our victory over the 

world system and its evil!                                 

 

The Progression of Begotten in First John 

Verse Text Begotten means: 

2:29 If you know that He is righteous, you know that 

everyone who practices righteousness is born of 

Him.  

Knowledge of the 

Righteous One – the sinless 

One 

3:9 Whoever has been born of God does not sin, for 

His seed remains in him; and he cannot sin, 

because he has been born of God. 

Result of being declared 

righteous is Christ’s 

righteousness is imputed to 

us and we live a new life in 

Him 

4:7 Beloved, let us love one another, for love is of 

God; and everyone who loves is born of God and 

knows God. 

A new understanding of 

God has a direct relation to 

understanding the love of 

God   

5:1 Whoever believes that Jesus is the Christ is born 

of God, and everyone who loves Him who begot 

also loves him who is begotten of Him. 

1.Believing Jesus is the Old 

Testament Messiah.  

2.God’s love is the 

outworking of the 

transformed life. 

5:4 For whatever is born of God overcomes the 

world. And this is the victory that has overcome 

the world - our faith.  

The believer’s faith is the 

instrument that continues to 

overcome the world  

5:18 We know that whoever is born of God does not 

sin; but he who has been born of God keeps 

himself, and the wicked one does not touch him. 

The result of being born 

again means the victory is 

complete as (a) victory over 

sin; and (b) victory over the 

devil. 

 

 

 

 

 (and this is the victory, 

our faith that conquers the world).  Overcoming the world involves victory through faith 

in Jesus Christ. When Jesus died, we died with Him (Gal. 2:20). When He was buried we 

were buried with Him (Rom. 6:4), and when He arose we arose with Him (Eph. 2:6) – we 

have victory in Christ today and are sealed in Him until the day of redemption. John 

begins this clause by use of the demonstrative pronoun which points out a goal. The 
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expression kai auth estin h nikh h nikhsasa ton kosmon might be translated “and 

this is the victory, the one conquering the world.” Notice the chain of nominative cases:  

 
outov (hotos) dem.pron. n.f.sg.,”this,”  

nikh (nike) n.f.sg., with def. art., “victory,”   

nikaw (nikao) Aor. Act. Part. n.f.sg., with def. art., “she that conquered,” and, 

pistiv (pistis) n.f.sg., with def. art., “faith.”  

 

The object kosmov (kosmos) a.m.sg, with def. art., “the world,” is surrounded 

and grammatically, outnumbered by all the nominatives. The picture is drawn of the 

world system, with all its evil, depraved nature, and deception, surrounds the child of 

God and is actively engaged in battle with the purpose of destroying his or her Christian 

character, life, and testimony of Christ. But victory is certain for the child of God because 

Christ has conquered the world by His death, burial, and resurrection. Trusting Christ in 

His victory empowers the believer to overcome the world because victory has already 

been accomplished by Christ. We trust in Christ not in the world.  

The translation might read, “the one that became victorious over the world, it is 

our faith.” The aorist participle might be viewed as an ingressive aorist, meaning it goes 

back to the beginning of our victory
145

.  Victory comes first in the form of our present 

new life in Christ as possessing the new ability to overcome sin in our lives and no longer 

be slaves to sin. Ultimate victory means we will be resurrected to life with Christ as He 

was the first fruits of the resurrection thus conquering the last enemy – death (cf.,1 Cor. 

15-26). 

Notice the progression given in First John to the theological fact that we partake 

in Christ’s overcoming the world system by the use of the perfect tense in 2:13-14 and 

4:14. John moves the theological fact to the practical reality as the believer overcomes 

the world in the present tense in verse 5:4.                            

 

 

Nikaw – “overcome,”  “to come off victorious.” 

Verse: Subject Verb Object 

2:13-14 Young men You have overcome  

Perf. Act. Ind. 2pl 

The evil one 

4:4 Little children You have overcome  

Perf. Act. Ind. 2pl 

Them [i.e., false 

prophets] 

5:4 The one who has been 

begotten of God  

(Perf. Pas. Part.n.m.sg.) 

He is overcoming 

Pres. Act. Ind. 3sg. 

The world 

 

 

5:5. 
;    (Who is the one who overcomes the world, if not the one who believes that Jesus 

is the Son of God?).  John returns to the subject of the heresy and the source of our 

salvation. The heresy at hand has to do with the Gnostic denial of the true humanity and 
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true deity of the God-Man, Jesus Christ. Our victory is our faith, and the source of our 

faith has to do with the understanding that Jesus is very God, as He was made lower than 

the angels to come in the flesh in order to act as the lone substitute for the sin of mankind.  

The present participle of nikaw (nikao) Pres. Act. Part. n.m.sg., with def. art., 

“the one who overcomes” speaks of a person who is known as an overcomer, or as Dr. 

Vincent says, “the article with the participle denoting what is habitual; one who leads a 

life of victory over the world.”
146

 Likewise, Dr. Robertson writes, “the one who keeps on 
conquering the world.”147   

The thing that this “overcomer” overcomes is the kosmov (kosmos) a.m.sg., with 

def. art.,”the world.” This person is in a state of overcoming as the state of being verb 

estin is used. Dr. Wiersbe notes that, “ Our victory is a result of faith, and we grow in 

faith as we grow in love. The more you love someone, the easier it is to trust him. The 

more our love for Christ is perfected, the more our faith in Christ is perfected too; 

because faith and love mature together.”
148

  

The conditional particle  ei “if,” serves to make the audience think about the fact 

that Jesus, the God-Man, came in the flesh to die for the world and the one that  

pisteuwn (Pres. Act. Part. n.m.sg., with def. art.) “the one that believes” that Jesus is the 

Son of God is an overcomer.  This is a person who stands believing Jesus is who He says 

He is. This person stands as a believer, declared righteous, not because of something he 

did, but because of what God did – this is agape love, a giving love, not a “you give me 

this and I’ll give you that” kind of love. Jesus, the Savior is the unique Old Testament 

“Son of God” of Psalm 2 – the anointed of Israel who will save His people and bring in 

the millennial kingdom on earth. God is the One that begets, He is the One that gives the 

believer a new heart and removes the heart of stone (Jer. 31:31; Ezek. 36:24-29). Jesus 

paid the price by giving His life as a substitute for us and the Holy Spirit is the One that 

indwells us, sealing us in Him until the final day of redemption (2 Cor. 1:22; Eph. 4:30).                                   
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The legal witness of Christ (5:6-8) 
 

1 John 5:6-8 
 

 

  
6
This is the One who came by water and 

blood, Jesus the Christ, not by the water 

only, but by the water and the blood. 

And the Spirit is the one who is 

testifying, because the Spirit is the truth. 
7
For there are three that are testifying: 

8
the Spirit and the water and the blood; 

and the three are into one.                                       

           

 

  

 
7

                        
                                                                     

 

 

 

 

Introduction 
Placed alongside the legal aspect of the law of love with all its justice and liberty is the 

law of the witness.  A biblical witness is seen as a legal witness and includes two or three 

in a legal proceeding (Deut. 31:19-21). The most important legal witness in Scripture, 

however, concerns the testimony of God’s truth and salvation in His Son (1 Cor. 15:1-6). 

This witness is found in Israel as a nation (Isa. 43:10-12; 44:8), the prophets (Acts 10:43; 

26:22-23), John the Baptist (John 1:7, 15, 32-34; 5:33-34), Jesus Christ (John 8:18; 

18:37; Rev. 1:5-6), the Holy Spirit (John 15:26; Acts 5:30-32; Rom. 8:16), signs and 

wonders (John 2:11; 20:20:30-31; Heb. 2:3-4), and Jesus’ followers (Luke 1:2; Acts 1:8; 

3:15-16; 5:30-32; 10:41-42).  This section tells us that the two most important witnesses 

we have today are the Holy Spirit and Scripture.  

John gives us a clear distinct answer concerning the unity of Jesus as God coming 

in the flesh to save sinners, and here clearly presentes Jesus as the Messiah – very God 

who came in the flesh. While it is true that the Spirit testifies to our spirit, the Spirit 

works through the Word of God in order to provide a verifiable message concerning 

Jesus, what His coming in the flesh means, and that we require a spotless Lamb as a 

substitute for our fallen state paying the price for the sins of the world.      

 

 

The legal witness of Christ 

 

5:6.      (This is the One who came by 

water and blood). In an effort to silence the heresy that Jesus was only the Christ when 

the Spirit came upon Him at His baptism but left Him before He died (and many other 

heresies concerning His personhood), John defines Jesus completely as Jesus Christ, the 
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One who came in the flesh, who came by water and blood. The near demonstrative 

pronoun  outov (hotos) dem. pron. n.m.sg., “this” expresses “this one” as Jesus Christ – 

the subject of this phrase, thus “points out” and is shown with clearness and certainty the 

person of Jesus Christ. Jesus Christ is the one that came by water and blood – a statement 

of fact concerning His official earthly ministry as the Son of God who takes away the sin 

of the world (John 1:29). 

The present of  eimi (eimi) Pres. Ind. 3sg., “he is” controls the tense as He exists 

in a state of being, as a simple fact of a past event as is meant by the aorist participle of 

ercomai (erchomai) 2 Aor. Act. Part. n.m.sg., with def. art., “the one that came.” You 

might say, the One that came, exist as Jesus, the Christ. Jesus “is” the One that came 

“by,” or “through,” as the preposition dia is used in the sense of instrumentality, the 

instrument or medium of Jesus’ coming by, or through, udwr (hudor) g.n.sg., “water” 

and aima (haima) g.n.sg., “blood.”  

 What does it mean to come by water and blood? Dr. Barker provides an overview 

as he writes, “This enigmatic statement has given rise in the church to many 

interpretations. Augustine linked the reference to John 19:34, where the piercing of Jesus’ 

side produced water and blood. Calvin and Luther connected it to John 4 and 6 and saw it 

in reference to the sacraments. Plummer and Candlish related it to OT sacrificial 

symbolism, the water of purification and the blood of the sacrifice. More commentators 

today, however, agree with Tertullian and see the water referring to Jesus’ baptism and 

the blood to his death on the cross.”
149

   

What does it mean to come by water and blood? Many suggestions have been 

proposed by the statement “He came by water and blood,” but I take the position that this 

is answering the heretic of the day, in particular, answering the error of the Gnostic. 

Thus, Jesus came by water speaks of His baptism and blood refers to His death on the 

Cross. The four main interpretations are: (1) The water associated with Jesus’ baptism 

and the blood associated with His death (i.e., His formal public ministry); (2) the water 

and blood that came through His incarnation that is common to natural birth (i.e., God in 

the flesh); (3) the water and blood that flowed from His side on the cross (John 19:34-

35); and (4) the baptism of the believer and the Lords Supper. It seems that all but the 

forth option makes sense in this context, but the context suggests the first two options 

seems more plausible.  

 The first option is plausible because of the historical grammatical understanding 

of the Apostle’s writing concerning the heresy of Gnostics philosophy. The second option 

is plausible because the context flows from verses 1-5 that speak about what it means to 

be begotten of God and born of God, so the natural flow into verses 6-8 concerning the 

natural birth of Jesus as a real man.   

 

 

The water and blood of 1 John 5:6 

Position Meaning Speaks of… 

The water associated with 

Jesus’ baptism and the 

blood associated with His 

His public ministry as the 

Son of God. 

Immanuel 
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death 

The water and blood that 

came through His 

incarnation that is common 

to natural birth 

God in the flesh Incarnation 

The water and blood that 

flowed from His side on the 

cross John 19:34-35 

Jesus’ real humanity in a 

verifiable death 

Jesus’ death 

 

 

 

                                   

 
        
(Jesus the Christ, not by the water only, but by the water and the blood). Many scholars 

have suggested that the secessionists, like Cerinthus and some later Gnostics, said that the 

Christ-Spirit came on Jesus at his baptism but departed before his death; or that, like the 

Docetists and some later Gnostics, the secessionists believed that Jesus was actually 

baptized but could not actually die, being eternal. It is also possible that some Docetists 

saw in the ‘water and blood’ of John 19:34 the picture of a demigod: Olympian deities in 

Greek mythology had ichor, a watery substance, instead of blood. Thus they may have 

stressed his divinity at the expense of his humanity.”
150

   

John stops all such claims by the Gnostics, saying that every part of Jesus’s 

incarnation in the flesh is part of the person prophesized in the Old Testament concerning 

the Christ. Immanuel was to be named Ihsouv (Iesous) n.m.sg., Jesus of Hebrew origin 

from ewvwhy  (Yehoshua’) Joshua or Jehoshua, meaning “Jehovah is salvation” (Isa. 

7:14; Matt. 1:20-23).    His name thus associates the Messiah, the Cristov (Christos) 

adj.n.m.sg., with def. art., “the Anointed One” of the Old Testament with Jesus, the Son 

of God. To be anointed in the Old Testament context is to consecrate a person for a 

sacred task, so usually priests (Ex. 28:41; Lev. 4:3), kings (1 Sam. 12:3; 16:13), and 

prophets (1 Kgs. 19:16; Ps. 105:15) were anointed for service.  

In the case of Jesus, the term Messiah has a dual service role of both suffering (Ps. 

22; Isa. 53; Zech. 9:9; 12:10; 13:5-7) and reigning (Jer. 23:5-6; 30:1-10; Zech. 14:3), 

reflecting His first and second comings. With the Old Testament concept in mind, the 

reference to the Messiah combines in Jesus’ work three different roles or offices as 

Prophet, Priest, and King. Thus the unique person of Jesus satisfies the three Messianic 

roles as Prophet (John 6:14; 7:40), Priest in the sense of His sacrificial death and 

ascension to the right hand of the Father as our intercessor (Ps. 110:1-2; Heb. 4:14; 

10:11-12), but also views His return as King (Rev. 19:16). Jesus is referred to as the Son 

of God, the Son of Man, and the Son of David.      

There is a textural variant here as the Textus Receptus has the definite article “the 

Christ” while the NA27 does not contain the definite article.  The primary teaching in the 

Old Testament concerning the Messiah is that He is known as the Son of God (Psalm 2) 

who is in fact God (Psalm 2:2-3). This is the confounding question Jesus poses to the 
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Jewish leadership in Matthew 22:41-46 (cf., Psalm 110) that served to shut the mouth of 

the sceptic – the Messiah is the Son of God - very God.  

It is when Jesus is baptized by John the Baptist that the Holy Spirit comes upon 

Him and the Father says, “This is My beloved Son, in whom I am well pleased” (Matt. 

3:13-17). Thus, He publically enters into His service as the Son of God.  

 

When He had been baptized, Jesus came up immediately from the water; 

and behold, the heavens were opened to Him, and He saw the Spirit of 

God descending like a dove and alighting upon Him. And suddenly a voice 

came from heaven, saying, "This is My beloved Son, in whom I am well 

pleased." (Matt. 3:16-17) 

 

Jesus did not come en tw udati “in the water”, or as most translate “with the 

water” in the sense of “in the sphere or element” of water alone as the heretics taught, but 

by both “the water and the blood.” The word  udwr (hudor) d.n.sg., with def. art., “the 

water” is the common word for water, and though water has many biblical metaphors 

(e.g., as a cleansing symbol in baptism (Acts 8:36), as a symbol of the Holy Spirit (Isa. 

44:3; John 7:38-39, & etc), here there is no reason to take it metaphorically. The sense 

used here is that Jesus “came” as an historic fact in an Old Testament sense of 

“commissioning” one to a specific service or act. That service was to fulfill the Messianic 

promises of the Old Testament. 

 

Prophetic Offices Concerning Christ 

Old Testament Office New Testament 

Deut 18:5-18; Mic. 3:1; 

Mal. 4:5-6 

Prophet Matt. 11:7-14; Mark 1:2-4; 

9:11-13; Luke 7:24-27; 

John 6:14; Acts 3:20-22 

Psalm 2 The Messiah Jesus Christ 

 1 Chr. 17:13; Ps. 2:7 Declared the Son of God Matt. 3:17 

2 Sam. 7:4-17; Isa. 9:6-7; 

22:22 Jer. 23:5; 33:15-16; 

Ezek. 37:24-25 

Identified as the Son of 

David 

Matt. 1:1, 21; Luke 1:32-33; 

Rev. 3:7 

Dan. 7:13-14 The Son of Man Matt. 9:6 (forgive sins); 

24:30; 26:64; Mark 13:26; 

14:62; Luke 11:30; 19:10; 

21:27; Rev. 1:13; 14:14 

Gen. 14:18-20; Ps. 110:4 Priest after the order of 

Melchizedek 

Heb. 5:5-6; 7:1-28 

Ex. 12:1-13; Isa. 53:5 Paschal Lamb of God John 1:29, 36; Acts 8:30-

35; Rom. 5:6-8; 1 Cor. 5:7; 

1 Pet. 1:19; Rev. 5:6, 12 

Ps. 16:10; 49:15 First Fruit of the 

Resurrection 

Mark 16:6-7; 1 Cor. 15:20 

Ps. 45:6-7; Ps. 102:25-27 King Heb. 1:8-9; Heb. 1:10-12 
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 It is important for John to establish that Jesus did not come by water  monon  

“only,” or “alone,” all en tw udati kai tw aimati “but by the water and the blood.”  

The preposition  en  “by, or with” are either instrumental, meaning, “by means of,” or, 

locative meaning, “in association with.” Thus, this speaks of His Messianic work where it 

is declared the purpose of His water baptism is “to fulfill all righteousness” (Matt. 3:15).   

Dr. Robertson says, “These two incidents [the water as baptism and blood in His 

death] in the Incarnation are singled out because at the baptism Jesus was formally set 

apart to his Messianic work by the coming of the Holy Spirit upon him and by the 

Father’s audible witness, and because at the Cross his work reached its culmination (“It is 

finished,” Jesus said).”
151

                                            

 

   (And the Spirit is the 

one who is testifying because the Spirit is the truth). John moves to the testimony that 

comes by the Spirit. It is said within modalism and the non-Trinitarian camp that God 

changes into Jesus, the Spirit, or the Father, but there are not three persons within the 

Godhead, but one means one, not three; Jesus did not become God as they would say. 

Scripture teaches that Jesus has always existed as God or what is defined as the 

eternality of Christ (John 1:1; 8:58; Heb. 1:8; Col. 1:17). Micah 5:2 speaks of Jesus’ 

“goings forth are from long ago, from the days of eternity,” speaking of His existence 

from the days of eternity past and the uniqueness of the Savior’s birth would be unlike 

any other, because He was preexistent (cf. John 1:1).   

The Spirit testifies to our spirit (Rom. 8:16), so John points out that kai  “even,” 

or “indeed,” to pneuma estin to marturoun  “the Spirit is the One that testifies.”  The 

present participle of  marturew (martureo) Pres. Act. Part.n.n.sg., with def. art., “the one 

that is testifying” speaks of the continuous testifying activity that the Spirit performs – 

His occupation, you might say, is to testify to us that Jesus came in the flesh – He is 

Immanuel – God with us. This truth is presented by use of the logical conclusion - oti 
(hoti) conj., “because” the Spirit is the truth.  Here one finds a simple statement of fact 

concerning the Spirit as the Spirit (pneuma - n.n.sg., with def. art.) is (eimi - Pres. Ind. 

3sg.) the truth (alhyeia - n.f.sg., with def. art.). The two definite articles placed with the 

subject case (i.e. subject nominative and predicate nominative) emphasize the source of 

“the truth” is from the Spirit, or very God.  

The definite article placed with truth identifies a specific truth that is in view. This 

truth is that the Spirit testifies to our spirit that Jesus is the Christ and that everything 

about His initiation into service as the Suffering Servant (i.e., His baptism) up to His 

death on the cross serves as a testimony concerning prophecy fulfilled and that He did not 

stop being “the Christ” before His death. Notice the usage of the words “Spirit” and 

“truth” in 1 John 2:27 point out the deity of the Spirit: “But the anointing which you have 

received from Him abides in you, and you do not need that anyone teach you; but as the 

same anointing teaches you concerning all things, and is true, and is not a lie, and just as 

it has taught you, you will abide in Him.”  

As is contrary to the fundamental teaching concerning “special knowledge” and 

“special revelation” from God taught by the Gnostics, John teaches that the Spirit teaches 

truth in conjunction with the Word of God by testifying to us. As the Spirit of God is said 

to bear witness to our spirit (Rom. 8:16). Dr. Enns summarizes the testifying ministry of 
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the Spirit as, “Jesus promised the disciples that the Holy Spirit ‘will bear witness of Me’ 

(John 15:26). The word ‘bear witness’ means to testify concerning someone. The Holy 

Spirit would testify concerning the teaching of Christ that He had come forth from the 

Father and had spoken the truth of God. The same word is used of the disciples’ 

testifying concerning Christ in John 15:27. As the disciples would bear witness 

concerning Christ so also would the Holy Spirit bear witness of Christ.”
152

                                

 

The work of the Holy Spirit in 1 John 

Verse Testifying Work of the Holy Spirit  

2:20 Teaching and illuminating God’s Word But you have an anointing 

(Χρισμα) from the Holy 

One, and you all know.  

3:24 Indwells (and remains in) us and gives us 

assurance of salvation 

And the one who keeps His 

commandments abides in 

Him, and He in him. And 

we know by this that He 

abides in us, by the Spirit 

whom He has given 

(Διδωμι ) us.   

4:2 Causes us to confess that Jesus has come in 

the flesh 

By this you know the Spirit 

of God: every spirit that 

confesses (ομολογεω) that 

Jesus Christ has come in the 

flesh is from God.  

4:13 Knowledge of the abiding presence because of 

the gift of the Spirit to all believers 

By this we know that we 

abide in Him and He in us, 

because He has given 

(διδωμι)  us of His Spirit.  

5:6-7 Testifies to the truth concerning Jesus Christ’s 

first coming work 

This is the one who came 

by water and blood, Jesus 

Christ; not with the water 

only, but with the water and 

with the blood. And it is the 

Spirit who bears witness 

(μαρτυρεω), because the 

Spirit is the truth. 

5:7-8 Testifies the truth of Jesus Christ’s first 

coming work in agreement with what was 

prophesied – Jesus is the Savior.  

For there are three that bear 

witness (μαρτυρεω), the 

Spirit and the water and the 

blood; and the three are in 

agreement. 
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5:7.   (For there are three that are testifying). The 

objective fact is now expressed as the  oti (hoti) conjunction is used and translated “for,” 

there are three that testify. The adjective treiv (treis) adj.n.m.pl., “three men” is properly 

“three” but Greek properly codifies them as masculine with pronouns. The three nouns 

mentioned (the Spirit, the water, and the blood) are all neuter, but since the Spirit, 

although neuter, uses the masculine adjective specifically for Him, the proper thing to do 

is to decline the adjective as masculine. Some say the usage is “indicating fullness of 

testimony”
153

 (cf., 1 Tim. 5:19; Heb. 10:28) in the form of a Hebrew idiom.    

The participle  marturew  (martureo) Pres. Act. Part., n.m.pl., with def. art.,” 

those that are testifying,” or “the ones that testify,” expresses the present continuous 

condition or state of being that exists. The translation might better read, “For three [they] 

are the ones bearing witness continually.” See below for an explanation of the Johannine 

Comma.                                      .                        

 

 

 

5:8.  (the Spirit and the 

water and the blood and the three are in one).   John speaks of an eightfold witness in his 

gospel as John the Baptist (1:7-8; 5:33-35); the witness of the Father (5:32-37; 8:18); the 

witness of the Son (self-witness; 3:11; 8:14-18; 18:37); the witness of the Holy Spirit 

(15:26; 16:13-14); the witness of the Scriptures (1:45; 5:39-46); the witness of Jesus’ 

works (signs and wonders; 5:17, 36; 10:25; 14:11; 15:24); the witness of the disciples 

(15:27; 19:35; 21:24); and the witness of the lives changed by Jesus through the miracles 

(4:39; 9:25, 38; 12:17).   

          In First John, the audience is the Church and the message is narrowly focused upon 

orthodoxy, so the witness concerns the message of the indwelling Spirit of God. Along 

with the testimony of the Spirit, there is the testimony of the water and the blood. That is 

to say, the official testimony in Scripture concerning who Christ is during His first 

coming as it relates to the Messiah’s ministry as the Suffering Servant that takes away the 

sin of the world. The witness is the testimony, in essence, of the gospel of Christ 

concerning His death, burial, and resurrection.   

This testimony is a valid testimony because the water and blood, speaks of His 

official ministry is prophesized in the Old Testament and serves the legal demands of a 

second witnesses (cf., Deut. 19:15) that the New Testament affirms (cf., Matt. 18:16; 2 

Cor. 13:1; 1 Tim. 5:19; Heb. 10:28). The three witnesses are identified as the  pneuma 

(pneuma) n.n.sg., with def. art., “the Spirit,”   to udwr (hudor) n.n.sg., with def. art., “the 

water,” and to aima (haima) n.n.sg., with def. art., “the blood.”  While it is true that the 

Spirit testifies to our spirit concerning the things of God, here we find the blood and the 

water also testify concerning Jesus, the Son of God (Ps. 2) that came in the flesh (5:5-6). 

The testimony concerns water baptism, not Spirit baptism, and the blood, thus placing the 

focus on the human side of Jesus and His special anointed service.   

The final phrase is a statement of fact concerning a state of being. That is to say, 

the three witnesses are in agreement. These three form a literary threefold truth as the 
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adjective treiv (treis) adj.n.m.pl., “three witnesses,” define the subject that is (eisin) eiv 

(eis) prep., “into” to en (eiv num., with def. art.) “the one.” The definiteness of the 

number “one” points to the witnesses as having “one message” and all are in agreement. 

What a message this is! John brings the heart of Gnostism, the special revelation that the 

super-spiritual enlightened Greek professes to a complete halt because of the doctrine of 

the witness of God concerning salvation and who Jesus is. Anyone that teaches contrary 

to the witness that already exists in us from the Spirit of truth and the Scriptures 

concerning Jesus Christ is antichrist (1 John 2:22; 4:3).                                  

 

 

 
The Johannian Commia 
The textual addition within the text of 1 John 5:7-8 has been well researched and 

documented. The reading as found in the TR and the popular “authorized version” or 

King James Version is as follows: 

 

[

] 
             

 
7
For there are three who are testifying: [in heaven, the Father, the Word, and the Holy 

Spirit and these three are one. 
8
And there are three who bear witness in the earth] the 

Spirit and the water and the blood and the thee are into one 

 

 

Drs. Geisler & Nix retell the story, “Desiderius Erasmus omitted the longer reading from 

the first two editions of his Greek New Testament (1516, 1519) and was challenged for 

making that omission. He hastily replied that he would include the reading in his next 

edition if anyone could produce even one Greek manuscript that included the reading. 

One sixteenth-century Greek manuscript (the 1520 manuscript) of the Franciscan friar 

Froy, or Roy) was found, and Erasmus complied with his promise and inserted the longer 

reading in his 1522 edition.”
154

  It should be noted that this Greek text that was found, 

Codex Montfortianus, was copied from an earlier Codex, 326, which did not contain the 

Comma.  It is this later rendering of Erasmus’ Greek text that was the Basis of William 

Tyndale’s translation and the King James translation.  

 The manuscriptial evidence as given by Dr. Metzger is as follows: The passage is 

absent from every known Greek manuscript except four. These four are:  

1. Ms. 61. Ms 61 (Montfortianus) is a 16
th

 century manuscript formerly at Oxford, 

now at Dublin. 

2. Ms. 88. Ms. 88 is a 12
th

 century manuscript at Naples. The passage is written in 

the margin by a modern hand. 

3. Ms. 629. Ms. 629 is a 14
th

 or 15
th

 century manuscript in the Vatican.  

4. Ms. 635. Ms. 635 is an 11
th

 century manuscript. The passage is written in the 

margin by a seventeeth century hand.  
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As can be seen by this list of Greek manuscripts, they are all very late manuscripts. 

Another argument that Dr. Metzger makes is that the passage is not found in any of the 

ancient versions: Syriac, Coptic, Armenian, Ethiopic, Arabic, Slavonic. In fact, the first 

instance of the passage seems to have come through the Latin manuscripts, however, the 

passage is not found in any of old Latin manuscript (e.g., Tertullian Cyprian Augustine) 

nor in Jerome’s Vulgate (codex Fuldensis) dated to A.D. 541-46, nor those existing up to 

the ninth century (codex Vercellensis). 

 The research of the very first instance of the passage is told by Dr. Metzger as 

part of a fourth century Latin treatise entitled Liber Apologeticus (chap. 4), “attributed 

either to the Spanish heretic Priscillian (died about 385) or to his follower Bishop 

Instantius. Apparently the gloss arose when the original passage was understood to 

symbolize the Trinity (through the mention of the three witnesses; the Spirit, the water, 

and the blood), an interpretation which may have been written first as a marginal note 

afterwards found its way into the text. In the fifth century the gloss was quoted by Latin 

Fathers in North Africa and Italy as part of the text of the Epistle, and from the sixth 

century onwards it is found more and more frequently in manuscripts of the Old Latin 

and of the Vulgate.”
155

      

    Dr. Robertson writes, “The fact and the doctrine of the Trinity do not depend on 

this spurious addition. Some Latin scribe caught up Cyprian’s exegesis and wrote it on 

the margin of his text, and so it got into the Vulgate and finally into the Textus Receptus 

by the stupidity of Erasmus.”   

Likewise, Dr. Barnes notes, “the removal of this text does nothing to weaken the 

evidence for the doctrine of the Trinity, or to modify that doctrine. As it was never used 

to shape the early belief of the Christian world on the subject, so its rejection, and its 

removal from the New Testament, will do nothing to modify that doctrine. The doctrine 

was embraced, and held, and successfully defended without it, and it can and will be so 

still.”                                  
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1 John 5:9-12 
 

 

  
9
If we receive the witness of men, the 

witness of God is greater; for this is the 

witness of God which He has testified 

concerning his Son.  
10

He that believes 

in the Son of God has the witness in 

himself; he that does not believe in God 

has made Him a liar, because he has not 

believed in the testimony which God 

bore witness concerning his son. 
11

And 

this is the testimony: that God gave to us 

eternal life and this life is in His Son. 
12

He that has the Son has life; he that 

does not have the Son of God does not 

have life.  
 

                                       

           

 

 
12

 

                       
                                                                     

 

 

 

 

Introduction 
The content of the testimony is presented and the witness is non-other than the Holy 

Spirit because the born again believer possesses the witness. The certainty of God’s 

witness is presented in verses 6-8. It is now John’s point to define the content of the 

testimony. In 1 John 1:1, the witness is defined as never changing; in 1 John 1:2, the 

witness is said to have been manifested to us; in 1 John 5:6, the witness is found coming 

directly from God through the manifestation of Jesus Christ in His official office as the 

Son; now in verses 9-12, the doctrine of the witness cycles around again to highlight the 

fact that the person of Christ is the central object of our belief and is the all important 

thing.   

Do you know the Son? Do you know He is the God-Man and that He was made a 

little lower than the angles as He came in the flesh to be the propitiation for our sins?  

The central truth of this set of verses is that those that believe in Christ possess the One 

that testifies to our spirit – the Holy Spirit. It is this belief in Christ that is the bases of our 

new life.    
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The greater witness – God (5:9-10) 

 

5:9.        

(If we receive the witness of men, the witness of God is greater).  John now moves the 

reader to think about these things by introducing the phrase with the conditional ei “if.” 

The use of the conditional particle with the indicative forms the first class conditional 

clause meaning this is a condition of reality, specifically, if we receive the witness of men 

(and we do), then is not God’s witness greater than man’s?  

John affirms the reality that we naturally accept the testimony of others and in fact 

he has already commanded us to test the message received because this is a fallen world 

(cf. 1 John 4:1). There are many people who believe whatever they read or hear and yet 

they will not believe the witness of God. The testimony marturia (marturia) a.f.sg., with 

def. art., we receive has its source from the anyrwpov (anthropos) g.m.pl., with def. art., 

“the men.” The definite article specifies a particular group of men intent on deception. 

The idea is that we continually lambanw (lambano) Pres. Act. Ind. 1pl., “receive” the 

message. The verb possesses the subject “we,” and most likely speaks of the “we” as 

humans in general in what is called a “generic we” as opposed to “we” in the narrow 

sense of “John and the church.” Dr. Barnes writes,  “As we are accustomed to do, and as 

we must do in courts of justice, and in the ordinary daily transactions of life. We are 

constantly acting on the belief that what others say is true; that what the members of our 

families, and our neighbors say, is true; that what is reported by travelers is true; that 

what we read in books, and what is sworn to in courts of justice, is true. We could not get 

along a single day if we did not act on this belief; nor are we accustomed to call it in 

question, unless we have reason to suspect that it is false. The mind is so made that it 

must credit the testimony borne by others; and if this should cease even for a single day, 

the affairs of the world would come to a pause.”
156

    

The central and most important point stated here is that “the witness of God is 

greater [than the men].” Why? Because John has just stated that a plurality of witnesses 

has testified – the Spirit and the water and the blood.  This fact concerning the  marturia 

(marturia) n.f.sg., with def. art., “the testimony,” or “the witness,” whose source is from 

yeov (theos) g.m.sg., with def. art., “God,” stands greater than man. The comparative 

meizwn (meizon) adj.n.f.sg., “greater,” “larger,” or “stronger” implies the comparison is 

with respect to “men.” If the source of the testimony is from God, and it is, then, is not 

God’s testimony greater than man’s?  Finally, the verb eimi (eimi) Pres. Ind. 3sg., “to be,” 

or “exist” is a present state of being verb that speaks of God’s continuous state of being 

as a witness, and not only that, but that God’s witness is always greater than man’s. Who 

would you believe, God or man?                              

 

(for this is 

the witness of God which he has testified concerning his son). John does not leave the 

testimony undefined. The content of the testimony concerns His Son in relation to our 

eternal life. For he now states, oti auth estin h marturia tou yeou  (for this is the 

witness of God). The conjunction oti (hoti) is translated “for.”
157

  The near 
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demonstrative pronoun  outov (houtos) dem. pron., d.f.sg., “this” in the feminine points 

to the testimony μαρτυρια and is augmented by the superlative meizwn – for this is the 

greater witness that comes from God. The specific testimony is identified by the subject 

marturia (marturia) n.f.sg., with def. art., “the testimony,” or “the witness,” and exists 

now and forever (eimi - Pres. Ind. 3sg., “it is”) as a state of being, and whose source is 

from tou yeou “God.”  The relative pronoun introduces a subordinate clause ov (hos) rel. 

pron. a.f.sg., “which he has testified concerning his son.”    

The verb “witness” is now placed in the perfect tense of  marturew (martureo) 

Perf. Act. Ind. 3sg., “He has testified,” peri tou uiou autou (concerning the Son of 

Him).  The perfect tense stands out, saying, God has testified in the past and that this 

testimony stands complete. The preposition  peri  is properly genitive meaning “about,” 

or “concerning,” thus matching the genitive, and possessive nature of uiov (huios) 

g.m.sg., with def. art., “the son,” and again of  autov (autos) pers. pron. 3g.m.sg., “of 

him.”                                

 

 

5:10.  (He that believes 

in the Son of God has the witness in himself).  The testimony goes back to the basics – 

belief in the death, burial, and resurrection of Jesus as He alone is our substitute for sin; 

He alone paid the price, and He alone is the only One that could pay the price. Salvation 

and our testimony echoes Scripture’s testimony concerning salvation and involves the 

message of Jesus Christ - who He is, what He did, and why He did it. The testimony 

continues with the fact that He rose from the dead, thus conquering death and is at the 

right hand of the Father today interceding for us.  

The word for believe is the participle of pisteuw (pisteuo) Pres. Act. 

Part.n.m.sg., with def. art., “to think to be true,” “to be persuaded of a thing,”  “to have 

faith.”  Dr. Vine adds, “to place confidence in, to trust, signifies, in this sense of the 

word, reliance upon, not mere credence.”
158

 The translation of the present participle is 

rendered, “the one that is believing,” eiv ton uion tou yeou ecei thn marturian  (into 

the Son of God has the witness). The preposition eiv, “into,” properly expresses the root 

meaning of a preposition to mark the direction and relative position of the action; thus, 

“the one that believes,” moves in trust and reliance from self, to the Son of God, from 

self-reliance to dependence upon God. The preposition with the accusative gives the 

direction of the transfer from self to the object of the phrase - ton uion tou yeou (the 

Son of God).  

The subject, namely, “the one that is believing right now,” has or possesses the 

same testimony as the word of God, indeed, the same as the Spirit of God, for it is God’s 

testimony. The Spirit testifies to our spirit (Rom. 8:16). Acts 1:8 says, “But you shall 

receive power when the Holy Spirit has come upon you; and you shall be witnesses to Me 

in Jerusalem, and in all Judea and Samaria, and to the end of the earth.” What Acts 1:8 

says is that apart from the power of the Holy Spirit, there can be no witness to Christ. 

This work of the Spirit is a new work in this dispensation of the indwelling Spirit.   The 

present indicative of  ecw (echo) Pres. Act. Ind. 3sg., “to have,” or “hold” means this 

person right now really has the same testimony.  The definite article with the object 
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marturia (marturia) a.f.sg., with def. art., “the testimony,” or “the witness” means this 

person’s testimony is specific and points to the testimony in question – the same 

testimony that God gave us in the beginning (1 John 1:1). Finally, this testimony is our 

testimony as it is,  en  “in” (positionally speaking), this believer himself. The reflective 

pronoun  eautou (eautou) ref. pron. 3d.m.sg., “himself,” enforces the direction and 

position of the preposition by use of the dative case. This is a testimony that is meant to 

be transferred directly from God, to man, and repeated by the believer himself to all the 

world. You might say, this testimony is designed by God to be passed down from 

generation to generation by word of mouth, but must contain and conform to the word of 

God.  The Holy Spirit works together with the word of God to convict of the word of 

truth. The Holy Spirit teaches, but not apart from the word of God.                           

 

 (he that does not believe in God, has 

made Him a liar).  To make the point clear, the translation is, “he that does not believe in 

God, he [the unbeliever] has made him [God] a liar.” The two participles mark two very 

different types of people. The one that right now believes has a correct testimony, but the 

one that does not believe right now is seen as making God a liar. The negative mh  is 

added to the present participle pisteuw (pisteuo) Pres. Act. Part. n.m.sg., with def. art., 

“the one that does not believe” in God, identifying a person who is influenced by man’s 

word as opposed to God’s word and who believes man’s word over God’s word. There 

are many today that preach more of man’s word than God’s word and the result is almost 

always in error. How many times have you heard a sermon where the presenter inserts an 

example or object lesson based upon experience, but the logical conclusion of the 

message or the example falls short of the plain word of God? In this case, the false 

message concerns Christ and is twisted in such a way as to make the witness of Scripture 

a lie, and indeed, God, a liar.      

The emphasis is placed upon the object of this phrase, namely, qeusthv 

(pseustes) a.m.sg., “a liar” since it is placed at the head of the phrase. John uses the same 

kind of blunt language as was used in 1:10, 2:4, 2:22, and 4:20. One is a liar who denies 

his own sin is sin; One is a liar who denies Jesus is the Christ; One is a liar who hates his 

fellow brother in Christ.  The fruit that the born again person bears is rooted in the basic 

truth of the word of God; the fruit of the liar is one of deception. Notice the perfect tense 

of poiew (poieo) Perf. Act. Ind. 3sg., “to make,” or “do,” contains the subject, so the 

translation is, “he has made him a liar.”   

Dr. Gill writes, “he that believeth not God; does not receive his testimony 

concerning his Son: the Alexandrian copy, and two of Stephens's, and the Vulgate Latin 

version read, "he that believeth not the Son"; and the Ethiopic version, his Son; and the 

Arabic version, "the Son of God"; and so is a direct antithesis to the phrase in the former 

clause of the verse: hath made him a liar; not the Son, but God, as the Arabic version 

renders it, "hath made God himself a liar"; who is the God, of truth, and cannot lie; it is 

impossible he should; and as nothing can be, more contumelious and reproachful to the 

being and nature of God, so nothing can more fully expose and aggravate the sin of 

unbelief, with respect to Christ, as the Son of God.”
159

                           

 

Liar  - qeusthv    
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Verse  Context of the lie 

1:10 If we say that we have not sinned, we make him 

a liar, and His word in not in us. 

If we say, “we have not 

sinned” (perfect tense) 

2:4 He who says, "I know Him," and does not keep 

His commandments, is a liar, and the truth is not 

in him. 

“I know Christ,” yet not 

walk as He walked (2:6)  

2:22 Who is a liar but he who denies that Jesus is the 

Christ? He is antichrist who denies the Father 

and the Son. 

Denying that Jesus is the 

Christ (the promised 

Messiah of the Old 

Testament) 

4:20 If someone says, "I love God," and hates his 

brother, he is a liar; for he who does not love his 

brother whom he has seen, how can he love God 

whom he has not seen?  

“I love God,” yet hates his 

brother in Christ 

5:10 He who believes in the Son of God has the 

witness in himself; he who does not believe God 

has made Him a liar, because he has not believed 

the testimony that God has given of His Son. 

Believing that life is not in 

the Son of God  

 

 
     
(because he has not believed in the testimony which God bore witness concerning His 

Son). The reason for this rather harsh statement is introduced by the oti (hoti) clause, 

“because,” or “since,” he has not believed the testimony.   The perfect of the verb  

pisteuw (pisteuo) Perf. Act. Ind. 3sg., “to think to be true,” or “to believe,” reflects the 

completed nature of their unbelief. This unbeliever simply does not believe the gospel 

message concerning the substitutionary death, burial and resurrection of Christ. This 

gospel message is the  marturia (marturia) a.f.sg., with def. art., “the testimony,” or 

“witness” that is given out by all believers, so the belief is directed  eiv  prep., “into,” His 

Son.  

This gospel message is highlighted by the use of the relative pronoun ov (hos) rel. 

pron. a.f.sg., “which,” and serves to point to the subject of the verb that comes from  

marturew (martureo) Perf. Act. Ind. 3sg., “it [the testimony] has borne witness.” The 

perfect tense speaks of the completeness of the testimony, that is, that all that is intended 

to be spoken, has been spoken. Notice the source of the testimony is God Himself as  

yeov (theos) n.m.sg., with def. art.,  “God” is the subject of the phrase and the message 

concerns tou uiou autou  (the Son of Him) – Jesus Christ.                                   

 

 

The content of the testimony (5:11-12) 
 

5:11. (and this is the testimony).  After establishing the 

source of the testimony, John moves to the content of the testimony by declaring  kai 
auth estin h marturia (and this is the testimony). The demonstrative pronoun outov 

(houtos) dem. pron. n.f.sg., “this” is feminine pointing to the testimony  marturia 
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(marturia) n.f.sg., with def. art., “the testimony,” wherein the definite article further 

highlights the specific story – the legal testimony.                       

 

(that God 

gave to us eternal life and this life is in His Son). The message is that God is the source of 

life and He has given life in His Son. What does it mean to have life? John defines eternal 

life in John 17:1-3 as “Jesus spoke these words, lifted up His eyes to heaven, and said: 

"Father, the hour has come. Glorify Your Son, that Your Son also may glorify You, as 

You have given Him authority over all flesh, that He should give eternal life to as many 

as You have given Him. And this is eternal life, that they may know You, the only true 

God, and Jesus Christ whom You have sent” (John 17:1-3).  

Here, eternal life is indefinite, meaning that this describes the “character of the 

life.”
160

 The conjunction oti (hoti) “that,” marks the explanation (or declaration) of the 

testimony concerning life in the Son. The term zwhn aiwnion (eternal life) is a technical 

term expressing a new mode or manner of life that the born again person possess now and 

into eternity. The Greek  zwh (zoe) a.f.sg., “life,” represents the Hebrew concept of 

eternal life that stretches way back into the Old Testament. The prophet Isaiah speaks of 

the dead that will in due course be raised, some to everlasting life (Isa. 26:19); and the 

psalmist writes of life containing joy in the presence of God (Ps. 16:11).  Jesus critizes 

the Jewish leadership for not accepting the witness of Scripture as He says, “You (the 

Jewish leaders) search the Scriptures, for in them you think you have eternal life; and 

these are they which testify of Me. But you are not willing to come to Me that you may 

have eternal life” (John 5:39-40). However, the full depth of our knowledge of eternal life 

comes from the New Testament, as life means knowing Jesus in a Hebrew idiom kind of 

way, that is, knowledge in an intimate sense. You might say knowledge in a very close 

face-to-face kind of way and involves fellowship and abiding in the person. A new 

manner of life and putting on new clothes is all encompassing in the concept of eternal 

life, that is, a new life as a born again child of God in Christ. No longer will we have this 

separation from God because of sin, in fact, ultimately, knowing Christ will be 

experienced in all its glory and fullness in our future glorified state with Christ.  The 

adjective  aiwniov (aionios) adj.a.f.sg., “eternal” modifies life, and in this context simply 

means, “without end.”  Our new life in Christ serves as a new manner of life with Christ 

without end.   

The verb for this clause is the aorist of didwmi (didomi) Aor. Act. Ind. 3sg., “to 

give,” or “grant,” and could be identified as an constantive aorist, meaning the Son gave 

us life viewing the action as a whole, without regard to its internal workings. This is the 

grace concept lived out in reality, as God Himself choose us [believers] in Him before the 

foundation of the world to be holy and without blame before Him  (Eph. 2:4). It is the 

Son, however, that had been granted all life and judgment on earth (John 5:21-22,27; 

10:28). This is the high theology of the unity of the Trinity. God the Father, God the Son, 

and God the Spirit all participate in the salvation process – God the Father predestined 

(Eph. 1:4 -5; Rom. 8:29-30), God the Son came in the flesh and paid the price in His 

death (1 John 4:14), and God the Spirit convicts, transforms, indwells, baptizes, seals, 

and teaches (John 14:16; 16:7-11; Eph. 1:13). What a blessing it is that God does not 

leave us orphans, without a helper in this fallen world.    
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John uses the first person plural pronoun egw (ego) pers. pron. 1d.pl., “to us” 

including himself in this great truth in which the dative provides the direction of the gift – 

life was given to us. Notice yeov (theos) n.m.sg., with def. art., “God” is placed at the end 

of the phrase and eternal life at the head, thus emphasizing the great gift that is eternal 

life.  

John concludes this statement of fact with the phrase kai auth h zwh en tw uiw 
autou estin  (and this life is in His Son). The feminine demonstrative pronoun outov 

(houtos) dem. pron. n.f.sg., “this” points to the feminine of  zwh (zoe) n.f.sg., with def. 

art., “the life,” making life specific in the Son. Life is positionally en  “in,” the uiov 

(huios) d.m.sg., with def. art., “Son” of Him. The use of the state of being verb  eimi 
(eimi) Pres. Ind. 3sg., is in the present thus emphasizing that life in Jesus Christ is seen as 

a state of being. You might say that when we are saved, we have a new state of being “in 

Christ,” we have our being positionally in Him – we are saved and possess a new life in 

Christ. Legally, we are positionally in Christ, meaning we are legally covered by 

everything it means to be placed into the family as adopted sons of God with all the rights 

and responsibilities thereof. It means that once we are placed in Christ we are saved and 

there is no one and/or nothing that can take away our position in the family – we stand as 

a child of God. Once we are associated with Christ and truly born again from above, we 

are legally acquitted of our sin because Christ paid the price as our substitute, satisfying 

the righteous demands of God in Jesus’ death, burial and resurrection. It means that we 

are in the family of God now and forever. Eternal life means just that, our new life in 

Christ is forever. Taking the picture drawn from baptism, we are seen wearing new 

cloths.                                      

 

     

5:12.    (He that has the son has life). The use of the 

present participles used here is important. The idea of a present participle with ecw 

(echo) Pres. Act. Part.n.m.sg, with def. art., “to have,” or “to hold,” is that this person is 

one that right now possesses the Son. This person is known as one that possesses the Son 

– his or her occupation, you might say, is one of possessing the Son, a Christian.  The 

word moves from a present participle to the present verb of ecw  (Pres. Act. Ind. 3sg.) 

“he or she continues to possess life.” Life is specific as the definite article is included 

with  zwh (zoe) a.f.sg., with def. art., “the life,” meaning that eternal life is given by the 

Son to those who believe in His name.                          

 

(he that does not have the son of God 

does not have life). Knowing who has life is as simple as one acknowledging that eternal 

life comes only through the Son and only to those that are born from above. Believing 

that Jesus’ death, burial, and resurrection are essential to believing and trusting in Jesus 

as one’s personal Savior. So it is that John defines the person who does not have life is 

one that does not have the Son. Again, the present participle of  ecw (echo) Pres. Act. 

Part.n.m.sg, with def. art., “to have,” or “to hold,” is translated, “the one that right now 

does not possess the Son does not possess the life.”  

The object of possession is ton uion tou yeou  (the Son of God), the Messiah, 

the anointed One, the Christ. There is no mistaking who this person is – the Son of God 

who take away the sin of the world (John 1:29). The very one that conquered death in His 
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resurrection, thus giving zwh (zoe) a.f.sg., with def. art., “the life” that is in Him to who 

He wills, to those who believe in Him. If one does not believe in Him and the testimony, 

then this person does  not (ou) possess life. The object of the phrase is life zwh and 

placed at the head again stressing its significance, whereas the present tense verb of  ecw 

(echo) Pres. Act. Ind. 3sg., “to have,” or “hold” is place at the end. The all important 

thing is trusting in Christ for our new life in Christ now and every day – even unto 

eternity.                           

 

 



 

 

Confidence in the testimony (5:13-15) 
 

1 John 5:13-15 
 

 

  
13

These things I wrote to you, to those 

that believe into the name of the Son of 

God, in order that you may know that 

you have eternal life, and that you might 

believe on the name of the Son of God. 
14

And this is the confidence that we have 

with Him, that if we might ask anything 

according to the will of Him, He hears 

us.  
15

And if we have known that He 

hears us, that when we ask, we have 

known that we have the petitions which 

we have asked from Him.  
 

                                       

           

.

’
                       
                                                                     

 

 

 

Introduction 
After defining the content of the testimony, it is now time to define confident living in the 

testimony. Theology comes first, then practical application. The purpose of writing this 

letter is not only that we might believe, but that by believing we may know that we have 

eternal life. This speaks of our eternal security and confidence living a new life in Christ. 

The two key words in this section are confidence and knowledge. Confidence has to do 

with our knowledge; knowledge is related to our experience and hence, the indwelling 

Spirit. A born again person has the basic knowledge and the indwelling Spirit that gives 

the believer the conviction and motivation needed to be confident when approaching 

God. Growing in Christ means the believer moves from simple knowledge to wisdom – 

applying the knowledge that is possessed in our experience and daily walk with Christ.  

The Christian can have confidence when approaching God to confess sins (1 John 

1:9) and to ask for help in our daily walk. One great difference between Christianity and 

other religions is in the way we approach the Creator of the universe – we approach Him 

with everything in our lives because He hears us. This is one aspect of our personal 

relationship with God. Man is created in the image of God and it is this fact that forms a 

special relationship between Him and us. We were designed by Him for fellowship and 

we understand our chief aim is to bring Him glory. God created man with personality, 

with a mind, a heart, and a will, all of which is meant to line up to God’s mind, heart and 

will.  Dr. Pentecost puts our relationship with our Creator this way, “When Adam was 

made in the likeness and image of God, he was given a mind so that he might know; he 

was given a heart so that he might love; he was given a will so that he might choose to 
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obey God. Now, Adam possessed these capacities only to a limited degree, for Adam was 

not God. But Adam could exercise these capacities Godward.”
161

            

 

 

 
The foundation of our confidence – knowing & believing (5:13) 

 

5:13.       

(These things I wrote to you, to those that believe into the name of the Son of God) .  The 

neuter plural demonstrative pronoun of outov (houtos) dem. pron. a.n.pl., “these things” 

reflects the closeness of the message contained in this letter to the Church in Ephesus. 

That is to say, John is reflecting at the end of the letter upon the entire content of the 

letter concerning our life in Christ, but particularly pointing to the immediate context – 

our new life in Christ.  John’s use of the aorist for  grafw (grapho) Aor. Act. Ind. 1sg., 

“I wrote” is usually translated as a culminative aorist (“I have written”), seeing the action 

from the point of view of its cessation or completion, thus, reflecting back to 1:4 where 

he writes, “and these things we are writing [Pres. Act. Ind.] to you that your joy might be 

full.” The contrast between the present tense at the start and the aorist at the end reflects 

upon knowing the person of Christ. How do we know Christ except by the written record, 

the written witness that we are given that we call the Holy Scriptures that was written and 

superintended by the Holy Spirit.  

John is careful to record that he has written to the Church as the dative personal 

pronoun su (su) pers. pron. 2d.pl., “you,” used together with the present participle of 

pisteuw (pisteuo) Pres. Act. Part.d.m.pl., with def. art., “to those that are believing.” The 

believers believe eiv to onoma tou uiou tou yeou (into the name of the Son of God). 

The concept of believing eiv (eis) prep., “into” the Son of God’s  onoma (onoma) a.n.sg., 

with def. art., “the name” means we trust who He is and what He says He will do. We 

believe in the authority of Jesus Christ to do what He says He will do. His name is Jesus 

Christ, the Anointed Savior – the Son of God, the only begotten of the Father (John 1:14-

18; 3:16-18; 1 John 4:9). This Savior is none other than the promised Son of God of 

Psalm 2 - the very term that equates Jesus with God (John 5:18). Not a son of God, but 

tou uiou tou yeou (the Son of the God).  One can trust only in Jesus, the Son of God 

because Scripture says Jesus claims to be the Son of God (John 10:36), which means He 

alone is not only equal with God, but He has life in Himself (John 5:26); He has the 

power to raise the dead (John 5:25); He gives life (John 5:21); and sets men free from 

slavery to sin (John 8:36). He alone receives honor equal with the Father (John 5:23), and 

is the object of our faith (John 6:40), the object of our prayer (John 14:13,14), and has the 

power to answer our prayers (John 14:13).       

There is a textural variant identified here as the NA27 simply has “these things I 

have written to you so that you might know that you have eternal life”, whereas the 

Textus Receptus has the longer reading that I have included here. Dr. Metzger writes, 

“Although one could argue that the shorter reading arose in order to remove the 

redundancy of  … , it is more likely that the reading of the 
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earlier witnesses (a* B syr) is original, especially since  seems to have 

arisen as a scribal assimilation to the statement in Jn. 20.31.”
162

                                    

 

 

. (in 

order that you may know that you have eternal life, and that you might believe on the 

name of the Son of God). The purpose for writing “these things” is introduced by the  ina 

(hina) clause, “in order that,” or “so that,” you might experience eternal life. The perfect 

subjunctive of  eidw (eido) Perf. Act. Subj. 2pl., “to see,” or “to know,” has the idea of 

“to turn the eyes to, to pay attention to, to inspect, examine, to experience any state or 

condition.” The perfect tense with this subjunctive is important in that it reflects 

knowledge of a completed state. The possibility exists that we can experience eternal life 

as it relates to believing in and trusting in the person of the Son of God. This letter 

highlights the all-important question – who is Jesus Christ? The answer is in His name.    

The perfect subjunctive with the hina forms the purpose clause wherein our 

knowledge of eternal life has the possibility of being settled. That is to say, this document 

is meant to enforce our understanding of  zwh (zoe) a.f.sg., “the life” that we currently 

possess and is in fact eternal aiwniov (aionios) adj.a.f.sg., “eternal.” Complete 

knowledge is understanding and wisdom. Wisdom means we have knowledge applied, 

and the outworking of our understanding moves to the realm of experience and our 

fellowship with Christ. Knowledge is perfected, whereas, possession of eternal life is 

present. You might say, we live a life now possessing life that will never end and is 

referred to in theology as eternal security. This reflects full and present assurance as it 

reflects a life of faith, trusting our that our Lord will be with us always – we live by faith. 

The present of  ecw (echo) Pres. Act. Ind. 2pl., “to have,” “hold” or “possess” speaks of 

our current, continuous, everlasting possession of eternal life.   

The apostle continues his exhortation with the conjunctions kai (kai) with ina 

(hina) “and so that” you might believe in His name. The subjunctive is now the present 

tense of pisteuw (pisteuo) Pres. Act. Subj. 2pl., “you might believe” in the name of the 

Son of God. The apostle says, “I wrote to you that believe [present part.] so that you 

might believe [present subj.]” – or “I wrote to you that currently believe in the name of 

the Son of God, so that you might trust in the name of the Son of God.” The repetitive 

use of the expression eiv to onoma tou uiou tou yeou  (in the name of the Son of God) 

enforces the trust aspect of living a life knowing and being persuaded that Jesus is the 

Anointed Savior that has the power to give new life.                            

 

 

The experience of our confidence – prayer (5:14-15)  
 

5:14. (And this is the confidence 

that we have with Him).  One of the incredible confidence builders in the Christian’s new 

life is our ability to come before God in prayer and seeing a prayer answered. As Dr. 

McGee writes, “We are not to come to Him with mistrust or in a begging attitude, but we 
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are to come with boldness to ask that God’s will be done.”
163

 In stressing the point of  

pisteuw “to believe, trust, or have faith” in our Lord Jesus Christ, John now uses the 

word confidence.  The nominative demonstrative pronoun outov (houtos) dem. pron. 

n.f.sg., “this” confines the nominative noun  parrhsia (parrhesia) n.f.sg., with def. art., 

“freedom in speaking,” “fearless confidence,” or “boldness,” to that which comes from 

knowing Christ. This confidence we possess in highlighted by the present verb ecw 

(echo) Pres. Act. Ind. 1pl., “we have,” or “we possess.” The preposition prov (pros) 

prep., “towards,”  “near,” or “with regard to” with the accusative has the idea of 

confidence we have “towards” Him and speaks of togetherness and relationship, 

furthering the doctrine of fellowship we possess with Him (autov). How is your 

relationship with Christ? If your relationship is strong so will your confindence and 

boldness be.                                   

 

παρρησια – confidence, boldness, freedom or unreservedness in speaking 

Verse Text Context 

2:28 And now, little children, abide in him; that, when 

He shall appear, we may have confidence, and 

not be ashamed before Him at His coming. 

Exhortation to live (abide) 

and trust in Him now 

knowing He is coming.   

3:21 Beloved, if our heart condemn us not, then have 

we confidence toward God. 

Putting off sin, abiding in 

Christ, and overcoming the 

works of the devil. 

4:17 Herein is our love made perfect, that we may 

have confidence in the day of judgment: because 

as He is, so are we in this world. 

Conforming our new mind 

to the mind of Christ 

through the work of the 

Holy Spirit. 

5:14-15 And this is the confidence that we have in him, 

that, if we ask any thing according to his will, he 

heareth us: And if we know that He hear us, 

whatsoever we ask, we know that we have the 

petitions that we desired of Him. 

Living a Spirit filled life in 

Christ means fellowship 

with Christ in prayer. 

 

 

.  (that if we might ask anything 

according to the will of Him, He hears us). One of the outworkings of the love of God is 

our confidence we have in Christ. Our relationship with Christ has to do with knowing 

His will, and further, knowing His will leads to lining-up our minds to His. The 

conjunction  oti (hoti) “that,” is declarative and the conditional particle  ean (ean) “if,” 

with the present middle subjunctive aitew (aiteo) Pres. Mid. Subj. 1pl., “to ask,” forms 

the third class conditional clause meaning there is surety in our petition. The middle 

voice adds the sense of, “if we ourselves ask.”  The neuter pronoun  tiv (tis) pron. a.n.sg., 

means “anything,” or “a certain thing.”  

However, it should be noted that what is asked is according to (kata) God’s will, 

kata to yelhma autou (according to the will of Him). In John 9:31 we find God hears 

prayers done in His will: 
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We know that God does not hear sinners; but if anyone is God-fearing, 

and does His will, He hears him (John 9:31) 

 

If we have a relationship with Christ then He will hear us. That is what the present tense 

of akouw (akouo) Pres. Act. Ind. 3sg., “to hear” means.  We see here a person who 

believes in the name of Jesus Christ and who himself listens to the word of God, is 

obedient to His word, and in turn knows what to ask of God in his daily walk. This is 

sanctification: the experiential part of our salvation where we possess a close walk with 

our Creator and Savior, and as we listen and grow in Him, our will becomes closer to His 

will. We can have confidence that God hears us as we struggle in this fallen world when 

we do His will, and doing His will is not always easy in this world. The world hates Him 

and likewise will hate those that profess the Son (John 15:8, 24-25; 17:14).  

How do we know His will? John has already spoken about obeying the 

commandments of God (1 John 2:3-4; 3:22-24; 5:2-3). These commandments have to do 

with knowing Christ and loving Him and His children. The law of Christ is a high 

standard to live by and involves loving others as yourself, and since this standard is so 

high, God gives us a helper in the indwelling Holy Spirit. But our new life in Christ does 

not mean we will not fail Him nor suffer for Him (Job 1:6-22; 1 Pet. 3:17; 4:19). For God 

is moving in His creation through history with His plan. The truth is God hears us. The 

genitive personal pronoun  egw (ego) pers. pron. 1g.pl., “from us” emphasizes our 

personal relationship with the God who is able to move in history to accomplish His will.                            

 It should be mentioned that the occasion of this writing has to do with addressing 

the heresy of the Gnostic. One philosophical error of the Greek world view has to do with 

the concept of “fate” and the visiting Greek oracles. The Greeks had three goddesses, 

Clotho, Lachesis, and Atropos, who control human destiny. These are impersonal 

goddesses who are appeased by offerings and one knows their fate by visiting oracles. 

Christianity has to do with a new relationship with God that is personal, caring, and based 

upon communication and fellowship directly with God. We come before a sovereign, 

holy God, and He hears us. We do not “read the signs” by cutting open an animal to 

examine its liver which somehow gives the answer to our question. We do not read the 

stars (i.e. horoscope), or read cards (i.e., tarot cards).  We go before God, He hears us, 

and our prayers are answered.   

 

 

 5:15.  (And if we have known that He hears us).  

This verse completes the previous verse in that now the conditional  ean (ean) “if,” 

together with the perfect verb of eidw (eido) Perf. Act. Ind. 1pl., “to see,” or “know” 

forms the first class condition – the condition of affirmed reality, meaning “we really 

have completely known” and have experienced that He hears us. It can be interpreted “if 

we have known that He hears us, and we do…”  akouw (akouo) Pres. Act. Ind. 3sg., “He 

hears” is a present tense verb in combination with the perfect “to know” and has the 

meaning He hears in a full sense. The genitive personal pronoun  egw (ego) pers. pron. 

1g.pl., “us” might better be translated “He hears from us,” emphasizing our personal 

relationship with a personal God who really hears us. This is a genitive of source, 

meaning the prayer has its source from us, but its content has to do with His will!  
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In essence, we line up our mind with that of Christ and call it like God calls it. 

There is nothing more frustrating to talk to someone, you see them listening, but you 

know they are not hearing you in the sense of considering what you have said. Here the 

sense of hearing implies God answers prayer.                            

 

’ . (that when we 

ask, we have known that we have the petitions which we have asked from Him). The 

construction o an aitwmeya (whatsoever we might ask) forms the indefinite relative 

clause with modal ean.
164

 An indefinite relative clause means this is a general statement 

of truth concerning a hypothetical condition.  The neuter relative pronoun ov (hos) rel. 

pron. a.n.sg., “what,” represents a generic thing that is asked for and, hence, the KJV 

translates “whatsoever.”  The middle subjunctive verb of aitew (aiteo) Pres. Mid. Subj. 

1pl., “we might ourselves ask,” speaks of a person whose mind is lined-up with Christ so 

much so that this person knows in a perfected sense what should be asked. The thing 

asked for lines up with the commands of Christ (cf., 1 John 3:23), and the will of the 

Father (John 9:31).  The verb eidw (eido) Perf. Act. Ind. 1pl., “to see,” or “know” speaks 

of our knowledge as seen in our minds and, hence, it can be said that this person 

completely sees the picture, possesses wisdom and experience.  

The oti (hoti) is descriptive and translated “that” describing what it is that we 

possess – we possess the petitions that are desired of us and that are desired of God. The 

present tense of  ecw (echo) Pres. Act. Ind. 1pl., “to have,” or “hold” is repetitive as “we 

continue to have” time and time again the  aithma (aitema) a.n.pl., with def. art., “the 

petitions,” or “the requests” which we have asked of Him. Notice the neuter relative 

pronoun ov (hos) rel. pron. a.n.pl., “which,” matches the neuter of “whatever” is asked 

for. Again the perfect tense of aitew (aiteo) Perf. Act. Ind. 1pl., “we have asked” is used 

in order to express not only the completed act of asking, but the fact that it is God 

Himself that we line up with. The direction of our petition is from Him
165

.                                

 It is important to note that God answers prayer as: (1) yes (Num. 14:20; 1 Kings 

17:20-22; Luke 23:43); (2) no (2 Sam. 12:15-20); and (3) not yet (Luke 18:1-7). The 

Christian should pray in the name of Jesus Christ (John 14:13-14; Eph. 5:20), in (εν, in, 

by, or with) the Holy Spirit (Eph. 6:18; Jude 20), and in the fear of the Lord (Ps. 145:19; 

Pr. 1:28-29), but in faith (Mark 11:24; James 1:6; 5:15), humility (2 Chron. 7:14; 33:12-

13), and in repentance (2 Chron. 6:37; Acts 3:19), with all our heart (Deut. 4:29; Jer. 

29:13), and most importantly, with a heart free from sin (Ps. 66:18-19; Isa. 1:15-16; John 

9:31), so that one can come in confidence before the Lord (Eph. 3:12; Heb. 10:19, 35; 1 

John 3:21-22).    

 How comforting it is to have these words to close: 

  

If My people who are called by My name will humble themselves, and pray 

and seek My face, and turn from their wicked ways, then I will hear from 

heaven, and will forgive their sin and heal their land. (2 Chron. 7:14) 

 

The word confidence has to do with abiding in Christ, which in turn leads to fellowship 

with Christ. Confidence has to do with confession of sin, putting off sin, and conforming 
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our mind to that of Christ. As a result, our confidence is built up because we came before 

God with boldness. The word for confidence means boldness, freedom of speaking, and 

unreservedness in speaking. When we come before God in unreservedness of speech, 

with our sin confessed, our mind lined-up with Christ, and a heart to do the will of God, 

we come before Him in confidence. 

 As He answers prayer our confidence is built up, because we experience God 

doing what He says He will do. And most importantly, the concept of confidence in First 

John has to do with the return of the Lord  as we face Him face-to-face – one aspect of 

the blessed hope is that we will see Him face-to-face.   

 

 

 

 



 

 

Sin and the believer (5:16-17) 
 

1 John 5:16-17 
 

 

  
16

If a certain man sees his brother sin a 

sin not unto death, he will ask and He 

will give to him life, to those not sinning 

unto death.  There is sin unto death; I am 

not speaking about that in order that he 

might pray.  
17

Every unrighteous act is 

sin, and a sin is not to death.       
 

                                       

           

 

 
                       

                                                                     

 

 

 

Introduction 
After assuring us that a brother’s prayer is always heard, is never unanswered, and is of 

benefit to the one praying, the apostle moves to intercessory prayer for sin. There is no 

greater benefit, honor and indeed command than to have a brother or sister in Christ pray 

for you while you are deep in some sin. This is the heart of intercessory prayer. Moving 

from self-seeking prayer to praying for others is following the law of love and is most 

important in the Church today - indeed, it is fulfilling the law of love.    

 The context cannot be forgotten here – John moves from proclaiming the simple 

doctrine of salvation and eternal security to knowing and experiencing these doctrines. 

The apostle moves from doctrine to application, from knowledge to faith, and from faith 

to confidence. This is Christian maturity; moving from knowing God’s will to trusting He 

will act.  Because God truly is God and because the child of God has a personal 

relationship with Him, the apostle argues that we should go before Him in prayer and see 

our confidence in your daily walk increase because we are concerned with doing His will, 

and trust He will do it. Faith and trust is as much a story of the Patriarchs of the Old 

Testament as it is for us today – trusting God instead of self is a hard thing to do.  

The big problem that must be faced has to do with understanding the difference 

between positional and experiential salvation. While a believer’s position is secure in 

Christ, his or her daily walk involves abiding, obeying and trusting in Christ on a daily 

bases for not only the small things in life but the big things as well.  

In that Church in that day, sin was a big topic, its nature and character was 

influenced by Greek culture and tradition rather than the Scripture. When culture, 

tradition and Scripture have equal weight in one’s mind then the things of God and 

Scripture usually are outweighed by the world and the flesh. Approach doctrine with 

Scripture alone and you end up with a more pure, true and uncorrupted doctrine.            

You might say, this short couplet, verses 16 through 17, is the capstone of dealing 

with sin in the Church and serves as the application side of the greatest commandment – 
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love your God with all your heart and love your brother as yourself (1 John 13:34; 1John 

3:23; 4:21). The great truth to notice here is the fact of the believer’s approach to 

addressing a brother committing minor sin is not to approach the person but to approach 

God in prayer. Confidence in God involves letting God be God and yielding to the Spirit.        

 

 
Sin and the believer (5:16-17) 

 

5:16.       (If a certain 

man sees his brother sin a sin not unto death). The apostle gives this supposed situation in 

the form of a third-class condition with ean  “if,” together with the aorist subjunctive of 

oraw (horao) 2 Aor. Act. Subj. 3sg., “to see with the eyes or mind.”  The word  oraw  

has to do with physical sight with a concentration on using the mind to discern what is 

seen, hence, this sin is physically seen and specifically discerned to be sin. This statement 

serves as a general statement of fact as the pronoun tiv (tis) n.m.sg., “a certain man,” or 

“any man,” is the subject of the phrase in conjunction with the aorist verb “to see.” The 

third class condition means this person really does see his brother sin a sin that does not 

lead to death.  

The use of adelfov (adelphos) a.m.sg., with def. art., “the brother,” is 

metaphoric and means a Christian brother who is in the same family of God as a fellow 

believer in Christ. The definite article with “brother” highlights the definite nature of 

their relationship being in the same family together in Christ and means a specific 

brother. The thing that is seen is an act of sin, not heard from a second source, gossip, or 

slander, but personally seen or heard by this brother. This sin is an open sin, at least 

openly seen by this fellow believer. The use of the present participle in the accusative 

case of  amartanw (hamartano) Pres. Act. Part. a.m.sg., “to sin,” shows this participle is 

used in the true sense of a participle – the verbal-adjective of the phrase. That is to say, 

the object is actively engaging in sin – the brother is presently engaged in sin.  

This person is sinning a sin (amartia - a.f.sg.) described as mh prov yanaton 

(not to death). The preposition in the accusative might better be translated: “not toward 

death,” or “not leading to death;” the idea is result and can be translated “not resulting in 

death.”  Notice, sin is spoken of in general, that is to say, there is no definite article 

included, so the sense is a sin in general with no specific single sin in mind.   

Simply stated, the penalty for sin is death (Gen. 2:17; Rom. 6:23; James 1:15), but 

the believer has passed from death to life. There are, however, various consequences or 

penalties identified for sin in the Bible for the believer. Sin is not all the same, although 

all sin is transgression. Sin must be punished, and for the believer, Jesus took the penalty 

in our place so we have passed from death to life; being placed into the family of God. 

This is our position – we have been saved (Eph. 2:8-9; perfect passive tense). In our daily 

walk, however, we sin, and it is in this context that John is writing. Sin is a transgression 

of the law of God and is an attack against Him as the Great Lawgiver. As is common 

with any law, there are consequences in the form of punishment demanded by a righteous 

God upon the lawbreaker. All sin is seen as a result of the fall and its corrupting nature 

affects not only all mankind but the whole of mankind - not only is every one born a 
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sinner, but also the fall has affected the mind, the conscience, the soul and the 

environment.   

Legally, sin is said to be imputed to all mankind (Rom. 5:12-21; 1 Cor. 15:22), 

our sins are imputed to Christ (Isa. 53:5-6, 11; 2 Cor. 5:21; 1 Pet. 2:24), and therefore, the 

legal act of Christ’s righteousness and His death penalty and shed blood imputed to 

believers (Rom. 1:17; 3:22; 10:32 1 Cor. 1:30; 2 Cor. 5:21; Heb. 9:14).  So it is that sin 

can be identified as (1) the sin (singular) we possess as being born into the human race 

with Adam as the representative head; and (2) personal sins (plural) as we exist as 

responsible moral agents.   

Some personal sins result in a natural outcome of the character of that sin that 

man cannot escape and man cannot be saved from their consequence by repentance and 

forgiveness. Dr. Berkhof says, “In some cases they [sins] may be mitigated and even 

checked by the means which God has placed at our disposal, but in other cases they 

remain and serve as a constant reminder of past transgressions.”
166

   

What happens when God transforms the sinner is that the person believes God, 

which is credited to him or her as righteousness (Gen. 15:16; Rom. 4:3; 5:17; Tit. 3:5). 

That which is believed today is the gospel of Christ (1 Cor. 15:1-5). For the believer, the 

relationship that is possessed as part of being placed into the family of God with all the 

benefits and responsibilities thereof moves the Father to punish sin in the believer’s life 

by means of love. Once a person believes, his or her sins are forgiven (Rom. 4:7; Col. 

2:13). As the new creature in Christ participates in his or her new life in this fallen world, 

interacting with others, their sin is forgiven and relationship restored by confession and 

prayer (1 John 1:9).  

There are sins, however, that either we refuse to give up or are unknown to us in 

our lives. God the Father in righteousness seeks to reform the sinning believer by means 

of inflicting hardship that results in refining us (Ps. 66:10; Isa. 48:10; Jer. 9:7). The 

purpose of God’s testing is to humble us (Deut 8:2-3), to see if we will obey Him (Gen. 

22:1; Ex. 16:4-5), and preserve in our faith (James 1:2-3; Rev. 3:10-11). Testing is 

viewed by God as a love test – do we love, fear, and trust Him (Deut. 13:3; Ex. 20:18-

20)?     

       

 

Penalties for sin 

Individual Sin penalty 

Unregenerate Unbelief – the 

unpardonable sin (Matt. 

12:31-32) 

Eternal Death - Eternal 

torment in the lake of fire 

(Rev. 20:15) because they 

are spiritually dead 

(separated from God)  being 

born by nature into the 

sinful state of being and not 

saved from this condemned 

state (John 3:15-17) 

Regenerate Any Loss of fellowship (1 John 
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1:3; 6-7) 

 Any Loss of joy (John 15:11; 

Gal. 5:22) 

 Any  Darkened walk (1 John 1:6; 

2:10) 

 Any Weak prayer (1 John 3:19-

22) 

 Any Chastisement & testing 

(Heb. 12:5-11) 

 Any Sickness (1 Cor. 11:30) 

 Any  Excommunication (Matt. 

18:17; 1 Cor. 5) 

 Any Physical death (1 Cor. 

11:30; 1 John 5:16) 

 

 

The question that frequently comes up here is, is this physical or spiritual death? 

The Scriptural usage of the word yanatov (thanatos) a.m.sg., “death,” has the complete 

range of meaning from physical to spiritual death. Dr. Vine identifies the following usage 

of the word death, “(a) the separation of the soul (the spiritual part of man) from the body 

(the material part), the later ceasing to function and turning to dust, e.g., John 11:13; Heb. 

2:15; 5:7; 7:23…(b) the separation of man from God; Adam died on the day he disobeyed 

God, Gen. 2:17, and hence all mankind are born in the same spiritual condition, Rom. 

5:12, 14, 17, 21, from which, however, those who believe in Christ are deliverded, John 

5:24; 1 John 3:14.”
167

   

The sense of death used here as “a sin not leading to death,” has historically been 

interpreted to be either physical or spiritual death.  

 

1. For those that take this as “a sin not leading to spiritual death,” the following is 

thus noted:  

 

The context would suggest that this sin has to do with seeing a brother mixed up 

in a doctrinal controversy. In this case the immediate context concerns the subject 

of eternal security (1 John 5:13). Notice, John does not say, go to them and talk to 

them about their sin. Instead, he says to go to God in prayer concerning their sin 

and God is faithful to answer your prayer by opening their eyes concerning this 

matter. This is why it is a sin not leading to death. The Gnostic perversion of 

personal sin (i.e. the truly enlightened person says, “I have no sin”) and special 

knowledge  outside the written word, breaks down the solid teaching of God, and 

one area that this affects is the doctrine of eternal security. Those that read the 

word of God and teach that you can never be sure the believer possesses eternal 

life is being spiritually manipulated because the word is clear that believers do 

possess eternal life now and forever. The spiritual battle can only be fought in the 

spiritual realm, and it is the word of God working with the Spirit of God that we 
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understand the great truths of God.  Here the believer is involved in a heresy that 

does not lead to spiritual death. These sins involve secondary doctrines that 

separate us. These sins involve not believing God is big enough to keep us in His 

family and not big enough to trust Him in overcoming sin.                                           

 

2. For those that take this as “a sin not leading to physical death,” the following is 

noted: 

 

The context has shifted from from doctrine is 5:6-13, to application in 5:14-17. 

John is now talking about prayer that builds up confidence in our daily walk.  The 

only sin leading to death is unbelief; John is not talking about that. He is 

addressing a sin that does not lead to physical death. What is a sin that leads to 

physical death? Those natural desires of the flesh that the fallen culture glories in 

– sexual promiscuity, drug and alcohol abuse, want of things, and etc. Sinful 

activities that lead to an early grave because they affect the body in the form of 

disease, excess, or personal conflict. The proverbs are full of warnings against this 

kind of behavior and the consequences thereof.  The Ten Commandments give 

clear guidance against them by use those harrowing warnings “thou shalt not….”  

In this case, a brother knows of another brother’s sin that is non-life threating and 

simply goes before God and prays for him. The brother is to approach God in 

prayer and ask the sinning brother’s eyes be opened. In this case, where physical 

life is not in danger, we are to let the Spirit do His work and we do ours. The 

Spirit teaches and corrects, while fellow believers pray.     

 

  (he will ask and He 

will give to him life, to those not sinning unto death.)   What John is saying is, “he (the 

brother praying) will ask, and He (the Son of God) will give him (the sinner) life.” The 

future verb of aitew (aiteo) Fut. Act. Ind. 2sg., “he will ask,” points back to the specific 

person who sees the sinner and is acting as a imperative future. The sense is “if a man 

sees a brother sinning a sin that does not lead to death, then ask God who will give the 

sinner life.” This is a sin that is either physically seen or discerned by what is said by the 

brother. The instruction for the brother is first to go before the Lord in prayer because the 

brother’s life is not in danger. If the brother’s life was in danger then it is expected that 

the brother approach him directly and warn him, but that is not what John is talking 

about. The brother is to go before God and aitew  - ask “with an attitude of petition of 

one who is in a lower position.” The beliver is to come before God with a humble attitude 

in prayer concerning the brother’s sin.       

The future verb of didwmi (didomi) Fut. Act. Ind. 3sg., “to give,” points to a 

response to prayer. John has just stated that a prayer done in God’s will, will be heard and 

answered.  This prayer concerns the brother’s sin and his restoration to living a life in the 

will of God, so the word  zwh (zoe) a.f.sg., “life” will be given. Again, the question is 

raised: is this physical or spiritual life? The Greek may refer to physical life: “the state of 

one who is possessed of vitality or is animate,” or spiritual life: “life real and genuine, a 

life active and vigorous, devoted to God, blessed, in the portion even in this world of 

those who put their trust in Christ, but after the resurrection to be consummated by new 
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accessions (among them a more perfect body), and to last for ever.”
168

  For those arguing 

spiritual death, this is usually interpreted as spiritual life; likewise, those arguing for 

physical death interpret this as physical life.   

The present participle of  amartanw (hamartano) Pres. Act. Part. d.m.pl., with 

def. art., “to those that are not actively sinning,” speaks of a group that is not (mh) 

actively sinning [a sin unto death]; to them, God gives life. What is a sin not leading to 

death  (prov yanaton)? Scripture has said over 150 times that belief in the Son of God 

saves, while not believing in the Son brings condemnation and judgment (cf. John 3:15-

17).  In fact, all mankind is described as dead in trespasses, until God makes us alive in 

Christ (Eph. 2:1). But it is also true that there is sin that leads to physical death. Either 

way you take it here, this person is a brother who is actively sinning, but the sin is either 

a minor sin that is a minor doctrinal error, or a sin that is non-life threating.   

The Scriptural concept of life is life in full relationship with God. Fullness of life 

means a believer experiences the fullness of the benefits of being in the family of God. 

This person does not greive the Holy Spirit, but lives a life yielded to God, and 

overcomes sin.  A believer who possesses a new spiritual life may or may not experience 

fullness of life due to sin. While the Spirit of God regenerates (John 3:3-8; 6:63; Tit. 3:5), 

indwells (John 14:17; 1 Cor. 3:16; Rom. 8:11), baptizes (Matt. 3:11; Mark 1:8; Luke 

3:16; John 1:33; Acts 1:5; 11:16), and seals the believer (Eph. 1:13; 4:30; 2 Cor. 1:22), 

the fullness of his new life and walk in Christ is conditioned upon his yieldedness to the 

Spirit. While our position is secure in Christ, our daily walk involves the continuing work 

of the Spirit by the filling of the Spirit (Eph. 5:18), the guiding (Gal. 5:16, 25), teaching 

(John 14:26; 16:13), gifting (1 Cor. 12:4, 7-11; Rom. 12:6-8; Eph. 4:11; 1 Pet. 4:10), and 

empowering of the Spirit (Rom. 8:13; Gal. 5:17). One cannot walk in the Spirit when sin 

rules his or her life (Gal. 5:16).  For the one that believes this passage teaches physical 

life and death, God will spare his physical life; for the one that believes this passage 

teaches spiritual life and death, God will give him fullness of life.  

 

 

   (There is sin unto 

death, I am not speaking about that in order that he might pray).  The verb eimi (eimi) 

Pres. Ind. 3sg., is placed at the head of the phrase thus stressing the fact that there really 

is a sin that leads to death. The subject amartia (hamartia) n.f.sg., “sin,” is missing the 

definite article signifying that there is not a single definite sin that leads to death, but sin 

in general leads  prov yanaton (to death).  The negative particle ou (ou) “not” is placed 

at the head of this phrase in order to stress the fact that John is not speaking about not 

praying for someone’s sin. The sense of this phrase is, “There is a sin leading to death, I 

am not saying you should pray for those who commit it.” Praying for those that are 

perishing or for those who are involved in a sin that leads to physical death is certainly 

within the will of God – but that is not what John is speaking about.  

John says, ou peri ekeinhv (not concerning this), the feminine demonstrative 

pronoun ekeinov (ekeinos) g.f.sg.,” that” is the far demonstrative indicating the farness 

of this type of sin is in mind.  He is now talking about a different kind of sin, a sin that 

does lead to death.  The present tense of  legw (lego) Pres. Act. Ind. 1c.sg., “I am [not] 

speaking” furthers this thought and narrows the focus to, “a sin that does lead to death.”  
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The hina clause ina erwthsh (in order that he might pray) together with the aorist 

subjective of erwtaw (erotao) Aor. Act. Subj. 3sg., “to question,” “ask,” or “pray,” has 

the sense, “There is a sin leading to death; I do not say that he should make request for 

this.” The difference in the use of the words for “ask” aitew (aiteo) verses erwtaw 

(erotao), also points to the great difference in kind of sin. We do not come before God 

and erwtaw  “ask a question,” instead we come before God and humbly ask aitew for 

help.  

The apostle is focused upon prayers for brothers and sister in Christ. These 

prayers are intercessory prayer for restoration of the brother back into the family of God. 

Sin separates and this brother will experience a fellowship problem with both God and 

the body of believers. The idea of biblical life has to do with communion and fellowship 

with God. Sin separates us from God, not in the sense of total separation (death), but in 

the sense of fellowship (fullness of life). The Christian’s sin has the effect of missing out 

on the fullness of what it means to live a victorious life in Christ. Living a victorious life 

means, we have a new capability to listen to God’s word and understand because we have 

been given the gift of the Spirit. Possessing eternal life means we are safe in the hands of 

God forever, and that our mind has been transformed – we are no longer enemies of God 

but we have been reconciled to God and have fellowship with Him. Sin in the believer’s 

life means loss of fellowship (1 John 1:3; 6-7), loss of joy (John 15:11; Gal. 5:22), a 

darkened walk (1 John 1:6; 2:10), and a weak prayer life (1 John 3:19-22). Fullness of 

life means, love, joy, peace, longsuffering, gentleness, goodness, faith, meekness, and 

temperance (Gal. 5:22). Fullness of life also has to do with righteousness and truth since 

these are said to be the fruit of the Spirit (Eph. 5:9).                                                

         

 

5:17.   (Every unrighteous act is sin). In order to clarify the 

doctrine of sin and the believer, John adds pasa adikia amartia estin (every 

unrighteous act is sin). The heresy of the Gnostic is clearly in focus here. Just because 

you are saved, you cannot say you do not sin because every single unrighteous act is 

called sin. The feminine singular adjective pav (pas) adj.n.f.sg., “every” modifies  

adikia (adikia) n.f.sg., “injustice,” or “unrighteousness,” emphasizing every single act of 

unrighteousness” - not leaving any out. The fact that the word  amartia (hamartia) 

n.f.sg., “sin,” is in the subject case but functions as the object, highlights the fact of the 

equality of unrighteousness and sin – unrighteousness is sin and sin is unrighteousness. 

One cannot separate the two - they are synonymous.                         
     

 (and a sin is not to death). This simple phrase finds 

the verb at the head stressing the fact that there really is a sin that does not lead to death. 

Notice the present tense of the “to be” verb eimi. In essence, the apostle says that there 

continues to be a sin that does not lead to death [in the believer’s life]. This amartia ou 
prov yanaton (sin not resulting in death) is expressed as a simple statement for the 

second time, thus emphasizing its importance in this letter concerning the doctrine of sin. 
Sin has different degrees, but make no mistake, all unrighteousness is sin. Sin is 

personified as a lion seeking its pray (Gen. 4:7). Let us not let sin rule us, but let our new 

life in Christ rule our life.  
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 This letter is written to the Church addressing personal application, specifically, 

growing in the knowledge of Christ, and seeks to clarify one’s attitude toward a brother 

that is involved in open sin. Whether this sin is doctrinal or not is not the point – the point 

is this brother is involved in some minor sin that is seen by another brother and the 

command is to go before a righteous and just God for help. There is no better place to go 

than to go before the Author of our salvation and ask for help, not only for our sin (1 John 

2:1) but for others as well.  

 

 



 

 

Eternal life is knowing Christ (5:18-21) 
 

1 John 5:18-21 
 

 

  
18

We have known that every one that has 

been born from God does not sin, but the 

one that has been born from God keeps 

himself and the evil one does not touch 

him.  
19

We have known that we are from 

God, and the whole world lies in the 

wicked one.  
20

But we have known that 

the Son of God is present and He has 

given to us understanding, so that we 

may know the True One, and we are in 

the True One, in His Son Jesus Christ. 

This is the true God and the life eternal. 
21

Children, you keep yourselves from 

idols. Amen.           
 

                                       

           

                       
                                                                     

 

 

 

Introduction 
The apostle closes his letter to the Church touching two of the major points addressed in 

the letter, namely, the doctrine of sin in the believer and the person of the Son of God, 

Jesus Christ. Sin is an offence to God and sin in the believer’s life is even more of a 

personal attack upon the character of God’s holiness. Sin separates us from God, but 

being set apart by God means when a Christian sins he or she is not separated completely 

from God, as we are members of the family of God. Sin in the Christian affects our 

fellowship with Him.  This section of Scripture emphasizes our understanding that truth 

comes from God’s Word and His Spirit and this is in opposition to the world system that 

opposes Him. Truth and Jesus Christ, the Word, are synonymous and we who are His 

possession know this truth because the truth has been given (gifted) to us.  

The apostle’s final words might be his greatest statement. In essence, he writes – 

knowing Jesus Christ is eternal life (cf. John 17:3; 20:31; 1 John 5:11). The facts of 

eternal life in John are these: (1) that eternal life is a free gift (John 5:50; 10:28; 17:2; 1 

John 5:11); (2) eternal life comes by believing in Jesus Christ (John 3:15-16; 1 John 

5:13); and (3) eternal life is in Jesus Christ (1 John 1:1-2; 5:20), because Jesus has life in 

himself (John 1:4).  Though Scripture says that we will receive eternal life in the future 

and have been promised it (1 Tim. 4:8), and our hope is in it (Titus 1:2), John affirms that 

we will receive it when we are resurrected (John 5:28-29), but that we have eternal life 

now (John 3:36; 5:24) and experience His presence now (1 John 1:2; 5:20). The benefits 

of which are found when we trust Jesus (John 14:1-3) and obey (John 12:50), we will 
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also drink of Him (John 4:13-14), and eat of him as the bread of life (John 6:48-51). That 

is, we must take hold of eternal life and live it (1 Tim. 6:12, 19).  

This little epistle speaks to the Church and the many problems that arise therein 

because this is a fallen world where a spiritual battle is taking place and John tells us to 

abide is Christ and His word in order to mature us as believers. This is not the kingdom. 

Deception and lies are present in the Church, but it is our responsibility to apply the law 

of love – to love our Lord, Jesus Christ, and to love our brethren in the body of Christ. It 

is by this means that we will experience the presence of Christ in our new life. Eternal 

life will come to fulfillment and completion in the resurrection as we experience Him in a 

more complete way – separated from this sinful world.         

 

 

 

 
Sin is not characteristic of the believer (5:18-19) 

 

5:18.   (We have known 

that every one that has been born from God does not sin).  The closing statements reflect 

the character of the child of God.  This phrase starts with the perfect verb of  eidw (eido) 

Perf. Act. Ind. 1pl., meaning, “we have seen,” or “we have known,” at the head of the 

verse in order to stress the importance of our complete knowledge of the character of the 

child of God.  The oti (hoti) conjunction, “because,” or “since,” is translated as “that” to 

introduce the fact that every man that has been begotten of God does not continue in sin.  

The adjective pav (pas) adj.n.m.sg., “every man” modifies the perfect participle of 

gennaw (gennao) Perf. Pas. Part. n.m.sg., with def. art., “the man that has been born,“  

thus highlighting every one that has been born again. The older translators use 

“whosoever” for this construction with the definite nominative participle.  The richness 

of the Greek language comes to light as the perfect passive participle speaks of a person 

that is completely born by an external agent – God Himself has begotten this person and 

his occupation you might say is as a born again believer – he stands born again from 

above. This person has a new identity as begotten of God.  What a statement this is! The 

source of the external agent that performs the action is identified by the proposition ek  

along with the genitive of yeov (theos) g.m.sg., with def. art., “from God,”   expressing a 

genitive of source . The source of our begotten state is God Himself.  If God is the source 

of our salvation, then we will not continue in sin.  

The present verb of amartanw (hamartano) Pres. Act. Ind. 3sg., stresses the 

continuous nature of the sin and is translated “he does not continue sinning.”  It is not that 

the born again person does not sin, but that he will not continue in a sin because God is 

God and there is no other. He will not let His name be profaned (cf., Isa. 48:9-11; Ezek. 

20:14-22), so He will move in the believer to expose the sin and the Spirit will convict. 

The brother of verses 16 through 17 prays for the sinning brother, and God acts because it 

is His will that we mature in Him and thus overcome sin that has a grip on us. What a 

great love God has for us that He would keep us from the evil one and move in us to 

convict us of our sin (Rev. 3:19).    
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pav + def. art. + nominative participle  

verse participle   

2:23 πας ο αρνουμενος Pres. M/P Dep. N.m.sg. Whosoever denies the Son 

… 

3:4  πας ο ποιων Pres. Act. Part. N.m.sg. Whosoever commits sin 

… 

3:6  πας ο μενων Pres. Act. Part. N.m.sg. Whosoever abides in Him 

does not sin. 

3:9 πας ο γεγεννημενος  Perf. Pas. Part. N.m.sg. Whosoever is born of God 

does not commit sin… 

3:10  πας ο ποιων  Pres. Act. Part. N.m.sg. Whosoever does not do 

righteousness … 

3:15  πας ο μισων   Pres. Act. Part. N.m.sg. Whosoever hates his 

brother … 

5:1  πας ο πιστευων  … 

και πας ο αγαπων 

Pres. Act. Part. N.m.sg. Whosoever believes that 

Jesus is the Christ is born 

of God; and whosoever 

that loves Him that begat 

loves him also that is 

begotten of Him. 

5:18 πας ο γεγεννημενος  Perf. Pas. Part. N.m.sg. Whosoever is born of God 

… 

 

                        

 

(but the 

one that has been born from God keeps himself and the evil one does not touch him).  

There are benefits and responsibilities with being in the family of God. One benefit is that 

God will protect us from the evil one. One responsibility of being in the family of God is 

that we must yield to the Spirit and trust that God is big enough to do what He says He 

will do. 

The apostle starts this verse with the contrastive conjunction alla “but,” 

signifying a contrast between the character of the continuous sin that is promoted by the 

devil and the world system, with the character of a born again person (and by association 

God). Because the born again person “has been begotten” of God (a completed act with 

the present result of being born again), he keeps himself by putting off sin. The power 

and desire to turn from sin has to do with the relationship we have with God. If we love 

God we will want to turn away from sin in order to please Him. This is the law of love 

and the heart of abiding and fellowshipping with Him.  

The change from perfect to aorist of the verb  gennaw (gennao) Aor. Pas. 

Part.n.m.sg., with def. art., “ the one that was born” indicates action that is passive, but 

timeless - this person is still a passive participant in his born again state, but he is in fact 

begotten. The born again person has the responsibly and freedom to not obey the flesh 

but to obey God instead. There is a new capability to obey God because the source 

(genitive of source with ek) of our begotten state is from yeov (theos) g.m.sg., with def. 

art. “God.”  Dr. Smith writes, “The child of God may fall into sin, but he does not 
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continue in it; he is not under its dominion. Why? Because, though he has a malignant 

foe, he has also a vigilant Guardian.”
169

   

The main verb of the clause is the present tense of threw (tereo) Pres. Act. Ind. 

3sg., “to attend to carefully,” or “to keep,” and is translated “he continues to keep 

himself.” There is a textual variant here as the Textus Receptus (and Majority Text) has 

the reflective pronoun  eauton (heauton) reflex. pron. 3a.m.sg., “himself” whereas the 

NA27 has the personal pronoun auton. It is this author’s opinion that the reflexive is the 

better word as it has historical precedence in both manuscript usage and usage by John in 

this letter, and it fits the issue of sin and the believer in 1 John (cf., 1 John 2:29; 3:9; 4:7; 

5:1; 5:4; 5:18; and the reflex. 1 John 1:8; 3:3; 5:10; 5:18; 5:21).   The reflective pronoun  

eauton (heauton) highlights the fact that this person who has been born of God is himself 

able to keep himself from sinning. The new ability that is born in the believer is reflected 

in his release from slavery to sin and is himself now free (cf. 1 John 3:3; 5:21). However, 

it is by the convicting power of the Spirit that this is accomplished. It is said of salvation 

that the Father initiates in predestination, the Son executes in His death, and the Spirit 

administers. This new freedom together with the indwelling Spirit provides the born 

again believer everything needed to overcome sin (cf., 1 John 5:4-5). But with this new 

found freedom comes responsibility and it is the law of love that is at play here with the 

abiding presence of God that finds our relationship with Him and consequently our 

freedom and liberty being in this world that is being tested. The question here is “do we 

love (αγαπη) Him?” or “do we love (φιλεω) Him?”      

This final phrase, kai o ponhrov ouc aptetai autou  (and  the evil one does 

not touch him) is most revealing considering the extent of the evil one’s control over the 

unsaved.   The devil is describes simply by the adjective ponhrov (poneros) adj.a.m.sg., 

with def. art., “the evil one,” or “the wicked one,” whose uniqueness is highlighted by the 

inclusion of the definite article so as to make no mistake who this person is. The adjective 

describes his character and indeed nature – he is by nature evil. For the world, the evil 

one attaches himself to them and they become dragged down into the world system deep 

in sin against God. The action the evil one takes against the unregenerate is described by 

the verb  aptomai (haptomai) Pres. Mid. Ind. 3sg., “to fasten one’s self to,” “to adhere 

to,” or “cling to,” the middle voice adds the personal involvement in this crime. The devil 

fastens himself to the unsaved influencing (Rev. 12:9) and ruling the world (John 12:31; 

16:11; 2 Cor. 4:4). He promotes false religions, immorality and the destruction of what is 

good (Eph. 2:1-3; 1 John 4:1-4). Whereas the born again person is free from the wiles of 

the devil (Eph. 6:11) and is instead convicted (John 16:7-11), guided (Isa. 63:11-13; 

Rom. 8:9), enlightened (1 John 4:1-6), and taught (John 14:26; 15:26) the truth by the 

Spirit of God. What a contrast this verse provides us of the inner-workings of the spiritual 

world.  We understand the things of the spiritual world and spiritual truth only because 

God has revealed them to us by His Spirit.   

This section of scripture wraps-up the doctrine of overcoming the world and the 

sin therein. The apostle in chapter two describes the various spiritual maturity levels 

relating to overcoming sin and the evil one (1 John 2:12-14). Chapter three describes sin 

in relation to the history of the devil’s influence upon Cain and His desire to do the works 

of the evil one (1 John 3:12). Now, in conclusion, John moves to complete the thought by 
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bringing into the argument personal responsibly in our relationship with God and the 

family of God. We can and must overcome the evil one because we have everything we 

need to accomplish the task. The secret to overcoming, as John has stated, is abiding in 

Christ. There is no greater power in keeping sin down than the Word of God, staying in 

the word and fellowshipping with Him regularly is necessary.                     

 

 5:19.   (We have known that we are from God).  

Again the apostle uses the perfect tense of  eidw (eido) Perf. Act. Ind. 1pl., “we have 

known,” that we are completely possessed of God. The completeness of the action means 

we know we are from God – God is our source. The ablative construction ek tou yeou 
(from God) means its source is from Him – we are out from Him, His workmanship.  A 

literary contrast highlights our two-world system given here. Really, there is a three 

world system that exists: (1) one is either from God and has been saved; (2) one is from 

God and has not yet been born again; and (3) one is from the devil. But the contrast here 

is drawn between the two extremes, one is either from God or from the devil. There are 

no other options. The character of our life has its origin in either God or the devil.  

The reason for our complete knowledge is found in the oti clause “because,” or 

“since” we exist in a state of being from God, we possess this knowledge. The state of 

being verb eimi (eimi) Pres. Ind. 1pl., “to be,” or “exist,” is expressing our state of being 

as having its origin from God as we continue to be in a state of being born from God.  

The doctrine of eternal security of the believer is everywhere found and most convincing 

in the grammar of the Greek.                    

 

 (and the whole world lies in the wicked one). 

The world is kosmov (kosmos) n.m.sg., with def. art., and is used in the metaphoric 

sense meaning “the world with all its opposition to God and opposition to the things of 

God.” Notice the modifier olov (holos) adj.n.m.sg., “whole,” so the translation “the 

whole world [system].”  The idea is that the whole world system is ruled by the evil one – 

Satan himself is the ruler of this world (cf. 2 Cor. 4:4) and its character is described as 

wicked. The preposition en is locative meaning “positionally in,” or, “in the sphere” of 

the wickedness.  

A contrast is drawn between those who know they are from God and those who 

follow the ponhrov (poneros) adj.d.m.sg., with def. art., “the evil one,” or “the wicked 

one.”  Notice the definite article is used with the word “evil.” Thus the translation is 

properly “the wicked one,” expressing the major characteristic of the ruler of the world 

and hence also the major characteristic of the world system. The verb is last in the phrase 

thus the stress is placed upon o kosmov  in its entirety and highlights the nature of the 

world system. The verb keimai (keimai) Pres. M/P Dep. Ind. 3sg., “to lie,” “of things put 

or set in any place,” and means here, “the world system lies in the power of evil and is 

held in subjection by it.” Those that are from God do not lie in evil, but keep themselves 

from evil because they have a helper, whereas, those of the world system “lie,” “are being 

fastened to,” or “fasten themselves to” the evil world system. Though the word keimai is 

deponent and normally translated as active, one could just as well translate it as middle or 

passive, thus completing the idea of themselves defending and living a life of wickedness 
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in this evil world. Dr. Lenski writes, “In keitai there lies the idea of passivity which does 

not even struggle against the devil.”
170

 What a tremendous revelation this is!                       

 

 

The Presence of Christ (5:20) 
 

5:20.   (But we have known that the Son of God 

is present). In an effort to illustrate the complete nature of our holy estate, that is, being 

set apart to God for service, the apostle adds complete knowledge of the presence of 

Jesus Christ with us. This knowledge is also perfected as the perfect tense of  eidw (eido) 

Perf. Act. Ind. 1pl., “we have seen [it],” or “we have known [it]” is used.  The use of the 

contrastive conjunction de means result and may better be translated “since“ we have 

known the Son is present, and [we have known] that He has given us understanding for 

the reason of knowing the truth.  The conjunction oti (hoti) “that,” “because,” or “since,” 

together with de highlights the usage as “reason.”  The present tense of hkw (heko) Pres. 

Act. Ind. 3sg., “to come,” or “be present,” means the great coming of the Son of God  (o 
uiov tou yeou) as prophesized in the Old Testament is come but continues to be present 

as the active voice means He really is present with us. The Greek hkw (heko) is not the 

common word for the act of “coming,” or “going” (i.e., ερχομαι), but is the more specific 

word stressing, “to come and be present,” “to seek an intimacy with another,” or “to 

come upon as things endured either good or bad.” Of course, in this context, Jesus comes 

seeking a close intimate relationship and He is with us to stay.     

 

The  comings of Christ 

verse text tense 
Heb. 10:37 For yet a little while, and he that shall come will 

come, and will not tarry. 

Fut. Act. Ind. – Future coming. 

1 John 5:20 And we know that the Son of God is come, and 

hath given us an understanding, that we may 

know him that is true, and we are in him that is 

true, even in his Son Jesus Christ. This is the true 

God, and eternal life. 

Pres. Act. Ind. – present coming 

= presence. 

Rev. 2:25 But that which ye have already hold fast till I 

come. 

Fut. Act. Ind or Aor. Act Subj. – 

temporal clause. 

Rev. 3:3 Remember therefore how thou hast received and 

heard, and hold fast, and repent. If therefore thou 

shalt not watch, I will come on thee as a thief, and 

thou shalt not know what hour I will come upon 

thee. 

Fut. Act. Ind. – future coming. 

                             

 

 (and He has given to us 

understanding, so that we may know the True One).  The perfect knowledge expressed in 

verses 18, 19, and 20 are consistent with the free gift of the understanding spoken of here. 

The understanding is here also in the perfect tense of didwmi (didomi) Perf. Act. Ind. 
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3sg., “He has given.” This understanding is given by the Son and involves knowing and 

trusting in the person of Jesus Christ.  

 

 The Great  Gifts of Scripture 

verse Text Gift Speaks of 
John 

3:16 

For God so loved the world, that he gave his only 

begotten Son, that whosoever believeth in him 

should not perish, but have everlasting life. 

Aor. Act. Ind.  Christ given for the 

purpose of giving 

eternal life 

John 

4:14 

But whosoever drinketh of the water that I shall 

give him shall never thirst; but the water that I shall 

give him shall be in him a well of water springing 

up into everlasting life. 

Fut. Act. Ind.  A well overflowing with 

eternal life 

John 

6:27 

Labour not for the meat which perisheth, but for 

that meat which endureth unto everlasting life, 

which the Son of man shall give unto you: for him 

hath God the Father sealed. 

Fut. Act. Ind.  Everlasting life is given 

by Christ and sealed by 

the Father (i.e., eternal 

security). 

John 

6:39 

And this is the Father’s will which hath sent me, 

that of all which he hath given me I should lose 

nothing, but should raise it up again at the last day. 

Perf. Act. Ind. The Father has given the 

Son believers who will 

all be raised up on the 

last day (i.e., eternal 

security). 

John 

6:65 

And he said, Therefore said I unto you, that no man 

can come unto me, except it were given unto him of 

my Father. 

Perf. Pas. Part. Coming to Christ is a 

gift of the Father (i.e., 

soverign election) 

John 

10:28 

And I give unto them eternal life; and they shall 

never perish, neither shall any man pluck them out 

of my hand. 

Perf. Act. Ind.  Christ gives eternal life 

forever (i.e., eternal 

security) 

John 

14:16 

And I will pray the Father, and he shall give you 

another Comforter, that he may abide with you for 

ever; 

Fut. Act. Ind.  The gift of the Holy 

Spirit 

John 

14:27 

Peace I leave with you, my peace I give unto you: 

not as the world giveth, give I unto you. Let not 

your heart be troubled, neither let it be afraid. 

Pres. Act. Ind. The gift of peace.  

John 

15:16 

Ye have not chosen me, but I have chosen you, and 

ordained you, that ye should go and bring forth 

fruit, and that your fruit should remain: that 

whatsoever ye shall ask of the Father in my name, 

he may give it you. 

Aor. Act. 

Subj.  

The gift of works in the 

will of the Father. 

John 

17:8 

For I have given unto them the words which thou 

gavest me; and they have received them, and have 

known surely that I came out from thee, and they 

have believed that thou didst send me. 

Perf. Act. Ind.  The gift of Scripture 

1 John 

3:24 

And he that keepeth his commandments dwelleth in 

him, and he in him. And hereby we know that he 

abideth in us, by the Spirit which he hath given us. 

Aor. Act. Ind.  The gift of the Holy 

Spirit. 

1 John 

5:11 

And this is the record, that God hath given to us 

eternal life, and this life is in his Son. 

Aor. Act. Ind. The gift of eternal life. 

1 John 

5:20 

And we know that the Son of God is come, and hath 

given us an understanding, that we may know him 

that is true, and we are in him that is true, even in 

his Son Jesus Christ. This is the true God, and 

eternal life. 

Perf. Act. Ind. The gift of the 

knowledge that Jesus is 

God.  
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The word for understanding is the Greek dianoia (diavoia) a.f.sg., meaning, “by 

the mind,” or “understanding,” and comes from the compound of δια (dia) “through, by” 

and νους (nous) “the mind.” This understanding is gifted to us but the knowledge has 

come through the mind and we have thought about this truth and have come to a 

conclusion of its truth.   Notice, the absence of the definite article with understanding – 

He has given us “an understanding” in the general sense.  The result of the gifting of 

understanding is introduced by the  ina conjunction “in order that (purpose clause)” or 

“with the result that (result clause),” we know the True One.  

Knowledge is possible and continuous in nature as the present subjunctive of 

ginwskw (ginosko) Pres. Act. Subj. 1pl., “we may continue to know” the True One is a 

result of the gifting. The definite nature of alhyinov (alethinos) adj.a.m.sg, with def. art., 

“the True One” highlights God’s consistent revelation that He alone defines what is true, 

so the synonyms “light” with “truth.” The True One is used in opposition to the false one 

– the devil. The True One as opposed to the false gods of the world, and the True One 

who is the true God.                            

 

(and we are in the True One, 

in His Son Jesus Christ).  The three major clauses of verse 20 provide us with the outline. 

First is the contrastive, “but” identifying the difference between those that are possessed 

of the world system with those that are possessed of Christ. Second, those in Christ 

possess a true understanding of things, as the source of this truth is God alone. Third, 

those that are of Christ are a part of that truth in Christ.  

The conjunction  kai adds the second truth of those that are “in Christ.” The state 

of being verb of  eimi (eimi) Pres. Ind. 1pl., “we are,” or “we exist,” en tw alhyinw  (in 

the True One), meaning we are in a state of being in the True One. The preposition  en 

describes our position both as in the True One and in the Son of God. The definiteness of  

alhyinov (alethinos) adj.d.m.sg, with def. art., “in the true one” points directly to being 

“in the Son.”  In the Son of Him [God] is locative, explaining our position or legal 

standing; that is to say, one is either standing in Christ or in the world system, but not 

both, as they are separate and distinct. The apostle John emphasizes the person of Jesus 

Christ by identifying that He is the Son of God. Is the apostle John here seeking to 

highlight the difference between the Greek gods in contrast to the “True One,” or is he 

just expanding on the concept that the Lord Jesus Christ is the True One, i.e. God? Either 

way, we get by this section of Scripture that Jesus Christ is very God and He has come to 

establish an intimate relationship with us through His Word and Spirit.    

 

(This is the true God and the life 

eternal).  The near demonstrative pronoun outov (houtos) dem. pron. n.m.sg., “this,” 

serves to identify the close relationship of being in Christ, being a possession of God and 

having eternal life. The fact of possessing eternal life is identified by our state of being in 

the True God. Again the state of being verb eimi (eimi) Pres. Ind. 3sg., is used to identify 

that the True One is the True God and that we are in a state of eternal life – safe in Christ.   

The statement of fact is presented with the subject case as being in Christ and is 

equivalent to being in a state of eternal life. All the nouns and adjectives of the phrase o 
alhyinov yeov kai h zwh aiwniov (the true God and the eternal life) signifying the 

character of this life. The adjective alhyinov (alethinos) adj.n.m.sg, with def. art., “true” 
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that modifies  yeov  (theos) n.m.sg., “God,” highlights the fact that Jesus Christ is the true 

God.  Finally, eternal life is defined to be our life. The apostle John opens this letter 

describing the “the life” which was manifested to us in the form of the “Word of God,” 

Jesus Christ who had come in the flesh (1 John 1:1-2). We understand eternal life as 

personified in the person of Christ.  zwh (zoe) n.f.sg., with def. art. “the life” is definite 

signifying a specific life that we now live in Christ and is the life that is given to us as a 

gift from God and its extent is aiwniov (aionios) adj.n.f.sg., “eternal,”  - without end.                                            

         

 

 5:21.   (Children, you keep yourselves 

from idols. Amen). John’s final words to the Church in Ephesus have to do with keeping 

themselves from partaking in the activities that characterize the world system. The idol in 

the Greek culture and in particular Ephesus was an integrated cultural-social activity. 

Holidays, feasts, and celebrations all centered around the Greek gods and their idols 

which dominated daily life. So effective was this very plea by the apostle Paul and others 

in the book of Acts, that a riot broke out in the city because of the growth of Christianity 

that resulted in the lack of idol worship thus causing an uproar among the citizens. This 

heritage of abstaining from the city’s pagan cultural celebrations is strong among the 

Ephesian Christians and John intends to exhort them to keep it that way.  

As an old man, the apostle John, calls out to them in the vocative of teknion 

(teknon) voc. n.pl., “little children” as they are his spiritual children as he continues to 

feed and tend them as Jesus had commanded Peter in John 21:15-17. As with the 

discourse in chapter two, John uses the term “little children” as a general term of spiritual 

maturity and used here to represent all those collectively in the Ephesian Church and 

includes “babes,” “young men,” and “mature fathers.”  

John exhorts them with the aorist imperative of fulassw (phulasso) Aor. Act. 

Impv. 2pl., “to guard,” “keep,” or “watch,” together with the reflexitive pronoun  eautou 

(heautou) pron. 2a.m.pl., meaning, “guard yourselves,” or “keep yourselves” from idols. 

The aorist tense has a timeless aspect so as to mean “keep yourselves from idols always.”  

The preposition apo (apo) prep., “away from,” together with the ablative of 

eidwlon (eidolon) g.n.pl., “an image,” “likeness,” or “idol,” means “separation;” there 

shall be no part of the world system with them – they are set apart to God, separate from 

the world, though in the world. John closes with the Hebrew particle amhn (amen) part., 

of Hebrew origin Nma (amen) amen, verily, truly.  When  is found at the end of the 

discourse, it is translated, “so it is, so be it, may it be fulfilled.         
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1:1 -  o hn ap archv o akhkoamen o ewrakamen toiv ofyalmoiv hmwn   (That 

which was from [the] beginning, which we have heard, which we have seen by the eye of 

us) : ov (hos) rel. pron., a.n.sg., who, which, what, that; eimi (eimi) Impf. Ind. 3sg., to be, 

exist: he/she/it was; apo (apo) prep., from, out of; arch (arche) g.f.sg., beginning, 

origin; ov (hos) rel. pron., a.n.sg., who, which, what, that; akouw (akouo) Perf. Act. Ind. 

1pl., to hear: we have heard; ov (hos) rel. pron., a.n.sg., who, which, what, that; oraw 

(horao) Perf. Act. Ind. 1pl., to see: we have seen; oftalmov (ophthalmos) d.m.pl., with 

def. art., the eye, from the verb optanomai (optanomai) to look at, behold; egw (ego) 

pers. pron. 1g.pl., I.                             

 

 o eyeasameya kai ai ceirev hmwn eqhlafhsan peri tou logou thv zwhv  (which 

we looked upon and our hands, they touched and felt concerning the word of life) : ov 

(hos) rel. pron., a.n.sg., who, which, what, that; yeaomai (theaomai) Aor. Mid. Dep. Ind. 

1pl., to behold, look upon, view attentively: we looked upon; kai (kai) conj., and, even, 

also, indeed; ceir (cheir) n.f.pl., with def. art., hand, by the help or agency of any one; 

egw (ego) pers. pron. 1g.pl., I; qhlafaw  (pselaphao) Aor. Act. Ind. 3pl., to handle, 

touch and feel, from the base of  qallw (psallo) to pluck off, pull out: they touched and 

felt; peri (peri) prep., about, concerning, on account of, because; logov (logos) g.m.sg., 

with def. art., word, saying; zwh (zoe) g.f.sg., with def. art., life.                          

 

 

1:2 - kai h zwh efanerwyh (Indeed the life had been made known) : kai (kai) conj., 

and, even, also, indeed; zwh (zoe) n.f.sg., with def. art., life; fanerow (phaneroo) Aor. 

Pas. Ind. 3sg., to make manifest or visible or known what has been hidden or unknown: 

he/she/it had been made known.                   

 

 kai ewrakamen kai marturoumen kai apaggellomen umin thn zwhn thn aiwnion  
(and we have seen and we are testifying and we are proclaiming to you the eternal life) : 

kai (kai) conj., and, even, also, indeed; oraw (horao) Perf. Act. Ind. 1pl., to see: we have 

seen; kai (kai) conj., and, even, also, indeed; marturew (martureo) Pres. Act. Ind. 1pl., 

to be a witness, to bear witness, testify, from martuv (martus) a witness, martyr: we are 

witnesses; kai (kai) conj., and, even, also, indeed; apaggellw (apaggello) Pres. Act. 

Ind. 1pl., to bring word, report, to proclaim, make known, from the compound of apo 

(apo) from, out of and aggelov (aggelos) a messenger, envoy, angel: we are proclaiming; 
su (su) pers. pron. 2d.pl., you; zwh (zoe) a.f.sg., with def. art., life; aiwniov (aionios) 

adj.a.f.sg, with def. art., without beginning and end, without beginning, without end, 

eternal, everlasting.                                    

 

 htiv hn prov ton patera kai efanerwyh hmin (which was from the father and had 

been made manifest to us) : ostiv (hostis) rel. pron. n.f.sg., whoever, whatever, from the 
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compound of  ov (hos) who, which, that, what, and tiv (tis) a certain one, some; eimi 
(eimi) Impf. Ind. 3sg., to be, exist: he/she/it was; prov (pros) prep., unto, at, near; pathr 

(pater) a.m.sg., with def. art., father; kai (kai) conj., and, even, also, indeed; fanerow 

(phaneroo) Aor. Pas. Ind. 3sg., to make manifest or visible, make known, from fainw 

(phaino) to bring forth into the light: he/she/it had been made manifest; egw (ego) pres. 

pron. 1d.pl., I, me.                     

 

 

1:3 - o ewrakamen kai akhkoamen apaggellomen umin (What we have seen and 

heard, we  are making known to you) : ov (hos) rel. pron. a.n.sg., who, which, that, what; 

oraw (horao) Perf. Act. Ind. 1pl., to see with the eyes, mind: we have seen; kai (kai) 

conj., and, even, also, indeed; akouw (akouo) Perf. Act. Ind. 1pl., to hear: we have heard; 

apaggellw (apaggello) Pres. Act. Ind. 1pl., to bring tidings, proclaim, to make known: 

we are making known; su (su) pers. pron. 2d.pl., you.                       

 

ina kai umeiv koinwnian echte mey hmwn (and in order that you might have fellowship 

with us) : ina (hina) conj., in order that, that, so that; kai (kai) conj., and, even, also, 

indeed; su (su) pers. pron. 2n.pl., you; koinwnia (koinonia) a.f.sg., fellowship, 

association, community, communion, from the adj. koinov  (koinos) common; ecw 

(echo) Pres. Act. Subj. 2pl., to have, hold: you all might have; meta (meta) prep., with, 

after, behind; egw (ego) pers. pron. 1g.pl., I, me.                    

 

kai h koinwnia de h hmetera meta tou patrov kai meta tou uiou autou ihsou 
(and moreover our fellowship [is] with the father and with the Son of Him, Jesus Christ) : 

kai (kai) conj., and, even, also, indeed; koinwnia (koinonia) n.f.sg., with def. art., 

fellowship, association, from koinov (koinos) common; de (de) conj., but, moreover; h 

(he) pron.n.f.sg., that;  hmeterov (hemeteros) adj. n.f.pl., our; meta (meta) prep., with, 

after, behind; pathr (pater) g.m.sg., with def. art., father; kai (kai) conj., and, even, also, 

indeed; meta (meta) prep., with, after, behind; uiov (huios) g.m.sg., with def. art., a son; 

autov (autos) pres. pron. 3m.sg., him; Ihsouv (Iesous) g.m.sg., Jesus of Hebrew origin 

from  (Yehoshua’) Joshua or Jehoshua “Jehovah is salvation”; Cristov  (Christos) 

adj.g.m.sg., Christ from criw (chrio) to anoint.                         

 

 

    

1:4 -  kai tauta grafomen umin (And these things we are writing to you) : kai (kai) 

conj., and, even, also, indeed; tauta (tauta) dem. pron. a.n.pl., these; grafw (grapho) 

Pres. Act. Ind. 1pl., to write: we are writing; su (su) pers. pron. d.2.pl., you.                

 

ina h cara hmwn h peplhrwmenh (in order that our joy might be made complete) : ina 

(hina) conj., that, in order that; cara (chara) n.f.sg., with def. art., joy, gladness; egw 

(ego) pers. pron. g.1.pl., us; eimi (eimi) Pres. Subj. 3sg., to be, exist: he/she/it might be; 

plhrow (pleroo) Perf. Pas. Part. n.f.sg., to make full, to fill up, to complete: having been 

made complete.              
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1:5 - kai auth estin h epaggelia hn akhkoamen ap autou kai anaggellomen 
umin (And this is the message that we have heard from him and we are bringing back to 

you) : kai (kai) conj., and, even, also, indeed; outov (houtos) dem. pron. n.f.sg., this; 

esti (esti) Pres. Ind. 3sg., he/she/it is; epaggelia (epaggelia) n.f.sg., with def. art., 

announcement, promise, from the compound of epi (epi) upon, on, over, and aggelov 

(aggelos) a messenger, envoy, one who is sent, angel; ov (hos) rel. pron. a.f.sg., who, 

which, that, what; akouw (akouo) Perf. Act. Ind. 1pl., to hear: we have heard; apo (apo) 

prep., from, out of; autov (autos) pers. pron. 3g.m.sg., him; kai (kai) conj., and, even, 

also, indeed; anaggellw (anaggello) Pres. Act. Ind. 1pl., to announce, make known, 

report, bring back tidings, from the compound of ana (ana) down, and aggelov 

(aggelos) a messenger, envoy, one who is sent, angel: we are bringing back; su (su) pers. 

pron. 2d.pl., you.                                  

 

 oti o yeov fwv estin kai skotia en autw ouk estin oudemia (that God is light and 

there is no darkness in him - none) : oti (hoti) conj., that, because, since; yeov (theos) 

n.m.sg., with def. art., a god, God; fwv (phos) n.n.sg., light; eimi (eimi) Pres. Ind. 3sg., to 

be, exist: he/she/it is; kai (kai) conj., and, even, also, indeed; skotia (skotia) n.f.sg., 

darkness; en (en) prep., in, by, with; autov (autos) pers. pron. 3d.m.sg., him; ouk (ouk) 

neg. part., not; eimi (eimi) Pres. Ind. 3sg., to be, exist: he/she/it is; oudeiv (oudeis) 

adj.n.f.sg., no one, nothing, from the compound of ou (ou) not and eiv (eis) one.                              

 

 

 1:6 - ean eipwmen oti koinwnian ecomen met autou (If we say that we continue to 

have fellowship with him) : ean (ean) conj., if, in case; legw (lego) 2 Aor. Act. Subj. 

1pl., to say, speak: we might say; oti (hoti) conj., that, because, since; koinwnia 

(koinonia) a.f.sg., fellowship, association, communion, from koinov (koinos) common; 

ecw (echo) Pres. Act. Ind. 1pl., to have, hold, possess: we are having; meta (meta) prep., 

with, after, behind; autov (autos) pers. pron. 3g.m.sg., him.                          

 

kai en tw skotei peripatwmen qeudomeya (and we walk in the darkness, we lie) : 

kai (kai) conj., and, even, also, indeed; en (en) prep., in, by, with; skotov (skotos) 

d.n.sg., with def. art., darkness (metaph. of persons in whom darkness becomes visible 

and holds sway); peripatew (peripateo) Pres. Act. Subj. 1pl., to walk, from the 

compound of peri (peri) about, around, near, and patew (pateo) to tread, from an unused 

root meaning a path: we might walk; qeudomai (pseudomai) Pres. M/P Ind. 1pl., to lie, 

to speak deliberate falsehoods, to deceive by a lie: we lie.                         

 

 kai ou poioumen thn alhyeian (and continue not doing the truth) : kai (kai) conj., 

and, even, also, indeed; ou (ou) neg. part., not; poiew (poieo) Pres. Act. Ind. 1pl., to 

make, do: we are doing; alhyeia (aletheia) a.f.sg., truth. 

 

 

1:7 - ean de en tw fwti peripatwmen wv autov estin en tw fwti koinwnian 
ecomen met allhlwn  (But if we continue to walk in the light as he is in the light we 

continue to have fellowship with one another) : ean  (ean) conj., if, in case; de (de) conj., 
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but, moreover, and; en (en) prep., in, by, with; fwv (phos) d.n.sg., with def. art., light, 

from an obsolete word meaning to shine on; peripatew (peripateo) Pres. Act. Subj. 1pl., 

to walk, from the compound of peri (peri) about, around, near, and patew (pateo) to 

tread, from an unused root meaning a path: we might walk; wv (hos) adv., as, like, even 

as; autov (autos) pers. pron. 3n.m.sg., him; eimi (eimi) Pres. Ind. 3sg., to be, exist; 

he/she/it is; en (en) prep., in, by, with; fwv (phos) d.n.sg., with def. art., light, from an 

obsolete word meaning to shine on; koinwnia (koinonia) a.f.sg., fellowship, association, 

communion, from koinov (koinos) common; ecw (echo) Pres. Act. Ind. 1pl., to have, 

hold, possess: we are having; meta (meta) prep., with, after, behind; allhlwn (allelon) 

g.m.pl., one another, mutually.                                             

 

kai to aima ihsou cristou tou uiou autou kayarizei hmav apo pashv amartiav 
(and the blood of Jesus Christ the Son of Him cleanses us from all sin) : kai (kai) conj., 

and, even, also, indeed; aima (haima) n.m.sg., with def. art., blood; Ihsouv (Iesous) 

g.m.sg., Jesus of Hebrew origin from ewvwhy  (Yehoshua’) Joshua or Jehoshua “Jehovah 

is salvation”; Cristov  (Christos) adj.g.m.sg., Christ from criw (chrio) to anoint; uiov 

(huios) g.m.sg., with def. art., son; autov (autos) pers. pron. 3g.m.sg., him; kayarizw 

(katharizo) Pres. Act. Ind. 3sg., to make clean, cleanse, to pronounce clean in a levitical 

sense; egw (ego) pers. pron. 1a.pl., I, we; apo (apo) prep., from, out of; pav (pas) 

adj.g.m.sg,, all, every; amartia (hamartia) g.f.sg., sin, from the compound of the 

negative particle a (a) not, and  merov (meros) a part., one of the constituent parts of a 

whole.                    

 

   

 1:8 – ean eipwmen oti amartian ouk ecomen (If we might say that we have no sin) : 

ean  (ean) conj., if, in case; legw (lego) 2 Aor. Act. Subj. 1pl., to say, speak: we might 

say (this is a third class condition) ; oti (hoti) conj., that, because, since; amartia 

(hamartia) a.f.sg., sin, from the compound of the negative particle a (a) not, and  merov 

(meros) a part., one of the constituent parts of a whole; ouk (ouk) neg. part., not; ecw 

(echo) Pres. Act. Ind. 1pl., to have, hold: we have.                

 
eautouv planwmen (we are deceiving ourselves) : eautou  (heauton) pron. 3a.m.pl., 

themselves; planaw (planao) Pres. Act. Ind. 1pl., to cause to stray, lead astray, deceive: 

we are deceiving.          

 
kai h alhyeia ouk estin en hmin  (and the truth is not in us) : kai (kai) conj., and, 

even, also, indeed; alhyeia (aletheia) n.f.sg., with def. art., truth, from the compound of 

the neg. part., a and lanyanw (lanthano) to be hidden; ouk (ouk) neg. part., not; eimi 
(eimi) Pres. Ind. 3sg., to be, exist: he/she/it is; en (en) prep., in, by, with; egw (ego) pers. 

pron. 1d.pl., I.              

 

      

 1:9 – ean omologwmen tav amartiav hmwn (If we confess our sins) : ean (ean) 

conj., if, in case; omologew (homologeo) Pres. Act. Subj. 1pl., to say the same thing as 
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another, to agree, concede, profess, from the compound of omou (homou) together, and 

logov (logos) saying: we might confess (this is a third class condition); amartia 

(hamartia) a.f.pl.,. with def. art., sin; egw (ego) pers. pron. 1g.pl., I, me.                  

 
pistov estin kai dikaiov ina afh hmin tav amartiav  (He is faithful and righteous 

in order that he might forgive our sins) : pistov (pistos) adj.n.m.sg., trusty, faithful, 

persuaded; eimi (eimi) Pres. Ind. 3sg., to be, exist: he/she/it is; kai (kai) conj., and. also, 

even, indeed; dikaiov (dikaios) adj.n.m.sg, righteous, just, observing divine laws; ina 

(hina) conj., in order that, that, so that; afihmi (aphiemi) 2 Aor. Act. Subj. 3sg., to send 

away, forgive, to permit, allow, not to hinder, to leave, go away from one: he/she/it might 

forgive; egw (ego) pers. pron. 1d.pl., I, me; amartia (hamartia) a.f.pl.,. with def. art., sin.               

   
kai kayarish hmav apo pashv adikiav (and he might cleanse us from all 

unrighteousness) : kai (kai) conj., and. also, even, indeed; kayarizw (katharizo) Aor. 

Act. Subj. 3sg., to make clean, cleanse, to pronounce clean in a levitical sense: he/she/it 

might make clean; egw (ego) pers. pron. 1a.pl., I, me; apo (apo) prep., from, out of; pav 

(pas) adj.g.f.sg., each, every, all; adikia (adikia) g.f.sg., injustice, unrighteousness, 

iniquity.                      

 

1:10 –  ean eipwmen oti ouc hmarthkamen qeusthn poioumen auton  (If we might 

say that we have not sinned, we are making a liar of him) : ean  (ean) conj., if, in case; 

legw (lego) 2 Aor. Act. Subj. 1pl., to say, speak: we might say (this is a ? so the better 

translation is “we said”); oti (hoti) conj., that, because, since; ou  (ou) neg. part., not; 

amartanw (hamartano) Perf. Act. Ind. 1pl., to be without a share, to miss the mark, sin, 

trespass, from the compound of the neg. a “not” and merov (meros) a part, portion, lot: 

we have sinned; qeusthv (pseustes) a.m.sg., a liar, one who breaks faith, a false and 

faithless man, from the verb qeudomai (pseudomai) to lie; poiew (poieo) Pres. Act. Ind. 

1pl., to make, do: we are making; autov (autos) pers. pron. 3g.m.sg., him.                                      

 

kai o logov autou ouk estin en hmin (and the word of him is not in us) : kai (kai) 

conj., and. also, even, indeed; logov (logos) n.m.sg., with def. art., word, saying; autov 

(autos) pers. pron. 3g.m.sg., him; ou  (ou) neg. part., not; eimi (eimi) Pres. Ind. 3sg., to 

be, exist: he/she/it is; en (en) prep., in, by, with; egw (ego) pers. pron. 1d.pl. I, me.                        

 

 

 

 

2:1 – teknia mou tauta grafw umin ina mh amarthte  (My children, I write these 

things to you in order that you may not sin) : teknion (teknion) v.n.pl., a little child  (in 

the NT used as a term of kindly address by teachers to their disciples); egw (ego) pers. 

pron. 1g.sg., I, me; outov (houtos) dem. pron. a.n.pl., this; grafw (grapho) Pres. Act. 

Ind. 1sg., to write: I am writing; su (su) pers. pron. 2d.pl., you; ina (hina) conj., that, in 

order that; mh (me) part., not; amartanw (hamartano) 2 Aor. Act. Subj. 2pl., to be 

without a share, to miss the mark, sin, trespass: you sinned.                               
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 kai ean tiv amarth paraklhton ecomen prov ton patera ihsoun criston 
dikaion (and if a certain one sins, we have an advocate with the Father, [the] righteous 

Jesus Christ) : kai (kai) conj., and. also, even, indeed; ean  (ean) conj., if, in case; tiv 

(tis) pron. n.m.sg., a certain one, some; amartanw (hamartano) 2 Aor. Act. Sub. 3sg., to 

be without a share, to miss the mark, sin, trespass: he/she/it might sin; paraklhtov 

(parakletos) a.m.sg., summoned, called to one’s side; comforter, advocate; ecw (echo) 

Pres. Act. Ind. 1pl., to have, hold: we have; prov (pros) prep., to, towards, at, near, by; 

pathr (pater) a.m.sg., with def. art., father; Ihsouv (Iesous) a.m.sg., Jesus of Hebrew 

origin from ewvwhy  (Yehoshua’) Joshua or Jehoshua “Jehovah is salvation”; Cristov  

(Christos) adj.a.m.sg., Christ from criw (chrio) to anoint; dikaiov (dikaios) adj.a.m.sg., 

righteous, just.                                      

 

 

2:2 – kai autov ilasmov estin peri twn amartiwn hmwn  (And he is the 

propitiation for the sins of us) : kai (kai) conj., and. also, even, indeed; autov (autos) 

pers. pron. 3n.m.sg., him; ilamov (hilasmos) n.m.sg., propitiation, a means of appeasing; 

eimi (eimi) Pres. Ind. 3sg., to be, exist; he/she/it is; peri (peri) prep., about, concerning, 

around, near; amartia (hamartia) g.f.pl., with def. art., sin, to miss the mark, to be 

without a share; egw (ego) pers. pron. 1g.pl., I, me.                            

 

ou peri twn hmeterwn de monon alla kai peri olou tou kosmou  (not for our sins 

only, but also for all the world) : ou (ou) part., not; peri (peri) prep., about, concerning, 

around, near; hmeterov (hemeteros) pron. 1g.f.pl., our, your; de (de) conj., but, 

moreover, and; monon (monon) adv., only, alone; alla (alla) conj., but; kai (kai) conj., 

and, even, indeed, also; peri (peri) prep., about, concerning, around, near; olov (holos) 

adj.g.m.sg., all, whole, completely; kosmov (kosmos) g.m.sg., with def. art., world, from 

the primary verb komeo “to take care of,” “tend.”                          

 

 

 

 

2:3 – kai en toutw ginwskomen oti egnwkamen auton  (And in his we continue 

knowing that we have known him) : kai (kai) conj., and. also, even, indeed; en (en) 

prep., in, by, with; outov (houtos) dem. pron. d.n.sg., this; ginwskw (ginosko) Pres. Act. 

Ind. 1pl., to know, learn to know: we are knowing; oti (hoti) conj., that, in order that; 

ginwskw (ginosko) Perf. Act. Ind. 1pl., to now, to learn to know: we have known; autov 

(autos) pers. pron. 3a.m.sg., him.  

 

 ean tav entolav autou thrwmen  (if we might attend carefully to his comandments) : 

ean (ean) conj., if, in case; entolh (entole) a.f.pl., with def. art., an order, command, 

charge, commandment, from the compound of en (en) prep., in, with, by, and telov 

(telos) end, custom; autov (autos) pers. pron. 3g.m.sg., him; threw (tereo) Pres. Act. 

Subj. 1pl., to attend to carefully, take care of, keep, reserve: we might attend to carefully.               
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2:4 – o legwn egnwka auton kai tav entolav autou mh thrwn qeusthv estin 
kai en toutw h alhyeia ouk estin (The one who says that I have known him and the 

commands of him are not kept, he is a liar and in this the truth is not) : legw  (lego) Pres. 

Act. Part. n.m.sg., with def. art., to say, speak: the one who speaks; ginwskw (ginosko) 

Perf. Act. Ind. 1sg., to learn to know, to know, understand, perceive: I have known; 

autov (autos) pers. pron. 3a.m.sg., him; kai (kai) conj., and. also, even, indeed; entolh 

(entole) a.f.pl., with def. art., an order, command, charge, commandment; autov (autos) 

pers. pron. 3g.m.sg., him; mh (me) part., not; threw (tereo) Pres. Act. Part. n.m.sg., to 

attend to carefully take care of, keep, guard; qeusthv (pseustes) n.m.sg., a liar; eimi 
(eimi) Pres. Ind. 3sg., to be, exist; kai (kai) conj., and. also, even, indeed; en (en) prep., 

in, by, with; outov (houtos) dem. pron. d.n.sg., this; alhyeia (aletheia) n.f.sg., with def. 

art., truth; ou (ou) part., no; eimi (eimi) Pres. Ind. 3sg., to be, exist.                                      

 

 

2:5 – ov d an thrh autou ton logon alhywv en toutw h agaph tou yeou 
teteleiwtai (But whoever might keep the word of him, in this truly the love of God has 

been made perfect) : ov (hos) rel. pron. n.m.sg., who, which, what, that; de (de) conj., 

but, moreover, and; an (an) part., has no exact English equivalent; threw (tereo) Pres. 

Act. Subj. 3sg., to attend to carefully, take care of; keep, guard: he/she/it might keep; 

autov (autos) pers. pron. 3g.m.sg., him; logov (logos) a.m.sg., with def. art., word, of 

speech; alhywv (alethos) adv., truly, of truth, in reality, most certainly; en (en) prep., by, 

with; outov (houtos) dem. pron. d.n.sg., this; agaph (agape) n.f.sg., with def. art., 

brotherly love, affection, love feasts; yeov (theos) g.m.sg., with def. art., a god, God; 

teleiow (teleioo) Perf. Pas. Ind. 3sg., to make perfect, complete, to bring to an end 

(goal), to accomplish: he/she/it have been made perfect.                               

     

en toutw ginwskomen oti en autw esmen (in this we know that we are in him) : en 

(en) prep., by, with; outov (houtos) dem. pron. d.n.sg., this; ginwskw (ginosko) Pres. 

Act. Ind. 1pl., to know, learn to know, understand: we know; oti (hoti) conj., that, 

because, since; en (en) prep., by, with; autov (autos) pers. pron. 3d.m.sg., him; eimi 
(eimi) Pres. Ind. 1pl., to be, exist: we are.                   

 

 

2:6 – o legwn en autw menein ofeilei kaywv ekeinov periepathsen kai autov 
outwv peripatein (The one who says, in him abides, he owes himself also to walk even 

as he walked) : legw  (lego) Pres. Act. Part. n.m.sg., with def. art., to say, speak: the one 

who says; en (en) prep., in, by, with; autov (autos) pers. pron. 3d.m.sg., him; menw 

(meno) Pres. Act. Inf. to remain, abide; ofeilw (opheilo) Pres. Act. Ind. 3sg., to owe: 

he/she/it owes; kaywv (kathos) adv., according as, just as, even as, a compound of kata 

(kata) down, according to, and wv (hos) as, like, even as; ekeinov (ekeinos) dem. pron. 

n.m.sg., that; peripatew (peripateo) Aor. Act. Ind. 3sg., to walk, from the compound of 

peri (peri) about, concerning, on account of, and patew (pateo) to tread: he/she/it 

walked; kai  (kai) conj., and, even, also, indeed; autov (autos) pers. pron. 3n.m.sg., him; 
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outw  (houto) adv., in this manner, thus, so; peripatew (peripateo) Pres. Act. Inf., to 

walk.                                 

 

 

 

2:7 –  adelfoi ouk entolhn kainhn grafw umin all entolhn palaian hn eicete 
ap archv (Brothers, I am writing to you no new commandment, but a commandment an 

old commandment which you had from [the] beginning) : adelfov  (adelphos) v.m.pl., 

brother, brethren; ouk  (ouk) part., not; entolh (entole) a.f.sg., an order, command, 

charge, commandment; kainov (kainos) adj.a.f.sg., new; grafw (grapho) Pres. Act. Ind. 

1sg., to write: I am writing; su (pers. pron. 2d.pl., you; alla (alla) conj., but, 

nevertheless; entolh (entole) a.f.sg., an order, command, charge, commandment; 

palaiov (palaios) adj., a.f.sg., old, ancient; ov (hos) rel. pron. a.f.sg., who, which, what, 

that; ecw (echo) Impf. Act. Ind. 2pl., to have, hold: you were having; apo (apo) prep., 

from, out of; arch (arche) g.f.sg., beginning, origin.                            

     

 h entolh h palaia estin o logov on hkousate ap archv (the old commandment is 

the word which you heard from [the] beginning) :  entolh (entole) n.f.sg., an order, 

command, charge, commandment; palaiov (palaios) adj., n.f.sg., old, ancient; eimi 
(eimi) Pres. Ind. 3sg., to be, exist: he/she/it is; logov (logos) n.m.sg., with def. art., word, 

saying; ov (hos) rel. pron. a.m.sg., who, which, what, that; akouw (akouo) Aor. Act. Ind. 

2pl., to hear: you heard; apo (apo) prep., from, out of; arch (arche) g.f.sg., beginning, 

origin.  

 

 

2:8 – palin entolhn kainhn grafw umin  (Again, I am writing a new command to 

you) : palin (palin) adv., again; entolh (entole) a.f.sg., an order, command, 

commandment; kainov (kainos) adj.a.f.sg., new; grafw (grapho) Pres. Act. Ind. 1sg., to 

write: I am writing; su (su) pers. pron. 2d.pl., you.                                         

 

o estin alhyev en autw kai en umin (which is true in him and in you) : ov (hos) rel. 

pron. a.n.sg., who, which, what, that; eimi (eimi) Pres. Ind. 3sg., to be, exist: he/she/it is; 

alhthv (alethes) adj.a.n.sg., true; en (en) prep., in, by, with; autov (autos) pers. pron. 

3dm.sg., him; kai  (kai) conj., and, even, also, indeed; en (en) prep., in, by, with; su (su) 

pers. pron. 2d.pl., you.                      

 

 oti h skotia paragetai kai to fwv to alhyinon hdh fainei (because the darkness 

itself is passed by and the true light is now brought forth in the light) : oti (hoti) conj., 

that, because, since; skotia (skotia) n.f.sg., with def. art., darkness; paragw (parago) 

Pres. Mid. Ind. 3sg., to pass by, go by, from the compound of para (para) from, besides, 

near, and agw (ago) to lead, take with one: he/she/it self is passed by; kai  (kai) conj., 

and, even, also, indeed; fwv (phos) n.n.sg., with def. art., light; alhyinov (alethinos) 

adj.n.n.sg., true; hdh (ede) adv., now, already; fainw (phaino) Pres. Act. Ind. 3sg., to 

bring forth into the light, to appear, shine, he/she/it is bringing forth in the light.                         
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2:9 – o legwn en tw fwti einai kai ton adelfon autou miswn en th skotia 
estin ewv arti (The one who says he is in the light and hates his brother, he is in at this 

moment in the darkness) : legw (lego) Pres. Act. Part. n.m.sg, with def. art., to say, 

speak: the one who is speaking; en (en) prep., in, by, with; fwv (phos) d.n.sg., with def. 

art., light; eimi (eimi) Pres. Inf. to be, exist; kai (kai) conj., and, even, also, indeed; 

adelfov (adelphos) a.m.sg., with def. art., brother; autov (autos) pers. pron. 3g.m.sg., 

him; misew (miseo) Pres. Act. Part. n.m.sg, to hate, pursue with hatred: he who hates; en 

(en) prep., in, by, with; skotia (skotia) d.f.sg., with def. art., darkness; eimi (eimi) Pres. 

Ind. 3sg., to be, exist: he/she/it is; ewv (hoes) conj., till, until; arti (adv., just now, this 

moment, now at this time, at this very moment.                                             

 

 

2:10 –  o agapwn ton adelfon autou en tw fwti menei kai skandalon en autw 
ouk estin (The one who loves his brother remains in the light and a trap is not in him) : 

agapaw (agapao) Pres. Act. Part. n.m.sg., with def. art., love: the one who loves; 

adelfov (adelphos) a.m.sg., with def. art., brother; autov (autos) pers. pron. 3g.m.sg., 

him; en (en) prep., in, by, with; fwv  (phos) d.n.sg., with def. art., light; menw  (meno) 

Pres. Act. Ind. 3sg., to remain, abide: he/she/it remains; kai  (kai) conj., and, even, also, 

indeed; skandalon (skandalon) n.n.sg., the movable stick or trigger of a trap, a person 

or thing which one is drawn (entrapped) into error or sin; en (en) prep., in, by, with; 

autov (autos) pers. pron. 3d.m.sg., him; ou (ou) neg. part., not; eimi  (eimi) Pres. Ind. 

3sg., to be, exist: he/she/it is.   

 

2:11 –  o de miswn ton adelfon autou en th skotia estin  (And the one who 

hates him his brother, he is in darkness) : de (de) conj., but, moreover, and; misew  

(miseo) Pres. Act. Part.n.m.sg., with def. art., to hate, purse with hatred: the one who 

hates; adelfov (adelphos) a.m.sg., with def. art., brother; autov (autos) pers. pron. 

3g.m.sg., him; en (en) prep., in, by, with; skotia (skotia) d.f.sg., with def. art., darkness; 

eimi (eimi) Pres. Ind. 3sg., he/she/it is.                                                            

 

 kai en th skotia peripatei kai ouk oiden pou upagei oti h skotia etuflwsen 
touv ofyalmouv autou  (and in the darkness he walks and has not seen where he goes 

because in the darkness he is blind in his eyes) : kai (kai) conj., and, also, even, indeed; 

en (en) prep., in, by, with; skotia (skotia) d.f.sg., with def. art., darkness; peripatew  

(peripateo) Pres. Act. Ind. 3sg., to walk, from the compound of peri (peri) about, around, 

and patew (pateo) to tread: he/she/it walks;  kai (kai) conj., and, also, even, indeed; ou 

(ou) part., not; eidw (eido) Perf. Act. Ind. 3sg., to see, know: he/she/it has known; pou 

(pou) part., where? In what place? upagw (hupago) Pres. Act. Ind. 3sg., to lead under, 

bring under, to withdraw one’s self, to go away, from the compound of upo (hupo) by, 

under, and agw (ago) to lead, bring, go: he/she/it goes away; oti  (hoti) conj., that, since, 

because; skotia (skotia) d.f.sg., with def. art., darkness; tuflow  (tuphloo) Aor. Act. 

Ind. 3sg., to blind, make blind: he/she/it blinded; oftalmov (ophthalmos) a.m.pl., with 

def. art., the eye; autov (autos) pers. pron. 3g.m.sg., him.                               
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2:12 – grafw umin teknia oti afewntai umin ai amartiai dia to onoma autou 

(Little children, I am writing to you, because the sins by you have been sent away by His 

name) : grafw (grapho) Pres. Act. Ind. 1sg., to write: I am writing; su (su) pers. pron. 

2d.pl., you; teknion (teknion) v.n.pl., a little child; oti (hoti) conj., that, since, because; 

afihmi (aphoemi) Perf. Pas. Ind. 3pl., to send away, leave, go away from one: they have 

been sent away; su (su) pers. pron. 2d.pl., you; amartia (hamartia)  n.f.pl., with def. art., 

sin; dia (dia) prep., through, by; onoma (onoma) a.n.sg., with def. art., name; autov 

(autos) pers. pron. 3g.n.sg., him.                                  

 

 

2:13 –  grafw umin paterev oti egnwkate ton ap archv  (Fathers, I am writing to 

you because you have known Him from [the] beginning) : grafw (grapho) Pres. Act. 

Ind. 1sg., to write: I am writing; su (su) pers. pron. 2d.pl., you; pathr (pater) v.m.pl., 

father; oti (hoti) conj., that, because, since; ginwskw  (ginosko) Perf. Act. Ind. 2pl., to 

know, understand: you have known;  ton (tov) def. art. a.m.sg., stand alone usage; apo 

(apo) prep., from, out of; arch (arche) g.f.sg., beginning, origin.                       

 

 grafw umin neaniskoi oti nenikhkate ton ponhron (Young men, I am writing to 

you because you have overcome the wicked one) : grafw (grapho) Pres. Act. Ind. 1sg., 

to write: I am writing; su (su) pers. pron. 2d.pl., you; neaniskov (neaniskos)  v.m.pl., a 

young man, youth; oti (hoti) conj., that, because, since; nikaw  (nikao) Perf. Act. Ind. 

2pl., to conquer, overcome, from the noun nikh (nike) victory: you have overcome; 

ponhrov (poneros) adj., a.m.sg., with def. art., full of labors, hardships, bad, evil, 

wicked. 

 

 grafw umin paidia oti egnwkate ton patera (Little children, I am writing to you 

because you have known the father) : grafw (grapho) Pres. Act. Ind. 1sg., to write: I am 

writing; su (su) pers. pron. 2d.pl., you; paidion (paidion) v.n.pl., a young child, infant; 

oti (hoti) conj., that, because, since; ginwskw (ginosko) Perf. Act. Ind. 2pl., to know, 

understand: you have known; pathr (pater) a.m.sg., with def. art., father.                     

                   

 

2:14 – egraqa umin paterev oti egnwkate ton ap archv (Fathers, I wrote to you 

because you have known Him from the start) : grafw (grapho) Aor. Act. Ind. 1sg., to 

write: I wrote; su (su) pers. pron. 2d.pl., you; pathr (pater) v.m.pl., father (NA27 

textural variant paidia (paidia) v.m.pl., children); oti (hoti) conj., that, because, since; 

ginwskw (ginosko) Perf. Act. Ind. 2pl., to know, understand: you have known; o (ho) 

def. art., a.m.sg., stand alone usage; apo (apo) prep., from, out of; arch (arche) g.f.sg., 

beginning, origin (NA27 textural variant pathr (pater) a.m.sg., father).                                 

 

 egraqa umin neaniskoi oti iscuroi este kai o logov tou yeou en umin menei kai 
nenikhkate ton ponhron  (Young men, I wrote to you because you are mighty and the 

word of God abides in you and you have conquered the evil one) : grafw (grapho) Aor. 
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Act. Ind. 1sg., to write: I wrote; su (su) pers. pron. 2d.pl., you; neaniskov (neaniskos) 

v.m.pl., a young man, youth; oti (hoti) conj., that, because, since; iscurov (ischuros) 

adj.n.m.pl., strong, mighty; eimi (eimi) Pres. Ind. 2pl., to be, exist: you are; kai  (kai) 

conj., and, even, also, indeed; logov (logos) n.m.sg., with def. art., word, saying; yeov 

(theos) g.m.sg., with def. art., god, God; en (en) prep., in, by, with; su (su) pers. pron. 

2d.pl., you; menw (meno) Pres. Act. Ind. 3sg., to remain, abide: he/she/it remains; kai  
(kai) conj., and, even, also, indeed; nikaw (vikao) Perf. Act. Ind. 2pl., to conquer: you 

have conquered; ponhrov (poneros) adj.a.m.sg., with def. art., evil, bad, wicked, 

hardships.                                       

 

 

2:15 – mh agapate ton kosmon mhde ta en tw kosmw (Do not love the world nor 

the things in the world) : mh (me) neg. part., not, not; agapaw (agapao) Pres. Act. Impv., 

2pl., love: love!; kosmov (kosmos) a.m.sg., with def. art., world; mhde (mede) part., and 

not, but not, nor, from the compound of mh (me) no, and de (de) but, moreover, and; o 

(ho) def. art., a.n.pl., stand alone usage; en (en) prep., in, by, with; kosmov (kosmos) 

d.m.sg., with def. art., world.                              

 

 ean tiv agapa ton kosmon ouk estin h agaph tou patrov en autw (if any one 

loves the world, the love of the Father is not in him) : ean (ean) conj., if, in case; tiv  (tis) 

pron., n.m.sg., a certain one, some; agapaw (agapao) Pres. Act. Subj. 3sg., to love; 

he/she/it might love; kosmov (kosmos) n.m.sg., with def. art., world; ou (ou) neg. 

part.,not; eimi (eimi) Pres. Ind. 3sg., to be, exist: he/she/it is; agaph (agape) n.f.sg., with 

def. art., love; pathr (pater) g.m.sg., with def. art., father; en (en) prep., in, by, with; 

autov (autos) pers. pron. 3d.m.sg., him.                         

 

 

2:16 – oti pan to en tw kosmw h epiyumia thv sarkov (Because all that [is] in the 

world, the lust of the flesh) : oti (hoti) conj., that, because, since; pav (pas) adj.a.n.sg., 

all, every; en (en) prep., in, by, with; kosmov (kosmos) d.m.sg., with def. art., world; 

epiyumia (epithumai) n.f.sg., with def. art., desire, craving, lust, from the compound of 

epi  (epi) upon, over, and yumov (thumos) passion, heat, angry; sarx (sarx) g.f.sg., with 

def. art., flesh, the body.                                   

 

kai h epiyumia twn ofyalmwn (and the lust of the eyes) : kai  (kai) conj., and, even, 

indeed, also; epiyumia (epithumai) n.f.sg., with def. art., desire, craving, lust, from the 

compound of epi  (epi) upon, over, and yumov (thumos) passion, heat, angry; oftalmov 

(ophthalmas) g.m.pl., with def. art., the eye.                 

 

 kai h alazoneia tou biou ouk estin ek tou patrov all ek tou kosmou estin 
(and the pride of life, is not from the Father, but it is from the world) :  kai (kai) conj., 

and, even, indeed; alazoneia (alazoneia) n.f.sg., with def art., empty, braggart talk, an 

empty assurance, boasting, pride; biov (bios) g.m.sg., with def. art., life; ou (ou) neg. 

part., not; eimi (eimi) Pres. Ind. 3sg., to be, exist: he/she/it is; ek (ek) prep., from, out of; 

pathr (pater) g.m.sg., with def. art., father; alla (alla) conj., but, yea, yet; ek (ek) 
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prep., from, out of; kosmov (kosmos) g.m.sg., with def. art., world; eimi (eimi) Pres. Ind. 

3sg., to be, exist: he/she/it is.                       

 

 

 2:17 –  kai o kosmov paragetai kai h epiyumia autou  (And the world is passing 

away and the lust of him) : kai (kai) conj., and, even, indeed; kosmov (kosmos) n.m.sg., 

with def. art., world; paragw (parago) Pres. Pas. Ind. 3sg., to pass by, pass away, from 

the compound of para (para) from, by, and  agw  (ago) to lead, take with one, bring: 

he/she/it is passes away; kai (kai) conj., and, even, indeed; epiyumia (epithumia) n.f.sg, 

with def. art., desire, lust; autov (autos) pers. pron. 3g.m.sg., him;                       

 

o de poiwn to yelhma tou yeou menei eiv ton aiwna  (but he that does the will of 

God remains into eternity) : de (de) conj., but, moreover, and; poiew (poieo) Pres. Act. 

Part. n.m.sg., with def. art., to make, do: he that does; yelhma (thelema) a.n.sg., with def. 

art., what one wishes, will, choice, inclination, desire; yeov (theos) g.m.sg., with def. art., 

god, God; menw (meno) Pres. Act. Ind. 3sg., to remain, abide, dwell: he/she/it remains; 

eiv (eis) prep., into, to, towards; aiwn (aion) a.m.sg., with def. art., forever, an unbroken 

age, perpetuity of time, eternity, world, universe, age.                      

  

 

2:18 – paidia escath wra estin kai kaywv hkousate oti o anticristov 
ercetai (Little children, it is the last season, and just as you heard that the Antichrist 

comes) : paidion (paidion) v.n.pl., a young child, little child (metaph. like a child in 

intellect); escatwv (eschatos) adj.n.f.sg., extreme, the last; wra (hora) n.f.sg., a certain 

definite time or season, an hour (the twelfth part of the day-time); eimi (eimi) Pres. Ind. 

3sg., to be, exist: he/she/it is; kai (kai) conj., and, even, also, indeed; kaywv (kathos) 

adv., according as, even as, from the compound of kata (kata) according to, down, and 

wv (hos) as, like, even as; akouw (akouo) Aor. Act. Ind. 2pl., to hear: you heard; oti 
(hoti) conj., that, because, since; anticristov (antichristos) n.m.sg., with def. art., 

antichrist (the adversary of the Messiah), a compound of anti (anti) over against, 

opposite to, instead of, and Cristov  (Christos) Christ “anointed”; ercomai (erchomai) 

Pres. M/P Dep. 3sg., to come, go: he/she/it comes.                                            

 

 kai nun anticristoi polloi gegonasin oyen ginwskomen oti escath wra estin 
(even now many antichrists have appeared from which we know that [the] last hour is 

coming) : kai (kai) conj., and, even, also, indeed; nun (nun) adv., at this time, the 

present, now; anticristov (antichristos) n.m.pl., antichrist from the compound of anti 
(anti) over against, opposite to, instead of, and Cristov  (Christos) Christ “anointed”; 

poluv (polus) adj.n.m.pl., many, much, large; ginomai (ginomai) Perf. Act. Ind. 3pl., to 

become, come into existence: they have become; oyen (hothen) adv., from which, 

whence, wherefore; ginwskw (ginosko) Pres. Act. Ind. 1pl., to know, understand, 

perceive: we are knowing; oti (hoti) conj., that, because, since; escatwv (eschatos) 

adj.n.f.sg., extreme, the last; wra (hora) n.f.sg., hour; eimi (eimi) Pres. Ind. 3sg., to be, 

exist: he/she/it is.                               
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2:19 – ex hmwn exhlyon all ouk hsan ex hmwn (They went out from us, but they 

were not from us) : ek (ek) prep., out of, from; egw (ego) pers. pron. 1g.pl., we; 

exercomai (exerchomai) 2 Aor. Act. Ind. 3pl., to go or come forth, to go out, depart, 

from the compound of ek (ek) out of, from and ercomai (erchomai) to come, go: they 

went out; alla (alla) conj., but, yet, nevertheless; ou (ou) part., not; eimi (eimi) Impf. 

Ind. 3pl., to be, exist: they were; ek (ek) prep., out of, from; egw (ego) pers. pron. 1g.pl., 

us.            

 

 ei gar hsan ex hmwn memenhkeisan an mey hmwn  (for if they were from us, they 

would have remained with us) : ei (ei) cond., if, whether; gar (gar) conj., for; eimi (eimi) 

Impf. Ind. 3pl., to be, exist: they were; ek (ek) prep., out of, from; egw (ego) pers. pron. 

1g.pl., us; menw (meno) Plup. Act. Ind. 3pl., to remain, abide: they would have remained; 

an (an) part., has not exact English equivalent; meta (meta) prep., with, after, behind; 

egw (ego) pers. pron. 1g.pl., us.                         

 

all ina fanerwywsin oti ouk eisin pantev ex hmwn (but so that they might be made 

visible because they are not all from us) : alla (alla) conj., but, moreover; ina (hina) 

conj., that, in order that; fanerow (phaneroo) Aor. Pas. Subj. 3pl., to make manifest, 

make known, make visible: they might be made visible; oti (hoti) conj., that, because, 

since; ou (ou) neg. part., not; eimi (eimi) Pres. Ind. 3pl., to be, exist: they are; pav (pas) 

adj.n.m.pl., all, every; ek (ek) prep., out of, from; egw  (ego) pers. pron. 1g.pl., I, me.                                                

 

    

2:20 – kai umeiv crisma ecete apo tou agiou kai oidate panta (And you, you 

continue to have an anointing from the Holy One and you have known all things) : kai 
(kai) conj., and, even, also, indeed; su (su) pers. pron. 2n.pl., you; crisma (chrisma) 

a.n.sg., anything smeared on, anointing; ecw (echo) Pres. Act. Ind. 2pl., to have, hold: 

you continue to have; apo (apo) prep., from, out of; agiov (hagios) adj.g.m.sg., with def. 

art., holy, saint; kai (kai) conj., and, even, also, indeed; eidw (eido) Perf. Act. Ind. 2pl., 

to see, know: you have seen; pav (pas) adj.a.n.pl., all, every.                                   

 

  

2:21 – ouk egraqa umin oti ouk oidate thn alhyeian (I did not write to you 

because you have not known the truth) : ou (ou) neg. part., not; grafw (grapho) Aor. 

Act. Ind. 1sg., to write: I wrote; su (su) pres. pron. 2d.pl., you; oti (hoti) conj., that, 

because, since; ou (ou) neg. part., not; eidw (eido) Perf. Act. Ind. 2pl., to see, know: you 

have known; alhyeia (aletheia) a.f.sg., with def. art., truth.                           

 

 all oti oidate authn kai oti pan qeudov ek thv alhyeiav ouk estin  (but 

because you have known it, and that any lie is not from the truth) : alla (alla) conj., but, 

moreover; oti (hoti) conj., that, because, since; eidw (eido) Perf. Act. Ind. 2pl., to see, 

know: you have seen; autov (autos) pers. pron. 3a.f.sg., her; kai (kai) conj., and, even, 

also; oti (hoti) conj., that, because, since; pav (pas) adj.n.n.sg., all, every; qeudov 

(pseudos) n.n.sg., a lie; ek (ek) prep., from, out of; alhyeia (aletheia) g.f.sg., with def. 

art., truth; ou (ou) part., not; eimi (eimi) Pres. Ind. 3sg., to be, exist: he/she/it is.                        
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2:22 –  tiv estin o qeusthv ei mh o arnoumenov oti ihsouv ouk estin o cristov 

(Who is the liar if not the one who denies that Jesus is the Christ) : tiv (tis) pron. n.m.sg., 

who, which, what; eimi (eimi) Pres. Ind. 3sg., to be, exist: he/she/it is; qeusthv 

(pseustes) n.m.sg., with def. art., a liar; ei (ei) cond., if, whether; mh (me) part., not; 

arneomai (arneomai) Pres. M/P Part. n.m.sg., with def. art., to deny, reject: he who 

denies; oti  (hoti) conj., that, because, since; Ihsouv (Iesous) g.m.sg., Jesus of Hebrew 

origin from ewvwhy  (Yehoshua’) Joshua or Jehoshua “Jehovah is salvation”; ou (ou) 

part., not; eimi (eimi) Pres. Ind. 3sg., he/she/it is; Cristov  (Christos) adj.n.m.sg., with 

def. art., Christ from criw (chrio) to anoint.                          

 

outov estin o anticristov o arnoumenov ton patera kai ton uion (the Antichrist, 

the one that is denying the Father and the Son) : outov  (houtos) dem. pron. n.m.sg., this, 

that; eimi (eimi) Pres. Ind. 3sg., he/she/it is; anticristov (antichristos) n.m.sg., with def. 

art., antichrist, from the compound of anti (anti) over against, opposite to, instead of, in 

place of, and Cristov  (Christos) Christ; arneomai (arneomai) Pres. M/P Part. n.m.sg., 

with def. art., to deny, reject, refuse, from the compound of the neg “a” not and rew 

(rheo) to speak, utter: the one who denies; pathr (pater) a.m.sg., with def. art., father; 

kai (kai) conj., and, even, also; uiov  (huios) a.m.sg., with def. art., son.                                 

 

     

2:23 – pav o arnoumenov ton uion oude ton patera ecei (Whoever denies the Son 

neither does he have the Father) : pav (pas) adj.n.m.sg., all, every; arneomai (arneomai) 

Pres. M/P Dep. Part. n.m.sg., with def. art., to deny, refuse: the one that denies; uiov 

(huios) a.m.sg., with def. art., son; oude (oude) conj., but not, neither; pathr (pater) 

a.m.sg., with def. art., father; ecw (echo) Pers. Act. Ind. 3sg., to have, hold: he/she/it has.  

          

(The one who confesses the Son has the Father 

also).  ομολογεω (homologeo) Pres. Act. Part. n.m.sg., with def. art., “to say the same 

thing as another,” “to confess”; uiov (huios) a.m.sg., with def. art., son; και (kai) conj., 

and, even, also, indeed; pathr (pater) a.m.sg., with def. art., father;  ecw (echo) Pers. 

Act. Ind. 3sg., “to have.”    

  

 

    

2:24 –  umeiv oun o hkousate ap archv en umin menetw (Therefore, what you 

heard from the start let it remain in you) : su (su) pers. pron. 2n.pl., you; oun (oun) conj., 

then, therefore; akouw (akouo) Aor. Act. Ind. 2pl., to hear: you heard; apo (apo) prep., 

from, out of; arch (arche) g.f.sg., beginning, origin, the extremity of a thing, the first 

place; su (su) pers. pron. 2d.pl., you; menw (meno) Pres. Act. Impv. 3sg., to remain, 

abide: let him/her/it remain; ean (ean) cond., if, in case; en (en) prep., in; su (su) pers. 

pron. 2d.pl., you; menw (meno) Aor. Act. Subj. 3sg., to remain, abide; he/she/it might 

remain; ov (hos) rel. pron., a.n.sg., who, which, what, that; apo (apo) prep., from, out of; 

arch (arche) g.f.sg., beginning, origin, the extremity of a thing, the first place.                                             
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 ean en umin meinh o ap archv hkousate kai umeiv en tw uiw kai en tw patri 
meneite  (If what you heard from the start remains in you, indeed you will remain in the 

Son and in the Father) : akouw (akouo) Aor. Act. Ind. 2pl., to hear: you heard; kai (kai) 

conj., and, even, also; su (su) pron. 2n.pl., you; en (en) prep., in, by, with; uiov (huios) 

d.m.sg., with def. art., son; kai (kai) conj., and, even, also; en (en) prep., in, by, with; 

pathr (pater) d.m.sg., with def. art., father; menw (meno) Fut. Act. Ind. 2pl., to remain, 

abide: you will remain.                                  

 

2:25 –  kai auth estin h epaggelia hn autov ephggeilato hmin thn zwhn thn 
aiwnion (And this is the promise that He is promising us – eternal life) : kai (kai) conj., 

and, even, also; outov (houtos) dem. pron. n.f.sg., this; eimi (eimi) Pres. Ind. 3sg., to be, 

exist: he/she/it is; epaggelia (epaggelia) n.f.sg., with def. art., announcement, promise; 

ov (hos) rel. pron. a.f.sg., who, which, what, that; autov (autos) prep., 3n.m.sg., him; 

epaggellw (epaggello) Aor. Mid. Dep. Ind. 3sg., to announce that one is about to do 

something, promise, profess, from the counpound of epi (epi) upon, on, at, before, over, 

and aggelov (aggelos) a messenger, angel, one who is sent: he/she/it is promised; egw  

(ego) pron. 1.d.pl., us; zwh (zoe) a.f.sg., with def. art., life; aiwniov (aionios) adj.a.f.sg., 

with def. art., without beginning and end, eternal, without end.                                       

 

 

2:26 – tauta egraqa umin peri twn planwntwn umav (I wrote these [things] to 

you concerning those who lead you astray) : outov (houtos) dem. pron. a.n.pl., these; 

grafw (grapho) Aor. Act. Ind. 1sg., to write: I wrote; su (su) pers. pron. 2d.pl., you; 

peri (peri) prep., about, concerning, on account of; planaw (planao) Pres. Act. Part. 

g.m.pl., with def. art., to cause to stray, to lead astray, deceive, err: those who lead astray; 

su (su) pers. pron. 2a.pl., you.                            

 

  

2:27 – kai umeiv to crisma o elabete ap autou en umin menei  (And you, the 

anointing which you received from Him, it abides in you) : kai (kai) conj., and, even, 

also; su (su) pers. pron. 2n.pl., you; crisma (chrisma) n.n.sg., with def. art., anything 

smeared on, anointing, ointment; ov (hos) rel. pron. n.n.sg., who, which, that;  lambanw 

(lambano) 2Aor. Act. Ind. 2pl., to take, receive: you received; apo (apo) prep., from, out 

of; autov (autos) pers. pron. 3g.m.sg., of/from him; en (en) prep., in, by, with; su  (su) 

pers. pron. 2d.pl., to/in/by you; menw (meno) Pres. Act. Ind. 3sg., to remain, abide, dwell: 

he/she/it is remaining.                                   

 

kai ou creian ecete ina tiv didaskh umav (and you do not need [to] hold to that a 

certain one is teaching you) : kai (kai) conj., and, even, also; ou (ou) part., not; creia 

(chreia) n.f.sg., need, duty, business; ecw (echo) Pres. Act. Ind. 2pl., to have, hold: you 

are holding; ina (hina) conj., that, in order that, so that; tiv (tis) pron. n.m.sg., a certain 

one, some; didaskw (didasko) Pres. Act. Ind. 3sg., to teach: he/she/it is teaching; su (su) 

pres. pron. 2a.pl., you.             
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 all wv to auto crisma didaskei umav peri pantwn (but as the same Anointing is 

teaching you about all things) : alla (alla) conj., but; wv (hos) adv., as, like, even as; 

autov (autos) pers. pron. 3n.n.sg., him; crisma (chrisma) n.n.sg., anything smeared, 

anointing; didaskw (didasko) Pres. Act. Ind. 3sg., to teach: he/she/it is teaching; su (su) 

2a.pl., you; peri (peri) prep., about, concerning, on account of; pav (pas) adj.g.n.pl., all, 

every.                    

 

 kai alhyev estin kai ouk estin qeudov kai kaywv edidaxen umav menete en 
autw (and is truth and is no lie, and even as it taught you, you remain in Him) : kai (kai) 

conj., and, even, also; alhthv (alethes) adj.n.n.sg., true, a compound from the neg. “a” 

not and lanyanw (lanthano) to be hidden; eimi (eimi) Pres. Ind.3sg., to be, exist: 

he/she/it is; kai (kai) conj., and, even, also; ou (ou) neg. part., no; eimi (eimi) Pres. Ind. 

3sg., to be, exist: he/she/it is; qeudov (pseudos) n.n.sg., a lie; kai (kai) conj., and, even, 

also; kaywv (kathos) adv., according as, since, seeing that, when, after that; didaskw 

(didasko) Aor. Act. Ind.3sg., to teach: he/she/it taught; su (su) pers. pron. 2a.pl., you; 

menw (meno) Pres. Act. Ind. 2pl., to remain, abide: you remain (textural variant TR has 

meneite Fut. Act. Ind.); autov (autos) pers. pron. 3d.m.sg., him.                                    

 

 

2:28 – kai nun teknia menete en autw ina otan fanerwyh ecwmen parrhsian  

(And now, little children, abide in Him in order that when He appears, we might have 

confidence) : kai (kai) conj., and, even, also; nun (nun) adv., now, at this time; teknion  

(teknion) v.n.pl., a little child; menw (meno) Pres.Act.Impv. 2pl., to remain, abide: (you) 

abide; en (en) prep., in; autov (autos) pers. pron. 3d.m.sg., him; ina (hina) conj., that, in 

oder that; otan (hotan) conj., when, whenever: fanerow (phaneroo) Aor. Pas. Subj. 

3sg., to make manifest, make known, be visible: he might be made visible; ecw (echo) 

Aor. Act. Subj. 1pl., to have, hold: we might have; parrhsia (parrhesia) a.f.sg., freedom 

in speaking; boldness, confidence, a compound of pav (pas) all, every, and rew  (rheo) 

speak.                        

     

kai mh aiscunywmen ap autou en th parousia autou  (and we may not be ashamed 

before him in his coming) : kai (kai) conj., and, even, also; mh (me) part., not; aiscunw 

(aischuno) Aor. Pas. Subj. 1pl., to disfigure, dishonor, shame: we might be ashamed; apo 

(apo) prep., from, out of; autov (autos) pers. pron. 3g.m.sg., him; en (en) prep., in, by, 

with; parousia (parousia) d.f.sg., with def. art., presence, the coming, arrival; autov 

(autos) pers. pron. 3g.m.sg., him.                     

 

 

 2:29 –  ean eidhte oti dikaiov estin ginwskete oti pav o poiwn thn 
dikaiosunhn ex autou gegennhtai (If you have come to know that He is righteous, you 

know that every one that does righteousness has been born from Him) :  ean (ean) cond., 

if, in case; eidw (eido) Perf. Act. Subj. 2pl., to see, know: you might have known; oti 
(hoti) conj., that, because, since; dikaiov (dikaios) adj.n.m.sg., righteous, observing 

divine laws, just; eimi (eimi) Pres. Ind. 3sg., to be, exist: he/she/it is; ginwskw (ginosko) 

Pres. Act. Ind. 2pl., to know, come to know, understand: you are knowing; oti  (hoti) 

conj., that, because, since; pav (pas) adj.n.m.sg., every, all; poiew (poieo) Pres. Act. 
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Part.n.m.sg., with def. art., to make, do: doing; dikaiosunh (dikaiosune) a.f.sg., 

righteousness; ek (ek) prep., out of, from; autov (autos) pers. pron. 3g.m.sg., of him; 

gennaw (gennao) Perf. Pas. Ind. 3sg., of men who fathered children, begat, be born, 

metaph., to engender, in a Jewish sense, of one who brings others over to his way of life, 

to convert someone: he/she/it has been born.                                 

 

3:1 – idete potaphn agaphn dedwken hmin o pathr  (See what manner of love the 

father had granted to us) : oraw (horao) Aor. Act. Impv. 2pl., to see with the eyes: See!; 

potapov (potapos) adj.a.f.sg., what manner of; agaph (agape) a.f.sg., love, brotherly 

love, affection, good will; didwmi (didomi) Perf. Act. Ind. 3sg., to give, grant, put: 

he/she/it had been granted; egw (ego) pers. pron. 1d.pl., to/in/by us; pathr (pater) 

n.m.sg., with def. art., father.                  

 

 ina tekna yeou klhywmen dia touto o kosmov ou ginwskei hmav oti ouk egnw 
auton (in order that we might be called children of God, through this, the world does not 

know us because it knew him not) : ina (hina) conj., that, in order that; teknon (teknon) 

a.n.pl., children; yeov (theos) g.m.sg., god, God; kalew (kaleo) Aor. Pas. Subj. 1pl., to 

call, name: we might be called; dia (dia) prep., through, by; outov (houtos) dem. pron. 

a.n.sg., this; kosmov (kosmos) n.m.sg., with def. art., world; ou (ou) part., not; ginwskw 

(ginosko) Pres. Act. Ind. 3sg., to know: he/she/it knows; egw (ego) pers. pron. 1a.pl., I, 

me; oti (hoti) conj., that, because, since; ou (ou) part., not; ginwskw (ginosko) 2 Aor. 

Act. Ind. 3sg., to know: he/she/it knew; autov (autos) pers. pron. 3a.m.sg., him.                             

 

 

3:2 – agaphtoi nun tekna yeou esmen (Beloved, now we are children of God) : 

agaphtov (agapetos) adj.v.m.pl., beloved; nun (vun) adv., now, at this time; teknon 

(teknon) n.n.pl., children, offspring; yeov (theos) g.m.sg., god, God; eimi (eimi) Pres. Ind. 

1pl., to be, exist: we are.                      

 

kai oupw efanerwyh ti esomeya oidamen (and it is not yet made manifest what we 

are) : kai (kai) conj., and, also, even, indeed; oupw (oupo) adv., not yet; fanerow 

(phaneroo) Aor. Pas. Ind. 3sg., to make manifest or visible: he/she/it was made manifest; 

tiv (tis) pron., n.n.sg., who, which, what; eimi (eimi) Fut. Mid. Dep. Ind. 1pl., to be, exist: 

we are.                       

    

oidamen de oti ean fanerwyh omoioi autw esomeya oti oqomeya auton kaywv 
estin (but we have seen that when he appears we will be like him, because we see him 

even as he is) :  eidw (eido) Perf. Act. Ind. 1pl., to see, know: we have seen; de (de) 

conj., but, and; oti (hoti) conj., that, because, since; ean (ean) conj., if, in case; fanerow 

(phaneroo) Aor. Pas. Subj. 3sg., to make manifest, visible, known: he might be made 

known (this is a third class condition so the better translation is “when he appears“); 

omoiov (homoios) adj.n.m.pl., like, similar; autov (autos) pers. pron. 3d.m.sg., him; eimi 
(eimi) Fut. Mid. Ind. 1pl., to be, exist: we are; oti (hoti) conj., that, because, since; oraw 

(horao) Fut. Mid. Dep. Ind. 1pl., to see with the eyes: we see; autov (autos) pers. pron. 

3a.m.sg., him; kaywv (kathos) adv., as, according as, even as; eimi (eimi) Pres. Ind. 3sg., 

to be, exist: he/she/it is.                                                        
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 3:3 – kai pav o ecwn thn elpida tauthn ep autw agnizei eauton kaywv 
ekeinov agnov estin (and every one who has this hope upon him purifies himself even 

as he is clean) : kai (kai) conj., and, even, also, indeed; pav (pas) adj.n.m.sg., all, every; 

ecw (echo) Pres. Act. Part. n.m.sg., with def. art., to have, hold: those who have; elpiv 

(elpos) a.f.sg., with def. art., hope, expectation for good or evil; outov (houtos) dem. 

pron. a.f.sg., this; epi (epi) prep., upon, on, over; autov (autos) pers. pron. 3d.m.sg., him; 

agnizw (hagnizo) Pres. Act. Ind. 3sg., purify: he/she/it is purify; eautou (heautou) reflex. 

pron. 2a.m.sg., himself; kaywv (kathos) adv., even as; ekeinov (ekeinos) pron., n.m.sg., 

those; agnov (hagnos) adj.n.m.sg., pure, clean; eimi (eimi) Pres. Ind. 3sg., to be, exist: 

he/she/it is.                               

 

 

3:4 – pav o poiwn thn amartian kai thn anomian poiei kai h amartia estin h 
anomia (Everyone who does sin indeed the transgression is made and the sin is the 

transgression) : pav (pas) adj.a.m.sg., all, every; poiew (poieo) Pres. Act. Part. n.m.sg., 

with def. art., to make, do: he who does; amartia (hamartia) a.f.sg., with def. art., sin, 

miss the mark; kai (kai) conj., and, also, even, indeed; anomia (anomia) a.f.sg., with def. 

art, the condition of without law, iniquity, unrighteousness, transgression; poiew (poieo) 

Pres. Act. Ind. 3sg., to make, do: he/she/it is doing; kai (kai) conj., and, also, even, 

indeed; amartia (hamartia) n.f.sg., with def. art., sin, miss the mark; eimi (eimi) Pres. 

Ind. 3sg., to be, exist: he/she/it is; anomia (anomia) n.f.sg., with def. art., the condition of 

without law, iniquity, unrighteousness, transgression.                       

 

     

3:5 –  kai oidate oti ekeinov efanerwyh ina tav amartiav hmwn arh (And you 

have known that he was made manifest so that he took away our sins) : kai (kai) conj., 

and, even, also, indeed; eidw (eido) Perf. Act. Ind. 2pl., to see, know: you have seen; oti 
(hoti) conj., that, because, since; ekeinov (ekeinos) dem. pron. n.m.sg., that; fanerow 

(phaneroo) Aor. Pas. Ind. 3sg., to make manifest, visible, known: he was made known; 

ina (hina) conj., that, in order that, so that; amartia (hamartia) a.f.pl., with def. art., sin, 

to miss the mark; egw (ego) pers. pron. 1g.pl., us; airw (airo) Aor. Act. Subj. 3sg., to 

raise up, elevate, to take upon one’s self, to bear away what has been raised: he took 

away.                          

 

kai amartia en autw ouk estin  (and sin is not in him) :  kai (kai) conj., and, even, 

also, indeed; amartia (hamartia) n.f.sg., sin, miss the mark; en (en) prep., in, by, with; 

autov (autos) pers. pron. 3d.m.sg., him; ou (ou) part., not; eimi (eimi) Pres. Ind. 3sg., to 

be, exist: he/she/it is.               

 

     

3:6 –  pav o en autw menwn ouc amartanei  (Everyone that abides in Him does not 

sin) : pav (pas) adj.n.m.sg., all, every; en (en) prep., in, by, with; autov (autos) pers. 

pron. 3d.m.sg., him; menw (meno) Pres. Act. Part. n.m.sg., with def. art., to remain, 
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abide, dwell: he who remains; ou (ou) part., not; amartanw (hamartano) Pres. Act. Ind. 

3sg., to sin, miss the mark.                         

 

pav o amartanwn ouc ewraken auton oude egnwken auton (everyone who 

continues to sin has not seen him neither has known him) : pav (pas) adj.n.m.sg., all, 

every; amartanw (hamartano) Pres. Act. Part. n.m.sg., with def. art., to sin, miss the 

mark: he who sins; ou (ou) part., not; oraw (horao) Perf. Act. Ind. 3sg., to see with the 

eyes, see with the mind: he/she/it has seen; autov (autos) pers. pron. 3a.m.sg., him; oude 

(oude) conj., but not, neither, nor, a compound of ou (ou) not and de (de) but, and; 

ginwskw (ginosko) Perf. Act. Ind. 3sg., to know, understand: he/she/it has known; 

autov (autos) pers. pron. 3a.m.sg., him.                                 

 

 

3:7 – teknia mhdeiv planatw umav (Little children, let no one deceive you) : 

teknion (teknion) voc.n.pl., a little child; mhdeiv (medeis) adj.n.m.sg., no one, nothing, 

from the compound of mh (ne) not and eiv (heis) one; planaw (planao) Pres. Act. Impv. 

3sg., to cause to stray, lead astray, deceive  from planov (planos) wandering, 

misleading: he/she/it deceive; su (su) pers. pron. 2a.pl., you.   

 

o poiwn thn dikaiosunhn dikaiov estin kaywv ekeinov dikaiov estin (he who 

does the righteousness is righteous even as that one is righteous) : poiew (poieo) Pres. 

Act. Part. n.m.sg., with def. art., to make, do: he who does; dikaiosunh (dikaiosune) 

a.f.sg., with def. art., righteousness, justice;  dikaiov (dikaios) adj.n.m.sg., righteous, 

just; eimi (eimi) Pres. Ind. 3sg., to be, exist: he/she/it is; kaywv (kathos) adv., as, even as, 

since, when, after that, a compound of kata (kata) according to, down and wv (hos) as, 

like; ekeinov (ekeinos) dem. pron. n.m.sg., that; dikaiov (dikaios) adj.n.sg., righteous, 

just; eimi (eimi) Pres. Ind. 3sg., to be, exist: he/she/it is.                                              

 

  

3:8 – o poiwn thn amartian ek tou diabolou estin (He who does sin is from the 

Devil) : poiew (poieo) Pres. Act. Part. n.m.sg., with def. art., to make, do: he who does; 

amartia (hamartia) a.f.sg., with def. art., sin, miss the mark; ek (ek) prep., from, out of; 

diabolov (diabolos) adj.g.m.sg., devil, false accuser, slanderer, from the compound of 

dia (dia) through, by and ballw (ballo) to throw, put, thrust; eimi (eimi) Pres. Ind. 3sg., 

to be, exits: he/she/it is.                         

 

 oti ap archv o diabolov amartanei  (because the Devil sins from the [the] start) :  

oti (hoti) conj., that, since, because; apo (apo) prep., from, out of; arch (arche) g.f.sg., 

beginning, origin; diabolov (diabolos) adj.n.m.sg., devil, false accuser, slanderer, from 

the compound of dia (dia) through, by and ballw (ballo) to throw, put, thrust: 

amartanw (hamartano) Pres. Act. Ind. 3sg., to sin, miss the mark: he sins.                   

 

eiv touto efanerwyh o uiov tou yeou ina lush ta erga tou diabolou  (into this the 

son of God was made manifest in order that he might break the works of the Devil) : eiv 

(eis) prep., into, towards; outov (houtos) dem. pron. a.n.sg., this; fanerow (phaneroo) 

Aor. Pas. Ind. 3sg., to make manifest, visible, appear, from the verb fainw (phaino) to 
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bring forth into the light: he/she/it was made manifest; uiov (huios) n.m.sg., with def. art., 

a son; yeov (theos) g.m.sg., with def. art., god, God; ina (hina) conj., that, in order that; 

luw (luo) Aor. Act. Subj. 3sg., to loose: he/she/it might break; ergon (ergon) a.n.pl., 

with def. art., business, work, deed; diabolov (diabolos) adj.g.m.sg., with def. art., devil, 

false accuser, slanderer, from the compound of dia (dia) through, by and ballw (ballo) 

to throw, put, thrust.  

 

     

3:9 – pav o gegennhmenov ek tou yeou amartian ou poiei (whosoever has been 

born of God, he does not continue in sin) : pav (pas) adj.n.m.sg., all, every; gennaw 

(gennao) Perf. Pas. Part. n.m.sg., with def. art.,to beget, be born: he who has been born; 

ek (ek) prep., from, out of; yeov (theos) g.m.sg., with def. art., god, God; amartia 

(hamartia) a.f.sg., sin, miss the mark; ou (ou) part., not; poiew (poieo) Pres. Act. Ind. 

3sg., to make, do: he/she/it is doing.                                        

   

oti sperma autou en autw menei  (because his seed remains in him) : oti (hoti) conj., 

that, because, since; sperma (sperma) n.n.sg., seed, from which a plant germinates, the 

semen virile; autov (autos) pers. pron. 3g.m.sg., him; en (en) prep., in, by, with; autov 

(autos) pers. pron. 3d.m.sg., him; menw (meno) Pres. Act. Ind. 3sg., to remain, abide, 

dwell: he/she/it remains.               

 

kai ou dunatai amartanein oti ek tou yeou gegennhtai (and is not able to sin 

because he is born of God) : kai (kai) conj., and, even, also, indeed; ou (ou) part., not; 

dunamai (dunamai) Pres. M/P Dep. Ind. 3sg., to be able, have power, to be able to do 

something: he/she/it is able; amartanw (hamartano) Pres. Act. Inf., sin, miss the mark; 

oti (hoti) conj., that, because, since; ek (ek) prep., out of, from; yeov (theos) g.m.sg., 

with def. art., god, God; gennaw (gennao) Perf. Pas. Ind. 3sg., beget, be born: he/she/it is 

born.                       

 

 

 3:10 –  en toutw fanera estin ta tekna tou yeou kai ta tekna tou diabolou  

(By this is the children of God and the children of the Devil manifested) : en (en) prep., 

in, by, with; outov (houtos) dem. pron. d.n.sg., this; fanerov (phaneros) adj.n.n.pl., 

manifest, apparent, evident, known, from the verb fainw (phaino) to bring forth into the 

light, appear; eimi (eimi) Pres. Ind. 3sg., to be, exist: he/she/it is; teknon (teknon) n.n.pl., 

with def. art., child, offspring; yeov (theos) g.m.sg., with def. art., god, God; kai (kai) 

conj., and, even, also, indeed; teknon (teknon) n.n.pl., with def. art., offspring, child; 

diabolov (diabolos) adj.g.m.sg,. with def. art., Devil, slanderous, false accuser.  

 

 pav o mh poiwn dikaiosunhn ouk estin ek tou yeou kai o mh agapwn ton 
adelfon autou (whosoever is not doing righteousness is not from God and whosoever 

is not loving his brother) : pav (pas) adj.n.m.sg., all, every; mh (me) part., not; poiew 

(poieo) Pres. Act. Part. n.m.sg., with def. art., to make, do: he who is doing; dikaiosunh 

(dikaiosune) a.f.sg., righteousness; ou (ou) part., not; eimi (eimi) Pres. Ind. 3sg., he/she/it 

is; ek (ek) prep., form, out of, away from; yeov (theos) g.m.sg., with def. art., god, God; 

kai (kai) conj., and, even, also, indeed; mh (me) part., not; agapaw  (agapao) Pres. Act. 
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Part. n.m.sg., with def. art., love: he who is loving; adelfov  (adelphos) a.m.sg., with 

def. art., brother; autov (autos) pers. pron. 3g.m.sg., him.                           

       

 

3:11 –  oti auth estin h aggelia hn hkousate ap archv ina agapwmen 
allhlouv  (For this is the message that you heard from [the] beginning, that we should 

love one another) : oti (hoti) conj., that, because, since; outov (houtos) dem. pron. 

n.f.sg., this; eimi (eimi) Pres. Ind. 3sg., to be, exist: he/she/it is; aggelia (aggelia) n.f.sg., 

with def. art., message, announcement, news, proclamation; ov (hos) rel. pron. a.f.sg., 

who, which, what, that; akouw (akouo) Aor. Act. Ind. 2pl., to hear: you heard; apo (apo) 

prep., from, out of; arch (arche) g.f.sg., beginning, origin, first in place; ina (hina) conj., 

that, in order that, so that; agapaw (agapao) Pres. Act. Subj. 1pl., love: we might love; 

allhlwn (allelon) a.m.pl., one another, themselves.                               

 

 

3:12 – ou kaywv kain ek tou ponhrou hn kai esfaxen ton adelfon autou (Not 

as Cain, he was from the evil one, and he slaughtered his brother) : ou (ou) neg. part., 

not; kaywv (kathos) adv., as, even as, a compound of kata (kata) prep., down from , 

through out, according to and wv (hos) as, like; Kain (Kain) pr.n., Cain of Hebrew 

origin; ek (ek) prep., out of, from; ponhrov (poneros) adj.g.m.sg., with def. art., full of 

labours, annoyances, bad, evil, wicked; eimi (eimi) Impf. Ind. 3sg., to be, exist: he/she/it 

were; kai (kai) conj., and, eve, also, indeed; sfazw (sphazo) Aor. Act. Ind. 3sg., to slay, 

slaughter, butcher, to put to death by violence, kill: he/she/it slaughtered; adelfov 

(adelphos) n.m.sg., with def. art., brother; autov (autos) pers. pron. 3a.m.sg., him.                                    

                      

kai carin tinov esfaxen auton oti ta erga autou ponhra hn ta de tou adelfou 
autou dikaia (And why [did] he kill him? Because his works were evil but his brother’s 

righteous) : kai (kai) conj., and, even, also, indeed; carin (charin) adv., for, for the sake 

of, on this account; tiv (tis) pron. g.n.sg., who, which, what; sfazw (sphazo) Aor. Act. 

Ind. 3sg., to slay, kill, butcher: he/she/it killed; autov (autos) pers. pron. 3a.m.sg., him; 

oti (hoti) conj., that, because, since; ergon  (ergon) n.n.pl., with def. art., business, 

employment, work, deed; autov (autos) pers. pron. 3g.m.sg., him; ponhrov  (poneros) 

adj.n.n.pl., full of labors, evil, wicked; eimi (eimi) Impf. Ind. 3sg., to be, exist: he/she/it 

was; de (de) conj., but, moreover, and; adelfov (adelphos) g.m.sg., with def. art., 

brother; autov (autos) pers. pron. 3g.m.sg., him; dikaiov (dikaios) adj.n.n.pl., righteous, 

just.                                  

 

     

3:13 – mh yaumazete adelfoi mou ei misei umav o kosmov (Do not marvel my 

brothers if the world hates you) : mh (me) neg. part., no; yaumazw (thaumazo) Pres. Act. 

Impv. 2pl., to wonder, marvel: wonder!; adelfov (adelphos)  v.m.pl., brother; egw (ego) 

pers. pron. 1g.sg., I, me; ei (ei) cond. part., if, whether; misew (miseo) Pres. Act. Ind. 

3sg., to hate, pursue with hatred, detest: he/she/it hates; su (su) pers. pron. 2a.pl., you; 

kosmov (kosmos) n.m.sg., with def. art., world.           
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 3:14 –  hmeiv oidamen oti metabebhkamen ek tou yanatou eiv thn zwhn  (We 

have known that we have passed over from death to life because we are loving the 

brethren) : egw (ego) pers. pron. 1n.pl., I, me; eidw (eido) Perf. Act. Ind. 1pl., to see, 

know: we have known; oti (hoti) conj., that, because, since; metabainw (metabaino) 

Perf. Act. Ind. 1pl., to pass over from one place to another, to remove, depart: we have 

passed over; ek (ek) prep., from; yanatov (thanatos) g.m.sg., with def. art., death; eiv 

(eis) prep., into; zwh (zoe) a.f.sg., with def. art., life.                         

                       

oti agapwmen touv adelfouv o mh agapwn ton adelfon menei en tw yanatw  (He 

who does not love the brother remains in death) :  oti (hoti) conj., that, because, since; 

agapaw (agapao) Pres. Act. Ind. 1pl., love: we are loving; adelfov (adelphos) a.m.pl., 

with def. art., brother; mh (ne) part., not; agapaw (agapao) Pres. Act. Part. n.m.sg. with 

def. art., love: he who loves; adelfov (adelphos) a.m.sg., with def. art., brother; menw 

(meno) Pres. Act. Ind. 3sg., to remain, abide, dwell: he/she/it remains; en (en) prep., in, 

by, with; yanatov (thanatos) d.m.sg., with def. art., death.                              

 

3:15 – pav o miswn ton adelfon autou anyrwpoktonov estin  (Whosoever hates 

his brother is a murderer) : pav (pas) adj.n.m.sg., all, every; misew (miseo) Pres. Act. 

Part. n.m.sg., with def. art., to hate, pursue with hatred, to be hated, detested: he who 

hates; adelfov (adelphos) a.m.sg., with def. art., brother; autov (autos) pers. pron. 

3g.m.sg, him; anyrwpoktonov (anthropoktonos) adj.n.m.sg., a manslayer, murderer, 

from the compound of anyrwpov (anthropos) man, and  ktene (ktene) to kill; eimi (eimi) 

Pres. Ind. 3sg., to be, exist: he/she/it is.                        

 

 kai oidate oti pav anyrwpoktonov ouk ecei zwhn aiwnion en autw menousan  
(and you have known that every murderer does not have eternal life abiding in him) : kai 
(kai) conj., and, even, also, indeed; eidw (eido) Perf. Act. Ind. 2pl., to see, know: you 

have known; oti (hoti) conj., that, because, since; pav (pas) adj.n.m.sg., all, every; 

anyrwpoktonov (anthropoktonos) adj.n.m.sg., a manslayer, murderer, from the 

compound of anyrwpov (anthropos) man, and  ktene (ktene) to kill; ou (ou) neg. part., 

not; ecw (echo) Pres. Act. Ind. 3sg., to have, hold: he/she/it has; zwh (zoe) a.f.sg., life; 

aiwniov (aionios) adj.a.f.sg., eternal, everlasting; en (en) prep., in, by, with; autov 

(autos) pers. pron. 3d.m.sg., him; menw (meno) Pres. Act. Part. a.f.sg., to remain, abide, 

dwell: those who remaining.                            

 

 

3:16 –  en toutw egnwkamen thn agaphn oti ekeinov uper hmwn thn quchn 
autou eyhken (By this we have known the love, because on behalf of us, He placed His 

life) : en (en) prep., in, by, with; outov (houtos) dem. pron. d.n.sg., this; ginwskw 

(ginosko) Perf. Act. Ind. 1pl., to learn to know, come to know, to know, perceive, 

understand: we have known; agaph (agape) a.f.sg., with def. art., love; oti (hoti) conj., 

that, because, since; ekeinov (ekeinos) dem. pron. n.m.sg., that; uper (huper) prep., in 

behalf of, for the sake of, over, beyond, more than; egw (ego) pers. pron. 1g.pl., I, me; 
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quch (psuche) a.f.sg., with def. art., breath, life; autov (autos) pers. pron. g.m.sg., him; 

tiyhmi (tithemi) Aor. Act. Ind. 3sg., to set, put, place: he put.                                   

 

kai hmeiv ofeilomen uper twn adelfwn tav qucav tiyenai (and we, we ought to for 

the sake of the brethren, to place the lives) : kai (kai) conj., and, even, also, indeed; egw 

(ego) pers. pron. 1n.pl., I, me; ofeilw (opheilo) Pres. Act. Ind. 1pl., to owe, ought: we 

owe; uper (huper) prep., in hehalf of, for the sake of; adelfov (adelphos) g.m.pl., with 

def. art., a brother; quch (psuche) a.f.pl., with def. art., soul, life, mind, breath of life; 

tiyhmi (tithemi) Pres. Act. Inf., to set, place, put: to place.                             

 

     

3:17 – ov d an ech ton bion tou kosmou  (But whosoever has the life’s resources of 

the world) : ov (os) rel. pron. n.m.sg., who, which, what, that; de (de) conj., but, 

moreover, and; an (an) part., has no exact English equivalent; ecw (echo) Pres. Act. Subj. 

3sg., to have, hold: he/she/it might have; biov  (bios) a.m.sg., with def. art., life, that by 

which life is sustained, the period or course of life; kosmov (kosmos) g.m.sg., with def. 

art., world.                         

 

kai yewrh ton adelfon autou creian econta kai kleish ta splagcna autou ap 
autou pwv h agaph tou yeou menei en autw (and he sees his brother having a need 

and he shuts his intestines from him, in what way does the love of God dwell in him?) : 

kai (kai) conj., and, even, also, indeed; yewrew (theoreo) Pres. Act. Subj. 3sg., to be a 

spectator, look at, behold, to see: he/she/it might see; adelfov (adelphos) a.m.sg., with 

def. art., a brother; autov (autos) pers. pron. 3g.m.sg., him; creia (chreia) a.f.sg., 

necessity, need, duty, business; ecw (echo) Pres. Act. Part. a.m.sg., to have, hold: having; 

kai (kai) conj., and, even, also, indeed; kleiw (kleio) Aor. Act. Subj. 3sg., to shut, shut 

up: he/she/it might shut; splagcnon (splagchnon) a.n.pl., with def. art., bowels, 

intenstines, from splen (splen) spleen; autov (autos) pers. pron. 3g.m.sg., him; apo 

(apo) prep., from, out of; autov (autos) pers. pron. 3g.m.sg., him; pwv (pos) adv., how, 

in what way; agaph (agape) n.f.sg., with def. art., brotherly love, affection, love; yeov 

(theos) g.m.sg., god, God; menw (meno) Pres. Act. Ind. 3sg., to remain, abide, dwell: 

he/she/it is remaining; en (en) prep., in, by, with; autov (autos) pers. pron. 3d.m.sg., him.                                                  

 

 

3:18 – teknia mou mh agapwmen logw mhde glwssh all ergw kai alhyeia (My 

little children let us not love in word and not in speech but in deed and in truth) : teknion 

(teknion) v.n.pl., a little child; egw (ego) pers. pron. 1g.sg., I, me; mh (me) part., not; 

agapaw (agapao) Pres. Act. Sub. 1pl., love: we might love (this is the hortatory 

subjunctive with the 1
st
 pl., so the better translation is “let us love”); logov (logos) 

d.m.sg., word, saying; mhde (mede) part., and not, but not, nor, from the compound of  

mh (me) not and de (de) and, but; glwssa (glossa) d.f.sg., the tongue, a language; alla 

(alla) conj., but, yea (an objection, exception, restriction); ergon (ergon) d.n.sg., work, 

deed, business, employment, that which one is occupied; kai (kai) conj., and, even, also, 

indeed; alhyeia (aletheia) d.f.sg., truth.                   
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3:19 –  kai en toutw ginwskomen oti ek thv alhyeiav esmen (And in this we know 

that we are from the truth) : kai (kai) conj., and, even, also, indeed; en (en) prep., in, by, 

with; outov (houtos) dem. pron. n.m.sg., this; ginwskw (ginosko) Pres. Act. Ind. 1pl., to 

know, understand: we are knowing (Textural variant: NA has Fut. Mid. Ind. 1pl.); oti 
(hoti) conj., that, because, since; ek (ek) prep., out of, from; alhyeia (aletheia) g.f.sg., 

with def. art., truth; eimi (eimi) Pres. Ind. 1pl., to be, exist: we are.                               

  

 kai emprosyen autou peisomen tav kardiav hmwn (and we will assure our hearts in 

front of Him) : kai (kai) conj., and, even, also, indeed; emprosyen (emprosthen) prep., 

in front, before; autov (autos) pers. pron. g.m.sg., him; peiyw (peitho) Fut. Act. Ind. 

1pl., persuade, trust, have confidence in: we will trust; kardia (kardia) a.f.pl., with def. 

art., the heart; egw  (ego) pers. pron. 1g.pl., I, me.                     

 

 

3:20 – oti ean kataginwskh hmwn h kardia (That if our heart condemns us) : oti 
(hoti) conj., that, because, since; ean (ean) conj., if, in case; kataginwskw 

(kataginosko) Pres. Act. Subj. 3sg., to find fault with, blame, to accuse, condemn, from 

the compound of kata (kata) down from, according to and ginwskw (ginosko) to know, 

understand; egw (ego) pers. pron. 1g.pl., I, me; kardia (kardia) n.f.sg., with def. art., the 

heart.                                  

 

oti meizwn estin o yeov thv kardiav hmwn kai ginwskei panta (that God is greater 

than our heart and He knows all things) : oti (hoti) conj., that, because, since; meizwn 

(meizon) adj.n.m.sg., greater, longer; eimi (eimi) Pres. Ind. 3sg., to be, exist: he/she/it is; 

yeov (theos) n.m.sg., with def. art., god, God; kardia (kardia) g.f.sg., with def. art., the 

heart; egw (ego) pers. pron. 1g.pl., I, me; kai (kai) conj., and, even, also, indeed; 

ginwskw (ginosko) Pres. Act. Ind. 3sg., to  know, understand: he/she/it knows; pav 

(pas) adj.a.n.pl., all, every.                  

 

 

3:21 – agaphtoi ean h kardia hmwn mh kataginwskh hmwn parrhsian ecomen 
prov ton yeon (Beloved, if our heart does not condemns us, we have confidence toward 

God) : agaphtov (agapetos) adj.v.m.pl., beloved, esteemed, dearly beloved; ean (ean) 

conj., if, in case; kardia (kardia) n.f.sg., with def. art., heart; egw (ego) pers. pron. 

1g.pl., 1, me; mh (me) neg. part., not; kataginwskw (kataginosko) Pres. Act. Subj. 3sg., 

to find fault with, blame, to accuse, condemn, from the compound of  kata (kata) down, 

according to and ginwskw (ginosko) to know, understand: he/she/it might condemn; egw 

(ego) pers. pron. 1g.pl., I, me; parrhsia (parrhesia) a.f.sg., freedom in speaking, 

unreservedness in speech, boldness, from the compound of pav (pas) all, every and rew 

(rheo) to pour forth, utter; ecw (echo) Pres. Act. Ind. 1pl., to have, hold: we have; prov 

(pros) prep., to the advantage of, at, near, by, to, towards; yeov (theos) a.m.sg., with def. 

art., god, God.                                      
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3:22 – kai o ean aitwmen lambanomen par autou oti tav entolav autou 
throumen (And whatever we might ask, we continue to receive from him, because we 

continue to keep his commandments) : kai (kai) conj., and, even, also, indeed; ov (hos) 

rel. pron.a.n.sg., who, which, what, that; ean (ean) cond., if, in case; aitew (aiteo) Pres. 

Act. Subj. 1pl., to ask, beg, call for, crave, desire: we might ask (this is a ?? condition so 

the better translation is “we ask”); lambanw (lambano) Pres. Act. Ind. 1pl., to take, 

receive: we are receiving; para (para) prep., from, besides, near; autov (autos) pers. 

pron. 3g.m.sg., him; oti (hoti) conj., that, because, since; entolh (entole) a.f.pl., with 

def. art., an order, command, charge, commandment; autov (autos) pers. pron. 3g.m.sg., 

him; threw (tereo) Pres. Act. Ind. 1pl., to attend to carefully, take care of, keep, from the 

primary teros meaning to watch: we are keeping;                                      

 

kai ta aresta enwpion autou poioumen (and we continue to do pleasing things in His 

sight) : kai (kai) conj., and, even, also, indeed; arestov (arestos) adj.a.n.pl., with def. 

art., pleasing, agreeable; enwpion (enopion) adv., in the presence of, before, from the 

compound of en (en) in, and optanomai (optanomai) to look at, behold; autov (autos) 

pers. pron. 3g.m.sg., him; poiew (poieo) Pres. Act. Ind. 1pl., to make, do: we are making.                          

 

 

3:23 – kai auth estin h entolh autou (And this is His commandment) : kai (kai) 

conj., and, even, also, indeed; outov (houtos) dem. pron. n.f.sg., this; eimi (eimi) Pres. 

Ind. 3sg., to be, exist: he/she/it is;  entolh (entole) n.f.sg., with def. art., an order, 

command, charge, commandment; autov (autos) pers. pron. 3g.m.sg., him.                            

 

ina pisteuswmen tw onomati tou uiou autou ihsou cristou (that we should believe 

in the name of His Son Jesus Christ) : ina (hina) conj., that, in order that, so that; 

pisteuw (pisteuo) Aor. Act. Subj. 1pl., to think to be true, to believe, to be persuaded: 

we might believe; onoma (onoma) d.n.sg., with def. art., name; uiov (huios) g.m.sg., with 

def. art., a son; autov (autos) pers. pron. 3g.m.sg., him; Ihsouv (Iesous) g.m.sg., Jesus, 

from the Hebrew ewvwhy (Yehoshua’) Joshua “Jehovah is salvation”; Cristov (Christos) 

adj.g.m.sg., Christ “ from criw (chrio) to anoint.                                

 

kai agapwmen allhlouv kaywv edwken entolhn hmin  (and we should love one 

another just as he gave to us [the] command) : kai (kai) conj., and, even, also, indeed; 

agapaw (agapao) Pres. Act. Subj. 1pl., love, beloved: we might love; allhlwn (allelon) 

a.m.pl., one another, reciprocally, mutually, from allov (allos) another, other; kaywv 

(kathos) adv., according as, just as, since, seeing that, when, after that, from the 

compound of  kata (kata) down, according to, and wv (hos) as, like, even as; didwmi 
(didomai) Aor. Act. Ind. 3sg., to give, grant: he/she/it gave; entolh (entole) a.f.sg., an 

order, command, charge, commandment; egw (ego) pers. pron. 1d.pl., I, me.                             

 

 

 3:24 – kai o thrwn tav entolav autou en autw menei (And the one who keeps his 

commandments abides in Him and He in him) : kai (kai) conj., and, even, also, indeed; 

threw (tereo) Pres. Act. Part.n.m.sg., with def. art., to attend to carefully, keep, reserve, 
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watch, guard: the one who keeps; entolh (entole) a.f.sg., with def. art., an order, 

command, charge, commandment; autov (autos) pers. pron.3g.m.sg., him; en (ev) prep., 

in, by, with; autov (autos) pers. pron.3d.m.sg., him; menw (meno) Pres. Act. Ind. 3sg., to 

remain, abide: he/she/it is remaining.                                 

 

kai autov en autw kai en toutw ginwskomen oti menei en hmin ek tou pneumatov 
ou hmin edwken  (and by this we continue to know that He remains in us by the Spirit 

which he gave us) : kai (kai) conj., and, even, also, indeed; autov (autos) pers. 

pron.3n.m.sg., him; en (en) prep., in, by, with; autov (autos) pers. pron.3d.m.sg., him; 

kai (kai) conj., and, even, also, indeed; en (en) prep., in, by, with; outov (houtos) dem. 

pron. d.n.sg., this; ginwskw (ginosko) Pres. Act. Ind. 1pl., to know, understand: we 

continue to know; oti (hoti) conj., that, because, since; menw (meno) Pres. Act. Ind. 3sg., 

to remain, abide: he/she/it is remaining; en (en) prep., in, by, with; egw (ego) pers. pron. 

1d.pl., us; ek (ek) prep., out of, from; pneuma (pneuma) g.n.sg., with def. art., spirit, 

breath; ov (hos) rel. pron. g.n.sg., who, which, that, what; egw (ego) pers. pron. 1d.pl., us; 

didwmi (didomi) Aor. Act. Ind. 3sg., to give, grant: he/she/it gave.                                                           

 

 

4:1 – agaphtoi mh panti pneumati pisteuete (Beloved, do not believe every spirit) : 

agaphtov (agapetos) adj.v.m.pl., beloved, esteemed; mh (me) part., not; pav (pas) 

adj.d.n.sg., all, every; pneuma (pneuma) d.n.sg., spirit, breath; pisteuw (pisteuo) Pres. 

Act. Impv. 2pl., to think to be true, to believe, be persuaded of a thing: believe!                         

 

 alla dokimazete ta pneumata ei ek tou yeou estin (but examine the spirits whether 

he is from God) : alla (alla) conj., but, nevertheless; dokimazw (dokimazo) Pres. Act. 

Impv. 2pl., to test, examine, prove, try, scrutinize, to recognize as genuine after 

examination: examine!; pneuma (pneuma) a.n.pl., with def. art., spirit, breath; ei (ei) 

cond., if, whether; ek (ek) prep., out of, from, away from; yeov (theos) g.m.sg., with def. 

art., god, God; eimi (eimi) Pres. Ind. 3sg., to be, exist: he/she/it is.                     

 

oti polloi qeudoprofhtai exelhluyasin eiv ton kosmon (because many false 

prophets have gone into the world) : oti (hoti) conj., that, because, since; poluv (polus) 

adj.n.m.pl., many, much, large; qeudoprofhthv (pseudoprophetes) n.m.pl., one who 

acts the part, a false prophet from the compound of qeudhv (pseudes) lying, deceitful, 

false, and profhthv (prophetes) prophet; exercomai (exerchomai) Perf. Act. Ind. 3pl., 

to go or come forth, from the compound of ek (ek) out from, and ercomai (erchomai) to 

come, go: they have gone; eiv (eis) prep., into; kosmov (kosmos) a.m.sg., with def. art., 

world.                         

 

 

4:2 –  en toutw ginwskete to pneuma tou yeou (By this you know the Spirit of God) 

: en (en) prep., in, by, with; outov (houtos) dem. pron. dn.sg., this; ginwskw (ginosko) 

Pres. Act. Ind. 2pl., or Pres. Act. Impv. 2pl., to know, understand: you know (or know!); 

pneuma (pneuma) a.n.sg., spirit, breath; yeov (theos) g.m.sg., with def. art., god, God.                     
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pan pneuma o omologei ihsoun criston en sarki elhluyota ek tou yeou estin 
(Every spirit that confesses Jesus Christ has come in the flesh is from God) : pav (pas) 

adj.n.n.sg., all, every; pneuma (pneuma) n.n.sg., spirit, breath; ov (hos) rel. pron. n.n.sg., 

who, which, what, that; omologew (homologeo) Pres. Act. Ind. 3sg., to say the same 

thing as another, confess, concede, profess: he/she/it is confessing; Ihsouv (Iesaus) 

a.m.sg., Jesus “Jehovah is salvation”; Cristov (Christos) adj.a.m.sg., Christ “anointed”; 

en (en) prep., in, by, with; sarx (sarx) d.f.sg., flesh, the body, the flesh; ercomai 
(erchomai) Perf. Act. Part. a.m.sg., to come, go: he/it has come; ek (ek) prep., out of, 

from; yeov (theos) g.m.sg., with def. art., a god, God; eimi (eimi) Pres. Ind. 3sg., to be, 

exist: he/she/it is.                            

 

     

4:3 –  kai pan pneuma o mh omologei ton ihsoun [criston en sarki elhluyota] 
ek tou yeou ouk estin  (And every spirit that is not confessing Jesus Christ, the One 

who has come in the flesh, is not from God) : kai (kai) conj., and, even, also, indeed; 

pav (pas) adj.n.n.sg., all, every; pneuma (pneuma) n.n.sg., spirit, breath; ov (hos) rel. 

pron. n.n.sg., who, which, what, that; mh (me) part., not; omologew (homologeo) Pres. 

Act. Ind. 3sg., to say the same thing as another, confess, concede, profess: he/she/it is 

confessing; Ihsouv (Iesaus) a.m.sg., with def. art., Jesus “Jehovah is salvation”; Textrual 

variant: The Textus Receiptus adds [Cristov (Christos) adj.a.m.sg., Christ “anointed”; 

en (en) prep., in, by, with; sarx (sarx) d.f.sg., flesh, the body, the flesh; ercomai 
(erchomai) Perf. Act. Part. a.m.sg., to come, go: he/it has come;] ek (ek) prep., out of, 

from; yeov (theos) g.m.sg., with def. art., a god, God; ouk (ouk) part., not; eimi (eimi) 

Pres. Ind. 3sg., to be, exist: he/she/it is.                   

 

kai touto estin to tou anticristou (and this one is from the Antichrist) : kai (kai) 

conj., and, even, also, indeed; outov (houtos) dem. pron. n.m.sg., this; eimi (eimi) Pres. 

Ind. 3sg., to be, exist: he/she/it is; anticristov (antichristos) g.m.sg., with def. art., 

antichrist, from the compound of anti (anti) over against, opposite to, for, and Cristov 

(Christos) Christ “anointed”.     

 

o akhkoate oti ercetai kai nun en tw kosmw estin hdh  (which you have heard 

that it comes and at this time it is in the world already) : ov (hos) rel. pron. n.n.sg., who, 

which, what, that; akouw (akouo) Perf. Act. Ind. 2pl.,, to hear: you have heard; oti (hoti) 

conj., that, because, since; ercomai (erchomai) Pres. Ind. 3sg., to come, go: he/she/it 

comes; kai (kai) conj., and, even, also, indeed; nun (nun) conj., at this time, now; en (en) 

prep., in, by, with; kosmov (kosmos) d.m.sg., world; eimi (eimi) Pres. Ind. 3.sg., to be, 

exist: he/she/it is; hdh (ede) adv., now, already.                              

                       

 

4:4 –  umeiv ek tou yeou este teknia kai nenikhkate autouv (You are from God, 

little children, and you have overcome them) : su (su) pers. pron. 2n.pl., you; ek (ek) 

prep., from, out of; yeov (theos) g.m.sg., with def. art., god, God; eimi (eimi) Pres. Ind. 

2pl., to be, exist: you are; teknion (teknion) voc.n.pl., little child; kai (kai) conj., and, 

even, also, indeed; nikaw (vikao) Perf. Act. Ind. 2pl., to conquer, to carry off the victory, 

overcome: you have conquered; autov (autos) pers. pron., 3a.m.pl., them.                                 
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oti meizwn estin o en umin h o en tw kosmw because greater is He that [is] in you, 

than he that [is] in the world) : oti (hoti) conj., that, because, since; meizwn (meizon) 

adj.n.m.sg., greater, larger, elder, stronger; eimi (eimi) Pres. Ind. 3sg., to be, exist: 

he/she/it is; en (en) prep., in, buy, with; su (su) pers. pron. 2d.pl., you; h (e) part., either, 

or, than; en (en) prep., in, by, with; kosmov (kosmos) d.m.sg., with def. art., world.                            

 

 

4:5 – autoi ek tou kosmou eisin (They are from the world) : autov (autos) per. pron. 

3n.m.pl., them; ek (ek) prep, from, out of; kosmov (kosmos) g.m.sg., with def. art., 

world; eimi (eimi) Pres. Ind. 3pl., to be, exist: they are.                        

 

dia touto ek tou kosmou lalousin (out from this they are speaking from the world) : 

dia (dia) prep., through, by; outov (houtos) dem. pron. a.n.sg., this; ek (ek) prep, from, 

out of; kosmov (kosmos) g.m.sg., with def. art., world; lalew (laleo) Pres. Act. Ind. 

3pl., to speak, say: they are speaking.                    

 

 kai o kosmov autwn akouei (and the world hears them) : kai (kai) conj., and, even, 

also, indeed; kosmov (kosmos) n.m.sg., with def. art., world; autov (autos) pers. pron. 

3g.m.pl., them; akouw (akouo) Pres. Act. Ind. 3sg., to hear: he/she/it hears.                  

 

 

4:6 –  hmeiv ek tou yeou esmen o ginwskwn ton yeon akouei hmwn ov ouk estin 
ek tou yeou ouk akouei hmwn (We, we are from God. The one who knows God hears 

us. He that is not from God does not hear us) : egw (ego) pers. pron. 1n.pl., I, me; ek (ek) 

prep., from, out of; yeov (theos) g.m.sg., with def. art., god, God; eimi (eimi) Pres. Ind. 

1pl., to be, exist: we are; ginwskw (ginosko) Pres. Act. Part., n.m.sg., with def. art., to 

know, understand: the one who is knowing; yeov (theos) a.m.sg., with def. art., god, God; 

akouw (ahouo) Pres. Act. Ind. 3sg., to hear: he/she/it is hearing; egw (ego) pers. pron. 

1g.pl., us; ov (hos) rel. pron. n.m.sg., who, which, that; ou (ou) neg. part., not, not; eimi 
(eimi) Pres. Ind. 3sg., to be, exist: he/she/it is; ek (ek) prep., from, out of; yeov (theos) 

g.m.sg., with def. art., god, God; ou (ou) neg. part., not, not; akouw (akouo) Pres. Act. 

Ind. 3sg., to hear: he/she/it is hearing; egw (ego) pers. pron. 1n.pl., I, me.                                               

     

ek toutou ginwskomen to pneuma thv alhyeiav kai to pneuma thv planhv (From 

this we know the spirit of truth and the spirit of deception) : ek (ek) prep., out of, from; 

outov  (houtos) dem. pron. g.n.sg., this; ginwskw (ginosko) Pres. Act. Ind. 1pl., to 

know, understand: we are knowing; pneuma (pneuma) a.n.sg., with def. art., spirit, 

breath, wind; alhyeia (aletheia) g.f.sg., with def. art., truth; kai (kai) conj., and, also, 

even; pneuma (pneuma) a.n.sg., with def. art., spirit, breath, wind; planh (plane) g.f.sg., 

with def. art., a wandering, straying, error, deceive, delusion.                    

 

 

4:7 –  agaphtoi agapwmen allhlouv (Beloved, let us love one another) : agaphtov  

(agapetos) adj.voc.m.pl., beloved; agapaw (agapao) Pres. Act. Subj. 1pl., love: we might 
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love (this is a horatory so the better translation is “let us love”); allhlwn (allelon) 

a.m.pl., one another, reciprocally, mutually. 

 

 oti h agaph ek tou yeou estin  (Since the love is from God) : oti (hoti) conj., that, 

because, since; agaph (agape) n.f.sg., with def. art., love; ek (ek) prep., out of, from; 

yeov  (theos) g.m.sg., with def. art., god; eimi (eimi) Pres. Ind. 3sg., to be, exist: he/she/it 

is.                     

                

kai pav o agapwn ek tou yeou gegennhtai kai ginwskei ton yeon (and everyone 

who is loving has been born from God and knows God) : kai (kai) conj., and, also, even; 

pav (pas) adj.n.m.sg., all, every; agapaw (agapao) Pres. Act. Part. n.m.sg., with def. 

art., love: the one who is loving; ek (ek) prep., out of, from; yeov  (theos) g.m.sg., with 

def. art., god, God; gennaw (gennao) Perf. Pas. Ind. 3sg., to beget, be born: he/she/it has 

been born; kai (kai) conj., and, also, even; ginwskw (ginosko) Pres. Act. Ind. 3sg., to 

know, understand: he/she/it is knowing.                         

 

     

4:8 – o mh agapwn ouk egnw ton yeon oti o yeov agaph estin  (the one who is not 

loving does not know God, because God is love) : mh (me) neg. part., no; agapaw 

(agapao) Pres. Act. Part. n.m.sg., with def. art.,  love: the one who is loving; ou (ou) neg. 

part., not; ginwskw (ginosko) 2 Aor. Act. Ind. 3sg., to know, understand: he/she/it knew; 

yeov (theos) a.m.sg., with def. art., god, God; oti (hoti) conj., that, because, since; yeov 

(theos) n.m.sg., with def. art., god, God; agaph (agape) n.f.sg., love; eimi (eimi) Pres. 

Ind. 3sg., to be, exist: he/she/it is.                                   

 

 

4:9 – en toutw efanerwyh h agaph tou yeou en hmin (By this the love of God was 

manifested in us) : en (en) prep., in, by, with; outov (houtos) dem. pron. d.n.sg., this; 

fanerow (phaneroo) Aor. Pas. Ind. 3sg., to make manifest, to apprear, know: he/she/it 

being manifested; agaph (agape) n.f.sg., with def. art., love; yeov (theos) g.m.sg., with 

def art., god, God; en (en) prep., in, by, with; egw (ego) pers. pron. 1d.pl., I, me.                              

 

oti ton uion autou ton monogenh apestalken o yeov eiv ton kosmon ina 
zhswmen di autou (because the Son of him, the one of a kind, God has sent into the 

world) : oti (hoti) conj., that, because, since; uiov (huios) a.m.sg., with def. art., a son;  

autov (autos) pers. pron. 3g.m.sg., him; monogenhv (monogenes) adj. a.m.sg., with def. 

art., single of its kind, only, from the compound of monov (monos) alone, only, and 

ginomai (ginomai) to becomde, come to pass; apostellw (apostello) Perf. Act. Ind. 

3sg., to order (one) to go to a place, send, dismiss from the compound of apo (apo) from 

and stellw (stello) to set, place, set in order, to contract, bring together: he/she/it has 

sent; yeov (theos) n.m.sg., with def. art., god, God; eiv (eis) prep., into; kosmov 

(kosmos) a.m.sg., with def. art., world..                                  

 

ina zhswmen di autou (in order that we might live through him) :  ina (hina) conj., that, 

in order that; zaw (zao) Aor. Act. Subj. 1pl., to live, breathe, be alive: we might live; dia 

(dia) prep., through, by; autov (autos) pers. pron. 3g.m.sg., him.                                  
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4:10 –  en toutw estin h agaph (By this is love) : en (en) part., in, by, with; outov 

(houtos) dem. pron. d.n.sg., this; eimi (eimi) Pres. Ind. 3sg., to be, exist: he/she/it is; 

agaph (agape) n.f.sg., with def. art., love;                        

 

 ouc oti hmeiv hgaphsamen ton yeon all oti autov hgaphsen hmav kai 
apesteilen ton uion autou ilasmon peri twn amartiwn hmwn (not that we loved 

God, but that he, he loved us and he sent his son, a propitiation concering our sins) : ou 

(ou) neg. part., not; oti (hoti) conj., that, because, since; egw (ego) pers. pron. 1n.pl., we; 

agapaw  (agapao) Aor. Act. Ind. 1pl., love: we loved [Textural variant: NA27 has Perf 

Act. Ind. 1pl.]; yeov (theos) a.m.sg., with def. art., god, God; alla (alla) conj., but; oti 
(hoti) conj., that, because, since; autov  (autos) pers. pron. 3n.m.sg., him; agapaw 

(agapao) Aor. Act. Ind. 3sg., love: he/she/it loved; egw  (ego) pers. pron. 1a.pl., I; kai 
(kai) conj., and, also, even, indeed; apostellw (apostello) Aor. Act. Ind. 3sg., to send, 

to order (one) to go to a appointed place: he/she/it sent; uiov (huios) a.m.sg., with def. 

art., a son; autov  (autos) pers. pron. 3g.m.sg., him; ilamov (hilasmos) a.m.sg., an 

appeasing, propitiating; peri (peri) prep., about, concerning, around, near; amartia 

(hamartia) g.f.pl., with def. art., sin; egw (ego) pers. pron. 1g.pl., we.                                       

 

 

4:11 –  agaphtoi ei outwv o yeov hgaphsen hmav  (Beloved ones! If in this manner 

God loved us) : agaphtov (agapetos) adj.voc.m.pl., beloved; ei (ei) cond., if, whether; 

outw (houto) adv., in this manner, thus, so; yeov (theos) n.m.sg., with def. art., god, God; 

agapaw  (agapao) Aor. Act. Ind. 3sg., love: he/she/it loved; egw (ego) pers. pron. 1a.pl., 

us.                      

 

kai hmeiv ofeilomen allhlouv agapan (we, we ought also to love one another) : kai 
(kai) conj., and, also, even, indeed; egw (ego) pers. pron. 1n.pl., us; ofeilw (opheilo) 

Pres. Act. Ind. 1pl., to owe, ought: we are owing; allhlwn (allelon) a.m.pl., one 

another, reciprocally; agapaw (agapao) Pres. Act. Inf. love.                    

 

     

4:12 –  yeon oudeiv pwpote teyeatai (No one has ever looked upon God) : yeov 

(theos) a.m.sg., god, God; oudeiv (oudeis) adj.n.m.sg., no one, nothing, from the 

compound of oude (oude) neg. art., and not, and eiv (eis) num., one; pwpote (popote) 

adv., ever, at any time, from the compound of pw (po) yet, even and pote (pote) once, in 

time past; yeaomai (theaomai) Perf. Mid/Pas Dep. Ind. 3sg., to behold, look upon, to 

view, learn: he/she/it looked upon.                         

 

ean agapwmen allhlouv o yeov en hmin menei (If we might love one another, God 

dwells in us) : ean (ean) conj., if, in case; agapaw (agapao) Pres. Act. Subj. 1pl., love: 

we might love;allhlwn (allelon) a.m.pl., one another; yeov (theos) n.m.sg., with def. 

art., god, God; en (en) prep., in, by, with; egw (ego) pers. pron. 1d.pl., us; menw (neon) 

Pres. Act. Ind. 3sg., to remain, abide, dwell: he/she/it remains.                       
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kai h agaph autou teteleiwmenh estin en hmin (and the love of him has been made 

perfect [and] is in us) : kai (kai) cond., and, also, even, indeed; agaph (agape) n.f.sg., 

with def. art., love; autov (autos) pers. pron. 1g.m.sg., him; teleiow (teleioo) Perf. Pas. 

Part.n.f.sg., to make perfect, complete, bring to an end, accomplish: she has been made 

complete; eimi (eimi) Pres. Ind. 3sg., to be, exist: he/she/it is; en (en) prep., in, by, with; 

egw (ego) pers. pron. 1d.pl., us.                         

 

     

4:13 – en toutw ginwskomen oti en autw menomen kai autov en hmin  (By this we 

continue to know that we remain in him and He in us) : en (en) prep., in, by, with; outov 

(houtos) dem. pron. d.n.sg., this; ginwskw (ginosko) Pres. Act. Ind. 1pl., to know, 

understand: we know; oti (hoti) conj., that, because, since; en (en) prep., in, by, with; 

autov (autos) pers. pron. 3d.m.sg., him; menw (meno) Pres. Act. Ind. 1pl., to remain, 

abide, dwell: we remain; kai (kai) conj., and, also, even, indeed; autov (autos) pers. 

pron. 3n.m.sg., him; en (en) prep., in, by, with; egw (ego) pres. pron. 1d.pl., us.                        

 

oti ek tou pneumatov autou dedwken hmin (because He has given to us from His 

Spirit) : oti (hoti) conj., that, because, since; ek (ek) prep., from, out of; pneuma 

(pneuma) g.n.sg., with def. art., spirit, breath, wind; autov (autos) pers. pron. 3g.m.sg., 

him; didwmi (didomi) Perf. Act. Ind. 3sg., to give, grant: he/she/it has given; egw (ego) 

pres. pron. 1d.pl., us.                                 

 

     

4:14 –  kai hmeiv teyeameya kai marturoumen oti o pathr apestalken ton uion 
swthra tou kosmou (And we, we have beheld and we testify that the Father has sent 

the Son – the Savior of the world) : kai (kai) conj., and, also, even, indeed; egw (ego) 

pers. pron. 1n.pl., we; yeaomai (theaomai) Perf. Mid/Pas Dep. Ind. 1pl., to behold, look 

upon, view: we have beheld; kai (kai) conj., and, also, even, indeed; marturew 

(martureo) Pres. Act. Ind. 1pl., to be a witness, bear witness, testify: we testify; oti (hoti) 

conj., that, because, since; pathr (pater) n.m.sg., with def. art., father; apostellw 

(apostello) Perf. Act. Ind. 3sg., to order (one) to go to a place, to send away: he/she/it has 

sent; uiov (huios) a.m.sg., with def. art., a son; swthr (soter) a.m.sg., savior, deliverer; 

kosmov (kosmos) g.m.sg., with def. art., world.                                            

 

 

4:15 – ov an omologhsh oti ihsouv estin o uiov tou yeou (Whosoever might 

confess that Jesus is the Son of God) : ov (hos) rel. pron. n.m.sg. who, which, that; an 

(an) part., has no exact English equivalent; omologew (homologeo) Aor. Act. Subj. 3sg., 

to say the same thing as another, confess, to consede, profess, from the compound of 

omou (homou) together and logov (logos) word, speech: he/she/it confessed; oti (hoti) 

conj., that, because, since; Ihsouv (Iesous) n.m.sg., Jesus, from the Hebrew  ewvwhy 
(Yehoshua’) Joshua “Jehovah saves”;  eimi (eimi) Pres. Ind. 3sg., to be, exist: he/she/it is; 

uiov (huios) n.m.sg., with def. art., a son; yeov (theos) g.m.sg., with def. art., god, God.                                    
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o yeov en autw menei kai autov en tw yew (God remains in him and he in God) : yeov 

(theos) n.m.sg., with def. art., god, God; en (en) prep., in, by, with; autov (autos) pers. 

pron. 3d.m.sg., him; menw (meno) Pres. Act. Ind. 3sg., to remain, abide: he/she/it 

remains; en (en) prep., in, by, with; yeov (theos) d.m.sg., with def. art., god, God.                           

 

 

4:16 –  kai hmeiv egnwkamen kai pepisteukamen thn agaphn hn ecei o yeov en 
hmin  (And we have known and have believed the love that God has with us) : kai (kai) 

conj., and, also, even, indeed; egw (ego) pers. pron. 1n.pl., I; ginwskw (ginosko) Perf. 

Act. Ind. 1pl., to know, understand: we have known; kai (kai) conj., and, also, even, 

indeed; pisteuw (pisteuo) Perf. Act. Ind. 1pl., to think to be true, believe, be persuaded 

of: we have believed; agaph (agape) a.f.sg., with def. art., love; ov (hos) rel. pron. 

a.f.sg., who, which, that; ecw (echo) Pres. Act. Ind. 3sg., to have. hold: he/she/it will 

have; yeov (theos) n.m.sg., with def. art., god, God; en (en) prep., in, by, with; egw (ego) 

pers. pron. 1d.pl., I.                                  

 

 o yeov agaph estin kai o menwn en th agaph en tw yew menei kai o yeov en 
autw (God is love, and the one who remains in the love remains in God, and God in him) 

: yeov (theos) n.m.sg., with def. art., god, God; agaph (agape) n.f.sg., love; eimi (eimi) 

Pres. Ind. 3sg., to be, exist: he/she/it is; kai (kai) conj., and, even, also, indeed; menw 

(meno) Pres. Act. Part. n.m.sg., with def. art., to remain, abide, dwell: he that dwells; en 

(en) prep., in, by, with; agaph (agape) d.f.sg., with def. art., love; en (en) prep., in, by, 

with; yeov (theos) d.m.sg., with def. art., god, God; menw (meno) Pres. Act. Ind. 3sg., to 

remain, abide, dwell; he/she/it remains; kai (kai) conj., and, even, also, indeed; yeov 

(theos) n.m.sg., with def. art., god, God; en (en) prep., in, by, with; autov  (autos) pers. 

pron. 3d.m.sg., him.                                               

 

     

4:17 – en toutw teteleiwtai h agaph mey hmwn, ina parrhsian ecwmen en th 
hmera thv krisewv (By this the love has been made perfect with us in order that we 

may have boldness in the day of judgment) : en (en) prep., in, by, with; outov (houtos) 

dem. pron. d.m.sg., this; teleiow (teleioo) Perf. Pas. Ind. 3sg., to make perfect, complete, 

bring to an end: he/she/it has been made perfect; agaph (agape) n.f.sg., with def. art., 

love; meta (meta) prep., with, after, behind; egw (ego) pers. pron. 1g.pl., I; ina (hina) 

conj., that, in order that, so that; parrhsia (parrhesia) a.f.sg., freedom in speaking, 

boldness, confidence, from the compound of pav (pas) all, every, and rew (rheo) to pour 

forth, utter; ecw (echo) Pres. Act. Subj. 1pl., to have, hold: we might have; en (en) prep., 

in, by, with; hmera (hemera) d.f.sg., with def. art., day; krisiv (krisis) g.f.sg., with def. 

art., a separating, selection, judgment.                                             

 

oti kaywv ekeinov estin kai hmeiv esmen en tw kosmw toutw (because, even as 

that One is, also we, we are in the world) : oti (hoti) conj., that, because, since; kaywv 

(kathos) conj., according as, since, when, a compound of kata (kata) down from, and wv 

(hos) as, like, even as; ekeinov (ekeinos) dem. pron. n.m.sg., that; eimi (eimi) Pres. Ind. 

3sg., to be, exist: he/she/it is; kai (kai) conj., and, even, also, indeed; egw (ego) pers. 
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pron. 1n.pl., we; eimi (eimi) Pres. Ind. 1pl., to be, exist: we are; en (en) prep., in, by, with; 

kosmov (kosmos) d.m.sg., with def. art., world; outov (hotos) dem. pron. d.m.sg., this.                                   

 

 

4:18 – fobov ouk estin en th agaph all h teleia agaph exw ballei ton fobon  
(Fear is not in love but the perfect love is casting out fear) : fobov (phobos) n.m.sg., 

fear, dread, terror; ou (ou) part., not; eimi (eimi) Pres. Ind. 3sg., to be, exist: he/she/it will 

be; en (en) prep., in, by, with; agaph (agape) d.f.sg., with def. art., love; alla (alla) 

conj., but, moreover; teleiov (teleios) adj.n.f.sg., with def. art., brought to its end, 

finished, perfect; agaph (agape) n.f.sg., love; exw (exo) adv., without, out; ballw 

(ballo) Pres. Act. Ind. 3sg., to throw, cast: he/she/it is throwing; fobov (phobos) a.m.sg., 

with def. art., fear, dread, terror.                                         

 

oti o fobov kolasin ecei o de foboumenov ou teteleiwtai en th agaph (because 

the fear has a punishment but he that does fear, he has not been made complete in love) : 

oti (hoti) conj., that, because, since; fobov (phobos) n.m.sg., with def. art., fear, dread, 

terror; kolasiv (kolasis) a.f.sg., correction, punishment, penalty; ecw (echo) Pres. Act. 

Ind. 3sg., to have, hold; he/she/it has; de (de) conj., but, and; fobew (phobeo) Pres. 

Mid/Pas. Dep. Part. n.m.sg., to fear, be afraid, to put to flight by terrifying: he that fears; 

ou (ou) neg. part., not; teleiow (teleioo) Perf. Pas. Ind. 3sg., to make perfect, complete, 

to bring to an end, accomplish: he/she/it has been made complete; en (en) prep., in, by, 

with;  agaph (agape) d.f.sg. with def. art., love.                                   

  

 

4:19 –  hmeiv agapwmen [auton] oti autov prwtov hgaphsen hmav  (We, we love 

Him because he first loved us) : egw (ego) pers. pron. 1n.pl., I; agapaw (agapao) Pres. 

Act. Ind. 1pl., or Subj., love: we love; autov  (autos) pers. pron. 3a.m.sg., him; oti (hoti) 

conj., that, because, since; autov  (autos) pers. pron. 3n.m.sg., him; prwtov (protos) 

adj.n.m.sg., fist in time, place or rank; agapaw (agapao) Aor. Act. Ind. 3sg., love: 

he/she/it loved; egw (ego) pers. pron. 1a.pl., I.                           

 

     

4:20 – ean tiv eiph oti agapw ton yeon kai ton adelfon autou mish, qeusthv 
estin o gar mh agapwn ton adelfon autou on ewraken, ton yeon on ouc 
ewraken  dunatai agapan (If anyone says, “I love God,” and hates his brother, he 

is a liar; for the one not loving his brother whom he has seen, God, whom he has not 

seen, how is he able to love?) : ean (ean) conj., if, in case; tiv (tis) pron. n.m.sg., a 

certain one, some; legw (lego) 2 Aor. Act. Subj. 3sg., to say, speak: he/she/it said; oti 
(hoti) conj., that, because, since; agapaw (agapao) Pres. Act. Ind. 1sg., love: I love; yeov 

(theos) a.m.sg., with def. art., god, God; kai (kai) conj., and. also, even, indeed; 

adelfov (adelphos) a.m.sg., with def. art., a brother; autov (autos) pers. pron. 3g.m.sg., 

him; misew (miseo) Pres. Act. Subj.3sg., to hate, pursue with hatred: he/she/it might hate; 

qeusthv (pseutes) n.m.sg., a liar; eimi (eimi) Pres. Ind. 3sg., to be, exist: he/she/it is; gar 

(gar) conj., for; mh (me) part., not; agapaw (agapao) Pres. Act. Part. n.m.sg., with def. 

art., love: he who is loving; adelfov (adelphos) a.m.sg., with def. art., a brother; autov 
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(autos) pers. pron. 3g.m.sg., him; ov (hos) rel. pron. a.m.sg., who, which, that; oraw 

(horao) Perf. Act. Ind. 3sg., to see: he/she/it has seen; yeov (theos) a.m.sg., with def. art., 

god, God; ov (hos) rel. pron. a.m.sg., who, which, that; ou (ou) neg. part., not; oraw 

(horao) Perf. Act. Ind. 3sg., to see: he/she/it has seen; dunamai (dunamai) Pres. Mid/Pas. 

Dep. Ind. 3sg., to be able, have power: he/she/it is able; agapaw  (agapao) Pres. Inf., 

love.                              

 

 

4:21 – kai tauthn thn entolhn ecomen ap autou (And this [is] the commandment 

we have from him) : kai (kai) conj., and, even, also, indeed; outov (houtos) dem. pron. 

a.f.sg., this; entolh (entole) a.f.sg., with def. art., an order, commandment, charge; ecw 

(echo) Pres. Act. Ind. 1pl., to have, hold: we have; apo (apo) prep., from; autov (autos) 

pers. pron. 3g.m.sg., him.                       

 

ina o agapwn ton yeon agapa kai ton adelfon autou (that the one that loves God 

also loves his brother) : ina (hina) conj., that, in order that, so that; agapaw (agapao) 

Pres. Act. Part.n.m.sg., with def. art., love: that he who loves; yeov (theos) a.m.sg., with 

def. art., god, God; agapaw (agapao) Pres. Act. Subj. 3sg., love: he/she/it might love; 

kai (kai) conj., and, also, even, indeed; adelfov (adelphos) a.m.sg., with def. art., 

brother; autov (autos) pers. pron. 3g.m.sg., him.                          

 

 

5:1 –  pav o pisteuwn oti ihsouv estin o cristov ek tou yeou gegennhtai  
(Whosoever believes that Jesus is the Christ, he has been begotten from God) : pav (pas) 

adj.n.m.sg., all, every; pisteuw (pisteuo) Pres. Act. Part. n.m.sg., with def. art., to 

believe, to be persuaded: that he who believes; oti (hoti) conj., that, because, since; 

Ihsouv (Iesous) n.m.sg., Jesus of Hebrew origin from ewvwhy  (Yehoshua’) Joshua or 

Jehoshua “Jehovah is salvation”; eimi (eimi) Pres. Ind. 3sg., to be, exist: he/she/it is; 

Cristov  (Christos) adj.n.m.sg., with def. art., Christ from criw (chrio) to anoint; ek 

(ek) prep., from, out from; yeov (theos) g.m.sg., with def. art., god, God; gennaw 

(gennao) Perf. Pas. Ind. 3sg., begat, be born (in a Jewish sense, of one who brings others 

over to his way of life, to convert someone): he/she/it has been begotten.                        

 

kai pav o agapwn ton gennhsanta agapa kai ton gegennhmenon ex autou (and 

every one who is loving him that begot, he also loves him that has been begotten from 

him) : kai (kai) conj., and, also, even, indeed; pav (pas) adj.n.m.sg., all, every; agapaw 

(agapao) Pres. Act. Part. n.m.sg., with def. art., love: he who loving; gennaw (gennao) 

Aor. Act. Part. a.m.sg., with def. art., beget, be born (in a Jewish sense, of one who brings 

others over to his way of life, to convert someone): him that begat; agapaw (agapao) 

Pres. Act. Ind. 3sg., or Pres. Act. Subj. 3sg., love: he/she/it loves; kai (kai) conj., and, 

also, even, indeed; gennaw (gennao) Perf. Pas. Part. a.m.sg., with def. art., begot, be 

born: him that has been begotten; ek (ek) prep., from; autov (autos) pers. pron. 3g.m.sg., 

him.                                
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5:2 – en toutw ginwskomen oti agapwmen ta tekna tou yeou (By this we know 

that we love the children of God) : en (en) prep., in, by, with; outov (houtos) dem. pron. 

d.n.sg., this; ginwskw (ginosko) Pres. Act. Ind. 1pl., to know, understand: we know; oti  
(hoti) conj., that, because, since;  agapaw (agapao) Pres. Act. Ind. 1pl., love: we love; 

teknon (teknon) a.n.pl., with def. art., offspring, children; yeov (theos) g.m.sg., with def. 

art., god, God.                  

    

otan ton yeon agapwmen kai tav entolav autou thrwmen (when we love God and 

we keep his commands) :  otan (hotan) conj., when, whenever, as long as; yeov (theos) 

a.m.sg., with def. art., god, God; agapaw (agapao) Pres. Act. Subj. 1pl., love: we might 

love; kai (kai) conj., and, also, even, indeed; entolh (entole) a.f.pl., an order, command, 

charge; autov (autos) pers. pron. 3g.m.sg., him;  threw (tereo) Pres. Act. Subj. 1pl., to 

attend to carefully, keep, reserve: we might keep.                 

 

   

5:3 –  auth gar estin h agaph tou yeou (For this is the love of God) : outov 

(houtos) dem. pron. n.f.sg., this; gar (gar) conj., for; eimi (eimi) Pres. Ind. 3sg., to be, 

exist: he/she/it is; agaph (agape) n.f.sg., with def. art., love; yeov (theos) g.m.sg., with 

def. art., god, God.                         

 

 ina tav entolav autou thrwmen  (that we keep his commands) : ina (hina) conj., that, 

in order that, so that; entolh (entole) a.f.pl. with def. art., an order, command; autov 

(autos) pers. pron. 3g.m.sg., him; threw (tereo) Pres. Act. Subj. 1pl., to attend to 

carefully, keep: we might keep; 

 

kai ai entolai autou bareiai ouk eisin (and the commands of Him are not 

burdensome) : kai (kai) conj., and, also, even, indeed; entolh (entole) n.f.pl. with def. 

art., an order, command; autov (autos) pers. pron. 3g.m.sg., him; baruv (barus) 

adj.n.f.pl., heavy in weight, burdensome, severe, grievous; ou (ou) neg. part., not; eimi 
(eimi) Pres. Ind. 3pl., to be, exist: they are.           

 

 

5:4 – oti pan to gegennhmenon ek tou yeou nika ton kosmon (Because every thing 

that has been begotten of God overcomes the world) : oti (hoti) conj., that, because, 

since; pav (pas) adj.n.n.sg., all, every; gennaw (gennao) Perf. Pas. Part. n.n.sg., with def. 

art., beget, be born: the one having been begotten; ek (ek) prep., out of, from; yeov 

(theos) g.m.sg., with def. art., god, God; nikaw (nikao) Pres. Act. Ind. 3sg., to conquer, 

to carry off the vicrory: he/she/it conquers; kosmov (kosmos) a.m.sg, with def. art., 

world.                             

 

kai auth estin h nikh h nikhsasa ton kosmon h pistiv hmwn (and this is the 

victory, our faith that conquires the world) : kai (kai) conj., and, also, even, indeed; 

outov (hotos) dem.pron. n.f.sg., this; eimi (eimi) Pres. Ind. 3sg., to be, exist: he/she/it is; 

nikh (nike) n.f.sg., with def. art., victory; nikaw (nikao) Aor. Act. Part. n.f.sg., with def. 
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art., to conquer: she that conquered; kosmov (kosmos) a.m.sg, with def. art., world; 

pistiv (pistis) n.f.sg., with def. art., faith, conviction of the truth of anything, belief.                         

 

 

5:5 – tiv estin o nikwn ton kosmon ei mh o pisteuwn oti ihsouv estin o uiov tou 
yeou (Who is the one who overcomes the world, if not the one who believes that Jesus is 

the Son of God?) : tiv (tis) pron., n.m.sg., who, which, what; eimi (eimi) Pres. Ind. 3sg., 

to be, exist: he/she/it is; nikaw (nikao) Pres. Act. Part. n.m.sg., with def. art., to conquer, 

overcome: the one who overcomes; kosmov (kosmos) a.m.sg., with def. art., world; ei 
(ei) cond., if, whether; mh (me) part., not; pisteuw (pisteuo) Pers. Act. Part. n.m.sg., with 

def. art., to think to be true, be persuaded, believe; oti (hoti) conj., that, because, since; 

Ihsouv (Iesous) n.m.sg., Jesus of Hebrew origin from ewvwhy  (Yehoshua’) Joshua or 

Jehoshua “Jehovah is salvation”; eimi (eimi) Pres. Ind. 3sg., to be, exist: he/she/it is; uiov 

(huios) n.m.sg., with def. art., a son; yeov (theos) g.m.sg., with def. art., god; God.                                 

 

 

5:6 – outov estin o elywn di udatov kai aimatov (This is the One that came by 

water and blood) : outov (hotos) dem. pron. n.m.sg., this; eimi (eimi) Pres. Ind. 3sg., to 

be, exist: he/she/it is; ercomai (erchomai) 2 Aor. Act. Part. n.m.sg., with def. art., to 

come, go: the one that came; dia (dia) prep., through, by; udwr (hudor) g.n.sg., water; 

kai (kai) conj., and, also, even, indeed; aima (haima) g.n.sg., blood.                              

 

ihsouv o cristov ouk en tw udati monon all en tw udati kai en tw aimati (Jesus 

the Christ, not by the water only, but by the water and the blood) :  Ihsouv (Iesous) 

n.m.sg., Jesus of Hebrew origin from ewvwhy  (Yehoshua’) Joshua or Jehoshua “Jehovah 

is salvation”; Cristov  (Christos) adj.n.m.sg., with def. art., Christ from criw (chrio) to 

anoint; ou (ou) part., not; en (ev) part., in, by, with; udwr (hudor) d.n.sg., with def. art., 

water; monon (monon) adv., only, alone; alla (alla) conj., but; en (ev) part., in, by, with; 

udwr (hudor) d.n.sg., with def. art., water; kai (kai) conj., and, even, also, indeed; aima 

(haima) d.n.sg., with def. art., blood.                             

 

 kai to pneuma estin to marturoun oti to pneuma estin h alhyeia (And the Spirit 

is the one that is testifying because the Spirit is the truth) : kai (kai) conj., and, even, 

also, indeed; pneuma (pneuma) n.n.sg., with def. art., spirit, wind, breath; eimi (eimi) 

Pres. Ind. 3sg., to be, exist: he/she/it is; marturew (martureo) Pres. Act. Part.n.n.sg., 

with def. art., bear witness, testify: the one who is testifying; oti (hoti) conj., that, 

because, since; pneuma (pneuma) n.n.sg., with def. art., spirit, wind, breath; eimi (eimi) 

Pres. Ind. 3sg., to be, exist: he/she/it is; alhyeia (aletheia) n.f.sg., with def. art., truth.                             

 

 

5:7 – oti treiv eisin oi marturountev (For there are three who are testifying) :  oti 
(hoti) conj., that, because, since; treiv (treis) adj.n.m.pl., three; eimi  (eimi) Pres. Ind. 

3pl., to be, exist: they are; marturew  (martureo) Pres. Act. Part., n.m.pl., with def. art., 

to be a witness, bear witness, testify: those who are testifying.                        
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5:8 –  to pneuma kai to udwr kai to aima kai oi treiv eiv to en eisin  (the Spirit 

and the water and the blood and the three are in one) : pneuma (pneuma) n.n.sg., with 

def. art., spirit, wind, breath; kai (kai) conj., and, also, even, indeed; udwr (hudor) 

n.n.sg., with def. art., water; kai (kai) conj., and, also, even, indeed; aima (haima) 

n.n.sg., with def. art., blood; kai (kai) conj., and, also, even, indeed; treiv (treis) 

adj.n.m.pl., three; eiv (eis) prep., into; eiv (eis) num., with def. art., one; eimi (eimi) Pres. 

Ind. 3pl., to be, exist: they are.                              

 

     

5:9 – ei thn marturian twn anyrwpwn lambanomen h marturia tou yeou meizwn 
estin  (If we receive the witness of men, the witness of God is greater) : ei (ei) cond., if, 

whether; marturia (marturia) a.f.sg., with def. art., a testifying, witness; anyrwpov 

(anthropos) g.m.pl., with def. art., man, mankind; lambanw (lambano) Pres. Act. Ind. 

1pl., to take, receive: we receive; marturia (marturia) n.f.sg., with def. art., a testifying, 

witness; yeov (theos) g.m.sg., with def. art., god, God; meizwn (meizon) adj.n.f.sg., 

greater, larger, elder, stronger; eimi (eimi) Pres. Ind. 3sg., to be, exist: he/she/it is.                                

 

oti auth estin h marturia tou yeou hn memarturhken peri tou uiou autou (that 

this is the witness of God which he has testified concerning his son) : oti (hoti) conj., 

that, because, since; outov (houtos) dem. pron., d.f.sg., this; eimi (eimi) Pres. Ind. 3sg., to 

be, exist: he/she/it is; marturia (marturia) n.f.sg., with def. art., a testifying, witness; 

yeov (theos) g.m.sg., with def. art., god, God; ov (hos) rel. pron. a.f.sg., who, which, 

what; marturew (martureo) Perf. Act. Ind. 3sg., to be a witness, bear witness: he/she/it 

has bore witness; peri (peri) prep., about, concerning, on account of, around; uiov 

(huios) g.m.sg., with def. art., a son; autov (autos) pers. pron. 3g.m.sg., him.                                

 

 

5:10 –  o pisteuwn eiv ton uion tou yeou ecei thn marturian en eautw (He that 

believes in the Son of God has the witness in himself) : pisteuw (pisteuo) Pers. Act. 

Part.n.m.sg., to think to be true, be persuaded of, believe, have faith: he that believes; eiv 

(eis) prep., into; uiov (huios) a.m.sg., with def. art., son; yeov (theos) g.m.sg., with def. 

art., god, God; ecw (echo) Pres. Act. Ind. 3sg., to have, hold: he/she/it has; marturia 

(maarturia) a.f.sg., with def. art., a testifying, witness; en (en) prep., in, by, with; eautou 

(eautou) ref. pron. 3d.m.sg., himself.                           

 

 o mh pisteuwn tw yew qeusthn pepoihken auton (he that does not believe in God, 

he has made him a liar) : mh (me) part., no; pisteuw (pisteuo) Pres. Act. Part. n.m.sg., 

with def. art., to think to be true, be persuaded, believe, have faith in: he that believes; 

yeov (theos) d.m.sg., with def. art., god, God; qeusthv (pseustes) a.m.sg., a liar; poiew 

(poieo) Perf. Act. Ind. 3sg., to make, do: he/she/it has made; autov (autos) pers. pron. 

3a.m.sg., him.                    

 

oti ou pepisteuken eiv thn marturian hn memarturhken o yeov peri tou uiou 
autou (because he has not believed in the testimony which God bore witness concerning 
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his son) : oti (hoti) conj., that, because, since; ou (ou) part., not; pisteuw (pisteuo) Perf. 

Act. Ind. 3sg., to think to be true, believe, be persuaded of, have faith in: he/she/it has 

believed; eiv (eis) prep., into; marturia (marturia) a.f.sg., with def. art., a testifying, 

witness; ov (hos) rel. pron. a.f.sg., who, which, that; marturew (martureo) Perf. Act. 

Ind. 3sg., to be a witness, bear witness, testify: he/she/it has bore witness; yeov (theos) 

n.m.sg., with def. art., god, God; peri (peri) prep., about, concerning, on account of; uiov  

(huios) g.m.sg., with def. art., a son; autov (autos) pers. pron. 3g.m.sg., him.                                

 

 

5:11 –  kai auth estin h marturia (and this is the testimony) : kai (kai) conj., and, 

also, even, indeed; outov (houtos) dem. pron. n.f.sg., this; eimi (eimi) Pres. Ind. 3sg., to 

be, exist: he/she/it is; marturia (marturia) n.f.sg., with def. art., a testifying, witness.                      

 

oti zwhn aiwnion edwken hmin o yeov kai auth h zwh en tw uiw autou estin (that 

God gave eternal life and this life is in his son) : oti (hoti) conj., that, because, since; zwh 

(zoe) a.f.sg., life; aiwniov (aionios) adj.a.f.sg., without beginning and end, eternal; 

didwmi (didomi) Aor. Act. Ind. 3sg., to give, grant: he/she/it gave; egw (ego) pers. pron. 

1d.pl., I, me; yeov (theos) n.m.sg., with def. art., god, God; kai (kai) conj., and, also, 

even, indeed; outov (houtos) dem. pron. n.f.sg., this; zwh (zoe) n.f.sg., with def. art., life; 

en (en) prep., in, by, with; uiov (huios) d.m.sg., son; autov (autos) pers. pron. 3g.m.sg., 

him; eimi (eimi) Pres. Ind. 3sg., to be, exist: he/she/it is.                                     

 

     

5:12 – o ecwn ton uion ecei thn zwhn (He that has the son has life) : ecw (echo) Pres. 

Act. Part.n.m.sg, with def. art., to have, hold: he that has; uiov (huios) a.m.sg., with def. 

art., son; ecw (echo) Pres. Act. Ind. 3sg., to have, hold: he/she/it has; zwh (zoe) a.f.sg., 

with def. art., life.                         

 

 o mh ecwn ton uion tou yeou thn zwhn ouk ecei (he that does not have the son of 

God he does not have life) : mh (me) part., not; ecw (echo) Pres. Act. Part.n.m.sg, with 

def. art., to have, hold: he that has; uiov (huios) a.m.sg., with def. art., son; yeov (theos) 

g.m.sg., with def. art., god, God; zwh (zoe) a.f.sg., with def. art., life; ou (ou) part., not; 

ecw (echo) Pres. Act. Ind. 3sg., to have, hold: he/she/it has.                         

 

 

 

5:13 – tauta egraqa umin toiv pisteuousin eiv to onoma tou uiou tou yeou 

(These things I wrote to you, to those that believe into the name of the Son of God) : 

outov (houtos) dem. pron. a.n.pl., this; grafw (grapho) Aor. Act. Ind. 1sg., to write: I 

wrote; su (su) pers. pron. 2d.pl., you; pisteuw (pisteuo) Pres. Act. Part.d.m.pl., with def. 

art., to believe, have faith: those that believe; eiv (eis) prep., into; onoma (onoma) a.n.sg., 

with def. art., name; uiov (huios) g.m.sg., with def. art., son; yeov (theos) g.m.sg., with 

def. art., god, God. [There is a textural variant here. The NA27 has Ταῦτα ἔγραψα ὑμῖν ἵνα 
εἰδῆτε ὅτι ζωὴν ἔχετε αἰώνιον, τοῖς πιστεύουσιν εἰς τὸ ὄνομα τοῦ υἱοῦ τοῦ θεοῦ.]                                 
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ina eidhte oti zwhn ecete aiwnion kai ina pisteuhte eiv to onoma tou uiou tou 
yeou  (in order that you may know that you have eternal life, and that you might believe 

on the name of the Son of God) : ina (hina) conj., that, in order that, so that; eidw (eido) 

Perf. Act. Subj. 2pl., to see, know: you (all) might see   ;  zwh (zoe) n.f.sg., a.f.sg., life; 

ecw (echo) Pres. Act. Ind. 2pl., to have, hold: you have; aiwniov (aionios) adj.a.f.sg., 

eternal, without beginning and end; kai (kai) conj., and, also, even, indeed; ina (hina) 

conj., that, in order that, so that; pisteuw (pisteuo) Pres. Act. Subj. 2pl., to think to be 

true, believe, have faith in: you (all) might believe; eiv (eis) prep., into; onoma (onoma) 

a.n.sg., with def. art., name; uiov (huios) g.m.sg., with def. art., son; yeov (theos) g.m.sg., 

with def. art., god, God.                          

 

 

5:14 –  kai auth estin h parrhsia hn ecomen prov auton (And this is the 

confidence that we have with Him) : kai (kai) conj., and, also, even, indeed; outov 

(houtos) dem. pron. n.f.sg., this; eimi (eimi) Pres. Ind. 3sg., to be, exist: he/she/it is; 

parrhsia (parrhesia) n.f.sg., with def. art., freedom in speaking, fearless confidence, 

boldness, condifence, from the compound of pav (pas) all, every and rew (rheo) to pour 

forth, to utter; ov (hos) rel. pron. a.f.sg., who, which, that; ecw (echo) Pres. Act. Ind. 1pl., 

to have, hold: we have; prov (pros) prep., to, towards, near; autov (autos) pers. pron. 

3a.m.sg., him.                                  

 

 oti ean ti aitwmeya kata to yelhma autou akouei hmwn (that if we might ask 

according to the will of Him, He hears us) : oti (hoti) conj., that, because, since; ean 

(ean) conj., if, in case; tiv (tis) pron. a.n.sg., a certain one, some; aitew (aiteo) Pres. Mid. 

Subj. 1pl., to ask, beg, call for, crave, desire: we might ask; kata (kata) prep., down, 

according to; yelhma (thelema) a.n.sg. with def. art., will, desire, choice; autov (autos) 

pers. pron. 3g.m.sg, him; akouw (akouo) Pres. Act. Ind. 3sg., to hear: he/she/it hears; 

egw (ego) pers. pron. 1g.pl., I.                            

 

 

 5:15 – kai ean oidamen oti akouei hmwn  (And if we have known that He hears us) : 

kai (kai) conj., and, even, also, indeed; ean (ean) cond., if, in case; eidw (eido) Perf. Act. 

Ind. 1pl., to see, know: we have known; oti (hoti) conj., that, because, since; akouw 

(akouo) Pres. Act. Ind. 3sg., to hear: he/she/it hears; egw (ego) pers. pron. 1g.pl., us.                        

 

o an aitwmeya oidamen oti ecomen ta aithmata a hthkamen par autou (that 

when we ask, we have known that we have the petitions which we have asked from Him) 

: ov (hos) rel. pron. a.n.sg., who, which, that; an (an) part., has no exact English 

equivalent; aitew (aiteo) Pres. Mid. Subj. 1pl., to ask, beg, call for, desire: we might ask 

ourselves; eidw (eido) Perf. Act. Ind. 1pl., to see, know: we have known; oti (hoti) conj., 

that, because, since; ecw (echo) Pres. Act. Ind. 1pl., to have, hold: we have; aithma 

(aitema) a.n.pl., with def. art., petition, request; ov (hos) rel. pron. a.n.pl., who, which, 

that; aitew (aiteo) Perf. Act. Ind. 1pl., to ask, beg, call for, desire: we have asked; para 

(para) prep., from, near, besides; autov (autos) pers. pron. 3g.m.sg., him.                              
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5:16 – ean tiv idh ton adelfon autou amartanonta amartian mh prov yanaton 

(If a certain man sees his brother sin a sin not unto death) : ean (ean) conj., if, in case; tiv 

(tis) pron. n.m.sg., a certain one, some; oraw (horao) 2 Aor. Act. Subj. 3sg., to see with 

the eyes; he/she/it might see; adelfov (adelphos) a.m.sg., with def. art., a brother; autov 

(autos) pers. pron. 3g.m.sg., him; amartanw (hamartano) Pres. Act. Part. a.m.sg., to sin, 

miss the mark: he who sin; amartia (hamartia) a.f.sg., sin, miss the mark; mh (me) part., 

no; prov (pros) prep., to, towards, at, near; yanatov (thanatos) a.m.sg., death.                                   

 

aithsei kai dwsei autw zwhn toiv amartanousin mh prov yanaton (he will ask 

and He will give to him life, to those not sinning unto death.) : aitew (aiteo) Fut. Act. 

Ind. 3sg., to ask, beg, call for: he will ask; kai (kai) conj., and, even, also, indeed; 

didwmi (didomi) Fut. Act. Ind. 3sg., to give, put: he/she/it will give; autov (autos) pers. 

pron. 3d.m.sg., him; zwh (zoe) a.f.sg., life; amartanw (hamartano) Pres. Act. Part. 

d.m.pl., with def. art., to sin, miss the mark, be without a share: to those sinning; mh (me) 

part., no; prov (pros) prep., to, at, near; yanatov (thanatos) a.m.sg., death.  

         

estin amartia prov yanaton ou peri ekeinhv legw ina erwthsh (There is sin unto 

death, I am not speaking about that in order that he might pray.) : eimi (eimi) Pres. Ind. 

3sg. , to be, exist: he/she/it is; amartia (hamartia) n.f.sg., sin, to miss the mark; prov 

(pros) prep., to, at, near; yanatov (thanatos) a.m.sg., death; ou (ou) neg. part., not; peri 
(peri) prep., about, concerning, on account of, around; ekeinov (ekeinos) pron., g.f.sg., 

that; legw (lego) Pres. Act. Ind. 1c.sg., to say, speak: I am saying; ina (hina) conj., that, 

in order that, so that; erwtaw (erotao) Aor. Act. Subj. 3sg., to question, ask: he/she/it 

might request.                                           

         

 

5:17 –  pasa adikia amartia estin (Every unrighteous act is sin) : pav (pas) 

adj.n.f.sg., all, every; adikia (adikia) n.f.sg., injustice, unrighteousness, iniquity, a 

wrong, from the compound of the neg. “a” and dikh (dike) right, just, custom (not right); 

amartia (hamartia) n.f.sg., sin, miss the mark; eimi (eimi) Pres. Ind. 3sg., to be, exist: 

he/she/it is.                     

     

 kai estin amartia ou prov yanaton (and a sin is not to death) : kai (kai) conj., and, 

also, even, indeed; eimi (eimi) Pres. Ind. 3sg., to be, exist: he/she/it is; amartia 

(hamartia) n.f.sg., sin, miss the mark; ou (ou) part., not; prov (pros) prep., to, towards, 

near; yanatov (thanatos) a.m.sg., death.                       

 

 

5:18 – oidamen oti pav o gegennhmenov ek tou yeou ouc amartanei (We have 

known that every one that has been born from God does not sin) : eidw (eido) Perf. Act. 

Ind. 1pl., to see, know: we have seen; oti (hoti) conj., that, because, since; pav (pas) 

adj.n.m.sg., all, every; gennaw (gennao) Perf. Pas. Part. n.m.sg., with def. art., to beget, 

be born, to engender (in a Jewish sense, of one who brings others over to his way of life, 

to convert someone): those who have been born; ek (ek) prep., out of, from; yeov (theos) 
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g.m.sg., with def. art., god, God; ou (ou) part., not; amartanw (hamartano) Pres. Act. 

Ind. 3sg., to sin, miss the mark: he/she/it sins.                        

 

all o gennhyeiv ek tou yeou threi eauton kai o ponhrov ouc aptetai autou (but 

the one that has been born from God keeps himself and the evil one does not touch him) : 

alla (alla) conj., but; gennaw (gennao) Aor. Pas. Part.n.m.sg., with def. art., begot, be 

born: those who have been born; ek (ek) prep., out of, from; yeov (theos) g.m.sg., with 

def. art., god, God; threw (tereo) Pres. Act. Ind. 3sg., to attend to carefully, take care of, 

keep, reserve: he/she/it keeps; eautou (heautou) reflex. pron. 3a.m.sg., himself; kai (kai) 

conj., and, also, even, indeed; ponhrov (poneros) adj.a.m.sg., with def. art., evil, wicked; 

ou (ou) part., not; aptomai (haptomai) Pres. Mid. Ind. 3sg., to fasten one’s self to, 

adhere to, cling to, touch: him/her/it self adhere to; autov (autos) pers. pron. 3g.m.sg., 

him.                               

          

 

 5:19 – oidamen oti ek tou yeou esmen (We have known that we are from God) : 

eidw (eido) Perf. Act. Ind. 1pl., to see, know: we have known; oti (hoti) conj., that, 

because, since; ek (ek) prep., out of, from; yeov (theos) g.m.sg., with def. art., god, God; 

eimi (eimi) Pres. Ind. 1pl., to be, exist: we are.                     

 

kai o kosmov olov en tw ponhrw keitai (and the whole world lies in the wicked 

one) : kai (kai) conj., and, also, even, indeed; kosmov (kosmos) n.m.sg., with def. art., 

world; olov (holos) adj.n.m.sg., all, whole; en (en) prep., in, by, with; ponhrov 

(poneros) adj.d.m.sg., with def. art., evil, wicked; keimai (keimai) Pres. M/P Dep. Ind. 

3sg., to lie: he/she/it lies.                     

 

 

5:20 – oidamen de oti o uiov tou yeou hkei  (But we have known that the Son of 

God is present) : eidw (eido) Perf. Act. Ind. 1pl., to see, know: we have known; de (de) 

conj., but, and, moreover; oti (hoti) conj., that, because, since; uiov (huios) n.m.sg., with 

def. art., son; yeov (theos) g.m.sg., with def. art., god, God; hkw (heko) Pres. Act. Ind. 

3sg., to come, have come, have arrived, be present: he/she/it is come.                           

 

 kai dedwken hmin dianoian ina ginwskwmen ton alhyinon (and He has given to us 

understanding, so that we may know the True One) : kai (kai) conj., and, even, indeed, 

also; didwmi (didomi) Perf. Act. Ind. 3sg., to give, grant: he/she/it has given; egw (ego) 

pers. pron. 1d.pl., I, me; dianoia (diavoia) a.f.sg., mind, understanding; ina (hina) conj., 

that, in order that; ginwskw (ginosko) Pres. Act. Subj. 1pl., to know, understand: we 

may know; alhyinov (alethinos) adj.a.m.sg, with def. art., true.                           

 

kai esmen en tw alhyinw en tw uiw autou ihsou cristw outov estin o alhyinov 
yeov kai h zwh aiwniov (and we are in the True One, in His Son Jesus Christ. This is 

the true God and the eternal life) : kai (kai) conj., and, even, indeed, also; eimi (eimi) 

Pres. Ind. 1pl., to be, exist: we are; en (en) prep., in, by, with; alhyinov (alethinos) 

adj.d.m.sg, with def. art., true; uiov (huios) d.m.sg., with def. art., son; autov (autos) 

pers. pron. 3g.m.sg., him; Ihsouv (Iesous) d.m.sg., Jesus; Cristov (Christos) d.m.sg., 
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Christ “anointed”; outov (houtos) dem. Pron. n.m.sg., this, these; eimi (eimi) Pres. Ind. 

3sg., to be, exist: he/she/it is; alhyinov (alethinos) adj.n.m.sg, with def. art., true; yeov  

(theos) n.m.sg., god, God; kai (kai) conj., and, even, indeed, also; zwh (zoe) n.f.sg., with 

def. art. life; aiwniov (aionios) adj.n.f.sg., eternal, without beginning and end.                                            

         

 

 5:21 – teknia fulaxate eautouv apo twn eidwlwn amhn (Children, you keep 

yourselves from idols. Amen.) : teknion (teknon) voc. n.pl., little children; fulassw 
(phulasso) Aor. Act. Impv. 2pl., to guard, keep, watch: you keep; eautou (heautou) pron. 

2a.m.pl., himself; apo (apo) prep., form, out of; eidwlon (eidolon) g.n.pl., an image, 

likeness, idol; amhn (amen) part., of Hebrew origin Nma (amen) amen, verily, truly.         
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